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Our Ref

C18027

Contact

Michael Chessells

Date

19 March 2019

Shire of Chittering
6177 Great Northern Highway
Bindoon
WA6502
Att: Glenn Sargeson

River Engineering Pty Ltd
7/9 Griffin Drive, Dunsborough, WA 6281
ABN 78 146 050 384
T : 08 9430 6789
M : 0439 945 690
E : paul.broadhurst@riverengineering.com.au
W: www.riverengineering.com.au

Dear Glenn,

RE: WASTEWATER TREATMENT & DISPOSAL FOR A PROPOSED
CARAVAN PARK & LIFESTYLE VILLAGE AT BINDOON
The Shire of Chittering (the Shire) is proposing the development of a caravan park and lifestyle
village (the proposed development) on Lot 979 Great Northern Highway Bindoon Western Australia
(the site). It is proposed that the caravan park comprises 30 sites and the lifestyle village will consist
of 119 dwellings of either 2 or 3 bedrooms. Although the design of the development is preliminary,
a draft site layout plan is presented as Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the draft site layout overlain on an
aerial photograph with relevant cadastral boundaries.
The site is approximately 16 hectares in area and was previously used for a golf course. The south
west portion of the site currently contains a Shire community centre and the north-west portion is
periodically used for horse based community activities. Otherwise, the site is vacant.
In 2005 the Shire commissioned Coffey Geosciences Pty Ltd (Coffey) to undertake a geotechnical
investigation to characterise the site soils and geology, and describe civil engineering requirements
for site development. In general, the site soils are classified as Class H – highly reactive clays, that
overly Gneiss, Dolerite and colluvium. The Coffey report is presented in Appendix 1.
Due to the site having the above noted soil characteristics, the Shire has contracted River
Engineering Pty Ltd (River) to undertake a site and soil evaluation in accordance with the relevant
requirements of AS/NZS 1547:2012 On-site domestic wastewater management (the Standard).
This correspondence details the results of River’s investigations in accordance with the Standard,
and provides opinion as to required infrastructure to comply with any future applications for site
sewage treatment and disposal to the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER)
and the Department of Health (DoH).

Site and Soil Evaluation Procedure
The Standard requires the following tasks to be undertaken by suitably qualified and experienced
persons.
1. A desktop study.
2. A site and soil check.
3. A site and soil assessment.
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4. Evaluation of results and preparation of a site and soil evaluation report (SSE).
The status of the proposed development is “SSE surveys of land prior to zoning or rezoning the land
use” (pp 36). It follows that this report examines and describes potential sewage treatment options
rather than the specific detail required by the Standard when intending to construct and use a
preferred treatment and disposal system.

Desktop Observations
An aerial photograph of the site is shown below.

In all general respects the site is suitable for urban development, being in the Bindoon township with
proximity to community services. The site does not appear to be significantly constrained by
topographic or environmental issues, and the geology and soil characteristics are the main
engineering and environmental constraints.
The climate statistics for the site locality are presented in Appendix 2. The locality is characterised
by a dry summer and a wet winter, and yearly evaporation exceeds yearly rainfall.
The site is located close to the Brockman River in a sewage sensitive location as defined by the Draft
Government Sewerage Policy 2016.

Site and Soil Check
The Coffey report provides sufficient information to characterise the site soils and no further
investigation was warranted, other than a site inspection to confirm aerial photographic
interpretations. Percolation testing was not undertaken in the Coffey investigation however this
would be required once the location of an irrigation area(s) was determined.
The site soils are relatively uniform and comprise reactive clays. The site soils are classified as soil
Category 6 under the Standard with an indicative permeability of <0.06m/d (pp 39 Table 5.1).
The site would be classified as “unfavourable land” under the Standard (pp 95), which has the
following definition.
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Terrain soil combinations, which present severe limitations for land application of effluent,
shall be shown on the plan. On-site system development in these areas shall be avoided,
unless covered by specific design.

Site and Soil Assessment and Evaluation
The site is significantly constrained in relation to treated water disposal due to the following.
1. The site soils comprise reactive clays with very limited potential for water infiltration,
especially when saturated.
2. The sites climate is such that most rainfall occurs over winter months where the site soils
will become unsuitable for treated water disposal, and therefore treated water storage is
required.
3. Treated water irrigation areas would need to be specifically designed and operated, and be
significantly larger than in most other cases due to the low infiltration capacity of the site
soils. Irrigation rates will require active management based on soil moisture levels and
prevailing meteorological conditions.
4. The specialised treated water disposal requirements, and sensitive downstream receiving
environment, dictate that a high level of waste water treatment is required to protect public
health, safety and the environment.
Figure C1 – Site and Soil Evaluation Process for Subdivisions of the Standard (pp 91) provides a flow
chart for determining the suitability of a site for disposal of treated water. Item C of the flow chart
requires interpretation of desktop and preliminary investigations. In relation to the site the
following is noted.
C

Interpretation
Preliminary terrain-soil descriptions all indicate favourable potential for proposed
land use? Answer = No.

H

Select
All mapping units are unfavourable.

I

Analyse limitations
If limitations can be overcome at an acceptable cost, specify land management to
enable proposed use. If not, abandon the subdivision proposal.

Treated Water Disposal Options
The Standard specifies a number of options for sub-surface disposal of treated water including
trenches, beds and mounds, and includes general design and construction information for these
methods.
For Category 6 soils the Design Loading Rate (DLR) is generally not provided, rather there is
reference to table notes as below:
To enable use of such soils for on-site wastewater land application systems, special design
requirements and distribution techniques or soil modification procedures will be necessary.
(pp 145 Table L1) (pp 172 Table N1)
The issue of using these options is further complicated by the fact that treated water disposal cannot
occur when the site soils are saturated, which is likely over extended periods during winter months.
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It is concluded that the use of traditional septic tank systems with passive treated water distribution
trenches, beds or mounds is not sustainable for the proposed development at the site, and is
unlikely to gain regulatory approval.
River does not support a decentralised system whereby individual or small groups of dwellings use
passive treatment and disposal methods for treatment and disposal of waste water. The nature of
the site soils, the sites climatic conditions and the density of the proposed development does not
make this option viable.
River considers that the only viable option for sewage treatment and disposal for the proposed
development is to construct a centralised facility that produces a high-quality effluent for land
disposal by actively controlled irrigation, with an appropriately sized wet weather storage facility.

Base Data for Evaluation of Preferred Treatment and Disposal Option
The Shire has estimated the peak daily load of effluent to be 45kL per day, but notes a staged
development timeline of 10 years. In real terms, the effluent load from any stage of the proposed
development would need to be calculated from the relevant DoH guideline once the specific details
were known. For the sake of an overall site water balance, it is assumed that 45kL is the peak
effluent flow.
The Standard’s recommended Design Irrigation Rate (DIR) for Category 6 soils using spray irrigation
is 2mm/day (pp 160 Table M1). DIR at the site will vary as rainfall and evaporation rates change
throughout the year, and there will be periods where the DIR is 0mm/day in winter and significantly
higher during summer.
Evaporation and evapotranspiration should be the primary method of treated water disposal at the
site, but 2mm/d, based on soil properties is assumed for this preliminary assessment. An irrigation
area of 2.25ha allows for 100% disposal to land daily when conditions allow.
The standard for treated effluent wet weather storage is usually based on the duration of
consecutive days where the irrigation field is not operable due to wet conditions. Agreement would
need to be reached with DWER and DoH, but it is assumed that 14 days will be sufficient given the
consecutive rain days data provided in Appendix 2.
Treated water is to be of suitable quality that it can be disposed of sustainably at the site. Again, the
level of sewage treatment required would need to be agreed with DWER and DoH, but it is assumed
that a “proven” packaged treatment plant that produced Class A treated water would be
appropriate.

Sewage Treatment Plant
For this situation, an activated sludge bed bioreactor sewage treatment plant is proposed. The
standard treatment process includes influent screening, balance tank mixing, anoxic & aerobic
treatment for nitrification and denitrification, clarification, effluent sterilization and bag filtration
(100 micron). To produce Class A treated water an auto-backwashing filter (25 micron), secondary
chlorination via tank recirculation and residual trim hypochlorite dosing, and analysers for online
monitoring of treated effluent turbidity, free chlorine and pH would be required.
A general arrangement for this type of treatment plant is shown below.
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A photograph of a typical treatment plant is shown below. Given the proximity of odour and noise
sensitive places to the site the treatment plant should be housed within a building (shed) which is
vented through odour control filters.

A treatment plant of this type would typically produce an effluent with the following quality
characteristics.
Risk Level

Medium (Class A)

BOD

<20 mg/L

TSS

<30 mg/L

pH

6.5~8.5

T-N

<10 mg/L (or 70 mg/L
reduction)

T-P

1~2 (according to
coagulant dose rate)

Turbidity

<5 NTU

E.Coli

<10 CFU/100 mL

Free Chlorine

0.2~2 mg/L

If DWER and DoH required a higher level of effluent treatment then a membrane bioreactor plant
could be considered, however if public access to the irrigation area is restricted then the above plant
type should suffice.
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Irrigation Field
As noted above, with a DIR of 2mm/d, a total irrigation area of 2.25ha is required to dispose of 45kL
on any given day. Evaporation and evapotranspiration is the preferred method of treated water
disposal so the irrigation field is expected to comprise a 2.25ha relatively level area that would be
turfed and irrigated via conventional sprinkler arrangements (similar to a sports oval).
Due to the nature of the site soils, the irrigation field would require an array of soil moisture sensors
that interfaced with the irrigation control equipment to ensure that irrigation of the area does not
produce overland flow. Surface runoff from upstream catchment areas would also need to be
diverted around the irrigation field.
Regular maintenance of the irrigation field would be required in order to remove the nutrients
assimilated by the turf grass species. The irrigation field would also need to be fenced to restrict
public access during times when irrigation is occurring and for a period following irrigation.
Irrigation of treated water would need to be managed in accordance with a Recycled Water Quality
Management Plan (RWQMP) prepared for and approved by the DoH.
There is certainly the opportunity to integrate the irrigation field into the proposed development to
create an attractive public open space, although restrictions on public access would be required at
times.

Wet Weather Storage
A storage for treated water would be required for situations where the irrigation field is not useable
due to wet ground conditions. This storage is expected to be in the form of an open pond adjacent
to the treatment plant. The clay soils on the site are suitable for lining of the pond and it could be
constructed using balanced cut and fill, with compaction of a clay liner.
If it is assumed that DWER and DoH would accept 14 days as being acceptable for wet weather
storage of treated water then the volume of the pond would need to be a minimum of 630 cubic
metres.

Cost Estimates
River has assembled preliminary cost estimates for the elements described above as follows:

Capital Costs (ex GST)*
Treatment plant including equipment, installation and commissioning
Preparation of treatment plant base and construction of shed
2.25ha irrigation field with all distribution and control equipment

$450,000
$80,000
$300,000

Wet weather storage based on a balanced cut to fill

$40,000

Fencing of the irrigation field and wet weather storage

$40,000

Preparation of RWQMP and liaison with regulators

$25,000

Western Power connections (subject to discussions with Western Power)

$25,000

Total
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* note that no allowance has been made for gravity mains, sewage pump stations or rising mains to
deliver sewage to the treatment plant as these costs are generally associated with site
development.

Operational Costs (ex GST)*
Monitoring and maintenance (annual cost)

$50,000

Monitoring actions in accordance with the RWQMP (annual cost)

$25,000

Electricity (annual cost estimate)

$40,000

Total

$115,000

* note that no allowance has been made for maintenance of the irrigation field or regular
attendance at the plant site for routine inspections as these tasks would likely be undertaken by
Shire staff as part of normal duties.

Observations
The above estimates are for a treatment plant that is capable of processing the entire flow from the
proposed development. In real terms the development would be staged over a potential 10 year
period, however the proposed treatment plant has a minimum daily flow requirement of 12.5kL so
this would need to be achieved in the first stage.
Upon review, the Shire may amend the proposed development layout to either increase or decrease
the site yield. The above estimates cater for a flow between 12.5kL per day and 50kL per day, 630
cubic metres of wet weather storage and a controlled irrigation field of 500 square metres per
kilolitre per day of treated water. Variations are acceptable but there are certain thresholds that
would require a different treatment plant arrangement with subsequent impact on costs.
The treatment plant and wet weather storage facility would need to sited at a location that was
separated from sensitive uses (dwellings) by as much distance as possible, whilst being at a low point
of the site to minimise the requirement for sewage pump stations. The most logical location for the
treatment plant is the south west portion of the site.
An option exists whereby the Shire could construct the proposed caravan park as the first stage of
development and reduce the size and cost of the treatment plant, wet weather storage and
irrigation field in the first instance. As the site develops, infrastructure may become redundant
however.
An option exists where treated water could be beneficially used for other Shire assets in close
proximity to the site. A possible location is the existing sports facilities to the north west of the site
(approximately 1.3ha) however this action would be subject to the requirements of an approved
RWQMP and any other necessary approvals at the time.
For the reasons described throughout this document, centralised sewage treatment, storage and
disposal is required to cater for the proposed density of development and the “unfavourable land”
classification of the site soils. It is also noted that the site soils will present civil engineering
limitations during design and construction.
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Should you have any questions or matters for discussion please contact me.
Yours faithfully,

Michael Chessells
for River Engineering Pty Ltd
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Feasibility Study for the Shire of Chi ering June 2019
Breakaway Tourism Pty Ltd
P: 0419 904 691 | E: michelle@breakawaytourism.com.au
W: www.breakawaytourism.com.au |
@breakawaytourism
A: Mandurah, Western Australia | ABN: 67 157 931 005
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BUSINESS NAME

FIRST NAME

14K Brewery (COMING SOON)
Ace Electrical
Adams Pinnacle Tours
Adams Pinnacle Tours
ADRA Bindoon Op Shop
Adventure Connections
Adventure Out
Adventure Works WA
AHB Manning
Albany Mountain Bike Club Inc
Alcaro Hydraulic Services
Aquila Reserve
Ashleigh's Beauty and Makeup
Aussie Modular Solutions
Aussie Perth Tours
Australian Tourism Export Council (WA)
Avon Valley Tourism Association
Bajah Nominees
Beccy's Cleaning Service
Bendigo & Adelaide Bank
Bendigo Bank
Bindoon & Districts Agricultural Society
Bindoon & Districts Bowling Club
Bindoon & Districts Historical Society
Bindoon Arts and Crafts
Bindoon Bakehaus
Bindoon Basketball Association
Bindoon Beetle Gardening Services
Bindoon Cafe and Restaurant
Bindoon Chitterbug Gallery and Gifts
Bindoon Chittering Retirees
Bindoon Community Progress Assoc.
Bindoon Cricket Club
Bindoon Dental Surgery
Bindoon Entertainment Arts and Theatre
Bindoon General Store
Bindoon Hill Gravel Supply Pty Ltd
Bindoon IGA
Bindoon Karate
Bindoon Little Athletics
Bindoon Mens Shed
Bindoon Mowers & Machinery
Bindoon Netball Association
Bindoon Oval
Bindoon Pharmacy ‐ Chemist
Bindoon Playgroup
Bindoon Post Office
Bindoon Primary School
Bindoon Primary School Parents & Citizens
Bindoon Range Pony Club
Bindoon Roadhouse
Bindoon RSL
Bindoon Singers
Bindoon Social Centre
Bindoon Sport & Recreation Assoc.
Bindoon Stone Cottage
Bindoon Tai Chi Group
Bindoon Tennis Club
Bindoon Theatre Company
Bindoon Town Hall
Bindoon Townsite Heritage Walk
Bindoon Tractors
Bindoon Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade
Blackboy Ridge Walk Trail
Blooms by Scarlet Events
Blue Travel
Blue Travel
BMX Sports WA
Breakaway Tourism
Breakaway Tourism
Break the Boundary

Craig & Araluen
Hagan
Adam
Taylor
Graeme
Skeggs
Adam
Barnard
Bob and Dawn
Blizard
Email request sent
Adventure Out
Email request sent
Ashley, Helen & Brenda Manning
Albany Mountain Bike Club Inc
Allyn
Kirkby
Chittering
Shire
Ashleigh
Silverton
Terry
Birnie
Aussie Perth Tours
Deb
Carr
Avon Valley Tourism Association
Brett
Taylor
Beccy
Juhas
Andrew
Cooke
Belinda
Moloney
Jenny
Johnson
Sandra
Clarke
Ian
Campbell
Pat
Beard
Leanne
Phillipson
Austin
Bailey
Stacy
Searle
Cherry
Hamilton
Gail
Bam
Lois
Jones
Noel
Russell
Mike
Whitely
Suzanne
Trish
Murrell
Steve
Scott
Joc
Dwyer
Rhonda
McNabb
Johnny
Leong
Debbie
Warrener
Alex
Douglas
Justin & Rachel
Withnell
Michelle
Nagel
Chittering
Shire
Carolyn & Craig
Wilson & Lupton
Nahrel
Dallywater
Sue
Carter
Bindoon Primary School
Kylie
Jones
Emily
Lonman
Kazdee Pty Ltd
Mark
Kay
Yvonne
Press
Janina
Roberts
Gail
Smith
Amy
McAuliffe
Barni
Norton
Vivienne
Du Plessis
Sue
Carter
Sue
Carter
Chittering
Shire
Shaun
Oliver
Matthew
Whelan
Chittering
Shire
Jorja
Knight
Ako
Savage
Michael
Wong
BMX Sports WA
Michelle
Sidebottom
Michael
Sidebottom
Andrew
Liddawi

LAST NAME

EMAIL

PHONE

hello@14kbrewery.com.au
office@ace‐electrical.net.au
Graeme.skeggs@adams.com
adam.barnard@goadams.com.au
gradad@bigpond.net.au

0407 225 812 or 0413 570 414
09571 0022
0421 524 458

operations@adventureout.com.au

09576 1301
0459 124 646
08 9472 3919
08 9796 1000
0429 375 255
0402 828 157
0428 234 663
09576 4000
0430 625 400
09571 4173
08 9221 2400
0416 103 270

MANNINGVALE@HOTMAIL.COM
president@albanymtb.com.au
alcarohydraulics@westnet.com.au
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
ashleighraesilverton@gmail.com
commercial@ams‐group.com.au
info@aussieperthtours.com.au
deb.carr@atec.net.au
info@avonvalleywa.com.au
bajah.nominees@bigpond.com
00459 722 718
beccyscleaningservices@gmail.com
00476 593 382
bindoonmailbox@bendigoadelaide.com.au
09576 0333
Belinda.Moloney@bendigoadelaide.com.au
enquiry@bindoonshow.com
457103033
vinsan@iinet.net.au
00427 847 175
waldiechris@gmail.com
09576 0388
graybeards@bigpond.com
09576 1325
bestpies@iinet.net.au
austin@ozwestgaragedoors.com.au
00467 531 603
bindoonbeetle@gmail.com
00427 443 599
bindooncafeandrestaurant@hotmail.com
895760021
danielbam1@bigpond.com
09576 1041
loisjones@westnet.com.au
09576 0451
noelruss@bigpond.com
00439 966 449
bindoonbushrangers@gmail.com; jwhitely8@b 09576 0363
bindoondental@gmail.com
09576 0587
beatinthehall@gmail.com
00438 860 022
vserv@iinet.net.au
09576 1034
joc@bindoonhill.com.au
00427 962 031
accounts@bindooniga.com.au
09576 0062
00414 687 393
00421 963 119
tantalon@bigpond.com
00488 075 923
bindoonmowers@gmail.com
00439 065 461
bindoon_netball_secretary@hotmail.com
00419 947 514
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
09576 4000
craig.lupton@bindoonpharmacy.com.au
95761666
gordiebh@gmail.com
00407 114 544
bindpost@iinet.net.au
09576 1020
bindoon.ps@education.wa.edu.au
09576 1097
dpkejones@bigpond.com
00427 722 139
bindoonrangepc@outlook.com
00467 336 599
bindoonroadhouse@gmail.com
00434 287 408
00431 960 559
yaylbnb@activ8.net.au
09576 1409
01300 650 803
nirrandafarm@westnet.com.au
09655 9046
reception@cvcp.com.au
00400 298 884
barni.norton@bigpond.com
00419 964 909
vivft@yahoo.com.au
00420 352 958
bindpost@iinet.net.au; beatinthehall@gmail.co 09576 1020
bindpost@iinet.net.au
09576 1020
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
09576 4000
info@bindoontractors.com.au
09576 0486
bindoonvbfb@gmail.com
895760148
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
09576 4000
bloomsbyscarletevents@gmail.com
00408 649 113
akos@blueco.com.au
michaelw@blueco.com.au
bmx@bmxsportswa.com.au
08 6336 9685
0419 904 691
michelle@breakawaytourism.com.au
0423 057 421
michael@breakawaytourism.com.au
andrew@breaktheboundary.com
0479 166 234

WEBSITE

INSTAGRAM @ FACEBOOK @

http://albanymtb.coalbanymtb

COMMENTS

albanymtbclub

www.bmxsportswa.bmxsportswa
bmxsportswa
www.breakawaytoubreakawaytourism BreakawayTourismPtyLtd
www.breakawaytoubreakawaytourism BreakawayTourismPtyLtd
https://breaktheboubreaktheboundary breaktheboundaryau
*Sent email intro request
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Brockman Historical Precinct
Burroloo Well Hydroponics & Farm Stay
Burrup Mountain Bike Club Inc
Bushwalking WA
Bushwalking WA
Bicycling Western Australia
Caffeine Cravings
Camping & Caravans, Bindoon
Cape Mountain Bikers
Caravan and Camping Bindoon
Caravan Industry Association of WA
Carty Reserve Walk
Castlerock Building Contractors (BRN 14221)
Catholic Agricultural College
CD Tractors
Chinkabee Complex
Chittering Art Society
Chittering Bindoon CWA
Chittering Cancer Support Group
Chittering Catering
Chittering Chamber of Commerce
Chittering Country Club
Chittering Health Service
Chittering Incident Support Brigade
Chittering Junior Football Club
Chittering Landcare
Chittering Mechanical & Tyres
Chittering Roadhouse
Chittering Scout Group
Chittering Septic Service
Chittering Tourist Association & Visitor Centre
Chittering Valley Hall
Chittering Valley LCDC
Chittering Valley Markets @ IHC
Chittering Valley Oval
Chittering Valley Progress & Sporting Association
Chittering Valley Tours Pty Ltd
Chittering Wildlife Carers
City of Swan
City of Swan
City of Wanneroo
City of Wanneroo
Clubs WA
Clune Park
Collie Mountain Bike Club
Consult Innovate Create
Country Values Real Estate
Custom Seating
Cycle Sport Western Australia
Cycling Development Foundation
Dalwallinu Discovery Centre
Dash Boilermaking Services
Denmark Mountain Bike Club
Destination Perth
Dismantle
Dmach Contracting
DSY Engineering
Dunsborough Cycling Club
Edwards Contracting
Ellen Brockman Integrated Catchment Group
Enderslea Farm
Enderslie House Bed and Breakfast
Equestricare
Excalibur Printing
Explorus Adventure Learning
Explore Tours Perth
Ferguson House
Fewsters Earthmoving
Forest Edge Recreation Camp ‐ Dry SnowSports Australia
FutureNow Creative & Leisure Industries Training Council
Future Security WA
Genspark

Attachment 2
Chittering
Shire
Ann
Graham
Burrup Mountain Bike Club
Bushwalking WA Executive Officer
President Bushwalking WA
Bicycling Western Australia
Stacey
Van Blommestein
Chittering
Shire
Cape Mountain Bikers
Chittering Tourist Association
Craig
Kenyon
Chittering
Shire
Ben
Eggleston
Geoff
Hendriks
Chris
Durey
Bindoon Sport and Recreation Association
Robyn
Edwards
Chittering Bindoon CWA
Jan
Peterson
Julie
Farey
Trish
Murrell
Chittering
Shire
Karen
Alford
Janice
Billen
Kevin
Smith
Rosanna
Hindmarsh
Brad
Schmidt
Shirley
Embrey
Sue
Budd
Kevin
Embling
Amy
McCauliff
Chittering
Shire
Rosanna
Hindmarsh
Greg
Salter
Chittering
Shire
Michelle
Rossouw
Richard
Taylor
Ann
Graham
Mike
Foley
Sascha
Stone
Daniel
Simms
Caroline
Buck
Karen
Giles
Chittering
Shire
Collie Mountain Bike Club
Jodie
Mortadza
Julie
Drummond
Roland
Thommasson
Cycle Sport Western Australia
Cycling Development Foundation
Dalwallinu Discovery Centre
Jan
Funch
Helena
Zlatnik
Tracey
Cinavas‐Prosser
Dismantle
John
Drummond
Shawn
Graham

chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
ann.rufftuff@hotmail.com
info@burrupmtb.com
execoﬃcer@bushwalkingwa.org.au
president@bushwalkingwa.org.au
info@bwa.org.au
svanblommestein@yahoo.com
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
capemountainbikers@icloud.com
bindinfo@iinet.net.au
craig@caravanwa.com.au
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
ben@castlerockbuilding.com
admin@cacbindoon.wa.edu.au
chris@cdtractors.com.au
nirrandafarm@westnet.com.au
stirlingrangehoney@gmail.com
chitteringbindooncwa@outlook.com
janet.petersen1@bigpond.com.au
fareyjulie@hotmail.com
chitteringcc@gmail.com
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
reception@chitteringhealth.com.au
billenjc@hotmail.com
chitteringjfc@hotmail.com
chitteringlandcare@iinet.net.au
schmidtandsons@m2data.com.au

Phil
Edwards
Rosanna
Hindmarsh
Diane
Pope
Wayne and Olga
Utting
Ros
Maindok
Melanie
Engles
Explorus Adventure Learning
Adam
Saunders
Janina
Roberts
Malcolm
Fewster
Graeme
Watson
Janice
Calcei
Jane
Thomasson
Bruce
Pannell

jengaunt@bigpond.com
chitteringlandcare@iinet.net.au
popetwo@gmail.com
enderslie@bigpond.com
ros@equestricare.com.au
mel@excaliburprinting.com.au
adventure@explorus.com.au
adam.saunders@exploretoursperth.com

moss152@exemail.com.au
chitteringseptics@gmail.com
bindinfo@iinet.net.au
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
rosanna@iinet.net.au
ihcmarkets.swapmeet@ihc.wa.edu.au
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
geofcorp@bigpond.com
chitteringvalleytours@gmail.com
ann.rufftuff@hotmail.com
ceo@swan.wa.gov.au
sascha.stone@swan.wa.gov.au
daniel.simms@wanneroo.wa.gov.au
Caroline.Buck@wanneroo.wa.gov.au
Karen@clubswa.com.au
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
crankncycles@bigpond.com
info@consultinnovatecreate.com.au
pa@cvcp.com.au
customseating@bigpond.com
info@westcycle.org.au
info@cyclingdevelopment.org.au
dalwallinu@crc.net.au
janfunch@hotmail.com
helena.zlatnik@gmail.com
ceo@experienceperth.com
hello@dismantle.org.au
dmach@westnet.com.au
shawn@dsyengineering.com.au

fewstersearthmoving@bigpond.com
admin@forestedge.net
jcalcei@futurenow.org.au
jane@futuresecuritywa.com.au
bkp@genspark.com.au

09576 4000
09576 1010
9185 5802

08 6336 9696
0467 269 956
06576 4000
0499 182 467
09576 1100
0400 483 199
09576 4000
0402 125 611
09576 5500
0447 710 056
09655 9046
09576 2117

www.burrupmtb.com

www.bwa.org.au

Burrup Mountain Bike Club

bicycling_western_BicyclingWA

www.capemountaincapemtbikers

capemtbikers

www.colliecycleclub.org.au

colliemtbclub

0458 975 564
0432 114 252
0438 860 022
09576 4000
09576 1091
0416 291 036
428929120
09571 0400
0427 980 225
09576 1027
0403 852 333
0429 933 407
95761100
09576 4000
09571 0400
09571 8135
09576 4000
09571 8584
0407 747 319
427992099
08 9267 9267
08 9267 9267
08 9405 5000
1300 640 616
09576 4000
409930890
0429 050 469
09576 0626
0431 429 590
08 6336 9680
411555494
08 9661 1802
0427 711 584
0427 058 172
08 9321 9120

*MS send extra email for distribution to clubs

http://wa.cycling.org.au
www.cyclingdevelopment.org.au

https://denmarkmountainbike.org

www.dismantle.org dismantle_inc
dismantle.nfp
0427 712 221 or 0428 886 650
09571 4026
https://dunsboroughcountryclub.org.a dunsboroughcyclingclub
0407 781 625
09571 0400
09386 5575
412407648
0428 885 122
893039382
08 9758 5500
08 9308 2211
0475 832 979
0417 189 842
0429 470 047
0497 888 847
09571 8984
0419 047 742
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Item 9.1.1
Ghostly Pet Supplies
Gingin Chittering Lions Club
Gin Gin Visitor Centre
Glenowen Winery
Golden Grove Orchards & Tea Rooms
Groves Logistics
Hall All Contracting & Earthmoving
Harcourts Alliance Real Estate
Haydon Contractors
Hip Pocket Workwear
Hotel Scottalian
I Love Wooden Toys
I Should Be Your Plumber
IHC Parents and Friends
Immaculate Heart College
Immaculate Heart College (IHC) Playgroup
Independent Data Systems
Jump N Pump Nation
Jurien Painting Service
Kalamunda Mountain Bike Collective
Kalamunda MTB Community
Koorunga CWA
Kyotmunga Estate
Last Drop Water Carriers
Little Love Designs
Love Ya Locks
Lower Chittering Cricket Club
Lower Chittering Hall
Lower Chittering Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade
Lullfitz Nursery
Luxury Outback Tours
Mane Tamers
Mark Leuba ‐ Electrician / Electrical
MtGabbie
Moora Community Resource & Visitor Centre
Moore River Tourism Association
Mountain Bike Australia ‐ Chief Operating Officer, Company Secretary
Mountain Bikers of Kalgoorlie
Mountain Biking Australia Magazine
Mountain Biking Australia Magazine
Muchea Grading Contractors
Muchea Hall
Muchea Irrigation and Rural Supplies
Muchea Judo Club
Muchea Netball Club
Muchea Plumbing and Gas
Muchea Road House and General Store
Muchea Senior Cricket Club (Inc.)
Muchea Tree Farm
Muchea Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade
Muddy Puddles Family Learning Centre
Murchison Exploration
N & M Russell Plumbing & Gas
Nannup Mountain Bike Club
Needoonga Walk Trail
New Norcia Visitor Centre
Nicola Anne Designs
Niela Citrus
Niela Transport
North Metropolitan TAFE ‐ Joondalup Campus
North Metropolitan TAFE ‐ Northbridge Campus
Northern Valleys Electrical
Northern Valleys News
Oasis Water Beads
Obstacle Racers Australia
OG Survey
Orchard Glory Farm Resort
Orienteering WA ‐ Vice President
Orienteering WA ‐ Mountain Bike Orienteering Convenor
Outback Chef
Outdoor Council of Australia
Outdoor Education Australia

Attachment 2
Jennifer
Brown
Gingin Chittering Lions Club
Gin Gin Visitor Centre
Dan
Bam
Rocco & Connie
Zampogna
Paul
Groves
Ian
Hall
Gail
Woods
Peter
Haydon
Melanie
Engles
Lynne
Armenti
Sue
Roberts
Chris
Ellyard
Janna
Curson
Immaculate Heart College
Alison
Reliti
Jason
Aitkins
Ian
Humphrey
Roland
Schnieder
Kalamunda Mountain Bike Collective
Kalamunda MTB Community
Lois
Jones
Lynette & Trevor
Chester & Wallis
James
South
Dee
Dugay
Jennah
Day
Wayne
Sneddon
Chittering
Shire
Gary
Parkinson
Kim
Wilson
Sylvia
Mills
Nicole
Catalano
Mark
Leuba
Sam
Young
Moora Community Resource & Visitor Centre
Carrie
Edwards
Denise
Cox
Mountain Bikers of Kalgoorlie
James
Oake
Mountain Biking Australia
Robyn
Shaw
Chittering
Shire
Linda
Paul
Kendrick
Kylie
Hughes
Peter
Draper
Warren
Naylor
Shane
Angel
Natalie
Vallance
Mark
Godsell
Lorraine
Pierce
Dianne
Woolgrove
Noel
Russell
Nannup Mountain Bike Club
Chittering
Shire
New Norcia Visitor Centre
Nicola
McWhirter
Shane & Bridgette
Kay
Michael
Kay
TBA
TBA
Dee
Dugay
Tamieka
Preston
Janet
Owen
Obstacle Racers Australia
George
Ognenis
David
Cheah
Russell
Wade
Hadrien
Devillepoix
Greg
Salter
Outdoor Council of Australia
Outdoor Education Australia

icemice@tpg.com.au
k.p.country@westnet.com.au
visitorcentre@gingin.net
danielbam1@bigpond.com
info@goldengroveorchard.com
groveslogistics@gmail.com
hall_all2@bigpond.com
gail.woods@harcourtsalliance.com.au
peterhaydon19@bigpond.com
wangara@hippocketworkwear.com.au
bindooninn@bigpond.com
sue@ilovewoodentoys.com.au
office@ishouldbeyourplumber.com.au
jannaleacurson@gmail.com
admin@ihc.wa.edu.au
ihcplaygroup@outlook.com
idssales@iinet.net.au
ian@jumpnpumpnation.com
cynthia.janet@live.com
ianbbear@gmail.com
loisjones@westnet.com.au
info@kyotmunga.com.au
lastdropwater@gmail.com
little.love.designs@outlook.com.au
jennahshanaeday@gmail.com
snedden@westnet.com.au
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
secretary@chitteringfireservices.org.au
enquiries@lullfitz.com.au
bookings@luxuryoutbacktours.com.au
manetamers@yahoo.com.au
mark.leuba@bigpond.com
mtgabbie@bigpond.com
moora@crc.net.au
crc@gingin.net
denise.cox@mtba.org.au
danno@mtbk.org
JamesOake@yaffa.com.au
info@yaffa.com.au
robynshaw.1@bigpond.com
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
linda@muchea.com
no1oracle2002@yahoo.com.au
storm_skye@hotmail.com
info@mucheaplumbing.com
warren@muchea.com
shane.angel@bigpond.com
muchtree@nw.com.au
mucheasecretary@gmail.com
muddypuddlesfamilylearning@gmail.com
info@murchisonexploration.com.au
noelruss@bigpond.com
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
museum@newnorcia.wa.edu.au
nicola.anne.designs@hotmail.com
nielacitrus@gmail.com
mickay_87@yahoo.com.au

nvelectrical@outlook.com.au
tamieka@nvnews.com.au
oasiswaterbeads@westnet.com.au
info@obstacleracers.com.au
george@ogsurvey.com.au
orchardglory@westnet.com.au
online email ‐ www.wa.orienteering.asn.au
hadriendvpx@gmail.com
treetopsguesthouse@westnet.com.au
secretariat@outdoorcouncil.asn.au
chair@outdooreducationaustralia.org.au

08 9575 1253
09576 1041
09571 8074
0429 932 633
0419 042 455
405414038
0429 088 703
893039382
09576 1400
0400 121 958
1800 655 335
0416 258 419
09571 8135
0429 194 763
0402 029 922
0434 945 046
09576 1111 or 0408 910 078
893458831
www.kalamundacollective.com.au

KalamundaCollective
*Facebook
*TBA ‐ Joined closed grou*Facebook
09576 0451
0407 009 399
400217282
09571 0088
09576 0170
0427 114 846
09576 4600
0430 047 144
09571 4589
0429 385 642
0408 953 846
0428 899 839
0412 690 849
08 9653 1053
08 9575 1253
07 5628 0114 & 040www.mtba.org.au mtbaust
MTBA
*Denise has circulated survey to members & provided research docs, keen to be kept in the loop
0432 887 837
www.mtbk.org
www.mtbiking.com mountainbikingausmountainbikingaustralia
02 9281 2333
www.mtbiking.com mountainbikingausmountainbikingaustralia
09571 4237
09576 4600
09571 4011
09402 1493 or 0400 041 493
0457 777 106
09571 4797
09571 4010
0408 674 643
09571 4090
0
0402 452 405
09407 4155
0439 966 449
0409 563 054
Facebook page
Nannup
09576 4000
wamba.org.au
09654 8056
wambamtb
0424 134 100
0428 761 093 or 0427 576 100
0439 951 388

09571 0088
0419 902 904
0429 291 183
www.obstacleracersobstacleracers

ObstacleRacersAustralia

www.wa.orienteering.asn.au
www.wa.orienteering.asn.au

orienteeringwa
orienteeringwa

0408 946 662
09576 2888

09571 4765
08 8423 0810
07 5463 6333
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Item 9.1.1
Outdoor Discoveries
Outdoors WA
Over 55 Cycling Club Perth
Over 55 Cycling Club Perth
Patch of Heaven Family Daycare
Peace Be Still
Peel Districts Mountain Bike Club
People on Bicycles
Perth City YHA
Perth Mountain Bike Club
Perth Trail Series
Peterpans Adventure Travel
Plantation Wildflowers
Prideland Hens
Prideland Kennels & Cattery
PSC McKenna Hampton Insurance Brokers Pty Ltd
R&R Relax and Restore
RDA Wheatbelt
RDA Wheatbelt
RDS Electrics
Retsae Dorper Stud
Robert Hindmarsh Rest Area
Rock and Roll Mountain Biking
Rollerski Australia
Rural Fencing
Sandown Park
SandWizard
Scarlet Events
SchoolActivities.com.au
SchoolExcursions.com.au
SD Hydraulic Hose & Fittings
ShaBo STUDIO
Shelter Designs
Shire of Chittering ‐ Acting CEO
Shire of Chittering ‐ Economic Development Coordinator
Shire of Chittering ‐ Executive Manager Development Services
Shire of Chittering ‐ Economic Development
Shire of Chittering ‐ Emergency Services
Shire of Gin Gin
Shire of Gin Gin
Shire of Toodyay
Shire of Toodyay
Shire of Victoria Plains
Shire of Victoria Plains
Shontey's Hair Salon
Sightseeing Pass Australia
SingleTracks
Skills IQ
South Midlands Polocrosse Club
South Midlands Pony Club
South West Mountain Bike Club
Southern Mountain Bikers
Sparx Electrical
Spoonbill Lake
Sport Climbing Australia
Stonehouse Walk Trail
Stringybark Winery & Restaurant
Superlight Aircraft Club Inc
Sussex Bend Park
Sweetman Excavations
The Blue Cow Caf
The Jungle Body with Sally D
The Worm Shed
Three Chillies Design
Thrive Sustainability
Toodyay Visitor Centre
Top Dog Mobile Dog Wash and Clipping
Tourism Council of WA
Tourism WA
Tourism WA
Tourism WA
Trails WA

Attachment 2
Brett
Huntly
Jamie
Bennett
Steve
Ottaway
John
Morhall
Helen
Taylor
Wendy
Gellard
Peel Districts Mountain
People on Bicycles
Perth City YHA
Perth Mountain Bike Club
Melina
Mellino
Peterpans Adventure Travel
Nina and Anthony
Foulkes‐Taylor
Mel
Kate
Vale
Craig
Shand
Helly
Kerr
Mandy
Walker
Chris
Evans
Phil
Beardsmore
Troy & Tracie
Easter
Wannamal
Community Centre
Jenny
Wardle
Elisabeth & Vibeke
Phil and Vicki
Humphry
Jenny
Hall
Shelley
Walter
Jorja
Knight
SchoolActivities.com.au
SchoolExcursions.com.au
Rob
Galliott
Sharon
Gerschwitz
Denise
O'Connor
Neil
Hartley
Euan
Martin
Peter
Stuart
Karen
Dore
Jamie
O'Neill
Aaron
Cook
Helen
Sutherland
Stan
Scott
Audry
Bell
Glenda
Teede
Jacqui
Graham
Shontey
Ognenis
Lisa
D'Souza
SingleTracks
Skills IQ ‐ Sport, Fitness and Recreation
Jenny
Hall
Bridie
Carron
South West Mountain Bike Club
Southern Mountain Bikers
Julian
Atterton
Chittering
Shire
Sport Climbing Australia
Chittering
Shire
Mary and Bruce
Cussen
Robin
Greeney
Chittering
Shire
Ian
Sweetman
Jonathan and Natalie
Watt
Sally
Kevin
Smith
Paul
Neve
Laura
Blishen
Toodyay Visitor Centre
Top Dog Mobile Dog Wash and Clipping
Evan
Hall
Caroline
Vincin
Derryn
Belford
Renata
Lowe
Trails WA

info@outdoordiscoveries.com.au
jamie@outdoorswa.org
president@o55perth.bike
vicepresident@o55perth.bike
patchofheavenchildcare@hotmail.com
peacebestill@iinet.net.au
pdmbc@outlook.com
People@peopleonbicycles.com.au
perthcity@yha.com.au
info@perthmtb.asn.au
melina@perthtrailseries.com.au
info@peterpans.com
nina@plantationwildflowers.com
hillbillymel@hotmail.com
prideland@aapt.net.au
cshand@pscinsurance.com.au
hellykerr@gmail.com
mandy.walker@rdawheatbelt.com.au
chris.evans@rdawheatbelt.com.au
pkbeardsmore@bigpond.com
blueberrybliss@optusnet.com.au
butchy@iinet.net.au
info@rockandrollmountainbiking.com.au
rollerskiaustralia@gmail.com
humphryv@iinet.net.au
hall_all1@bigpond.com
perth@sandwizard.com.au
scarleteventplanning@gmail.com
dwalsh@walshmedia.com.au
info@schoolexcursions.com.au
rob@hoserepair.com.au
hello@shabostudio.com.au
denise@shelterdesigns.com.au
ceo@chittering.wa.gov.au
edc@chittering.wa.gov.au
emds@chittering.wa.gov.au
edo@chittering.wa.gov.au
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
ceo@gingin.wa.gov.au
cdo@gingin.wa.gov.au
ceo@toodyay.wa.gov.au
mcd@toodyay.wa.gov.au
ceo@victoriaplains.wa.gov.au
cdo@victoriaplains.wa.gov.au
shontey@bigpond.com
lisa@sightseeingpassaustralia.com
news@singletracks.com
enquiries@skillsiq.com.au
hall_all1@bigpond.com
bridie13@live.com.au
president@swmtbc.asn.au
hello@southernmtb.com.au
julianatterton@hotmail.com
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
info@sportclimbingaustralia.org.au
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
maryhcussen@gmail.com
secretary@slacwa.org.au
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
sweetmanexcavations@bigpond.com
bluecowcafe@iinet.net.au
sally_76@bigpond.com
kevin@wormshed.com.au
paul@tctraildesign.com.au
info@thrivesustainability.com.au
visitorscentre@toodyay.wa.gov.au
jpannett@iinet.net.au
EHall@tourismcouncilwa.com.au
Caroline.Vincin@westernaustralia.com
Derryn.Belford@westernaustralia.com.au
Renata.Lowe@westernaustralia.com
hello@trailswa.com.au

08 9757 7281
08 9468 0102
0409 29 58 77
0481 056 069
09571 0268
09571 8108
0438 606 135
0424 080 695

0423 729 949

https://o55perth.bike/
https://o55perth.bike/

http://pdmbc.com.apeeldh
www.peopleonbicycles.com.au

pdmbc
PeopleonBicyclesWA

http://perthmtb.asnpmbcmtb
www.perthtrailserieperth.trail.series

pmbcmtb
PerthTrailSeries

Requested to join Facebook Page

09576 1011 or 0428 761 011
0449 942 403
0414 898 236 or 9571 0677
08 6142 0006
09576 0959
08 9575 1888
08 9575 1888
95761506
0402 006 103
09655 7013
0410 949 182
www.rockandrollmountainbiking.com.arockandrollmtb
0431 172 151 (Elisabhttp://rollerskiaustr rollerskiaustralia rollerskiaustralia
95761050
09571 4362
0400 877 880
0408 649 113
0403 154 873
www.schoolactivities.com.au
0404 943 890
www.schoolexcursions.com.au
438773374
0431 862 004
0408 761 961
09576 4600
09576 4600
09576 4600
09576 4600
09576 4600
0436 688 417
08 9575 2211
08 9574 9300
08 9574 9300
0429 117 758
08 9628 7004
0430 857 165
www.singletracks.cosingletracks
02 9392 8100
09571 4362 / 0417931947
0458 137 109
www.southernmtb. southernmtb

singletracksmtb

*USA ‐ reference only

SWMTBC
TheSouthernMTB

0430 594 997
09576 4000
09576 4000
09571 8069
09279 2984
09576 4000
0416 143 484
0448 880 977
044 844 0019
895718003
0418 830 370
0408 157 301
08 9574 9380
0413 310 087
08 9416 0705
08 9262 1700
08 9262 1700
08 9262 1700

Facebook page

threechilliesdesign Three‐Chillies‐Design

http://trailswa.com trailswa

trailswa
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Travel WA Tours
Travel WA Tours
Trees Adventure ‐ Yanchep
Trees Adventure ‐ Yanchep
Treworder Two
John
Williams
Triathlon WA
Triathlon WA
Tronox
Chris
Bean
Two Feet & a Heart Beat
Ryan
Mossny
Upper Chittering Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade
Kathryn
Howlett
University of Notre Dame Australia
Duncan
Picknoll
Chatter Chittering
Chatter Chittering
Valentino Holidays
Adriane
Tse
WA Country Health Services
WA Country Health Services
WA Department of Biodiversity, Conservation & Attractions ‐ Trails Coordinator
Kerstin
Stender
WA Departmnt of Education ‐ North Metropolitan Education Regional Office
North Metropolitan Education Regional Office
WA Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries ‐ Club DevelopmenLisa
Kay
WA Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries ‐ WAIS & WASF Co Steve
Humfrey
WA Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries ‐ Consultant: MounJacqui
Jashari
Sharpe
WA Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries ‐ Training & QualityGraham
WA Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries ‐ WA Trails ReferenSteve
Bennett
WA Historical Cycle Club
WA Historical Cycle Club
WA Indigenous Tourism Operators Council
Robert
Taylor
WA Mountain Bike Association
WA Mountain Bike Association
Wandena Contracting Pty Ltd
Murray
Groves
Wongan Hills Visitor Centre
Wongan Hills Visitor Centre
Wannamal Chittering Regional Herbarium
Rosanna
Hindmarsh
Wannamal Community Centre
Julie
Taylor
Wannamal Heritage Walk
Chittering
Shire
Wannamal Indoor Bowling
Keith
Cunningham
Wannamal Lake Catchment Group
Rosanna
Hindmarsh
Wannamal Sporting Clays
Grant
Cooper
Wannamal Tennis Club
Donnelle
Smith
Wannamal Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade
Gail
Smith
Wavecrest Tours
Rick
Besso
WA Visitor Centre
Troy
De Souza
Weltravel
Rayie
Bong
Westcycle
Westcycle
Western Trails Alliance
Ivan
Svenson
West Coast Masters Cycling Council
Wayne
Lally
West Coast Masters Cycling Council
Denis
Robinson
Wheatbelt Development Commission
Emily
Comber
Wheatbelt Development Commission
Gavin
Robins
Wootra Farm Bed and Breakfast
Colleen and Peter
Osborn
Wootra Farm Preserves
Colleen and Peter
Osborn

Attachment 2
charters@twatours.com.au
08 6267 0701
yancheppark@treesadventure.com.au
08 6365 1833
jacko1943@bigpond.com
0439 937 829
admin@wa.triathlon.org.au
08 9443 9778
www.triwa.com.au triathlonwa
TriathlonWesternAustralia
chris.bean@tronox.com
ryanm@twofeet.com.au
0433 328717
Khowlett911@gmail.com
0404 600 251
Duncan.Picknoll@nd.edu.au
08 9433 0219
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
marketingasia@valentinoholidays.com.au
wachscomms@health.wa.gov.au.
09651 0270
kerstin.stender@dbca.wa.gov.au
08 9219 9000
*Have left phone message to ensure right person ‐ awaiting response
NorthMetropolitanERO.PublicInbox@education 08 9285 3600
cdo@chittering.wa.gov.au
08 9576 4600
steve.humfrey@dsr.wa.gov.au
08 9492 9819
https://www.sportadlgscsport
dlgscsport
jacqui.jashari@dsr.wa.gov.au
08 9492 9760
*Have left phone message ‐ awaiting response
Graham.Sharpe@dlgsc.wa.gov.au
08 9492 9780
steve.bennett@dlgsc.wa.gov.au
08 94929732 & 0407020531
https://historicalcycleclub.com.au
WAHistoricalCycleClub
info.wahcc@gmail.com
ceo@waitoc.com
0419 921 946
info@wamba.org.au
www.wamba.org.auwambamtb
wamba.org.au
*MS to email for meeting *Try Facebook message again
wandenacontracting@bigpond.com
0428 911 152
wongantourism@westnet.com.au
08 9671 1973
chitteringlandcare@iinet.net.au
butchy@iinet.net.au
09655 7013
chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au
09576 4000
09655 7070
rosannah@iinet.net.au
0439 911 792
coops57@westnet.com.au
0417 971 176 or 9314 2502
donelle.simon@wn.com.au
09655 7056
nirrandafarm@westnet.com.au
09655 9046
rbesso@wavecrest.net.au
0428 381 232
troy@ausvc.com.au
rayie@weltravel.com
info@westcycle.org.au
https://westcycle.orwest_cycle
WestCycle and WCRoada Try facebook message again
ivan@westerntrailsalliance.com.au
0418 912 913
www.westerntrailsawesterntrailsalliancwesterntrailsalliance
president@wcmasterscycling.asn.au
08 9330 2643
www.wcmasterscycling.asn.au
*TBA ‐ Joined closed group
vp@wcmasterscycling.asn.au
0411 875 871
www.wcmasterscycling.asn.au
*TBA ‐ Joined closed group
08 9622 7222
emily.comber@wheatbelt.wa.gov.au
teresa.drew@wheatbelt.wa.gov.au
08 9622 7222
wootrafarmbandb@gmail.com
0407 481 350
wootrafarmbandb@gmail.com
09576 0986
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Attachment 2:
WAMBA Western Australian Race
Calendar 2019
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Attachment 3:
TransWA N2 Timetable
(Perth to Bindoon)
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Bookings
Reservations are essential on all services, excluding the
AvonLink, and may be made up to three months in advance. To
book call 1300 662 205 (Australia wide, cost of a local call) from
8.30am - 5.00pm Monday to Friday, 8.30am - 4.30pm Saturday
and 10.00am - 4.00pm Sunday (WST), or visit a Transwa
booking centre or an accredited ticketing agent (locations can
be found on our website). Alternatively, visit transwa.wa.gov.au.
TTY callers may call the National Relay Service on 13 36 77 then
quote 1300 662 205.

Item 9.1.1

Concessions
At Transwa we offer discounted travel for all ages, including
WA Pensioners, WA Health Care, Seniors, Veterans, full-time
students and children under 16 years of age. If you would like
to purchase a ticket using your valid concession ensure you
have your card on you when you book, and while on board. If
required, you may be asked to show another form of ID. For
more information visit transwa.wa.gov.au.
Children
Children aged 5 to 15 years (inclusive) are entitled to a 50%
concession. Up to two underage children (under 5 years) can
travel with each adult, one underage child can travel free if
nursed and a child’s fare will apply to the other underage child.
Children under 10 years must be accompanied by a guardian
aged 16 years or over. Proof of age will be required. Special
arrangements apply for children aged 10 to 15 years (inclusive)
who are not accompanied by an adult. Please enquire for
further information.
Luggage
Passengers are limited to one item of stowed luggage (up to 20
kilograms) and one item of hand luggage (up to 7 kilograms).
Luggage must be of a manageable size and clearly labelled with
the passenger’s name and destination. Luggage is carried at
the owner’s risk and if liability is accepted for lost and damaged
items this will be limited to a maximum of $200. The carriage
of certain items, including bicycles and surfboards on some
services are prohibited or restricted, and fees may apply so
please enquire when booking. Unaccompanied luggage cannot
be accepted and lockers are not available at Transwa stations.

Wheelchair Passengers
Transwa trains and road coaches are fitted to accommodate
people in wheelchairs. Bookings are essential and any
requirements should be explained to ensure availability. Some
restrictions apply for motorised gophers/scooters.

Attachment 2

N2 Timetable

Payment
Visa and MasterCard are accepted for telephone, internet
and booking centre bookings. Transwa booking centres also
accept EFTPOS. Cash is the only payment method accepted for
passengers purchasing tickets on board any Transwa service at
the time of travel. Please check with accredited ticketing agents
for payment options.

Perth East Perth Terminal
to Geraldton

Cancellations
Refunds will only be made when tickets are cancelled prior to
the scheduled departure of the booked service and are only
available from Transwa booking centres upon presentation
of the valid ticket. A cancellation fee of 10% of the ticket value
(minimum $2) will apply.

via Moora

via Moora

Kalbarri
to Perth

N
2

Refreshments
The consumption of personal alcohol is prohibited on all
Transwa services. Alcoholic drinks may be consumed on
the Australind and Prospector trains only if purchased
on board. Snack foods and soft drinks are available
for purchase on Australind and Prospector trains (cash
only). Stops are made on road coach routes for the purchase
of refreshments. Smoking is strictly prohibited on all services.
Feedback
Feedback is welcome and may be submitted to:
General Manager
Transwa
PO Box 8125
Perth Business Centre WA 6849
PTA Information and Feedback Line:
13 62 13 or info@transwa.wa.gov.au
To view our full Terms and Conditions, go to:
transwa.wa.gov.au/conditions

Bookings and Information

1300 662 205
transwa.wa.gov.au

Effective 04/10/2018
Subject to change without notice
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Perth to Geraldton via Moora
Kalbarri to Perth via Moora

N2

				 891

851
Tue
Sun
Thur
From Perth					
Sat
				 AM
AM

				 920

East Perth Terminal			 Dep

Kalbarri (Beach Resort)			

Dep		

6:50

Kalbarri (Motor Hotel)			

Dep		

7:10

11:45

9:30

				
PM

860
Tue
Sun
Thur
From Kalbarri/Geraldton
				
Sat
				 AM
AM

Midland Station (Stand No. 1)			

Dep

12:10

9:55

Northampton (Lions bus shelter)			

Dep		

8:25

Bullsbrook (bus stop)			

Dep

12:34

10:19

Geraldton (Railway Station)			

Arr		

9:10

			 Dep

11:45

9:30

11:50

9:35

Bindoon (Shire office)			

Dep

1:02

10:47

Bindoon (Agricultural College turnoff)			

Dep

1:09

10:54

Cape Burney turnoff (1km)*			

New Norcia (Roadhouse)			

Arr

1:40

11:25

				
PM

2:10

11:45

Greenough (town site)			

Dep

12:05

9:50

					
PM

Dongara (opposite Visitor Centre)			

Dep

12:35

10:20

			Dep

Dep

Moora (Centenary Park coach stop)			

Dep

2:53

12:28

Mingenew (opposite store)			

Dep

1:14

10:59

Watheroo (Tavern)			

Dep

3:24

12:59

Three Springs (Railway Station)			

Dep

1:52

11:37

Coorow (BP Roadhouse)			

Dep

4:01

1:36

Carnamah (BP Roadhouse)			

Arr

2:10

11:55

Carnamah (BP Roadhouse)			
Arr		Comfort Stop (except Sundays)			Dep
4:21

1:56
2:06

					
PM
2:40

12:25

Three Springs (Railway Station)			

Dep

4:39

2:24

Coorow (BP Roadhouse)			

Dep

3:00

12:45

Mingenew (Store)			

Dep

5:17

3:02

Watheroo (Tavern)			

Dep

3:37

1:22

Dongara (Visitor Centre)			

Dep

5:56

3:41

Moora (Centenary Park coach stop)			

Dep

4:10

1:55

Greenough (town site)			

Dep

6:25

4:10

New Norcia (Roadhouse)			

Arr		-

Cape Burney turnoff (1km)*			

Dep

6:40

4:25

Geraldton (Railway Station)			

Arr

6:45

4:30

Comfort stop

Wheelchair accessible toilet facilities available *(km) kilometres from townsite

Road coaches will only divert to Dongara if advance bookings are made.

			Dep

			Dep

2:35

4:50

2:50

Bindoon (Agricultural College turnoff)			

Dep

5:21

3:21

Bindoon (opposite Shire office)			

Dep

5:26

3:26
-

Bullsbrook (bus stop)			

Dep

5:56

3:56

Midland Station (Stand No. 1)			

Dep

6:20

4:20

6:45

4:45

East Perth Terminal			Arr
Amendments may apply on public holidays and during school holidays. Road coaches will only stop at other authorised stopping points if pre-booked. Passengers are advised to be ready for boarding 15 minutes prior to departure.

transwa.wa.gov.au
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Attachment 4:
Excursion Management Plan
Teacher Resource – Point Peron
Camp School
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Point Peron Camp School
To assist teachers in developing the Excursion Management Plan required by the
Department of Education policy Excursions (Off School Site Activities), Point Peron
Camp School is pleased to provide the following information.
1. EDUCATIONAL PURPOSE OF EXCURSION
PPCS delivers quality, experiential learning programs designed to support schools to achieve WA
Curriculum outcomes.
Communal living environment away from the students’ home and school provides new experiences
through which students learn to:
 Recognize emotions
 Recognize personal qualities and achievements
 Develop a reflective practice
 Express emotions appropriately
 Develop self-discipline
 Set goals
 Participate in positive relationships
 Communicate effectively
 Work collaboratively
 Negotiate and resolve conflict
 Develop leadership skills
 Think critically and creatively
Taken from WA Curriculum General Capabilities – Personal and Social and Critical and Creative
Thinking
The Western Australian Values of Schooling articulate what educators in Western Australia believe
all students should value as a result of the programs they undertake. PPCS is committed to
supporting students in developing these values.


Respect and concern for others and their rights - Each student is encouraged to be caring
and compassionate, to be respectful of the rights of others and to find constructive ways of
managing conflict.



Pursuit of knowledge and commitment to achievement of potential - Each student is
encouraged to achieve his or her potential in all respects and, through critical and creative
thinking, to develop a broad understanding of his or her own values and world views.



Self-acceptance and respect of self - Encouragement is given to developing initiative,
responsibility, ethical discernment, openness to learning and a sense of personal meaning
and identity.



Social and civic responsibility - the commitment to exploring and promoting the common
good and meeting individual needs without infringing the basic rights of others.



Environmental responsibility - the commitment to developing an appreciative awareness
of the interdependence of all elements of the environment, including humans and human
systems, encouraging a respect and concern for Australia’s natural and cultural heritage and
for forms of resource use that are regenerative and sustainable.

Taken from Schools Curriculum and Standards Authority: K-10 Outline/Principles/Guiding Principles
Values


The excursion has a clear educational purpose
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2. STUDENTS’ CAPACITY
PPCS is suitable for students of all ages. The site has provision for wheel chair access and disabled
toilet facilities. Special dietary and cultural requirements are catered for.
The Teacher in Charge will brief the Camp Manager of any special student/staff needs.
The PPCS programs are flexible and can be modified to meet the specific outcomes sought by
different (schools) clients.
PPCS is able to provide a range of activities that cater for a range of skills and abilities of students.
A description of all activities is included in the camp booklet: All activities are conducted in
accordance with the Department’s policies and guidelines


All participating students have the capacity to undertake the excursion

3. SUPERVISORY TEAM
The Supervisory Team is responsible for the supervision of all participants. Camp staff may instruct,
lead, demonstrate or assist in an activity but the teacher in charge is responsible for overall group
supervision.
All PPCS staff members are Department employees, have WWCC and federal police clearances.
The PPCS Manager is Roger Lewis. He:
 Is a qualified teacher with many years’ experience
 Possesses a current Senior First Aid Certificate
 Has a Surf Life Saving Australia Bronze Medallion
 Is an Instructor of Small Craft
 Is an Australian Army Boat Instructor and Coxswain
 Is a qualified Abseil and climbing Instructor.
 Is familiar with and provides a role in assistance with local knowledge, and natural and social
sciences pertaining to the area.


A suitable supervisory team has been established with appropriate teach-student
ratio

4. SUPERVISION STRATEGIES
The Teacher in Charge will establish and monitor supervision strategies for students. The PPCS
Manager can assist in this process.


Supervision strategies have been established with the supervisory team

5. IDENTIFYING EXCURSION PARTICIPANTS
PPCS is a closed community where students are easily identified within groups. No special clothing
is required.
 PPCS staff members are clearly identified by their uniforms and photographs on the dining
room pin-up board.
 All visitors to PPCS are required to report to the office on arrival.
 A list of students and supervisors staying at PPCS is to be provided to the Manager on arrival.
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Systems for identifying excursion participants have been established

6. COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
PPCS has landline and mobile telephone communication. Handheld, base station and UHF radios
are also used on any offshore activities. It is expected that schools will provide their own mobile
phone for use during their camp and provide contact details to the Camp Manager.


An appropriate communication strategy has been established and conveyed to all
those attending the excursion

7. BRIEFING STUDENTS AND SUPERVISORS
The PPCS Manager will brief all visiting students and staff during the Camp School orientation on the
following:









Roles and responsibilities of students, supervisors and camp staff
Duties
Location of equipment and facilities and services available
Appropriate use of any equipment and facilities
Consequences of breaching standards or policies
In and out-of-bound areas
Emergency procedures, signals and assembly points
Methods of communication.

It is the responsibility of the Teacher in Charge to ensure all participants who may arrive late are briefed
on the facilities, evacuation strategies and assembly points.


All relevant information about respective responsibilities and obligations has been
communicated to students and supervisors

8. TRANSPORT ARRANGEMENTS
PPCS does not provide coach transport. A small bus is available for hire to transport students to local
excursions.
The PPCS 4WD may be used for support and emergencies. The 4WD is insured by the Department.


Arrangements have been made for the safe transport of excursion participants

9. VENUE/SITE FOR THE EXCURSION
PPCS is located 35 kilometers south of Fremantle. It is situated at the end of the magnificent Cape
Peron in the middle of the Shoalwater Marine Park, with beautiful beaches and coral reefs. There are
no near neighbours and it is 5 kms from Rockingham City Shopping Centre.
The dormitory style accommodation:
 Students: There are four dormitories with 32 beds and 2 teacher beds (separate); and two
dormitories with 20 beds and 2 teacher beds. Each dormitory has two showers and 3 toilets
available.
 Staff: There are two beds in each dormitory. There are no separate toilet facilities for staff.
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The PPCS meets all Department requirements for residential camps (see Excursions: Off School
Site Activities Policy), including:








Dormitories which are well ventilated
Facilities which are clean and vermin free
Adequate toilet facilities
Clean venue which is in good repair. Works are supervised by the Department of Housing and
Works, Western Property division – Fremantle Peel.
Emergency lighting in all buildings
Illuminated exit points from all buildings
Hard-wired smoke detectors in all buildings which are connected to an emergency warning
system linked to the Department’s Central Office security.


The venue or site for the excursion is suitable for the student group

10. EXTERNAL PROVIDERS
External provider details for excursions and camp activities are provided in separate documentation
and are available on request.


A suitable external provider has been engaged and staff responsibilities
established

11. INSURANCE COVER FOR EXCURSIONS
Point Peron Camp School Public Liability Insurance is managed and administered by the Insurance
Commission of WA. Certificate of Currency number R/20-6879 Limit of Liability $200,000,000.



External providers have proper and current insurance cover
Travel insurance for students has been arranged by parents

12. STUDENTS WHO ARE BILLETED
This is not applicable to PPCS


Safe and secure accommodation arrangements have been made

13. EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANNING






PPCS has a detailed Emergency Response Plan in place and copies are provided in all
accommodation and communal rooms.
In the case of fire, smoke detectors activate sirens located throughout the building and are
connected to an emergency warning system linked to the Department’s Central Office
security.
Evacuation strategies and assembly points are clearly identified and are outlined to all visiting
schools in the camp familiarization process.
The PPCS Manager or staff will manage any emergency or delegate that responsibility, if
staff members are not on site, to the Teacher in Charge. Telephone access is provided and
the Department’s Central Office Incident Centre is available 24 hours a day – 9264 4416.
The Teacher in Charge is required to have up to date student medical information with them
at all times.
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An emergency response plan has been developed and a copy has been provided
to the relevant Regional Educational Office or principal of the independent public
school

14. DETAILED COST OF EXCURSION
Teacher in Charge to complete – refer to Pricing Worksheets for Excursions and Camps available
from Finance website at www.det.wa.edu.au/education/finance/ (see alphabetical list under ‘Tools’)


The excursion has been properly costed

15. INFORMATION TO PARENTS FOR THEIR CONSENT
Visiting schools are responsible for providing information to Parents/Caregivers for their consent, in
accordance with the Department’s policy.


Parents have been provided with full details of the excursion and signed consent
forms

Authorised Department employee ______________________________Date______________

I confirm that all sections of the Proposal for Excursion have been completes and it meets the
requirements of the Excursion policy.
Principal _________________________________________________Date________________
[If the Proposal for Excursion is endorsed, the principal must complete and endorse an Application
for Approval of Excursion in Appendix D and submit for approval as outlined in Appendix A of the
Excursions Procedure]
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APPENDIX D

APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL OF EXCURSION – INTRA AND
INTER STATE EXCURSIONS
DECLARATION BY PRINCIPAL

PROPOSED EXCURSION TO
____________________________________________________
I, ___________________________, principal of ________________________________
school
declare that I have sighted all relevant documentation and confirm that:
the

proposed excursion has a clear educational purpose;

all

approvals as required under the Official Air Travel policy and from principals of any
other school attended by participating students have been obtained;

participating

students have the capacity to undertake the excursion as evidenced by
the student health care plans and information and as attested to by principals of any
other participating school;

a

suitable supervisory team, supervision strategies and system for identifying excursion
participants have been established;

an

appropriate communication strategy and information about respective
responsibilities and obligations has been established and communicated to all those
attending the excursion;

arrangements

have been made for the safe transport and accommodation of
excursions participants;

where

external providers are engaged, they have proper and current insurance cover
and staff responsibilities have been established;

an

emergency response plan has been developed and a copy has been provided to
the relevant Regional Education Office or retained by the principal of the independent
public school;

the

excursion has been properly costed; and

Travel

insurance has been arranged by parents for all students;

parents

have been provided with full details of the excursion and have provided signed
consent.

Excursion approved by:
Principal
__________________________________________________Date______________
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Additional approval required for interstate excursions for schools other than independent
public schools:
Based on the principal’s declaration above, the proposed excursion is approved by:
Regional Executive Director
_________________________________Date_______________
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Attachment 5:
Cycling and Mountain Biking Activity
Standard
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Good Practice Guide
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Cycling and Mountain Biking GPG Version 1.0

Copyright
Copyright 2018 Outdoors Victoria Ltd.
Outdoors Victoria Ltd currently acts as the copyright holder as Secretariat for the Australian Adventure
Activity Standard project and its project partners. Please refer to the website for details of the project
partners http://australianaas.org.au/about/

Disclaimer
The information published in the Australian Adventure Activity Standard (AAAS) and accompanying Good
Practice Guides (GPG’s), including this document, is for information purposes only and is not a substitute
for, or intended to replace, independent, professional or legal advice. The information contained in the
Australian Adventure Activity Standard and the Good Practice Guides are a guide only. Activity providers
and any other person accessing the documentation should consider the need to obtain any appropriate
professional advice relevant to their own particular circumstances, including the specific adventure
activities and needs of the dependent participants.
The information published in the Australian Adventure Activity Standard and Good Practice Guides are
subject to change from time to time. Outdoors Victoria Ltd gives no warranty that the information is
current, correct or complete and is not a definitive statement of procedures. Outdoors Victoria Ltd reserves
the right to vary the content of the Australian Adventure Activity Standard and/or Good Practice Guides as
and when required. Activity providers should make independent inquiries as to the correctness and
currency of the content and use their own skill and care with respect to their use of the information.
The Australian Adventure Activity Standard and Good Practice Guides do not replace any statutory
requirements under any relevant State and Territory legislation and are made available on the express
condition that Outdoors Victoria Ltd together with the authors, consultants, advisers and the Australian
Adventure Activity Standard Steering Committee members who assisted in compiling, drafting and ratifying
the documents:
•
•

are not providing professional or legal advice to any person or organisation; and
are not liable for any loss resulting from an action taken or reliance made on any information or
material contained within the Australian Adventure Activity Standard, Good Practice Guides and
associated documents.
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Version details
Version
1.0

Date
14 Dec 2018

Details
Pre-release version. Final guidance content.

Foreword
“Adventure is worthwhile” – Aristotle
The Australian Adventure Activity Standard and Good Practice Guides are designed to ensure effective,
responsible, sustainable and safe delivery of adventure activities to dependant participants. They can help
people across the outdoor sector to develop appropriately managed adventure activities which enhance
individuals and our communities, while protecting the environment and culturally significant places. In
doing this, these documents can help ensure that people will continue to enjoy the benefits of adventure
activities well into the future.
Best wishes for all your adventures.
The Australian Adventure Activity Standard Steering Committee.
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Preface
About these documents
The Australian Adventure Activity Standard (AAAS) and related Good Practice Guides (GPG’s) are a
voluntary good-practice framework for safe and responsible planning and delivery of outdoor adventure
activities with dependent participants.
The AAAS and related GPG’s provide guidance on safety and other aspects of responsible activity delivery,
such as respect for the environment, cultural heritage and other users. They are not a full legal compliance
guide, nor are they a “how to” guide or field manual for outdoor activities. They do not provide guidance on
providing a high-quality experience over and above safe and responsible delivery.
Activity providers are encouraged to obtain independent professional and legal advice in relation to their
obligations and duties in delivering adventure activities and should reference the relevant laws to the area
in which they intend to undertake the adventure activity.

Does the Standard and Good Practice Guides apply to me?
The AAAS and related GPG’s are specifically designed to help activity providers who are conducting
activities involving dependent participants, to provide a safe and responsible experience. It is for each
provider to determine based on their own individual circumstances, if they are working with dependent
participants or not.
A dependent participant is a person owed a duty of care by the activity provider who is reliant upon the
activity leaders for supervision, guidance or instruction to support the person’s participation in an activity.
For example, this often includes participants under the age of 18, participants lacking the ability to safely
undertake the activity, or participants reasonably relying on the activity provider for their safety. The
degree of dependence may vary during an activity.
Considerations for determining if a person is a dependent participant may include, but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the foreseeable level of competence of the participant in the activity and the associated level
of reliance this creates on the activity leaders
the level of foreseeable self-reliance of the participant to reasonably manage their own safety
the possible variation throughout the activity of the level of reliance
the variation of the degree of dependence throughout the activity
the individual context, nature and circumstances of the activity
the relevant circumstances and particular facts relating to the responsibilities assumed by the
provider.

An activity provider can be any organisation – business, community group, government agency, school or
any other groups – that organises and leads adventure activities. Individuals can also be an activity
provider, if they have the ultimate legal duty of care to participants. In general, ‘the Standard’ and GPG’s
relate to a provider as a ‘whole organisation’, rather than to ‘specific roles’ within the provider
‘organisation’.
Some providers may have their own standards or guidelines appropriate to their duty of care. It is
recommended that these be reviewed periodically to ensure current duty of care expectations are met.
‘The Standard’ and ‘GPG’s’ may aid such reviews.

Are they legally binding?
The AAAS and GPG’s are voluntary, not legal requirements. However, they may refer to specific laws and
regulations which may be legally binding on activity providers.
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While the AAAS and ‘GPG’s’ are voluntary, some land managers and other organisations may require
compliance. This may be as a condition of obtaining a licence, permit or other permission, or some other
condition (e.g. a contract).
Under Australian common law and relevant legislation, providers have a legal duty of care towards
dependent participants in some circumstances. In broad terms, the legal duty requires providers to take
reasonable care that their actions and omissions do not cause reasonably foreseeable injury to dependent
participants.
The AAAS and GPG’s are not legal advice, and they cannot answer whether a legal duty exists in specific
circumstances. All adventure activity providers should check what legal requirements apply in their own
situation and seek legal advice if at all in doubt.
Even in cases where participants are not dependent, other legal duties and obligations may arise. The AAAS
and GPG’s have not been developed for those contexts.

Structure of the Standard and Good Practice Guides
The AAAS (i.e. the Standard) has a related Core Good Practice Guide (Core GPG). They both include
guidance that applies to all adventure activities. They set out recommendations for a common approach to
risk management that can generally apply regardless of the specific activity being undertaken.
Individual activity Good Practice Guides include guidance on specific adventure activities.

For any given activity, (i) the AAAS (the Standard), (ii) the Core GPG and (iii) the activity Good Practice
Guide that applies to that specific activity, should be consulted.
The AAAS and Core GPG cover only those activities specifically listed. While the AAAS and Core GPG may be
useful in managing risk generally for other activities, they may not reflect good practice for such other
activities.

Interpretation of the Standard and Good Practice Guides
The following words and phrases are used in all documents and have specific meanings:
•

•

•
•

Must: used where a provision is mandatory, if the provider is to operate fully in accordance with
AAAS or GPG’s. (This is equivalent to the keyword “shall” used in other voluntary standards e.g.
Standards Australia, other International Standards Organisations (ISO’s) etc.)
Should: used where a provision is recommended, not mandatory. It indicates that the provider
needs to consider their specific situation and decide for themselves whether it applies or is
relevant.
Can/cannot: indicates a possibility and capability.
May/need not: indicates a permission or existence of an option.
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But are not limited to: used to indicate that a list is not definitive and additional items may need to
be considered depending on the context.

The following formatting is used throughout:
•
•
•
•
•

Defined words are in italics. They are defined in the Glossary.
The main key words are in italics.
Examples are in smaller italic 9-point font.
In document references are in underlined. References are to section heading titles.
External references are in dotted underline italic.

Creation
The AAAS and GPG’s were developed with the input from a wide range of outdoors and adventure activity
experts with extensive field experience. They draw on state and territory-specific standards previously in
place across Australia. The development process included work by a range of technical expert working
groups, as well as open consultation throughout the community of activity providers and other experts.
Further details of the creation of the AAAS and GPG’s can be found at www.australianaas.org. The Steering
Committee wishes to thank all the Technical Working Group (TWG) members for their work and
contributions.
It is intended that the AAAS and GPG’s will be regularly updated to reflect changing practice and better
understanding over time. Updates will be noted on the website www.australianaas.org.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Cycling activities
Cycling is riding a cycle which requires rider effort to power movement. A cycle may be a bicycle, unicycle,
tri-cycle, quad-cycle or pedalec. Cycling can occur for a range of reasons on a variety of terrain. It can occur
for time periods ranging from minutes to journeys over many days. For the purposes of this Good Practice
Guide, it relates to cycling with dependent participants.
Cycling may include learning to ride, rider skill development, undertaking a journey (cycle touring),
journeying overnight or for extended periods of time and completing challenging obstacles (mountain
biking). It could involve riding on roads, cycle-paths, trails or off-road.
Mountain Biking is riding a cycle ‘off-road’ with a major element being the need to negotiate obstacles. It
usually occurs on unsealed surfaces, such as trails, single trails, open or rocky ground, and involves
manoeuvring through or around obstacles such as fallen or narrowly spaced trees, creeks, mud, rocks, manmade structures, jumps and other technical features. Due to the type of terrain and obstacles to negotiate,
the skills and cycle design required to mountain bike can differ to other forms of cycling.

1.2 Exclusions
Activities that are not covered by this Good Practice Guide are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cycling in competitive events
coaching for competitive events
the use of motorcycles
the use of e-bikes
BMX freestyle or stunt riding
the design and/or construction of roads, cycle-paths or trails
activities associated with camping while on overnight or extended mountain biking or cycle
touring activities.

1.3 Related activities
Related activities are:
Camping when undertaking overnight or extended activities.
Refer separate Core Good Practice Guide for Camping.

2 Management of risk
2.1 Management of risk
There are no additional specific activity provisions other than Core Good Practice Guide - Management of
Risk provisions.

3 Planning
Also refer Planning in Core Good Practice Guide.
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3.1 Activity plans
Specific planning considerations may include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the expected or known trail classification
the impact of current seasonal factors including the weather forecast for the day(s) of the activity
and weather during recent days
identifying route and terrain specific hazards and risks
the need for a support vehicle(s)
the required navigation skills & equipment
the suitability of maps for navigation
the access available for support and emergency services for the start and finish locations and
throughout the activity
if passengers can be carried and the most appropriate means of doing so.

3.2 Emergency management planning
A non-participating contact must be used as part of the emergency management plan.

4 Participants
Also refer Participants in Core Good Practice Guide.

4.1 Pre-activity information
Also refer pre-activity information in Core Good Practice Guide.
Pre-activity information provided to participants should include but is not limited to:
•
•
•

the level of fitness required for the activity
the required level of skills and knowledge for the activity
expected type of gradient and obstacles.

4.2 Participant skill assessment
Participants must undertake a skill assessment to confirm the appropriateness of the activity for the
participant.
The participant skill assessment may include but is not limited to:
•
•
•

ability
experience
fitness level.

Skill assessments for Mountain Biking should identify the IMBA Australian Trail Difficulty Rating suitable for
the participant.

4.3 Carrying passengers
Requirements for passenger(s) being carried must include:
•
•
•

the person towing the trailer meets any laws, regulations or requirements for the relevant
jurisdiction(s) (e.g. age requirements)
the person towing or carrying passengers is a competent rider
the passenger(s) in the trailer meets any laws, regulations or requirements for the relevant
jurisdiction(s) (e.g. age, disability or medical condition requirements).
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5 Environment
5.1 Environment related planning
Specific environmental considerations must include:
•
•
•
•
•

the road, cycle-path, off-road or trail features
other users
climate or weather
the type of flora expected
the type of fauna expected.

Cycle environment features that must be used to determine a participant’s skill assessment (see participant
section above) include:
•
•
•
•

the gradient
the surface
the width
the obstacles to be negotiated.

Strategies to reduce the hazards and risks associated with other vehicular, cycle or pedestrian traffic must
be used.

5.1.1 Weather information
Refer weather information in Appendix 3.

5.1.2 Weather triggers
Trigger points must be based on the relevant Bureau of Meteorology weather warnings and actual weather
conditions.
The risk management plan and emergency management plan should include guidance on trigger points and
associated actions for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

severe weather warnings
severe thunderstorm warnings
coastal waters wind warnings
tropical cyclone advice: watch and warning
cold temperature
extreme hot temperatures.

Actions for relevant weather may include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cancellation
modification and/or evacuation to a safe location
avoiding locations affected by tides or surf
avoiding areas and river crossings that have the potential for flash flooding
preparations to avoid the risks associated with blizzards
moving to areas that are protected from strong winds
managing risks of flying or falling items during strong winds
moving to areas that are protected from hail
preparations to avoid the risks associated with lightning.

5.2 Bushfire, prescribed fire and fire danger
Refer Bush fire, prescribed fire and fire danger in Core Good Practice Guide.
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5.3 Water and river crossings
When assessing the suitability of a potential crossing, considerations should include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

if there is debris floating or flowing in the current, as this can indicate the risk of being hit
and/or swept away by debris
how clear the water is and if the base of the crossing be seen, as this can help determine the
depth of crossing and its base
the depth of the crossing, as this can indicate the amount of water and force needed to be
overcome to avoid being washed away
the speed of the water, as this can indicate the volume of water and force needed to be
overcome to avoid being washed away
where the water flows, as the flow may wash people into dangerous or deadly situations (e.g.
into trees in the water that act as strainers, into narrow rock crevices)
the base of the crossing (e.g. pebbles, sand, small rocks or large rocks) as moving water can move the
base increasing the danger of foot entrapment and/or reducing the likelihood of maintaining stable
footing during the crossing).

5.3.1 Flooding
The crossing of swollen creeks, rivers, flooded bridges or fords, or the entry of floodwaters should be
avoided.
Areas likely to experience flash flooding should be avoided during severe weather or thunderstorms.
The suitability of water for drinking during and after flooding should be assessed.

5.4 Wildlife safety
Procedures should be in place to minimise the risks associated with possible injuries sustained from local
fauna that may be encountered.

5.5 Environmental sustainability procedures
5.5.1 Plan ahead and prepare
Plan ahead and prepare procedures may include but are not limited to:
•

riding only in areas where cycling is allowed.

5.5.2 Travel and camp on durable surfaces
Travel and camp on durable surfaces procedures may include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

avoiding regeneration areas and places where high user impact is starting to show
riding only on the designated riding surfaces
not creating new trails
not cutting corners
not widening exiting trails
dismounting and walking around obstacles to avoid creating detours
braking gently before corners and avoid skidding to protect the riding surface from erosion
not riding when a substantial portion of the trail is excessively wet
when encountering wet areas or puddles, ride on the trail to avoid creating detours
when encountering wet areas or puddles with soft entrances and exits, dismounting and walking
around to reduce erosion.

Land owner or manager approval must be gained prior to construction of any cycle-path or trail.

5.5.3 Dispose of waste properly
Dispose of waste properly procedures may include but are not limited to:
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using biodegradable products are used wherever possible.

5.5.4 Leave what you find
Leave what you find procedures may include but are not limited to:
•
•

not removing obstacles from the trail surface (e.g. rock and logs)
wash cycles and equipment before riding in a different area or as required by local land managers
or owners, to help prevent spreading disease and unnatural migration of species.

5.5.5 Be considerate of your hosts and other visitors
Be considerate of your hosts and other visitors procedures may include but are not limited to:
•
•

to abide by relevant laws or regulations or appropriate etiquette when ‘passing’ others
clearing unintended obstacles off riding surfaces that present hazards to riders when safe to do so
(e.g. newly fallen branches or rocks).

Etiquette when ‘passing’ others may include:
•
•
•
•

alerting others of your presence while approaching
reducing to a speed that allows a short braking distance
stopping for horses and confirming with their riders the safest means of ‘passing’
giving way to those travelling downhill.

6 Equipment and logistics
6.1 Equipment requirements
Procedures must be in place to ensure appropriate clothing for the expected and foreseeable weather
conditions is available.
Procedures must be in place to ensure footwear protects the toes and feet and is appropriate for the
expected and foreseeable terrain is used.
An Australian Standard AS/ANZ 2063 – 2008 compliant bicycle helmet must be used.
Cycles must be designed for the type of activity and terrain they will be used for and meet any relevant
safety requirements. (For example, some manufacturer specifications state that the bike is not designed for use for
jumps or off-road riding.)
Cycles must be fitted with tyres appropriate to the type of terrain.
Any cycle used must comply with the laws, regulations or requirements for the relevant jurisdiction(s).
Any pedalec used must have specifications that classify it as a ‘bicycle’ for vehicle licencing or registration
requirements in the jurisdiction it is used.
Legal requirements for a ‘cycle’ used may include but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

having one effective working brake
having a working warning device (g. bell, horn)
having a red reflector that can be clearly seen from behind the cycle when a vehicle’s headlights
shine on it
a white light (flashing or steady), that can be clearly seen from the front of the cycle at night or in
poor visibility weather conditions
a red light (flashing or steady) that can be clearly seen at back of the cycle at night or in poor
visibility weather conditions
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any loads are attach in a way that does not make the cycle unstable and it is unlikely to fall from
the cycle.

Additional personal protective equipment that should be considered includes:
•
•
•
•
•

gloves
elbow pads
knee pads
wrist guards
eye protection.

Additional safety equipment that should be considered includes:
•

high visibility vests or clothing.

Equipment requirements for passenger(s) being carried must include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

comply with the laws, regulations or requirements for the relevant jurisdiction(s)
using an appropriately designed cycle
the rider and passenger(s) wearing a compliant bicycle helmet
when the passenger(s) are on the cycle they use a seat designed for passengers and meet any
relevant safety requirements
when the passenger(s) are in a cycle trailer, the trailer is an appropriate design for the passengers
and meet any relevant safety requirements
the trailer has lights and reflectors when required
when on roads the trailer has a warning flag at car driver eye height.

Procedures must be in place to ensure a personal drink supply is available.
An appropriate repair kit must be carried to ensure that cycles can be maintained in a safe condition.
Example equipment lists can be found in Appendix 2

6.2 Use of equipment
A pre-activity safety inspection must be completed.
The safety inspection must include but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

that brakes work effectively
that tyres are at appropriate pressure
that bicycle helmets have no defects and are correctly fitted unless an appropriate exception for
wearing a helmet is applicable
all bar ends have end plugs fitted
seat posts after adjustment do not exceed the manufacturers specified maximum height
that where required that lights work
a power assisted cycle battery has sufficient charge to cover the expected distance of the activity.

Participants must be instructed on the use of the cycle. (Refer Leadership section below for further details)
High visibility vests or clothing should be used when riding on roads.
Fitting of helmets must consider the safety implications of:
•
•

any head wear worn under the helmet
the impact of hair and the method hair is controlled or styled.

Front and rear lights must be used riding at night or in poor visibility weather conditions.
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6.3 Maintenance of equipment
Regular servicing of all cycles must be completed by an appropriately competent person.
Checks for when servicing cycles should include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

brakes function as designed
brake pads provide effective braking
wheels have no loose or damaged spokes
wheels are sufficiently straight and true to be safe to use
tyres have sufficient tread and are at the appropriate pressure
all bearing surfaces and fittings are appropriately adjusted
headsets and handlebars are suitably tightened to prevent movement
handlebar grips and plugs are fitted and secured
wheels are firmly attached
pedals are intact
saddles are attached and secure
appropriate parts lubricated
lights work where appropriate
bar end plugs are fitted
power assisted cycles electrical systems are maintained as per manufactures instructions.

6.4 Support vehicles
The use of a support vehicle to aid and assist a group during the activity may be useful or necessary and the
hazards and risks associated with vehicle operations needs to be managed.
Support vehicles must comply with the laws, regulations or requirements for the relevant jurisdiction(s).
Support vehicles should have:
•
•

appropriate signage to indicate that the vehicle is constantly stopping
a flashing amber or yellow warning beacon light on the roof to alert other users when there is an
obstruction to the free flow of traffic.

Operators of support vehicles:
•
•
•
•

must hold a current and appropriate licence to operate the vehicle
must be competent to operate the vehicle in the foreseeable conditions
should wear high visibility reflective clothing or vests when outside of the vehicle on or near roads
should consider other vehicles by allow them to pass whenever possible and it is safe to do so.

7 Leadership
7.1 Naming conventions
The activity leader naming convention enables this Good Practice Guide to be related to Core Good Practice
Guide requirements.
A “support person” is a person with specific competencies but is not equivalent to Assistant leader in Core
Good Practice Guide.
A ‘Basic Riding Skills Training Assistant Guide’, ‘Cycle Touring Assistant Guide’ and ‘Mt Biking Assistant
Guide’ is equivalent to Assistant leader in Core Good Practice Guide.
A ‘Basic Riding Skills Training Guide’, ‘Cycle Touring Guide/Instructor’ and ‘Mt Biking Guide/Instructor’ is
equivalent to Leader in Core Good Practice Guide.
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The use of activity leader(s) refers to either a ‘’instructor” or ‘’guide” or ‘’support person”.
It is important to clarify specific roles and competencies required to avoid the possibility of a “guide”
leading a group when the leader should have “instructor” competencies.
All activity leader competencies needed for a particular role must be clearly defined.

7.2 Competencies
This section outlines the competencies that activity leaders should have.

7.2.1 Competencies overview
The AAAS and Good Practice Guides refers to units from the Sport, Fitness and Recreation Training Package
for descriptive statements of the knowledge and skills required of activity leaders.
The Training Package units are used for the sole purpose of providing descriptions for the knowledge and
skills required. It is not intended to imply or require that specific formal training, assessment or
qualification is the only means of gaining or recognising knowledge and skills.
Activity providers can recognise activity leaders as having the ‘ability to apply knowledge and skills to
achieve expected results’ (i.e. competencies) in a number of different ways as per Recognition of
competence in Core GPG.
The Training Package units listed can be found by searching for the units on the training.gov.au/Home/Tga
website. The code provided with the unit name assists in this search.

7.2.2 Activity leader competencies
Also refer to competencies section in Core Good Practice Guide.
All activity leaders must have the appropriate competencies for the context of the activity.

7.2.2.1 Cycling support person
Refer Appendix 4.1 – Cycling support person recommended competencies.

7.2.2.2 Cycling basic riding skills training competencies
Refer Appendix 4.2 – Basic riding skills training recommended competencies for teaching participants to
ride a cycle.

7.2.2.3 Cycling guide competencies
Refer Appendix 4.3 – Cycling guide recommended competencies.

7.2.2.4 Mountain biking competencies
Refer Appendix 4.4 – Mt Biking recommended competencies.

7.3 Recognition of competence
Refer to considerations for recognition pathways outlined in Core Good Practice Guide.

7.4 Group size
7.4.1 Group size considerations
Also, refer to considerations for determining group size in Core Good Practice Guide.
Additional considerations for determining group size includes: if passengers are involved.
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7.4.1 Cycling basic riding skills training
The recommended maximum group size that should be used is provided in the table below.
Basic riding skills training
Notes
Includes activity leaders

Minors
18

Day
Adults
18

Overnight
Minors
Adults
Not applicable
Not applicable

7.4.2 Cycling and cycle touring
The recommended maximum group size that should be used is provided in the table below.
Cycling and cycle touring
Notes
Includes activity leaders

Minors
25

Day
Adults
25

Overnight
Minors
Adults
20
20

7.4.3 Mountain Biking
The recommended maximum group size that should be used is provided in the table below.
Trail Rating
(Appendix 1)
Very easy,
Easy &
Intermediate
Difficult
Extreme

Mountain Biking
Notes

Day
Minors Adults

Overnight
Minors
Adults

Includes activity leaders

25

25

20

20

Includes activity leaders
Includes activity leaders

20
12

20
12

20
12

20
12

7.5 Activity leader to participant ratios
7.5.1 Recommended supervision ratios considerations
Also, refer to considerations for determining supervision requirements in Core Good Practice Guide.
Additional considerations for determining supervision requirements includes: if passengers are involved.

7.5.2 Cycling basic riding skills training
The recommended supervision requirements that should be used is provided in the tables below.
Basic riding skills training - Activity leader requirements - Minors
1 leader and 1 responsible person
1 leader and 1 assistant leader
1 leader, 1 assistant leader and 1 support person
Maximum group size includes leaders
(also refer land owner/manager requirements)

Day
1-5
6-10
11-15
18

Basic riding skills training - Activity leader requirements - Adults
Day
1 leader (minimum)
1-5
1 leader and 1 assistant leader
6-10
1 leader, 1 assistant leader and 1 support person
11-15
Maximum group size includes leaders
18
(also refer land owner/manager requirements)
There must be a minimum of one leader and one responsible person for activities involving minors.
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7.5.3 Cycling and cycle touring
The recommended supervision requirements that should be used is provided in the tables below.
Cycling Activity leader requirements - Minors
Day
Overnight
1 leader and 1 support person
1-12
1-12
1 leader and 2 support persons
13-18
Not Applicable
1 leader, 1 assistant leader and 1 support person
19-22
13-17
Maximum group size includes leaders
25
20
(also refer land owner/manager requirements)
There must be a minimum of one leader and one responsible person for activities involving minors.
Cycling Activity leader requirements - Adults
1 leader (minimum)
1 leader and 1 assistant leader
Maximum group size includes leaders
(also refer land owner/manager requirements)

Day
1-15
15-23
25

Overnight
1-10
11-18
20

7.5.4 Mountain Biking
The recommended supervision requirements that should be used is provided in the tables below.
Trail Rating
(appendix 1)
Very easy &
Easy

Mountain biking Activity leader requirements - Minors

Day

Overnight

1 leader and 1 support person
1-12
1-12
1 leader and 2 support persons
13-18
NA
1 leader, 1 assistant leader and 1 support person
19-22
13-17
Maximum group size includes leaders
25
20
(also refer land owner/manager requirements)
Intermediate 1 leader and 1 assistant leader (minimum)
1-12
1-12
1 leader, 1 assistant leader and 1 support person
13-22
13-17
Maximum group size includes leaders
25
20
(also refer land owner/manager requirements)
Difficult
1 leader and 1 assistant leader (minimum)
1-12
1-12
1 leader, 1 assistant leader and 1 support person
13-17
13-17
Maximum group size includes leaders
20
20
(also refer land owner/manager requirements)
Extreme
1 leader and 1 assistant leader (minimum)
1-10
1-10
Maximum group size includes leaders
12
12
(also refer land owner/manager requirements)
There must be a minimum of one leader and one responsible person for activities involving minors.
There must be a minimum of two activity leaders for trails rated difficult and extreme.
Trail Rating
(appendix 1)
Very easy &
Easy

Intermediate

Difficult

Extreme

Mountain biking Activity leader requirements - Adults
1 leader (minimum)
1 leader and 1 assistant leader
Maximum group size includes leaders
(also refer land owner/manager requirements)
1 leader (minimum)
1 leader and 1 assistant leader
Maximum group size includes leaders
(also refer land owner/manager requirements)
1 leader and 1 assistant leader (minimum)
Maximum group size includes leaders
(also refer land owner/manager requirements)
1 leader and 1 assistant leader (minimum)
Maximum group size includes leaders
(also refer land owner/manager requirements)

Day

Overnight

1-15
15-23
25

1-10
11-18
20

1-10
11-23
25

1-10
11-18
20

1-18
20

1-18
20

1-10
12

1-10
12
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There must be a minimum of two activity leaders for trails rated difficult and extreme.

7.6 Supervision and management during the activity
7.6.1 Cycling supervision and management
Vehicle and road legislation or regulation must be complied with.
The leader of the activity should be familiar with the activity location.
Appropriate risk management procedures must be implemented when using roads shared with motor
vehicles.
Participants should be able to easily identify activity leaders (e.g. by having different clothing or helmet colour or
design).
Procedures must be used to reduce the potential of participants becoming separated or lost.

7.6.2 Activity briefing
Also refer activity briefing section in Core Good Practice Guide.
Instruction on the use of the cycle and the activity should include but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

appropriate fitting of helmet including the usage of headwear under the helmet and appropriate
method(s) to controlled or style hair
the use of the brakes, gears and any other adjustable components of the cycle
correct adjustment of the seat and/or handlebars to maintain a safe and comfortable riding
posture
appropriate emergency braking technique
safe and appropriate riding techniques appropriate to the expected terrain, current and
anticipated conditions to enable the rider to stay in control
the need to secure loose clothing
the appropriate distance required between riders
how the group will avoid becoming separated
what to do if they become separated from the group or lost
appropriate interaction with other users
managing their own health and wellbeing during the activity
any legal requirements when riding
procedures for interaction with other vehicles where applicable.
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Glossary
AAAS: Australian Adventure Activity Standard – See Preface for details.
Bicycle: a type of cycle.
Cycle: a vehicle consisting of wheel(s) held in a frame and propelled by hand or foot by the rider.
Designs may include:
•
•
•
•
•

unicycle
bicycle
tricycle
quad-cycles
pedelecs.

In addition, cycles may be designed for different conditions including riding:
•
•
•
•

on road
off-road
in hybrid of conditions
mountain biking.

Cycles are considered vehicles under vehicle requirements ( e.g. road rules, licencing or registration) and
land owner or manager requirements (e.g. public land laws or regulations). These requirements may vary
based on the jurisdiction it is used.
Cycle-path: a carriageway for cycles designated and defined under law, regulation or land owner/manager
requirements of the relevant jurisdiction the activity occurs but excludes trails for mountain biking. Example
cycle-paths include shared pathways, foot/’bicycle’ paths, “rail-trails” etc. Also refer to trail and off-road.
E-bikes: cycles equipped with an auxiliary electric motor that can be exclusively propelled by that motor.
The cyclist is not necessarily required to pedal.
Flash flooding: is flooding in a localised area with a rapid onset, usually as the result of relatively short
intense bursts of rainfall.
GPG’s: Good Practice Guide(s) – See Preface for details.
Mountain bike is a bicycle that has a design for off road use.
Mountain biking is riding a cycle off-road with a major element being the need to negotiate obstacles. This
may be either on a trail or a riding surface where there is no indicated path to follow.
Motorcycles a vehicle powered by a motor. Designs may vary and include designed for riding on road, off
road and in hybrid of conditions. Motorcycles may also include:
•

pedelec or e-bike, where its specifications are deemed to be classified as a motorcycle for vehicle
licencing or registration requirements in the jurisdiction it is used,
• tri-motorcycles and
• quad-motorcycles.
Off road: a riding surface that is not a road or cycle-path. The riding surface is either a trail or a riding
surface where there is no indicated path to follow. Also refer to Cycle-path and trail.
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Obstacles: in relation to:
•

mountain biking may include but are not limited to fallen or narrowly spaced trees, tree branches,
shallow water crossings, puddles, mud, rocks, steep terrain, depressions, potholes, jumps, logs,
ruts, bridges, drainage grates or man-made structures.
• cycling may include but are not limited to bridges, water on road or cycle-paths, bumps, curbs,
depressions, pot holes, drainage grates, train lines, parked vehicles or other man-made structures.
Pedelecs: cycles equipped with an auxiliary motor that cannot be exclusively propelled by that motor. Only
when the cyclist pedals, does the motor assist.
Power assisted cycle: a type of cycle that can be powered by a motor but is not deemed to be a motorcycle
based on vehicle licencing or registration requirements in the jurisdiction it is used. Includes pedelecs and ebikes.
Road: a formed sealed and unsealed carriageway, that requires vehicles to comply with relevant
‘transport’, vehicle or ‘road’ law or regulation.
Support person: a person with specific competencies but is not equivalent to an Assistant leader in Core
Good Practice Guide.
Support vehicle: a vehicle used to follow or meet a group that can provide any aid or assistance
Trail: an off-road formed riding surface with an indicated path to follow. Trails usually refer to riding
surfaces used for mountain bike activities. Also refer to cycle-paths and off-road.
Also refer terms and definitions Core Good Practice Guide.
Also refer terms and definitions Camping Good Practice Guide.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 Mountain bike riding trail rating
International Mountain Bicycling Association (IMBA) Australian Trail Difficulty Rating System
Very easy

Easy

Intermediate

Difficult

Extreme

Symbol

White circle

Green circle

Blue square

Single black
diamond

Double black
diamond

Description

Likely to be a fire
road or wide single
track with a gentle
gradient, smooth
surface and free of
obstacles.

Likely to be a
combination of
fire road or wide
single track with a
gentle gradient,
smooth surface
and relatively free
of unavoidable
obstacles.

Likely to be a
single trail with
moderate
gradients,
variable surface
and obstacles.

Likely to be a
challenging
single trail with
steep gradients,
variable surface
and many
obstacles.

Extremely
difficult trails
will incorporate
very steep
gradients, highly
variable surface
and
unavoidable,
severe
obstacles.

Skilled mountain
bikers.

Experienced
mountain bikers
with good skills.

Highly
experienced
mountain bikers
with excellent
skills.

Frequent
encounters are
likely with other
cyclists, walkers,
runners and
horse riders.

Suitable
for

Beginner/novice
cyclists.
Basic bike skills
required.
Suitable for most
bikes.

Short sections
may exceed these
criteria.
Frequent
encounters are
likely with
walkers, runners,
horse riders and
other cyclists.
Beginner/novice
mountain bikers.
Basic mountain
bike skills
required.

Suitable for
mountain bikes.

Fitness
level
Trail width

Most people in
good health.

Suitable for offroad bikes
Most people in
good health.

Two riders can ride
side by side.

Shoulder width or
greater

Handlebar width
or greater.

Trail
surface &
obstacles

Hardened with no
challenging
features on the
trail.

Mostly firm and
stable. Trail may
have obstacles
such as logs, roots
and rocks.

Possible
sections of rocky
or loose tread.
Trail will such as
logs, roots and
rocks.

Climbs and
descents are
mostly shallow,
but trail may
include some
moderately steep
sections.

Mostly
moderate
gradients but
may include
steep sections.

Trail
gradient

Climbs and
descents are
mostly shallow.

Suitable for
better quality
mountain bikes.

A good standard
of fitness

Higher level of
fitness
Can be less than
handlebar
width.
Variable and
challenging.
Unavoidable
obstacles such
as logs, roots,
rocks drop-offs
or constructed
obstacles.
Contains
steeper
descents or
climbs.

Suitable for
quality
mountain bikes
Higher level of
fitness
Can be less than
handlebar
width.
Widely variable
and
unpredictable.
Expect large,
committing and
unavoidable
obstacles.
Expect
prolonged
steep, loose and
rocky descents
or climbs.
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Appendix 2 Equipment lists
Tools
Suggested tools to carry:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

chain breaker
pliers
spoke key
spanners/adjustable spanner
screwdrivers
allen key tool
torx keys
two tyre levers
pump with suitable connector(s)
shock pump.

Additional tools for multi-day trips either with group or via support vehicle:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

headset spanner
pedal spanner
crank puller
pliers with cable cutter
pressure gauge
adjustable spanner
two cone spanners.

Spares
Suggested spares to carry:
•
•
•
•
•
•

puncture repair kit (glue and patches)
tube of lubricant
piece of chain and chain repair components
inner tubes of appropriate size, with valve stems appropriate for the rims in use
brake pads appropriate for the brakes in use
bar end plugs.

Suggested spares to carry on multiday rides:
•
•

brake cable / hydraulic inners
gear cable inners.

Suggested additional spares for multi-day trips either with the group or via support vehicle:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

front and rear derailleur and hanger appropriate for the bikes in use
lubricant
rags
pedals
various cable ties
duct tape
spare bikes.
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Other equipment
The equipment required and the appropriate “type” of equipment used is dependent on the specific
context of the activity.
Equipment used for Cycling, Mountain Biking or Cycle Touring may include but is not limited to:
Emergency/rescue
•
•
•
•
•
•

documentation (see Core Good Practice Guide - Activity leader required documentation)
emergency communication equipment (see Core Good Practice Guide - Emergency
communication)
first aid kit (see Core Good Practice Guide -First aid equipment and medication) in waterproof
storage
a waterproof method of storing and carrying documentation and communications equipment
emergency shelter where appropriate for the context
emergency equipment to keep a patient warm (e.g. mat, sleeping bag) where appropriate for the
context.

Activity Leaders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

communications equipment (standard communication rather than emergency communication
where this differs) and spare batteries or backup “power banks”
relevant maps and navigation information
a waterproof method of storing and carrying maps and navigation information
compass and/or other navigation aids e.g. GPS
pen/pencil and blank writing paper
watch or equipment suitable to tell and measure time for first aid purposes
head torch and spare batteries
plus same as for participant (see below).

Group
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

trowel for toileting
toilet paper
hand sanitiser
water purification ‘system’
food for duration plus spare
rubbish bags
sunscreen
insect repellent.

Participant
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

appropriate clothing
appropriate footwear
personal protective equipment (see Equipment use section)
personal medications (including for asthma and anaphylaxis)
sunglasses
prescription glasses
high visibility vest
sunscreen
water container
food or snacks.

Additional equipment used for overnight or extended duration mountain biking or cycle touring refer
Camping Good Practice Guide.
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Appendix 3 Weather information
The Bureau of Meteorology provides a range of services. For details refer to:
http://www.bom.gov.au/weather-services/WeatherGuideLand.pdf
The following table details the:
•
•
•

current Australian weather warnings
associated weather for each warning
mainland warning trigger points for issuing warnings for strong winds and hail.

Bureau of Meteorology weather warnings and associated weather Table:
Severe Weather
warning
High tides
Large surf
Blizzards
Heavy rain/flash flooding
Strong winds
Wind >63 km/h
Gusts >90 km/h

Severe Thunderstorm
warning

Heavy rain/flash flooding
Strong winds
Gusts >90 km/h

Coastal Waters
Wind Warning

Tropical Cyclone Advice:
Watch or warning

Strong winds
Wind >48 km/h or
>26 knots

Strong winds
Wind >62 km/h or >=34
knots

Tornadoes
Hail (>=2cm)
Lightning
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Appendix 4 Leader competencies
Also refer to competencies section in Core Good Practice Guide.

A4.1 Cycling support person
The minimum competencies recommended to provide appropriate activity leadership as a support person
are:
Situation
All cases

Cycling
Mt Biking

Support person
Unit
Respond to emergency situations
Follow occupational health and safety policies
Operate communications systems and equipment
Demonstrate basic cycling skills
Apply on-road cycling skills
Demonstrate basic off-road cycling skills (as a minimum with appropriate skills
suitable for the trail rating of the activity)

Code

SISXEMR201A
SISXOHS101
PUAOPE013A
SISOCYT202A
SISOCYT303A
SISOMBK201A

A4.2 Cycling basic riding skills training competencies
Basic riding skills training is teaching participants to ride a cycle.
The minimum competencies recommended are:
Situation
basic riding
skills training
not on a “road”
or on a trail
rating no
greater than
“very easy”

Basic Riding Skills Training
Assistant Guide
(Assistant Leader)
Unit
All Core Good Practice
Guide units plus

Operate communications
systems and equipment
Select, set up and maintain
a bike
Demonstrate basic cycling
skills

On a “road”
“off road” on a
trail rating
greater than
“very easy

Basic Riding Skills Training
Guide (Leader)
Code

Unit
All Core Good Practice Guide
units plus

Code

PUAOPE013A

Operate communications
systems and equipment
Select, set up and maintain a
bike
Demonstrate basic cycling skills

PUAOPE013A

Plan for minimal environmental
impact
Use and maintain a temporary
or overnight site
Refer cycling competencies
table
Refer Mt Biking competencies
table

SISOOPS304A

SISOCYT201A
SISOCYT202A

Refer cycling competencies
table
Refer Mt Biking
competencies table

SISOCYT201A
SISOCYT202A

SISOOPS202A
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A4.3 Cycling guide competencies
All activity leaders must have the appropriate competencies for the context of the activity, as listed in the
various units of training (or the unit’s equivalent), listed in the following table.
Situation

Cycle touring assistant
guide (Assistant
Leader)
Unit

Basic riding
skills training

When not on a “road” or
on a trail rating no
greater than “very easy”
then refer to basic riding
skills table
All Core Good Practice
Guide units plus
Operate communications
systems and equipment

Guide cycling

Select, set up and
maintain a bike
Demonstrate basic
cycling skills
Apply on-road cycling
skills

Guide
overnight or
extended
tours

Code

Code

When not on a “road” or on
a trail rating no greater
than “very easy” then refer
to basic riding skills table

PUAOPE013A

SISOCYT201A
SISOCYT202A
SISOCYT303A

All above units plus

Apply overnight cycle
touring skills

Cycle touring
Guide/Instructor
(Leader)
Unit

SISOCYT405A

Instruct cycle
touring

All Core Good Practice
Guide units plus
Operate communications
systems and equipment
Plan for minimal
environmental impact
Use and maintain a
temporary or overnight site
Select, set up and maintain
a bike
Demonstrate basic cycling
skills
Apply on-road cycling skills

PUAOPE013A
SISOOPS304A
SISOOPS202A
SISOCYT201A
SISOCYT202A
SISOCYT303A

Guide on-road cycle tours
Plan and navigate routes
All above units plus

SISOCYT304A
TLIH3002A

Apply overnight cycle
touring skills
Guide overnight and
extended cycle tours
Implement and monitor
occupational health and
safety policies
All above units plus

SISOCYT405A

Instruct cycle touring skills
Coordinate emergency
responses
Implement and monitor
occupational health and
safety policies

SISOCYT407A
SISXEMR402A

SISOCYT406A
SISXOHS402A

SISXOHS402A

Instruct cycling touring refers to instruction with the aim of enable participants to achieve the skills and
knowledge required to participate independently. This differs from guiding and general ‘instruction’ that
might be given to enable the participant to do the activity but only under supervision of an activity leader.
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A4.4 Mountain Biking competencies
All activity leaders must have the appropriate competencies for the context of the activity, as listed in the
units of training (or a unit’s equivalent), listed in the following table.
Trail Rating
(Appendix 1)

Basic riding
skills training

Common
units
Very easy

Easy

Intermediate

Difficult

Extreme
Involving
Overnight
activities

Mt Bike assistant guide
(Assistant Leader)
Unit
When not on a “road”
or on a trail rating no
greater than “very
easy” then refer to
basic riding skills table
All Core Good Practice
Guide units plus
Operate
communications
systems and equipment

Select, set up and
maintain a bike
Demonstrate basic
cycling skills
All above units plus
Demonstrate basic offroad cycling skills
All above units plus
Apply advanced offroad cycling skills

All above units plus
Apply navigation skills
in an intermediate
environment
Coordinate emergency
responses

Code

Code

All Core Good Practice Guide
units plus
PUAOPE013A

SISOCYT201A
SISOCYT202A

SISOMBK201A

SISOMBK302A

Operate communications
systems and equipment

PUAOPE013A

Plan for minimal
environmental impact
Use and maintain a temporary
or overnight site
Select, set up and maintain a
bike
Demonstrate basic cycling
skills
All above units plus
Demonstrate basic off-road
cycling skills
All above units plus
Apply advanced off-road
cycling skills
Guide off-road cycling tours
Apply navigation skills in an
intermediate environment
SISONAV302A or Demonstrate
navigation skills in a controlled
environment SISONAV201A
Coordinate emergency
responses
Implement and monitor
occupational health and safety
policies
All above units plus

SISOOPS304A

Instruct off-road cycling skills
All above units plus
As above
As per above requirements for
the trail grade plus

SISOMBK404A

Apply overnight cycle touring
skills
Guide overnight and extended
cycle tours

SISOCYT405A

SISOOPS202A
SISOCYT201A
SISOCYT202A

SISOMBK201A

SISOMBK302A
SISOMBK303A
As appropriate
for the terrain of
the activity:
SISONAV302A or
SISONAV201A
SISXEMR402A
SISXOHS402A

SISONAV302A

SISXEMR402A

All above units plus
As above
As per above
requirements for the
trail grade plus
Apply overnight cycle
touring skills

Mt Bike Guide/Instructor
(Leader)
Unit
When not on a “road” or on a
trail rating no greater than
“very easy” then refer to basic
riding skills table

SISOCYT405A

SISOCYT406A

Instruct mountain biking refers to instruction with the aim of enable participants to achieve the skills and
knowledge required to participate independently. This differs from guiding and general ‘instruction’ that
might be given to enable the participant to do the activity but only under supervision of an activity leader.
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Item 9.1.1 Canopy Adventure Yanchep Pty Ltd ABN 44 623 398 292, TREES ADVENTURE Yanchep, Western AustraliaAttachment 2
By signing this waiver I agree to assume the risks of participating in the Canopy Adventure Yanchep Tree Top Obstacle Course (Course). I confirm that I have read
CASUAL PARTICIPANT RISK ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND WAIVER

and agree to abide by Canopy Adventure Yanchep Rules (Rules) set out below and that I am undertaking the Course for the purpose of recreation, enjoyment and
leisure.
I acknowledge that I am undertaking these activities (Activities) at my own risk and at a height of up to 15 metres above ground level, in trees in a natural forest
environment. I also acknowledge that the Activities involve a number of inherent risks, including but not limited to branch falls or breakages. I understand that not
all risks can be predicted or managed and that I may face serious personal harm including death or personal injury by taking part in the Activities.

Initial

Initial

I fully indemnify Canopy Adventure Yanchep Pty Ltd (Canopy Adventure) and each of its officers, employees, representatives, agents, contractors and volunteers
(Personnel) against any and all losses, costs, damages, expenses and liabilities (including legal costs on a full indemnity basis) (Liability) sustained or incurred by
Canopy Adventure or any of its Personnel in connection with:
any claim, action, demand or proceedings (whether based in contract, tort (including negligence) or otherwise) by any person in relation to any occasioned
by me as a result of, any Activities, or Canopy Adventure, or in or at the Course or Lane Poole Reserve (Land);
any failure of me to follow any rules of Canopy Adventure or any directions given by Canopy Adventure or its Personnel; or
any act or omission of or by me at the Land or in the course of any Activities which causes or contributes to personal injury to any person.

Initial

If I suffer any harm on the Course or the Land I will not hold Canopy Adventure or its Personnel legally responsible for any injuries or physical harm that I may
suffer. Further, I will not commence legal proceedings against Canopy Adventure or its Personnel for any Liability that I may have in respect of any injury suffered
by me. I acknowledge that this waiver represents a legal release (to the full extent legally allowable) and discharge of legal responsibility to Canopy Adventure and
its Personnel and is provided in consideration for the climbing instruction and activities and other goods and services I have purchased

Initial

I understand Canopy Adventure requires all relevant information about my health and capabilities including any pre-existing or previous injuries or medical
conditions that may affect either my or any other Course participant’s safety or that may be exacerbated by my participation in the Course and that if I fail to provide
this information Canopy Adventure’s Personnel will not be able to take appropriate action to limit the risk of harm to myself or to others. I also confirm that I am
medically fit to undertake the Course and have not and do suffer from any blackouts, seizures, fainting or dizzy spells.

Initial

I understand that I will be required to physically exert myself and that it is possible I could injure myself undertaking the Activities. I confirm that I have not
consumed any alcohol or any drug (legal or otherwise) prior to undertaking the Activities or during the Activities that could affect my ability to participate in the
Course and in participating in the Course I confirm that I am not affected by any drugs and alcohol. I acknowledge and agree that Canopy Adventure and its
Personnel reserve the right to refuse entry to the Course, or participation in any Activities, if they determine, in their absolute discretion, that drugs or alcohol may
be affecting me. I understand that participation in the Activities after the consumption of drugs or alcohol will further remove any and all Liability and responsibility
from Canopy Adventure and its Personnel.

Initial

I agree to comply with all directions from Canopy Adventure and I acknowledge that the activities are graded according to difficulty with accompanying age and
height restrictions under the age or 18. Some of the courses may require a level of ability above that of the participant. The staff at Canopy Adventure have
discretion to allow or restrict access to a participant to attempt the tree top courses, irrespective of their age or height, based on the participant’s individual
capabilities.

Initial

This section is only relevant for adults (18yo and +) I understand that I will help supervise other Course participants and that I will accept responsibility for their
safety as per any instruction provided by Canopy Adventure or its Personnel. If my careless act, omission or negligence results in harm to any other participants, I
will take full responsibility for my actions and will not hold Canopy Adventure concurrently responsible and will fully indemnify Canopy Adventure and its Personnel
against any Liability. (To be crossed out by Personnel if N/A

Initial

CANOPY ADVENTURE RULES – SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
A - No smoking or flames. B - No running. C – Participants aged 4-12yrs are required to be supervised by adults at all times D - Act according to training. If uncertain – please
ask. E - Obey the instructors at all times. F - Nothing in pockets, especially phones. G - Wear close-toed shoes, cover waists, remove or cover piercings, tie back hair. H –
Supervision 8-12 years: 1 participating adult per up to 4 kids. I - Participants must undergo a safety lesson before starting the courses. J – You must be attached at ground
level prior to climbing the courses. K - Limit of 3 participants per platform. 1 participant per challenge. L - Be sure to use the pulleys for the flying foxes exactly as shown. M No hanging upside down. N – Red course must be completed without assistance prior to attempting the black course. Black course must be completed without assistance
prior to attempting the extreme black course. O - Do not leave the paths – this is to prevent root compaction to our trees and damage to conservation areas. P - Return all
Canopy Adventure gear to the gear room on your way out. Do not take gear beyond ticket office if you are going to car park. Q – weight limit of 130kg.
Model Release: I agree that Canopy Adventure may use images taken within the grounds of the site of the Course for publicity purposes. I understand that these images are
for the sole use of publicity in the form of brochures, social media, projected images, the website and will under no circumstances be used for any other purpose by Canopy
Adventure.

PARTICIPANTS OVER 18 YEARS:
I agree that I have read and understood this waiver prior to signing it and agree that this waiver will be binding on my heirs, next of kin, executors and administrators. I agree that this waiver shall be
governed in all respects by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Western Australia.

Full Name

Date of Birth

Age

Medical Conditions
Y

N

PARTICIPANTS UNDER 18 YEARS THAT I AM TAKING LEGAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR:
I _______________________________ being the parent or guardian of the below named participant(s) (Child) hereby consent to their participation in the Activities and agree to abide by the
Canopy Adventure Rules as set out above (Rules). I declare that if I am not the parent or guardian of the Child, I have the authority from the Child’s parent or guardian to allow them to participate in the
Activities or the Course and to sign this waiver form on their behalf for their Child. I agree that I am responsible for the Child that is my care and undertake to ensure that the Child undertakes the
Activities in a safe manner and in accordance with the Rules. In addition to this, I agree to carefully supervise the Child and that to the best of my knowledge the Child does not have any medical
conditions which might affect their ability to do the Course. I confirm that I have read, fully understood and explained to the Child, this waiver prior to signing it and agree that this agreement will be
binding on me, the Child and the Child’s heirs, next of kin, executors and administrators. I agree that this waiver shall be governed in all respects by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of
Western Australia.

Full Name

Date of Birth

Age

Medical Conditions
Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

PARTICIPANTS OVER 18 YEARS OR PARENT/GUARDIAN DETAILS:
Address
State
Email
Emergency Contact
SIGNATURE

Suburb
Postcode

Country
Phone
Phone
DATE

RISK AND WARNING WAIVER
I acknowledge and agree that I undertake this activity voluntarily and at my own risk. I also acknowledge that this risk warning constitutes a ‘risk warning’ in accordance with relevant legislation, including the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) (CCA) and the Civil Liabilities Act 2002 (WA) (CLA).
By signing this waiver I agree that my rights (or the rights of the person to whom or on whose behalf I am acquiring the services) to sue Canopy Adventure in relation to recreational services or recreational activities that I
undertake because the services or activities were not in accordance with the relevant statutory guarantees under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010, are excluded, restricted or modified as set out below.
By signing this waiver, I agree that the liability of Canopy Adventure in relation to recreational services (as that term is defined in the CCA) and recreational activities (as defined in the CLA) for any:
(a)
death;
(b)
a physical or mental injury (including the aggravation, acceleration or recurrence of such an injury of the individual); or
(c)
the contraction, aggravation or acceleration of a disease of an individual; or
(d)
the coming into existence, the aggravation, acceleration or recurrence of any other condition, circumstance, occurrence, activity, form of behaviour, course of conduct or state of affairs in relation to an
individual:
a.
that is or may be harmful or disadvantageous to you or the community; or
b.
that may result in harm or disadvantage to your or the community;
that may be suffered by you (or a person to whom or on whose behalf I am acquiring the services) resulting from the supply of recreational services or recreational activities is excluded.
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 Electronic Attachment 1: Schools Contact List *24 pages
 Electronic Attachment 2: Proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike
Park Survey Responses *131 pages
 Electronic Attachment 3: Don’t Risk It - Resilience Kit for
Tourism Businesses *64 pages
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Disclaimer
This Feasibility Study (“Report”) is provided to the Shire of Chittering
(“Proponents”) by Breakaway Tourism Pty Ltd (“Consultant”). The Report and
the information contained within it, is solely for the use of the Shire of
Chittering.
The purpose of this Report is to provide the Proponents with information
relating to the development opportunity and feasibility described in the
Report. The Consultant has prepared the Report, based on its experience,
knowledge and networks related to tourism, recreation and leisure industry
developments and information obtained from consultation with the mountain
bike industry and community, associated sport and recreational sectors,
product and service providers, government agencies, published materials and
the general public.
In all cases, before acting in reliance on any information, the Proponents
should conduct their own investigation and analysis in relation to this
opportunity and should check the accuracy, reliability and completeness of
the information and obtain independent and specific advice from appropriate
professional advisers.

Breakaway Tourism Pty Ltd and its respective directors, employees, agents,
consultants and contractors shall have no liability (including liability to any
person by reason of negligence or negligent misstatement) for any
statements, opinions, information or matters (express or implied) arising out
of, contained in or derived from or for any omissions from the Report, except
liability under statute that cannot be excluded.
Copies of this Report for the purpose of promoting further investigation of the
development opportunity may be distributed, provided reference to the
author (Breakaway Tourism Pty Ltd) is made on any subsequent distribution
or publication. Copies may not be made for a commercial purpose without
the permission of Breakaway Tourism Pty Ltd.
Breakaway Tourism Pty Ltd retains the copyright of the Feasibility Study
Report which may not be used for any proposal or application to third parties
without its consent.

Breakaway Tourism Pty Ltd makes no representation or warranty (express or
implied) as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information.
The performance and operations of a mountain bike park attraction
development opportunity may be influenced by a number of factors, many of
which are outside the control of Breakaway Tourism Pty Ltd.
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1. Executive Summary
This Feasibility Study has been commissioned to assess the opportunity,
which has been identified by the Shire of Chittering, to develop a mountain
bike and adventure park/facility in the location of Bindoon.
The Shire is looking use this potential development as a platform to generate
increased visitation and economic contribution through the delivery of a
major tourism, sport and recreation attraction.

Due to the planning and development of mountain bike trail networks, hubs
and trail towns in State Forests and National Parks in the south west of
Western Australia such as Dwellingup, Collie and Nannup, an opportunity to
provide a unique point of difference with a dedicated mountain bike park,
with collocated adventure activities all at one convenient location, may be
capitalised on.
With the benefit of close proximity to the major population base of Perth, the
activation of a unique, world‐class mountain bike and adventure park
attraction in Bindoon has the potential to be of regional, state and national
tourism significance.

Why a Mountain Bike Park?
It has been widely reported in recent years that mountain biking is one of the
world’s fastest growing recreational, sport and tourism activities and Western
Australia is following this global trend.
Following research and data collection mechanisms for the sport and
recreational activity, a myriad of mountain bike trail strategies, plans, projects
and guidelines has since been developed by the mountain biking sector,
industry organisations, Local Government Authorities and State Government
Agencies in response to a rapidly growing demand for mountain bike trails
across Australia.

Why Consider Bindoon as a Location?
For a mountain bike trail network to be successful, one of the key
requirements is a suitable landform with relevant topography. The proposed
site at Lot 3874, Bindoon aligns with all the necessary key features to enable
quality design conceptualisation.

Consultation with WestCycle, the peak industry body for cycling in Western
Australia identified the development of mountain bike trails in Perth and
surrounds are a priority as the demand for sanctioned, quality mountain bike
trails for the Perth metropolitan population far outweighs the supply.
The opportunity to capture the interest of a growing consumer market of
mountain bikers of all ages with a high quality, world‐class mountain bike
attraction may become the ‘hero’ product within a broader tourism and
recreation strategy for the Shire of Chittering.





The primary site is large (over 89 hectares) to allow for a variety of
activities and features to be developed plus, should demand dictate,
the size of the site can accommodate future expansion requirements



The site has great topography, which lends to sustainable
development principles being applied. The variations in landforms
also provides the opportunity to design trails which suit all skill levels



The site has great elevation, a key factor in creating a trail network
which can facilitate a range of high‐end rider experiences



The proximity of the site to the Bindoon town centre (less than 1km),
offers an opportunity for local business stimulation
Access to Bindoon from the major metropolitan base of Perth is less
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than an hour’s drive away, soon to be reduced to 45 minutes with the
opening of NorthLink WA



Use the natural assets of the area as a marketable product to enhance
the economic flow from increased visitation

Supporting the above attributes is the existing services and infrastructure
framework which can support and grow with any potential visitation increase.



Future proof the design to keep up with market trends



Stage the design to align with funding allocations and to offer
marketable rider experiences



Take advantage of the proximity to existing infrastructure and the
proximity to the Bindoon town centre



Create sustainable revenue and add‐on revenue streams



Include additional onsite activities such as an adventure park to
create a development which is appealing to a broader market
segment

Many mountain bike trail networks are somewhat isolated from the closest
town centre, which largely dictates the need for those styles of development
to contain all services in house adding to resources required and cost of
infrastructure.
Because of the short distance between the subject site and Bindoon town
centre, minimal duplication of services will be required moreover, co‐location
initiatives can be structured to maximise benefits for the local community and
businesses.
Some key design objectives to maximise the site benefits have been
established, such as:


Utilise the natural contours of the site to minimise construction
activity



Minimise clearing and vegetation removal



Implement a forward‐thinking design to ensure ongoing maintenance
and sustainability can be better managed



Create rider experiences for all skill levels



Consider the consultation and survey feedback to ensure the design
concept is market relevant



Create easy trail linkages for safe and measured rider skill progression



Install comfortable and inviting infrastructure to encourage non‐riders
to visit



Develop a product which can stimulate increased tourism in the area

A major advantage of the Lot 3874 site in Bindoon is that it is not State Forest
or National Park land managed by the Department of Biodiversity,
Conservation and Attractions thus avoiding potential restrictions, consultation
requirements, licencing, Approvals, extensive timelines and red tape to
commence development.

Are There Any Constraints or Issues?
Most developments have constraints or issues which need to be assessed and
countered if the project is deemed worthy of pursuing. The key issues and
constraints for this proposed development include:


Land Acquisition: The subject site is privately owned. Additional to the
key subject site there is another portion of land which has been
included in the preferred design option, this is under the same private
ownership. Preliminary discussions have indicated a desire from the
land holders to sell, however the two valuations that have been
completed to date have a variance upwards of $400k. This needs to
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be further reviewed.

the veracity of the projected financial outcomes.

Access to the site: Creating an efficient access and entry statement
just using the subject site is difficult. To counter this, the initial design
concept incorporates a portion of the land to the west of the subject
site. This land has already been identified for future caravan park
development, however there are a range of operational and market
segment synergies which would benefit both developments and
should be considered.

This is because the critical path to establish accurate inputs to any form of
financial modelling or projecting of this proposed development, is laden with
assumption‐based inputs.



Funding: With land acquisition and construction/roll out costs,
funding needs to be thoroughly reviewed. The need for high capital
input in Stage 1, will need comprehensive modelling to ensure the
desired financial metrics for the Shire can be achieved.



Operating the Facility: Operating the proposed development will
require a level of competencies which come from industry
experience. The resources are available however it would take some
finessing to establish a well‐resourced operating model. Owing to
this, lease options to hand operations to a qualified management
team is also worth reviewing.



Planning and Approvals: At this point no intensive assessment of
issues such as environmental, flora and fauna and other planning
detail have been undertaken. A desktop audit and consideration of
these issues has been completed, with no red flags to date, however
detailed reporting will need to be implemented to obtain all required
Approvals.

Can the Development Generate a Return on Investment?
Assessing the viability of the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure
Park development requires a cautious approach and requires a recognition of

This is due to the variances between the initial design concept which has been
completed for this report and the actual detailed final design which would
need to be undertaken should the project be considered a go forward option.
These vagaries are mostly due to the ‘unknowns’ of the subject site
topography, such as soil conditions, actual trail formations, vegetation
density, natural drainage, flora and fauna assessments, bushfire assessments
etc.
None of these studies, investigations and reporting have yet been
undertaken, due to the ‘proposal’ nature of this initial Feasibility Study,
furthermore such assessments and reports would be costly and potentially a
large sunk cost should the development not proceed. A more measured
approach and methodology as to assessing the broader benefits of the
development has been suggested as part of this report.
In acknowledging the above information, there are however indications that a
well‐developed, operated and marketed mountain bike and adventure park
facility can provide turnover levels which could translate to an attractive ROI
outcome.
Using inputs based on similar facilities in Western Australia, it is estimated
annual mountain biking user numbers for the proposed development to be
17,200, which then by extrapolating out using an average fee payment per
person, results in an estimated annual turnover figure of $619k. The financial
section of this Report drills down further into the metrics and assumptions
used.
As previously detailed, the overall design, trail systems, value add features
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and operational processes for the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and
Adventure Park development are conceptual only.



The conceptual nature of the design



If/where the design can be pared back to reduce costs

The development costing inputs have been derived from rates provided by
industry professionals and other industry‐based assumptions. To provide
some context to what the costings represent, the overall design concept has
been aimed at providing a benchmark or “hero” mountain bike and adventure
park facility, with additional onsite activity options included to diversify and
broaden the market segment capture for year‐round visitation.



Access to grants and other funding opportunities [see Section 5:
Situation Analysis, Grants and Funding Assistance]



Broader economic benefits to the Shire of Chittering [see Section 16:
Economic Contribution Overview, Economic Impact]



Broader benefits of having a marquee tourism development from
which other tourism activity can be stimulated

Unique inclusions such a highly regarded surface uplift and an
adventure/obstacle park have been put forward as part of this initial concept
phase, from which the benefits of increase DevEx cost vs revenue upside, can
be reviewed and assessed.

Creating a ‘Hero’ Tourism Product

It has been recommended that a development such as this, where demand is
based on projections only, be staged to ensure a slow capital scenario can be
minimised. Staging detail and the underpinning benefits and methodology
around the staging is highlighted in [Section 23: Financial Planning and
Analysis, Construction Cost Estimates], of this Report.

Tourism is defined as “An industry that is important for the benefits it brings
and due to its role as a commercial activity it creates demand and growth for
many more industries. Tourism not only contributes towards more economic
activities but also generates more employment, revenues and plays a
significant role in development.”

All‐inclusive estimated construction costings for the 3 Stage Design Concept
are as follows:
Stage 1: $2,357,600
Stage 2: $547,000
Stage 3: $183,500
Stage 1 requires a large upfront capital input, however justifications for this
and the potential benefits can be reviewed in [Section 17: Design Concept,
Design Concept Features] of this Report.
In isolation, the development costs may seem unappealing. It is important
though to factor in:

Existing mountain biking participation and continued growth is a known, and
is supported by a plethora of master planning, forecasting and studies all
undertaken by a range of Government agencies and private commercial
entities alike, to ensure that the supply of quality trail developments is able to
keep up with the increasing demand in Western Australia, nationally and
internationally.
The current Shire of Chittering broader tourism landscape can be improved
upon. The Shire of Chittering, via a strong forward‐thinking mindset from
Shire officers, is positioned to capitalise on a burgeoning adventure sports
market, by simply taking advantage of the natural land formations which are
proximal to the town of Bindoon.
By identifying and considering the subject site as a potential mountain bike
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and adventure park facility, the Shire may be able to use the development as
a platform from which a range of other tourism activity can be developed.
Refer to this link for an example of what mountain bike developments can
achieve:
Wheels of progress: What happens when a rural town becomes the
mountain bike capital of Australia?
www.abc.net.au/news/2017‐12‐26/mountain‐bike‐trails‐driving‐major‐
change‐in‐derby/9276384.
It is accepted that a well‐designed, operated and marketed mountain bike
and adventure park facility generates strong user throughput and it is also
recognised that the current mountain biking landscape has a level of demand
which outweighs the availability of quality riding experiences, in particular
within short proximity to the major population centre of Perth.
Should the Shire of Chittering consider this proposed development as a go
forward option, it would be recommended the design, features, secondary
activities and operational processes all exceed benchmark levels, aimed at
creating a ‘hero’ tourism product for Western Australia which can define the
region as a ‘must visit’ destination and aspirational tourism location for
adventure experiences.
Additional to the proposed mountain bike and adventure park development,
the Shire of Chittering has other tourism initiatives which can be rolled out
and implemented.
Some of these opportunities have laid dormant because of the risk associated
with visitation. The robust mountain bike scene could be the catalyst to
underpin an increase in visitation and promote confidence for other
commercial operations to piggy‐back on to this upside.
Furthermore, a robust mountain bike and adventure park throughput would

likely require an increase in the provision of services and infrastructure to
ensure the needs of increased visitor numbers are supported by a well‐
serviced tourism landscape.
This ethos is absolutely essential to sustain the integrity of a proposed
Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park brand.

Goal: To be recognised as ‘Best New Tourism
Business’ at the Western Australian and
Australian Tourism Awards!
* This category of the annual Australian Tourism Awards recognises new tourism businesses
that have commenced trading, visitation or service delivery during the qualifying period. This
award recognises excellence in the planning and development of new tourism infrastructure
and/or services in Australia.

Where to From Here?
The development is worthy of further assessment. Irrespective of the
anecdotal nature surrounding user numbers, revenue generation,
development costing etc, the acknowledged potential of far‐reaching benefits
for this type of development must dictate a desire to seek further validation
that the project is worthy. Similar to the way coastal locations capitalise on
their natural assets, the ideally located escarpment in Bindoon should also be
part of a strategic vision for the area.
It is recommended that by using a critical path methodology, the Shire of
Chittering apply relevant resources to plan out and deliver a framework,
which consists of various ‘Go’ or ‘No‐Go’ decision points.
The decision points will revolve around some of the key issues detailed
previously which all funnel into a ‘Project Worthy’ or ‘Project not Worthy’
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final assessment.
Establishing a Steering Committee or similar can deliver the required
outcomes and engage services of credentialed industry specialists to ensure
the decision points can be assessed and reviewed accurately.
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Section 2:
Consultation and Reference
Data
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2. Consultation and Reference Data

Survey Distribution Group 3: Social Media

A ‘Proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike Park” public consultation survey was
undertaken between the 9th and 30th April 2019.

The survey was also distributed via Breakaway Tourism’s Instagram, Facebook
and LinkedIn channels, then further circulated by the following interested
parties.

Full analysis of survey outcomes provided in Section 6: Project Consumer
Survey Analysis.

Breakaway Instagram Reach (5,067 people); Impressions (7,728); Likes (296)

Survey Distribution Group 1: Stakeholders
Circulation: 330

Breakaway Facebook Reach (11,621 people); Engagements (1,140)
Breakaway LinkedIn* Views (637) *Michelle Sidebottom LinkedIn page

Social Media Survey Distributors

A survey was shared with 330 representatives of the following identified Shire
of Chittering businesses, Government departments and mountain bike, sport,
outdoor recreation and tourism related agencies.



Visit Chittering



Clubs WA



Chittering Visitor Centre & Post Office



Moore River Region



Mountain Bike Australia



Mountain Bike WA



WestCycle



WA 4WD Association



WA Mountain Biking Association



Kalamunda Mountain Bike Community



Bicycling WA



Kalamunda Mountain Bike Collective

Circulation: 1,189



Outdoors WA



Southern Hills Mountain Bikers

The survey was sent to State, Catholic and Independent primary and
secondary schools in the Perth Metropolitan including schools considered
local to Bindoon for recreation and excursion activities.



Trails WA



Perth Mountain Bike Club



Department of Local Government,
Sport and Cultural Industries –
Wheatbelt



Huck to Flat

See Attachment 1: Stakeholder Database

Survey Distribution Group 2: Schools

See Electronic Attachment 1: Schools Contact List

Table 1: Social media survey distributors
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Interviews & Consultation Group 4: Mountain Bike
Sector
Interviews and consultation was conducted via a range of communication
methods including face to face; teleconference; and email correspondence.
Interviewees included a selection of mountain bike sector‐related
stakeholders (State and National), and were chosen for their capacity to
provide further research materials and specialist industry/agency insights.

Research, Guidelines and Data Collection
Key research, guidelines and statistical data were sourced throughout the
consultation and research phase of this Study from key government;
mountain biking; cycling; trails; tourism; outdoor recreation; and sporting‐
related agencies and stakeholders.
Strategic plans, reports and audits previously developed by (or for) the Shire
of Chittering have also been used as significant reference data for this Study
to avoid duplication of effort and unnecessary consultancy service expenses
for the Project owner.

Stakeholder Consultation


Shire of Chittering



Perth Trail Series [Melina Mellino]



Chittering Tourist Association & Visitor
Centre [Amy McCauliffe]



Tourism WA [Renata Lowe]



Three Chillies Trail Design [Paul Neave]



Mountain Bike Australia [Denise Cox]





Outdoors WA [Jamie Bennett]

Rock and Roll Mountain Biking [Mark
Wardle]



WestCycle; and WA Mountain Biking
Association ‐ WAMBA [Matt Fulton]



Koya Aboriginal Corporation – Aboriginal
Nature Trekz [Quinton Tucker]



Wheatbelt Development Commission
[Emily Comber]





Jump and Pump Nation, and Trail
Design [Ian Humphrey]

Peel Regional Trails Strategy
Presentation – Common Ground [David
Willcox]



Wavecrest Tours [Rick Besso]



Caravan Industry Association of WA
[Craig Kenyon]



Orienteering WA [Hadrien Devillepoix]



Department of Local Government,
Sport & Cultural Industries – Sport &
Recreation / Trails WA [Steve Bennett]



Forest Edge Recreation Camp [Graeme
Watson]

Table 2: Stakeholder consultation list

Figure 1: Shire of Chittering Mountain Bike Trails Master Plan
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Shire of Chittering









Chittering Visitor Centre Strategic Plan 2016‐2019
Shire of Chittering Audit Series:
‐
Accommodation Capture – Chittering
‐
Assets and Services of Chittering
‐
All Projects Chittering (tourism‐related projects)
‐
What’s Working / Not Working in Chittering
Shire of Chittering Mountain Bike Trails Master Plan
Shire of Chittering Sport & Recreation Plan 2012‐2022
Shire of Chittering Strategic Community Plan 2017‐2027
Shire of Chittering Trails Network Master Plan 2013‐2023
Bindoon Deviation ‘for Heavy Haulage Vehicles’ Strategy 2017











Strategic Directions for the WA Sport & Recreation Industry 2016‐2020 [WA
Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries]
The Business of Trails 2017 [Kerstin Stender, Edith Cowan University]
Two Year Action Plan for Tourism Western Australia 2018‐2019 [Tourism WA]
WA Cycle Tourism Strategy [WestCycle]
WA Mountain Bike Management Guidelines [WA Department of Local
Government, Sport and Cultural Industries; WestCycle; West Australian
Mountain Bike Association]
WA Mountain Bike Strategy 2015‐2020 [WestCycle]
Western Australian Adventure Activity Standard – Mountain Biking [Adventure
Activity Standards WA]
Western Australian Bicycle Network Plan Update 2017‐2018 [WA Department
of Transport]
Western Australian Cycling High Performance Strategic Plan [WestCycle]
Western Australian Strategic Trails Blueprint 2017‐2021 [Trails Reference
Group, TRC Tourism]

Regional








City of Albany Trails Hub Strategy 2015‐2025[City of Albany]
Northern Growth Alliance Tourism Strategy [Wheatbelt Development
Commission]
Perth & Peel Mountain Bike Master Plan [WestCycle]
Regional Cycling Strategies [WA Department of Transport]
Shire of York Trails Strategy 2019‐2028 [ Shire of York]
South West Mountain Bike Master Plan [WestCycle]
Wheatbelt Blueprint [Wheatbelt Development Commission]

Interstate




Guidelines for the Planning, Design, Construction and Maintenance of
Recreational Trails in South Australia [Recreation South Australia]
Guidelines for Trail Planning, Design and Management [Victorian Local
Government Authorities]
Queensland Mountain Bike Strategy 2018 [Mountain Bike Australia]

National


State






Department of Sport and Recreation Strategic Plan 2016‐2018 [WA Department
of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries]
DoT Long Term Cycle Network for WA [WA Department of Transport]
Our Bike Path 2014‐2020 [WestCycle]
Outdoor Education and Recreation Activities Policy [WA Department of
Education]
Outdoors WA Annual Report 2018 & The Great Outdoors [Outdoors WA]





Australian Adaptive Mountain Biking Guidelines [Break the Boundary; Mountain
Bike Australia; Queensland Government]
Australian Mountain Bike Trail Guidelines 2019 [Mountain Bike Australia]
IMBA Australia Trail Difficulty Rating System v2.0, 2014 [Australia ‐
International Mountain Bicycling Association]
Mountain Bikers Code of Conduct [Mountain Bike Australia]
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International



IMBA Guidelines for a Quality Trail Experience ‐ Mountain Bike Trail Guidelines
2017 [International Mountain Bicycling Association, USA]
Mountain Bike Trail Impact Review 2019 [Single Tracks, USA]

Mountain Biking E-publications, E-newsletters and Apps









Australian Leisure Management
Breaking the Boundary
Flow Mountain Bike
International Mountain Bicycling Association
Mountain Biking Australia Magazine and App
Single Tracks
TrailFork
Trails WA

Data












Australian Bureau Statistics
Australian Sports Commission
Bureau of Meteorology
Curriculum Standards Authority of WA
Destination Perth Regional Tourism Organisation
Main Roads WA
Real Estate Industry WA
Service Skills Australia
Tourism Australia
Tourism WA
WA Indigenous Tourism Operators Council

Table 3: Research, guidelines and data collection list
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Section 3:
Project Overview
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develop a mountain bike facility (including the possibility of coupling with
another adventure tourism operation) with the desire that it will assist with
further developing Bindoon as a destination for mountain biking, and tourism
generally, creating an enhanced sustainable economy in the area.

3. Project Overview
Project Methodology
The Shire of Chittering is exploring the option of purchasing 89 hectares of
land adjacent to the Bindoon townsite on which to develop a mountain bike
facility.
This Feasibility Study aims to review a proposed Mountain Bike Park in the
town as it relates to Bindoon and the Shire of Chittering’s triple bottom line
(social, economic, and environmental).

Planning and Design Context
The planning and design of the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and
Adventure Park concept has been undertaken by Breakaway Tourism in
partnership with mountain bike trail specialists Three Chillies Trail Design.
The design has been aimed at providing a ‘Hero’ mountain biking tourism
product to facilitate an increase in visitation and economic contribution the
Shire of Chittering and to stimulate further tourism and employment
opportunities for local residents.

Project Vision and Mission
‘Red Hill’ or ‘Bindoon Hill’ (Lot 3874) is a large hill overlooking the town of
Bindoon with spectacular views across lakes, orchards and the townsite itself.
It occupies an area of 89Ha a few hundred metres to the east of Bindoon and
is currently privately owned.

In order to secure and strengthen the economy of the local community after a
proposed Bindoon bypass of the Great Northern Highway, the Shire of
Chittering has been working on a number of integrated strategies which may
help to provide for an enhanced economy and an increase in local job
opportunities. The Shire has therefore been developing plans which provide
for both housing diversity, alternative accommodation, tourist infrastructure
and a range of outdoor and adventure‐based activities which create Bindoon
as a destination, not just as a place for people to travel through.
For example, The Shire of Chittering has recently completed feasibility studies
on both a Caravan Park and a lifestyle Village at the base of ‘Bindoon Hill’,
finding them both to be positive for the community and the local economy.
The Bindoon Bypass is part of the overall upgrade of the Great Northern
Highway from Muchea to Wubin. Three major arterial transport links (Brand
Highway, Great Northern Highway and NorthLink WA / Tonkin Highway) will
intersect at the site of the 1,100‐hectare Muchea Industrial Park.
The bypass presents both benefits and challenges for the town of Bindoon;
improvements to road safety and amenity on the one hand and potential
negative impacts for local businesses on the other due to reduced traffic
throughput.
Council and its community have as a consequence over recent years worked
on a Bindoon Deviation Strategy, which is aimed at mitigating any resultant
negative impacts on the local community.

The Shire of Chittering is exploring the option of purchasing the land to
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VISION:
Identified in the Shire of
Chittering’s ‘Mountain
Bike Trails Master Plan’
launched in 2016
‘By 2020 Chittering Shire will be a highly regarded
mountain biking destination for day trippers from
Perth and will be appreciated by residents and
prospective residents for its mountain bike friendly
approach and commitment to quality mountain bike
trails and facilities’
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Section 4:
Project Environment
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4. Project Environment
Project environment analysis for a proposed mountain bike and adventure
park in Bindoon.

Figure 2: Shire Chittering and Visit Chittering logos

Project Proponent:

Shire of Chittering

Organisation Type:

Local Government Authority

Phone:

+61 (08) 9576 4600

General Email:

chatter@chittering.wa.gov.au

Website:

www.chittering.wa.gov.au

Street Address:

6177 Great Northern Highway, Bindoon WA 6502

Postal Address:

PO Box 70, Bindoon WA 6502

ABN:

48 445 751 800

The Shire of Chittering has an opportunity to procure a privately‐owned
parcel of land at Lot 3874 in Bindoon for the purposes of developing Bindoon
and the broader Shire of Chittering as a world‐class adventure, recreation and
nature‐based tourism destination in Western Australia.
Figure 3: Site Map, Lot 3874, Bindoon
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Development Assessment Panel (DAP): No DAP Applications found within
150m

Proposed Project Location
Site Address:

Lot #3874, Bindoon WA 6502

GPS Coordinates:

Lat: 31.38° S | Long: 116.11° E

Lot Type:

Freehold Land

Parcel Identification Number (PIN):

567877

Lot Area (m²):

894,926 m²

Lot Area (Ha):

89.49 Hectares

Region Scheme (RS):

No Region Scheme found

Local Planning Scheme (LPS):

Shire of Chittering Scheme No. 6
Agricultural Resource (No R‐code)

Permitted Use:

Permitted uses within this zoning
classification include: Agriculture ‐
Extensive; Agriculture – Intensive;
Agro Forestry; Arts & Crafts Centre;
Cemetery; Civic Use; Family Day Care;
Single House; and Stable

State Planning Policies (SPP):

Fire Prone Area (site is located within
an identified Bushfire Prone Area. This
dictates that a Bushfire Management
Plan will need to be established as
part of any development)

Services:

Property is fully serviced, with the
exception of reticulated sewer

Contamination Register:

Property is not currently listed on the
Department of Water and
Environmental Regulations Register

Structure Plans:

No Structure Plans found

Layout Plans:

No Layout Plans found

Aboriginal Heritage:

No Aboriginal Sites or Other Heritage
Places found

Historical Heritage:

No Historic Heritage Places (Heritage
Council) found
No Historic Heritage Municipal
Inventory Places (LGA) found

Shire of Chittering Population:

5,472 (ABS, Census 2016)

Shire of Chittering Townsites:

Bindoon, Muchea and Wannamal

Shire of Chittering Localities:

Mooliabeenee, Upper Chittering and
Lower Chittering

Surrounding Shires:

Gingin, Victoria Plains, Toodyay and
Swan

Electorates:

Moore (State); Pearce (Federal)

Development Commission:

Wheatbelt Development Commission

Tourism Region:

Destination Perth

Tourism Sub‐Region Destination:

Chittering Valley
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The name ‘Bindoon’ is thought to be
Aboriginal in origin and to mean
"place where the yams grow"

Figure 5: Shire of Chittering map and localities

Location Distance Chart
Perth CBD ‐ Bindoon

Figure 4: Perth Metro to Bindoon Map

83km (1 hr 10 min)

Yanchep ‐ Bindoon

78km (60 min)

Midland ‐ Bindoon

66km (55 min)

Joondalup ‐ Bindoon

65km (54 min)

Ellenbrook ‐ Bindoon

57km (48 min)

Swan Valley Tourist Region ‐ Bindoon

55km (40 min)

Muchea ‐ Bindoon

29km (26min)

Gingin ‐ Bindoon

28km (22min)

Table 4: Bindoon distance chart
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As a tourism destination, Chittering Valley
is identified and promoted as
‘rich in food, farms, wine and beautiful
landscapes’



Visit the Brockman Arts & Craft Centre



Enjoy great food at the popular Bindoon Bakehaus or Stringybark
Winery & Restaurant



Enjoy one of many walk and drive trails in the region



Purchase fresh fruit and vegetables from roadside stalls



Taste local produce at the annual A Taste of Chittering festival in
August

The proposed development of a world‐class adventure tourism attraction in
Bindoon may significantly elevate the tourism status, overall brand
awareness, and consumer market appeal to the Chittering Valley.

Proposed Project Site Overview
Figure 6: Destination Perth website ‐ Chittering Valley banner

From a Western Australian tourism region perspective, as identified by
Destination Perth (tourism region marketing agency) and Tourism Western
Australia (State marketing agency), Bindoon is assigned to the sub‐tourism
brand of ‘Chittering Valley’.
‘Things to do in the Chittering Valley’ promoted by Destination Perth and
Tourism Western Australia include:


Follow the Chittering Farm Flavour Trail to boutique farms and see
where your food comes from



Enjoy a picnic at one of the many lovely parks



See the wildflowers in spring during the September Spring Festival or
from natures roadside garden

The Shire of Chittering local economy is based on broad acre farming,
orchards, small rural and semi‐rural lifestyle residential properties. There is
limited industry being extractive industry operations (gravel, clay and sand),
the State livestock yards, mineral sands processing, shearing, tourist
attractions, viticulture, wineries and other small businesses.
The proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park site at Lot 3874,
Bindoon is set on 894,926 m² (89.49 Hectares) of undulating countryside and
bushland with 360‐degree views of the surrounding rural area.
The property known as ‘Red Hill’ (known to locals as ‘Bindoon Hill’) boasts an
expansive 70‐metre‐high hill overlooking the Bindoon town centre, orchards,
lakes, valleys, farmland and the Julimar State Forest.
The property forms an irregular shape, having a relatively steep topography
throughout with a ridgeline extending through the centre of the site on a
north to south alignment. The soils have a high gravel content and the
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western side of the ridgeline is vegetated, whilst the eastern side has been
partially cleared for grazing purposes.

Connectivity to Bindoon Town Centre

The key arterial road to the property and Bindoon township from Perth is the
Great Northern Highway (Highway 95).

Lot 3873 Chinkabee Road, Bindoon is located adjacent to the town centre.
Laying east of the town, the elevation of the site runs parallel to the Great
Northern Highway and the main footprint of Bindoon’s business and retail
hub. Connectivity to the town centre is via Great Northern Highway, with all
relevant retail, hospitality and community services within walking or cycling
distance of the proposed site.

The soon‐to‐be completed NorthLink WA Tonkin Highway extension will allow
greater access from the Perth metropolitan area within 45 minutes (due late
2019) and will significantly reduce the time to Bindoon from major Perth
hubs.
Electricity, town water and telephone services are available at the south
eastern corner of the property at Myrtle Way.
There are no established built formations on the property with the exception
of a telecommunications tower (Optus Mobile Pty Ltd, Vodafone Network Pty
Ltd) located on the northern end of the hill’s crest.

Importantly, the location of the following key existing businesses create
opportunistic synergies with the proposed development:
1. Bindoon Sporting and Recreation Association (Chinkabee Complex):
The location of this building is directly adjacent to the proposed trail
hub or lay down/parking area. The building has a highly functional
internal layout and opportunities can be explored that may benefit
the Sporting Club operations and create an additional layer of
convenience for the proposed mountain bike and adventure park site.
2. Chittering Health Centre: Mountain biking by its very nature does
have an element of risk for the rider and injury can happen. Having
medical services such as the Chittering Health Centre at the base of
the proposed site creates an additional level of appeal to the market
segment who at most other mountain biking trail locations, typically
need to travel some distance to seek medical attention if required.
3. Shire of Chittering Administration and Works Depot: Located
opposite the site on the Great Northern Highway within a short walk
or drive may provide ease of access for service and maintenance
personnel.

Figure 7: View west from Lot 3874 hill crest

The Shire of Chittering is investigating plans to develop a tourist park
(caravan, camping and cabin park) following the completion of a Feasibility
Study in 2018. The proposed land parcel for a tourist park adjoins the
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proposed subject site and may be a critical element of sustainable operations
with the provision of affordable, quality accommodation, caravan and
camping to meet the needs of visitors to a mountain bike and adventure park
attraction.

Site Access
Currently the subject site can be accessed via two roads, Chinkabee Road and
Myrtle Way, which are yet to be constructed on the site, however they are
gazetted roads.
Typical road access in its current form is via an adjacent property which is
under the same private ownership as the proposed site for procurement.
Further negotiations and planning would be required to develop/construct a
visitor market relevant, and local resident appropriate access road to the
property.

Topography

Site Constraints
The topography and gradient of the site and the elevation dictate that most
development options for the site would be deemed too difficult and too
expensive. Both valuations undertaken on the site support this notion and go
as far as suggesting that broad agricultural development would also be
difficult because of the topography.
The unique nature of mountain bike trail design relies on such topography
and elevation, which is why this appropriately situated site has been
proposed.
Access to the site is an issue. Part of the initial design concept offers a counter
measure for this access by incorporating a portion of the land parcel,
identified for future caravan park development. Further discussion
surrounding this will need to take place, however there are a range of
operational, development and construction synergies which would support
this initiative.

Site Acquisition Overview

It is worth noting a mountain bike trail development on the subject site would
offer a more aesthetically appealing outcome for the town, local community
and visitors to Bindoon due to the relatively low impact on vegetation
removal and general clearing required by mountain bike trails.
Retaining most of the existing topography would assist to maintain the
natural look of the overall escarpment from the main visual corridor which is
situated along the Great Northern Highway and Bindoon main street.

There have been two recent valuations of the property, one commissioned by
the Shire of Chittering and one commissioned by the owners of the subject
property. Valuations were as follows:
1. Opteon Valuation commissioned by the Shire of Chittering 31 July
2018
Valuation amount $290,000 to $360,000
2. Independent Valuers of Western Australia commissioned by the
subject landowners 5 December 2018
Valuation amount $805,000
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The disparity between the two valuations is far too vast and the justifications
for each valuation are contradictory in nature.
It would appear the most effective outcome would be to enter into
discussions with the current owners to find an agreeable value of the subject
site or to seek a third independent valuation of the property.
Such is the variance of valuations, the only way to factor this part of the
overall capital investment into the financial modelling for the purpose of this
Feasibility Study is to assume an averaged value of the two completed
valuations.
Additionally, a small portion of the land directly to the west of the subject
site, which is detailed on the design concept, would also be factored into the
overall land acquisition process. The land is under the same private ownership
as the main subject site. *This has not been currently valued, however initial
discussion have indicated support from the current owners.

major environmental risks or issues, a more detailed Flora and Fauna
Assessment of the subject site will need to be commissioned as part of the
overall detailed design process, should the proposed project be considered
worthy of proceeding.

Environmental Impact Assessment and Planning
An Environmental Impact Assessment may be the first recommended
pathway to evaluating the likely impacts of a proposed mountain bike trail
network development in Bindoon taking into account inter‐related
environmental, socio‐economic, cultural and human‐health impacts, both
beneficial and adverse.
Secondly, the development of an Environmental Management Plan may
inform the design, development, construction and operation of a new facility.
Some of the content required to establish a rigid environmental management
plan may include:

Environmental Aspects



Contributing to Conservation and Sustainability

There have been no environmental sensitivities identified at Lot 3874,
Bindoon throughout the course of this research study phase that may impact
on a mountain bike and adventure park development in Bindoon.



Communication and Education



Managing Risk to the Environment



Sustainable Energy Use



Environmental Monitoring and Reporting



Fire Management

The mountain bike trails network and park design concept has been designed
on an acute understanding of environmental principles and working within
the natural formations of the subject site to mitigate such issues as:


Destabilisation of soils and slope



Waste Management



Minimise vegetation clearing



Interpretation



Minimise any potential spread of pathogens, diseases and weed



Compliance and Sector Specific Requirements



Water Use

Although a preliminary high‐level desk top assessment has not uncovered any
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Wildlife Issues



Social and Cultural Sustainability

Attachment 2
project commencement.

Consumer sentiment for environmentally friendly developments and
operations is also a key factor to ensure extra layers of marketability for the
proposed development.
A strong Environmental Management Plan to care for the flora, fauna, soil
and environment in the proposed development and operational stages of the
project would need to be developed and implemented prior to project
commencement.

Bushfire
The WA Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage has identified Lot
3874, Bindoon as a Designated Bush Fire Prone Area 1
Additional planning and building requirements may apply to development on
this site.
Designated bush fire prone areas have been identified by the Fire and
Emergency Services Commissioner as being subject, or likely to be subject, to
bushfire attack. Additional planning and building requirements may apply to
development within these areas. A further assessment of the bushfire risk
may also be required under the Planning and Development (Local Planning
Scheme) Regulations 2015 and the Building Code of Australia. The Shire of
Chittering will be aware of the requirements that apply in this area.
A comprehensive Bush Fire Management Plan in the proposed development
and operational stages of the project would need to be implemented prior to

1

Landgate search, Crown Allotment 3874, Bindoon, WA, May 2019
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Section 5:
Situation Analysis

Figure 8: Image courtesy Tourism WA
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Main arterial roads to Bindoon include:

5. Situation Analysis
The following situation analysis details the current status of outdoor
recreation and tourism industry product and associated services in the Shire
of Chittering as situated in the tourism regions of Destination Perth (WA
Tourism Region); Chittering Valley (Sub‐region of Destination Perth); and the
broader mountain biking, trails and outdoor recreation sector across Western
Australia.
It describes the competitive situation in respect to the development of
recreation/tourism products and services, a needs analysis, and community
benefits.



Great Northern Highway (north and south)



Bindoon Moora Rd (north)



NorthLink WA Tonkin Highway extension (south from late 2019)

Wheatbelt Traffic Digest Count of Passing Vehicles2
The Wheatbelt Traffic Digest 2013/14 ‐ 2018/19 report summarises the
average number of vehicles and heavy vehicles travelling through the town of
Bindoon from northern, north‐west and southern directions. Data from the
key transport routes to and from Bindoon have been outlined in the table
below.

Transport Data and Statistics
Location

Road Access
Bindoon, situated in the Shire of Chittering is accessible via sealed roads, in
close proximity to the Perth metropolitan area to the south making the
destination highly accessible to self‐drive visitors in all types of vehicles.
*Note – The subject site at Lot 3874, Bindoon is currently a private property
with unsealed, gravel access roads, however the roads are short enough not to
impact on any hire car / motorhome / trailer prohibitive driving agreements
from the public, tourists and coach travellers.

Great Northern Hwy
North of Teatree Rd

Average Daily Traffic Count (% Heavy Vehicles)
Year

Year

Year

Year

2015/2016

2016/2017

2017/2018

2018/2019

2,950
(28.1%)

‐

3,700 (23.9%)

‐

2,750 (26.3%)

2,830 (34.5%)

1,580 (38.0%)

1,690 (42.5%)

Great Northern Hwy
South Bindoon Moora Rd
Great Northern Hwy
North Bindoon Moora Rd

1,540
(38.5%)

1,610
(37.6%)

Table 5: Daily traffic counts on Great Northern Highway, Bindoon

2

Wheatbelt Traffic Digest 2013/14 ‐ 2018/19, Main Roads WA
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*Note: The traffic volumes in the Wheatbelt Traffic Digest report are expressed as the
average number of vehicles at each location on a typical weekday (Monday to Friday)
for the metropolitan area, and a typical day (Monday to Sunday) for regions outside
the metropolitan area. Caution should be taken with using these figures as accuracy
depends on the seasonality of when counts were taken and future road network
changes that will come into play from late 2019 (NorthLink WA)

Seasonality

High traffic flow through the town of Bindoon may present an excellent
marketing and brand awareness opportunity for a proposed Bindoon
Mountain Bike and Adventure Park with the provision of quality signage at,
and en route to the Park e.g. roadside billboards, tourist signage, wayfinding
signage, entrance statement signage etc.

Bindoon Tourism Seasonality3

Seasonality does not affect vehicle access via main roads to Bindoon however
as identified by the Chittering Visitor Centre there are distinct low and high
seasons for tourism visitation in Bindoon.

High
Season

Great Northern Highway Bindoon Bypass
It is important to note Federal Government planning is underway for the
Great Northern Highway Bindoon Bypass to improve freight efficiency,
connectivity and travel time for heavy vehicles to the north and south of
Bindoon. The new road will bypass the townships of Chittering and Bindoon.
Commencement date yet to be released.
Whilst this will reduce the amount of traffic travelling past the proposed
mountain bike and adventure park site, the removal of heavy vehicles through
Bindoon will enhance the local amenity of the township for residents and
visitors and will provide a safer environment for pedestrians and cyclists.

Low
Season

• June to November
• December to May

Figure 9: Bindoon Tourism Seasons

Bindoon Climate4
Bindoon Median Weather

Highest

Lowest

Average Maximum Temperature

33.1°C (Jan/Feb)

18.3°C (July)

Average Minimum Temperature

17.0°C (Feb)

5.4°C (July)

125.3mm (July)

10.5mm (Dec)

Average Rainfall

Table 6: Bindoon Median Weather Statistics, Gingin Aero Site: 009178

3

Chittering Visitor Centre consultation, May 2019

4

Bureau of Meteorology, Climate statistics for Australian locations: Gingin Aero
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Mountain Biking Seasonality
Mountain biking in the Midwest to South West of Western Australia does not
have seasonality restraints although evidence of reduced mountain bike‐
related competitions and events in December and January has been
determined.
The Western Australian Mountain Bike Association (WAMBA) Western
Australian Race Calendars for 2018 and 2019 identified annual schedules of
races and competitions across the disciplines of Cross‐Country Olympic (XCO),
Cross Country (XC) Marathon, Gravity Enduro, Down Hill and Cyclocross
between February and November.



Unique wet element of trail network system e.g. reticulated trails



Wet area at site or within the township e.g. water park / features,
water spray tunnel / hoop tunnel, Summer pop up water park etc.



Easy access to drinking water e.g. water fountains, free potable water
for water bottle refills, bottled water sales



Sale of ice creams, hydration/supplement products (e.g. gels and
power drinks)



Strong bushfire management and emergency response plans
demonstrated on signage and website / customer education
strategies



Events and competitions in Summer months e.g. Junior skills park
competition, astronomy camp out nights, Mountain biking coaching
programs, hosting club summer camps, school holiday programs etc.



Promotion of summer mountain biking apparel and equipment sales
e.g. local retailer, business website online sales



Diversified markets e.g. tour groups, vacation care groups

See Attachment 2: WAMBA Western Australian Race Calendar 2019
Reasons for mountain biking seasonality, i.e. Low season – December to
January, may be impacted by several factors:


Too hot to wear safety gear, helmets etc. for mountain biking



Riding surface is hot and dry



Fear of bushfires



Busy Christmas / social season, reduced physical activity

Public Road Transport



Mountain bike clubs and training on break during school holiday
period

A TransWA Coach Service ‘East Perth to Geraldton and Kalbarri to East Perth
via Moora (N2 Timetable)’ operates on Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays and



Competitions and racing on break during school holiday period

Public / Commercial Transport

Opportunities to reduce seasonality for a mountain bike and adventure park
destination may include, but are not limited to:
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Sundays.5

Tue/Thu/Sat Arrive Midland

On this route, East Perth and Midland Train/Bus Stations connect the Perth
metropolitan area with coach services to Bindoon arriving and departing at
the front of the Shire of Chittering Offices adjacent to the proposed subject
site.

Getting to Bindoon via TransWA Coach

Tue/Thu/Sat Arrive East Perth

4:20 pm

1hr, 19mins

Midland

4:45 pm

To Midland
54 mins

Adult $18.05 / $36.10
Conc. $9.05 / $18.10

Table 7: TransWA coach N2 Timetable servicing Bindoon

See Attachment 3: TransWA N2 Timetable (Perth to Bindoon)

Other Transport Services

Depart / Arrive

Time

Journey
Time

Fare One
Way/Return

Sunday Depart East Perth

11:45 am

Sunday Depart Midland

12:10 am

Via East Perth
1hr, 17mins

Via East Perth or
Midland

Sunday Arrive Bindoon

1:02 am

Via Midland
52 mins

Adult $18.05 / $36.10
Conc. $9.05 / $18.10

Car, bus, campervan and motorhome hire and charter vehicles are available
across a variety of Perth metropolitan and regional locations.

Tue/Thu/Sat Depart East Perth

9:30 am

Tue/Thu/Sat Depart Midland

9:55 am

Via East Perth
1hr, 17mins

Via East Perth or
Midland

Tue/Thu/Sat Arrive Bindoon

10:47 am

Via Midland
52 mins

Adult $18.05 / $36.10
Conc. $9.05 / $18.10

Opportunities to enhance the frequency of public or commercial bus
transport services to and from Bindoon may be negotiated (if viable) with
providers such as TransWA and Integrity Coach Lines should demand increase
for these services. Opportunities for the development of local transport
operators and charter services may also be fostered.

There are no direct public transport services via train or air to Bindoon. The
closest access via train is Midland Railway Station (approx. 62km), and by air
is the Perth Domestic and International Terminals (approx. 73km).

Returning to Perth Metro via TransWA Coach:

5

Depart / Arrive

Time

Journey
Time

Fare One
Way/Return

Sunday Depart Bindoon

5:26 pm

Sunday Arrive Midland

6:20 pm

To East Perth
1hr, 19mins

To East Perth or
Midland

Sunday Arrive East Perth

6:45 pm

To Midland
54 mins

Adult $18.05 / $36.10
Conc. $9.05 / $18.10

Tue/Thu/Sat Depart Bindoon

3:26 pm

To East Perth

To East Perth or

Communications
Communication / telecommunication services available in the Shire of
Chittering include:


NBN Service Available

TransWA N2 Timetable (Perth to Bindoon)
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UHF CB Repeater Channel (Bindoon – BIN02)



Free to Air Television (metropolitan and country channels)



Pay TV connection access e.g. Foxtel, Fetch TV, Netflix, Stan etc.



Radio (ABC National, rural services and commercial AM and FM radio
stations)



Western Tourist Radio ‐ www.TouristRadio.com.au ‐ 87.6FM



Postal service runs daily



Newspapers ‐ major metropolitan and national newspapers available
daily. Regional newspapers include6: The Advocate, Chittering Times
Regional Community Newspaper and Northern Valleys News



Online channels from the Chittering Shire, Visitor Centre and online
community: Instagram: @chitteringshire @visitchittering
@chitteringspringfest | Facebook: @shireofchittering @visitchittering
and public groups ‘Chittering Bushfire Ready’, ‘Shire of Chittering
Have Your Say’ and ‘Chittering Youth Crew’

Marketing and promotional budget for delivery across a variety of
communication portals to the local community and broader tourism and
mountain biking consumer markets via a mix of traditional and digital
marketing activities and collaborations is essential to the success of any new
tourism asset.

Culture and Heritage
Aboriginal Culture
The South West of Western Australia (inclusive of the Shire of Chittering
area), is recognised as ‘Nyungar Country’, and was originally home to the Yuat
People, and the Ballardong and Whadjuk People over time.
At the time of the 2016 Census, the Shire of Chittering as a whole, had a
relatively small Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander population of 123
people, just 2.2% of the Shire’s population. 50.4% of Aboriginal and/or Torres
Strait Islander people were male and 49.6% were female (Median age – 15).

Chittering (S) (Local Government Areas)
People Characteristics ‐ Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander peoples7
Count based on place of usual
residence on Census night.

Chittering (S)

%

WA

%

Male

63

50.4

38,027

50.0

Female

62

49.6

37,959

50.0

Median age

15

‐

23

‐

Table 8: Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander People residing in Shire of Chittering

There have been no recognised Aboriginal heritage sites located in or near the
property of Lot 3874, Bindoon identified throughout the course of this
research study phase that may impact on a mountain bike and adventure park
development in Bindoon.

6

www.newspapers.com.au

7

ABS, Census 2016, People Characteristics ‐ Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander peoples
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Aboriginal Tourism
With research revealing that Western Australia's Aboriginal tourism
businesses made a significant contribution to WA's economy adding $43.8
million to the Gross State Product in 2017, in September 2018, Western
Australia’s Tourism Minister Paul Papalia commented “There is a strong
opportunity to capitalise on the increasing interest in Aboriginal tourism, and
the State Government, through Tourism WA and in partnership with WAITOC
(Western Australian Indigenous Tourism Operators Council) is working on a
number of initiatives to help further grow the sector in the State."
Cultural walking tours, traditional bushfoods, storytelling, festivals, dance,
ceremony, art and craft visitor demand to experience one of the world’s
longest surviving cultures is clearly on the rise. Showcasing this in an
accessible, authentic way requires strong cultural knowledge and skills.
An opportunity to develop authentic Aboriginal tourism product and
employment pathways for Aboriginal people e.g. cultural walking tour /
experience on a walking trail, may be an ideal product diversification and may
appeal to a broad variety of target markets seeking cultural education,
awareness or leisure experiences to satisfy market demand.



Expressing the identity of Western Australia as a region.

The Shire of Chittering and in particular, Bindoon boasts some significant
places of historical and cultural interest. The Chittering Road Board building is
a Heritage Listed site and the Brockman Precinct is home to:


Bindoon Heritage Museum;



Bindoon Arts and Crafts Group; and the



Bindoon Men's Shed.

There are several art studios, creatives and giftware outlets throughout the
Shire of Chittering.
Cultural and heritage tourism products such as these enhance the Shires
destination appeal when coupled with a major attraction such as a mountain
bike and adventure park.

Shire of Chittering Local Services Capacity
Health and Medical Services

Cultural and Heritage Tourism

Chittering Health Centre

Cultural tourism is another important component in driving visitors to
regional destinations and the State Government has a Cultural Tourism Policy
that is embraced by both the Department of Local Government, Sport and
Cultural Industries and Tourism WA. The Policy states that all art forms and
cultural organisations interact with tourism in:

Operated by Jupiter Health and Medical Services



The presentation of events, promotions and trade delegations;



The generation of cultural packages for tourists to Western Australia;



Located within a short walk or bike ride of the proposed subject site
at 6 Woolah Rise, Bindoon



Opening hours Monday to Friday 8.30am – 6.00pm**



2 x General Practitioners, Nurses, Optometrist, Skin Cancer Checks,
Pathology, Iron Infusions, Minor Surgery, Family Planning, Pregnancy
Tests, Pre‐employment Medicals, Health Assessments, ECG,
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Spirometry etc.

Police
Gingin Police

Medical Emergency Services
Weekdays, weekends, after hours emergency services


St John Ambulance Chittering/Gingin Sub‐Centre, 321 Weld Street,
Gingin *Note: St John Ambulance facility proposed and property site
identified adjacent to Chittering Medical Centre for Bindoon in the
future



Nearest Hospital Emergency Departments – Joondalup Health
Campus (64km) and St John of God Midland Hospital (65km) ‐ 50mins



Nearest after hours / weekends clinic – Landsdale Medical Centre
After Hours and Walk in Clinic (67km) – 55 mins

WA Country Health Services



Located at 4 Constable St, Gingin

Ranger Services
Shire of Chittering

Waste Management Services
Avon Waste


Contractor to Shire of Chittering for waste collection

Technical Services



Chittering branch



Located at the Chittering Health Centre, 6 Woolah Rise, Bindoon



Opening hours Monday to Friday 8.00am – 4.30pm



Community health nursing, speech pathology, dietetics, occupational
therapy, social work, midwifery/antenatal, physiotherapy (currently
vacant)

Shire of Chittering


Roadworks, public property maintenance, signage, lighting, verges,
tree pruning etc.

Visitor Information Services
Chittering Visitor Centre

Fire Brigade
Bindoon Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade and Incident Support Brigade


Located at Edmonds Place, Bindoon



Located at 6180 Great Northern Hwy, Bindoon



Opening hours HIGH SEASON (June to November)
‐
‐
‐

Monday to Friday
Saturdays
Sundays
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Opening hours LOW SEASON (December to May)
‐
‐
‐

Monday to Friday
Saturdays
Sundays

9am to 5pm
9am to 12pm
10.30am to 1.30pm

The Chittering Visitor Centre is located on the main street of Bindoon at 6180
Great Northern Highway, Bindoon, within a short walk of the proposed
subject site and operated by the Chittering Tourist Association (Inc.). The
three main functions of the Visitor Centre include:


Visitor servicing and information



Destination promotion as ‘Visit Chittering’



Sales of local art, craft and giftware



An opportunity for the Visitor Centre to sell tickets, merchandise, hire
goods, and mountain biking‐related equipment may be presented

Shortfall in Shire of Chittering Local Services Capacity
1. As the Chittering medical centre is only open Monday to Friday, a
clear shortfall in local weekend medical services (outside of
ambulance services), has been identified with the likelihood of
mountain bikers being at a risk of physical injury during high visitation
weekend periods.
2. Should the Shire of Chittering own and operate the proposed
mountain bike and adventure park, employment of additional
personnel in the areas of technical services, waste management and
tourist information services may be required to maintain the premises
and to provide high quality tourism services for a potential influx of
mountain bike and adventure park patrons visiting Bindoon.

Local Tourism and Recreation Product
A review and update of audits previously commissioned by the Shire of
Chittering has been undertaken to assess current tourism and recreation
affiliated products and services that may impact on the appeal, market
diversification and ongoing sustainability of a mountain bike and adventure
park in Bindoon.
The review has identified six tourism and recreation categories:
1. Tourism and recreation attractions
2. Natural attractions
3. Trails
4. Food, beverage and culinary
5. Events

Figure 10: Chittering Visitor Centre

6. Accommodation, caravan and camping
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The review is followed by:
Local Tourism/Recreation Product & Service Gaps – Recommendations

Competition: Mountain Biking/Recreation Product
A review of potential competing products to a mountain bike and adventure
park in Bindoon used by the largest target consumer market and population
base (Greater Perth), has been undertaken to assess current and future
competition.
Three key sectors emerge as competition to sustainable visitation at a
proposed new mountain bike and adventure park in Bindoon:
1. Mountain bike trails, networks and hubs
2. Adventure and amusement parks
3. Outdoor recreation camps
See Section 5: Situation Analysis, Competition: Mountain Biking and
Recreation Product

SWOT Analysis: Mountain Bike & Adventure Park
The following SWOT Analysis provides a snapshot of key Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats to be taken into consideration when
analysing the suitability and feasibility of developing a mountain bike and
adventure park in Bindoon.
*Note: This SWOT has been cross‐referenced with ‘SWOT Analysis ‐ Tourism in the Shire of
Chittering’ for the Northern Growth Alliance Tourism Strategy Draft Report released to the Shire
of Chittering in April 2019 by the Wheatbelt Development Commission
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Only mountain bike park north of Perth



Current under‐supply of sanctioned mountain bike
trails within 1 hour of Perth



Close proximity to Greater Perth consumer market
and population





Drive distance from Greater Perth area (major
population) for regular visitation (in particular mid‐
week)



Lack of daily public transport access to and from
Bindoon

Close proximity to Swan Valley tourist region





New NorthLink WA (launching late 2019) will
decrease travel time from Perth to Bindoon

Outdoor business operation on large rural property
may lack security of assets





Located off main arterial road, Great Northern
Highway ‐ high visibility site

Lack of local mountain biking instructors and
coaches (Shire of Chittering)





Attractive undulating bushland property with 360‐
degree scenic vistas

Lack of quality accommodation, caravan and
camping options within walking/riding distance



Location lacks Summer appeal



Large land parcel for ongoing development





Existing tourism and recreation product in the
region to provide complementary activities for
visitors

Lack of existing access to water, electricity etc.
across the entire site



No sewerage at site



Limited funds (Shire of Chittering, local, regional)
risk ongoing growth and sustainability



Low general brand awareness or unique attractions
for existing ‘Chittering Valley’ brand and local
tourism products



Poor online tourism presence and online bookable
product in the area



Lack of hospitality establishments (cafes,
restaurants, licenced premises) in Bindoon



Lack of evening activities in Bindoon



Lack of existing Aboriginal tourism product



Local residents may not understand the ‘value of
tourism’



Local government governance and management
may restrict business development and operations



Strong existing walking and self‐drive trails product



Existing events calendar in the region



Positive community sentiment for a mountain bike
park/attraction in Bindoon



Co‐location of an adventure park or similar activity
on site will appeal to a broader consumer market ‐
an advantage over stand‐alone mountain bike trails



Growing local population



Safe, relaxed, friendly country location



Natural landscapes/ environment (clean air, rare
species and ecological communities)



Wine and fresh produce region



Private property does not have the restrictions and
inflexibility of a Department of Biodiversity,
Conservation and Attractions operated mountain
bike trails network

WEAKNESSES
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OPPORTUNITIES

Provision of high quality recreational and healthy
lifestyle amenities that will appeal to, and benefit
Shire residents and the growing population



Development of competing mountain bike or
similar attraction north of Perth within closer
proximity to Perth

THREATS



Mountain biking and adventure park and trail town
potential to become a signature tourist and
mountain biking attraction for Western Australia



Competition from other mountain bike and
adventure park operators and destinations in
Perth/WA



Creation of cycle friendly town trails and cycle road
touring destination





High quality, world‐class, unique mountain biking
destination and tourist attraction will enhance
Tourism WA, Destination Perth and industry sector
capacity for domestic and international marketing
and product packaging

Downturn in economy resulting in reduced
discretionary spend on school camps, recreation
and tourist activities



Great Northern Highway Bindoon Bypass may
reduce general traffic, visibility, brand awareness of
the site



Natural disaster e.g. bush fires



Lack of support and collaborative partnerships
between key stakeholders e.g. tourism operators,
local residents, businesses, government authorities,
schools



Creation of new jobs and employment in the Shire



Creation of economic stimulation and private
investment in the Shire



Development of complementary products, services,
businesses and partnerships by Shire residents





Enhance the visitor experience in the ‘Chittering
Valley’ tourism region

Access to skilled, qualified and experienced
employees in the area



Security of outdoor facilities and amenities



Increase overnight visitation and consumer spend in
the Shire



High impact mountain biking activities at risk of
injury and liability



Revenue source that can be increased through
customer spend and yield development of
associated add‐on sales points e.g. tuition, events,
competitions, retail, tours, activities



Division of direction and support by Shire of
Chittering



Development costs exceed budget



Poorly managed operations and facility
maintenance may result in a negative customer
experience and damage to brand/reputation



Lack of marketing budget and activities may have a
negative impact on visitation, revenue and
sustainability





Diversified product and markets reduce risk of
seasonality and changes in consumer preferences
e.g. locals, community groups, Perth market,
schools, tour groups, clubs, corporate sector
Increase market awareness and year‐round
visitation through brand and marketing
enhancement; e‐commerce, business development
and partnerships with key stakeholders
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Risk Management
A Risk Management Audit has been conducted, providing an extensive
overview of potential risks for the development of a mountain bike and
adventure park attraction.



Sponsorship: Funding towards events and projects, annual or one‐off



In‐Kind Support: In‐Kind Support provided by the Shire staff

See Section 22: Risk Management, Risk Management Audit and Analysis

KidSport Funding

Grants and Funding Assistance

Families of eligible children between 5 and 18 can access financial
contribution towards club membership (up to $150)

Research into the current availability of grants and funding programs as at
May/June 2019, has been undertaken to identify opportunities for financial
contribution, co‐contribution and assistance across a variety of agencies.
This list may not be exhaustive and further investigation by the Shire of
Chittering is recommended should the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and
Adventure Park development be approved to continue into the next phase of
research, design and development.
Note: Eligibility applies, and some grants may be suitable for the Shire of
Chittering or partnering private or non‐profit organisations.

Local Government
Community Assistance Grants and Event Sponsorship

*Club must be a registered KidSport Club in the Shire of Chittering

Wheatbelt Development Commission
Regional Economic Development Scheme
The Regional Economic Development Grants (RED Grants) program is a State
Government initiative that invests in community driven projects to stimulate
economic growth and development in regional Western Australia.
The grants will support individual projects that promote sustainable jobs,
partnerships, productivity, skills and capability, as well as stimulate new
investment and industry diversification.
www.wheatbelt.wa.gov.au/funding/regional‐economic‐development‐
scheme1/

*2019/20 Grant Applications are Now Open and will close at 4pm, on Friday 28 June 2019

Each year the Shire if Chittering allocates funds to various ‘not‐for‐profit’
organisations which operate within the Shire. This funding is separated in to
three different categories and is designed to provide benefits to Shire
residents through recreational, sporting, social or cultural means.


Community Assistance Grants: Funding towards infrastructure and
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Regional New Industries Fund

Regional Aboriginal Events Scheme

The State Government is committed to building regional economies that are
entrepreneurial, creative and technology‐driven to create sustainable job
opportunities for regional people.

www.tourism.wa.gov.au/Industry‐support/Pages/Industry‐
support.aspx#/

The State Government’s Regional New Industries Fund will allocate $4.5
million across the nine regions of Western Australia to support venture
creation, accelerate small‐medium enterprise growth and seed innovation
initiatives. Funding totals $4.5 million over four years. The program comprises
of two allocations:


Regional Stream: will seed local initiatives that build a communities
innovation pipeline and drive long term impact, with up to $300,000
available to each region.



State Network Stream: will fund projects that increase connectivity
and build capability across regions, the state and to international
markets. In particular, the stream priorities initiatives that enable
technology development, service innovation and market access.

www.wheatbelt.wa.gov.au/funding/regional‐new‐industries‐fund/

State Government
Tourism Western Australia


Major Events Funding: Tourism WA sponsors a range of major
sporting, arts, cultural and culinary events in Western Australia



Regional Events Program: The Regional Events Program supports
medium to large regional events across the State



Regional Events Scheme: The scheme is an annual funding round for
smaller, developing regional events across the State. It includes the

Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries
*Sport and Recreation WA Division



Community Sporting and Recreation Facilities Fund: (CSRFF) aims to
provide financial assistance to community groups and local
governments to develop basic infrastructure for sport and recreation.
The program aims to maintain or increase participation in sport and
recreation with an emphasis on physical activity, through rational
development of good quality, well‐designed and well‐utilised
facilities.
www.dsr.wa.gov.au/funding/facilities‐(csrff)



Regional Organisation Grants: (ROG) aims to improve the quality of
sporting and active recreation opportunities for people in regional
Western Australia whilst assisting the Department meet its regional
strategic outcomes.
ROG is a funding scheme only available to peak bodies considered
regionally or culturally significant and have the ability to fulfil specific
objectives of the Department. It caters for sporting groups through
funding from the Sports Lotteries Account.
www.dsr.wa.gov.au/funding/regional
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Active Regional Communities Grants: (ARC) aims to increase the
opportunities for regional people to participate in sporting and active
recreational activities in regional Western Australia and is tailored to
meet the ever‐changing demands and challenges of sport and active‐
recreation groups within the nine diverse regions of Western
Australia. Funding categories include:
‐
‐
‐

Participation
Capacity Building
Event Hosting



Assist Australian start‐ups to develop the capabilities required to
achieve commercial success in international markets and realise their
economic potential faster than they otherwise would



Develop Australia’s innovation ecosystem including in Australian
regions.

The initiative provides grant funding through two components, both of which
require a funding contribution from applicants.
www.business.gov.au/is‐nei

www.dsr.wa.gov.au/funding/regional
Entrepreneurs' Programme ‐ Business Growth Grants
*Ongoing program by the Department of Industry, Innovation and Science

Federal Government
Australian Apprenticeships Incentives Program
*Ongoing program by the Department of Education and Training

The objective of the Australian Apprenticeships Incentives Program is to
contribute to the development of a highly skilled and relevant Australian
workforce that supports economic sustainability and competitiveness.
The Program contains a range of employer incentives and personal benefit
payments to Australian Apprentices.
www.australianapprenticeships.gov.au

For recipients of an Entrepreneurs’ Programme Business Management service
and your business adviser/facilitator recommends specific business
improvement activities to increase your business’s capability to trade in
Australian markets and/or markets in other countries, you can apply for a
business growth grant.
Business growth grants are small grants to engage external expertise to help
you implement the recommendations in your plan. The grant amount is up to
50 per cent of eligible project costs. The minimum grant amount is $2,500
(excluding GST) and the maximum grant amount is $20,000 (excluding GST).
www.business.gov.au/assistance/business‐growth‐grants

Entrepreneurs’ Programme – Incubator Support: New and Existing
Incubators
*Ongoing program by the Department of Industry, Innovation and Science

Incubator Support is an element of the Entrepreneurs’ Programme. The $23
million initiative supports the Australian Government’s commitment to:
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Entrepreneurs' Programme ‐ Accelerating Commercialisation
*Ongoing program by the Department of Industry, Innovation and Science

Accelerating Commercialisation provides access to expert guidance and grants
to help businesses commercialise their novel products, processes and
services.
Accelerating Commercialisation offers the following services and grants to
successful applicants:


Commercialisation Guidance



Accelerating Commercialisation Grants



Portfolio Services

www.business.gov.au/assistance/accelerating‐commercialisation

Regional Employment Trials

Minimum grant amount $7,500 / Maximum grant amount $200,000. The
grant amount will be up to 75 per cent of eligible project costs
www.business.gov.au/ret

Tailored Assistance Employment Grants
*Ongoing program by the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet

Tailored Assistance Employment Grants are available to provide funding
support to connect working age Indigenous Australians with real and
sustainable jobs, as well as assisting Indigenous school students to transition
from education into sustainable employment.
www.dpmc.gov.au/indigenous‐affairs/employment/jobs‐projects‐funding‐
tailored‐assistance‐employment‐grants

Wine Tourism and Cellar Door Grant

*Ongoing program by the Department of Jobs and Small Business

The Regional Employment Trials program provides local stakeholders in
selected regions, including businesses, not‐for‐profits and local government
agencies, with grants to trial local approaches to delivering employment
related projects. Regions are primarily based on Regional Development
Australia boundaries, unless indicated otherwise.
The objectives of the program are to deliver:

*Program launch due between July and December 2019 by Wine Australia **Note this grant is
not recommended for the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park itself, but to
complementary wine tourism operators in the Shire of Chittering to enhance overall tourism
product for the destination

The objective of the Wine Tourism and Cellar Door Grant is to support
producers who add value by attracting visitors to wine regions, and thereby
encourage wine tourism.



Strong connections between regional stakeholders, including
employment services providers



Employment initiatives that meet local needs

Wine producers who have met the eligibility criteria in the preceding financial
year will be able to access an annual grant of up to $100,000 (GST exclusive)
for their eligible rebatable domestic cellar door sales. Total funding under the
grant program will be capped at $10 million each financial year.



Improved awareness of local labour markets

E: cellardoorgrants@wineaustralia.com



The potential for improved regional employment outcomes
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Lotterywest








Industry Association Funded Programs

Community Events
We love supporting events that bring the Western Australian
community together to enhance social and cultural connections and
reduce isolation.
Community Spaces and Places
We are interested in supporting community spaces, places and
buildings that help the diversity of Western Australians to actively
engage in community life.
Equipment
Need the right tools to get the job done? We have grants designed to
help get the necessary equipment in place to support your
community.
Projects
Good ideas are behind every project that makes our community a
better place. Project grants can assist you in testing or trialling an
initiative.

www.lotterywest.wa.gov.au/grants/grants

Industry Association funded business and workforce development programs
for example:

WA Indigenous Tourism Operators Council
(WAITOC)
www.waitoc.com

Tourism Council of WA
(TCWA)
www.tourismcouncilwa.com.au

Outdoors WA
www.outdoorswa.org.au

WestCycle
*Includes WA Mountain Bike Association ‐ WAMBA
www.westcycle.org.au

Mountain Bike Australia
www.mtba.org.au
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Economic, Regional, Industry Strategies



Outdoor Education and Recreation Activities Policy [WA Department
of Education]

A variety of economic, regional and industry development strategies, plans,
policies and guidelines may influence the future planning, approval, access to
grants and funding, or development of a mountain bike and adventure park in
Bindoon.



Outdoors WA Annual Report 2018 & The Great Outdoors [Outdoors
WA]



Perth & Peel Mountain Bike Master Plan [WestCycle]



Regional Cycling Strategies [WA Department of Transport]



Shire of Chittering Mountain Bike Trails Master Plan



Shire of Chittering Sport & Recreation Plan 2012‐2022



Shire of Chittering Strategic Community Plan 2017‐2027



Shire of Chittering Trails Network Master Plan 2013‐2023



Strategic Directions for the WA Sport & Recreation Industry 2016‐
2020 [WA Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural
Industries]

Aligning with key recommendations, strategies and priorities (where
appropriate) will facilitate best practice project and operational works and
may enable project support and endorsement with relevant
government/industry agencies and/or private investors.
Examples of these strategies include:


Australian Adaptive Mountain Biking Guidelines [Break the
Boundary; Mountain Bike Australia; Queensland Government]



Australian Adventure Activity Standard – Mountain Biking
[Australian Adventure Activity Standards]





Australian Mountain Bike Trail Guidelines 2019 [Mountain Bike
Australia]

Two Year Action Plan for Tourism Western Australia 2018‐2019
[Tourism WA]



WA Cycle Tourism Strategy [WestCycle]



Department of Sport and Recreation Strategic Plan 2016‐2018 [WA
Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries]
*future edition



WA Mountain Bike Management Guidelines [WA Department of
Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries; WestCycle; West
Australian Mountain Bike Association]



DoT Long Term Cycle Network for WA [WA Department of Transport]



WA Mountain Bike Strategy 2015‐2020 [WestCycle]



Guidelines for the Planning, Design, Construction and Maintenance
of Recreational Trails in South Australia [Recreation South Australia]



Western Australian Bicycle Network Plan Update 2017‐2018 [WA
Department of Transport]



Mountain Bikers Code of Conduct [Mountain Bike Australia]





Northern Growth Alliance Tourism Strategy [Wheatbelt
Development Commission]

Western Australian Cycling High Performance Strategic Plan
[WestCycle]



Western Australian Strategic Trails Blueprint 2017‐2021 [Trails
Reference Group, TRC Tourism]



Wheatbelt Blueprint [Wheatbelt Development Commission]



Our Bike Path 2014‐2020 [WestCycle]
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or tour operators

External Factors
Other important environmental influences to be noted for the Shire of
Chittering’s consideration include political; economic; social; technological;
environmental; and legal factors. Some of which, may have an impact on
business success, and evaluation of these factors will determine which key
drivers of change will potentially have strategic and competitive
consequences.

Political Factors

Social Factors


Population demographics: (e.g. youth population)



Distribution of wealth



Changes in lifestyles and trends



Educational levels



Stability of government (local, State, Federal, mergers etc.)



Outdoor recreation; tourism; education; and planning policies and
regulation



New innovations in business/industry products and services



Tax policies





Access to grants, funding and industry initiatives for business
development

Pace of technological innovations and advances e.g. online booking
systems



Pace of technological obsolescence



New technological platforms e.g. social media, digital marketing

Technological Factors

Economic Factors
Environmental Factors



Disposable income of domestic and international markets



School camp and excursion expenditure



Environmental protection laws



Credit accessibility



Waste disposal laws



Unemployment rates



Energy consumption regulation



Interest rates





Inflation

Popular attitude towards the protection of nature and the
environment





Viability of associated complementary businesses e.g. adventure park

Minimising environmental impact through responsible planning and
operations
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Areas of cultural significance

Legal Factors


Employment regulations (industrial relations)



Competition and consumer regulations



Standards, licensing and legislation



Health and safety regulations



Product regulations



Privacy regulations
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Section 6:
Consumer Survey Analysis
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6. Consumer Survey Analysis
Project Public Consultation Survey

Survey Results Snapshot
Survey Snapshot: Proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike Park
Topic

Outcome

Respondents

824 people completed the survey

Origin

Identified Shire of Chittering local businesses, Government
departments and mountain bike, sport, outdoor recreation and
tourism related agencies.

684 respondents resided in the Perth Metropolitan
Area; 74 in the Shires of Chittering and Gingin; 58
in Regional WA; 6 from Interstate; and 2 did not
provide postcodes

Gender

79% (656) were male; 19% (164) were female; and
.36% (3) other

*Database provided as Attachment 1: Stakeholder Database

Age

70% (579) of respondents were aged between 25
and 49 years of age

Preferred Activities

Top preferred recreational activity was mountain
biking 92%, then general bike riding; trails
walking/hiking; bushwalking; and walking

Participation Groups

Highest mountain biking participation group was
with family 49% (396)

MTB Participation Type

General mountain biking 83% (677) is most popular
followed by downhill trails; cross country
(cyclocross, CX, CCX, cyclo‐x); freeride trails
(technical riding); and pump tracks

MTB Trail Difficulty Level

‘Moderate’ 82% (664) and ‘Difficult’ 76% (616) level
mountain bike trails were of most interest

Participation in MTB Events

57% (461) of respondents said they (or family
members) participate in mountain biking or cycling
competitions or events

A ‘Proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike Park” public consultation survey was
undertaken between the 9th and 30th April 2019.
The survey was distributed to the following consumer groups:
1. Survey Distribution Group 1: Stakeholders (circulation: 330)

2. Survey Distribution Group 2: Schools (circulation: 1,189)
State, Catholic and Independent primary and secondary schools in the
Perth Metropolitan and local regional area.
*Database provided as Electronic Attachment 1: Schools Contact List
3. Survey Distribution Group 3: Social Media
Distributed via Breakaway Tourism’s Instagram, Facebook and
LinkedIn channels (reach 17,325), then further circulated by
interested parties and industry stakeholders.
The survey contained a series of 28 questions and received a surprising 824
responses (significantly higher than expected), with overwhelming support for
the project (96.12%) further demonstrating the high demand for quality
mountain bike trails close to the Greater Perth region of Western Australia.
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Survey Snapshot: Proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike Park

Survey Snapshot: Proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike Park

Topic

Outcome

Topic

Frequency of Bike Riding

Most common responses were ‘every week’ 46%
(375); ‘most days’ 24% (200); and ‘once or twice
per month’ 17% (143)

Recreation Travel

Most travel with friends (65% (522) followed by
family groups; alone; as a couple; and with
groups/clubs.

MTB Park Facilities &
Amenities

Top 5 responses included: mountain bike trails;
café/kiosk; barbecue/picnic facilities; bike wash
station; and shaded areas

Travel Time

Most (354) said they would travel more than 2
hours to experience a mountain bike park

Preferred Booking Method

Booking / entry tickets via a company website was
the preferred method 77% (615), followed by 3rd
party websites (e.g. Viator.com); or purchase
tickets at the gate

Entry Fee Expectations

$10‐15 per day 38% (307); as the prices increased:
$15‐25 per day 28% (228); and $25‐35 per day 19%
(153)

Visitation Frequency

Visitation Days

Visitation Time of Year

Most said they would visit a mountain bike park
monthly 42% (337), followed by a few times a year;
and weekly
Weekends were most popular (Sunday 89% and
Saturday 88%). The lowest interest day of the week
was Tuesday (17.95%)
Most said year‐round 67% (532) however the least
likely time of year to visit was January to March 4%

Outcome
(32)

Group Excursions or
Activities

Those who travel in formal groups, 64% (511) said
‘yes’ they would consider a mountain bike park for
excursions, camps and activities if the right
amenities were provided and 7% (59) said they
would not. *Others N/A

Group Size

Most group sizes were estimated to be between 10
and 30 people (232), followed by groups of 2 to 10
(141); 30 to 50 (44); over 100 (4); and 50 to 100 (0)

Social Media Usage

The top 3 social media channels were Facebook
91% (722), followed by Instagram 61% (486); and
YouTube 50% (397)

MTB Park User Types

Most were mountain bikers 89% (706), followed by
outdoor recreation enthusiasts 47% (376). In
addition, some respondents identified as potential
sponsors (24); investors (27); and co‐located
attractions/activities (27).

Recommendations

158 separate recommendations were provided by
respondents. These consisted mostly of support
and excitement for the proposed project. Other
common themes included:


Ensure high quality trails and facilities if
operating as a commercial park



Ensure trails cater for advanced riders



Include adaptive mountain biking capacity
and accessible amenities in the design,
prior to development



Accommodation and hospitality must be
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Topic

Outcome
available

Further Interest in the
Proposed Project



Ample parking



Uplift service

423 respondents provided their names and email
addresses to register for further information and
news of the project in due course

Table 9: Survey Snapshot
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Question 1

Question 2

Q. Would you be interested in experiencing a new Mountain Bike Park in
Bindoon?

Q. What is your post code? (please specify)

A: 96.12% (792) of respondents said ‘Yes’ they would be interested in
experiencing a mountain bike park in Bindoon. Not interested, 1.09% (9).

A. Postcode responses were calculated and sorted by area/region and were
identified as follows:
Respondent

Locations Identified

Local Respondents

Bindoon, Mooliabeenee, Wannamal,
Muchea, Gingin

Perth Metro Area

Perth Metro

Regional WA: Peel

Mandurah, Dawesville, Waroona,
Dwellingup

13

Regional WA: South West

Collie, Bunbury, Australind,
Pemberton, Vasse, Cowaramup,
Augusta

15

Regional WA: Great Southern

Albany

Regional WA: Wheatbelt (East)

Chidlow, Wooroloo, Wundowie,
Bakers Hill, York, Northam,
Coolgardie, Yerecoin, Kalgoorlie

14

Regional WA: Wheatbelt (North)

New Norcia, Dandaragan, Moora

5

Regional WA: Midwest

Geraldton, Greenough

7

Regional WA: North West

Karratha

1

Interstate

New South Wales

2

Victoria

1

Queensland

1

South Australia

1

Tasmania

1

‐

2

Figure 11: Survey Responses: Interest in a Bindoon Mountain Bike Park

No relevant postcode
Total Responses
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Question 3

Question 4

Q. What is your gender?

Q. What is your age category?

A. 79.71% (656) were male; 19.93% (164) were female; and 0.36% (3) other.

A. 70.44% (579) of respondents were aged between 25 and 49 years of age.
17.26% (142) were aged 50 years and over; and 12.28% (101) were 24 years
and under.

The majority of male respondents closely reflects a survey undertaken by
industry peak body, WestCycle which stated 88% of mountain bike riders were
male and only 12% were female8

Figure 12: Survey Responses: Gender

8

Western Australian Mountain Bike Strategy 2015‐2020
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Figure 13: Survey Respronses: Age Category

Question 5
Q. Please select recreational activities of interest to you (select all that apply)
A. The most common recreational activity (understandably within the context
of this survey), was mountain biking at 92.42% (746). Other key activities
included general bike riding 53.30% (436); trails walking/hiking 36.55% (222);
bushwalking 45.97% (376); and walking 27.14% (222).
Additional activities identified by respondents (not featured in the survey)
included for example: adventure parks, beach volleyball, kite surfing, skate
parks, geocaching, motorsports, kayaking, skiing, tobogganing/luge,
canyoning, camping and a variety of specialised sub‐sectors of mountain
biking.
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Figure 14: Survey Responses: Recreational Activities
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Question 6

Question 7

Q. Do you or any members of your family, club, school or group participate
in mountain bike riding activities? (please select all that apply)

Q. Have you or members of your family participated in any of the following
mountain bike riding activities? (please select all that apply)

A. The majority of respondents 49.01% (396) participate in mountain biking
with family. The survey also identified 10.15% (82) do not (yet) participate in
mountain biking activities.

A. General mountain bike riding 83.79% (677) was the most popular response
followed by downhill trails 57.55% (465); cross country mountain biking
(including cyclocross, CX, CCX, cyclo‐x ) 50.99% (412); freeride trails (technical
riding) 50.00% (404); and pump tracks 46.66% (377).
Additional activities identified by respondents (not specifically featured in the
survey) included for example: adaptive mountain biking, enduro mountain
biking, MTB orienteering, cycling wine tours, mountain biking travel, and
BMX.

Figure 15: Survey Responses: Participation Groups
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Figure 16: Survey Responses: Mountain Biking Activites

Question 8
Q. If you were to visit a Mountain Bike Park, what level/s (or classifications) of
mountain bike trails would you be interested in? (please select all that apply)
A. ‘Moderate’ 82.18% (664) and ‘Difficult’ 76.24% (616) level mountain bike
trails were overwhelmingly of most interest to the respondents.

Figure 17: Mountain Bike Trail Types / Features

118 recommendations for specific trail features were also provided by
respondents. Examples include: mix of trails (hand built, machine built,
natural) with mix of terrains and technical features; adaptive MTB trails;
gravity enduro trails; flow trails; wooden features; technical features that can
be rolled or bypassed; berms, tabletops, wall rides and catwalks (elevated
trails); rocks; stacked loop trails with A & B lines; progressive jump lines;
slalom track; skills park; pump track; easy trails for children; safe viewing
areas for non‐participants; uplift service; and chairlift.
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Question 9
Q. Do you or members of your family participate in any mountain bike riding
or cycling competitions or events?
A. 57.05% (461) of respondents said they (or family members) participate in
mountain biking or cycling competitions or events.
Examples of competitions and events have been identified below.
Disciplines such as:
 Adaptive mountain biking
(triathlon, handcycle
community/social rides, Break the
Boundary adaptive mountain biking
events)

 Adventure racing
 BMX
 Criterium racing
 Cross country MTB (XC)
 Cross country road cycling (XC)
 Dirt jump competitions
 Enduro cross country
 Gravity enduro (GE)
 Junior racing
 Marathon (XCM)
 MTB club racing
 MTB Orienteering
 School club racing
 Sportive (cyclosportive)
 Triathlon

Events such as:
 Absa Cape Epic
 BC Bike Race
 Cape 2 Cape
 Dusk till Dawn

Figure 18: Survey Responses: MTB and Cycling Competitions and Events

 Dwellingup 100
 Gibb River Road MTB Challenge
 Gran Fondo
 Joburg2C
 Karri Cup
 Life Cycle for Canteen
 Margaret River Muster
 Middle Earth Epic Orc Hunt
 Numbat Cup
 Perth Trail Series
 Seven
 State and national title events
 The Pioneer
 Track cycling
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Question 10

Question 11

Q. On average, how often do you, or members of your family go on a
recreational bike ride?

Q. How do you usually travel for recreational activities?

A. The most common responses were ‘every week’ 46.58% (375); ‘most days’
24.84% (200); and ‘once or twice per month’ 17.76% (143).

A. Most respondents travel with friends (65.99% (522) followed by family
groups 39.95% (316); alone 36.28% (287); as a couple 27.43% (217); with
groups/clubs 15.55% (123)

Figure 19: Survey Responses: Recreational Bike Ride Frequency

Figure 20: Recreational Travel Methods
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Question 12
Q. What types of facilities and services would you like to see at a
commercial Mountain Bike Park attraction? (please select all that apply)
A. The top 5 responses included: mountain bike trails 95.83% (758); café/kiosk
70.16% (555); barbecue/picnic facilities; 60.94% (482); bike wash station
60.18% (476); and shaded areas 53.48% (423)
In addition to options provided in the survey, a strong recommendation for
toilets came through including the following examples for consideration:
 Accessible toilets and accommodation

 Foam pit / air bag landing

 Accommodation options

 Night riding

 Bike shop

 Parking space for trailers

 Brewery

 Pub / bar

 Car parking

 Showers

 Caravan and camping sites

 Shuttle bus

 Chairlift

 Toilets

 Clean and safe toilets and car parking

 Uplift service
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Figure 21: Survey Responses: Facilities and Amenities
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Question 13

Question 14

Q. How long is the maximum amount of time you would travel from your
place of residence to experience a Mountain Bike Park?

Q. How would you most likely book a day pass, multi‐day pass or season
pass / ticket to an attraction or activity? e.g. amusement park, tourist
attraction etc.

A. 14.55% (354) respondents said they would travel more than 2 hours to
experience a mountain bike park demonstrating that mountain bikers are
happy to travel for a quality mountain biking experience.

A. The preferred method of booking entry to an attraction or activity was
online directly via the attraction/activity company website 77.75% (615) and
other online methods such as third‐party websites and social media pages
however 47.28% (324) respondents said they would book tickets at the gate.

Figure 22: Survey Responses: Travel Time for Mountain Biking
Figure 23: Survey Responses: Preferred Booking Method
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Question 15
Q. How much would you expect to pay for an Adult Day Pass at a
commercial Mountain Bike Park? (*Note: daily rate would be reduced for children,
concession, family and group booking day passes, multiday passes and seasonal passes)

A. Factoring in the predictability of survey respondents to be most likely to
select the cheapest price of an entry ticket as $10‐15 per day 38.81% (307),
cost expectations lowered as the prices increased: $15‐25 per day 28.82%
(228); and $25‐35 per day 19.34% (153).
Interestingly an additional 148 comments to this response demonstrated the
following common attitudes to cost:


Price entirely depends on quality of trails and whether shuttles are
included



Many would consider paying extra for mountain bike park with a
shuttle, uplift or chairlift service. Prices of $50‐75 quoted for shuttle
service inclusion



Free or discounted admission for Shire of Chittering residents



Would prefer to pay year pass e.g. Annual Family Pass



Would not want to pay any entry fee as there are free trails in
Kalamunda and the south west

Figure 24: Survey Responses: Entry Fee Expectations
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Question 16

Question 17

Q. How often would you, your family or group potentially visit a Mountain
Bike Park in Bindoon?

Q. On which day/s of the week would you prefer to visit a Mountain Bike
Park in Bindoon? (please select all that apply)

A. The majority of respondents said they would visit a mountain bike park
monthly 42.60% (337), followed by a few times a year 39.06% (337); and
weekly 12.64% (100).

A. Unsurprisingly, the majority of respondents said they would visit a
mountain bike park on a weekend, Sunday 89.38% (707) and Saturday 88.5%
(700) respectively. The lowest interest day of the week was Tuesday 17.95%
(42)

Assuming the majority of customers would visit a mountain bike park on the
weekend, this further demonstrates the need to diversify activities and target
markets at the park to attract midweek markets (e.g. training camps, schools,
tour groups, corporate team building, community groups, mothers’ groups).

Figure 25: Survey Responses: Bindoon Mountain Bike Park Visitation

Figure 26: Survey Responses: Visitation Days
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Question 18

Question 19

Q. What time of the year would you most likely visit a Mountain Bike Park in
Bindoon? (please select all that apply)

Q. Would you consider a Mountain Bike Park attraction as a destination for
schools, tour companies, groups, corporates, clubs etc. for excursions and
activities if the right amenities were provided?

A. Most respondents said they would most likely visit a mountain bike park in
Bindoon year‐round 67.26% (532) however the least likely time of year to visit
was January to March 4.05% (32) demonstrating the need for the
development of summer visitation strategies incorporated in the design,
facilities, operation and marketing of the park.

A. Of the respondents who travel in formal groups, 64.60% (511) of
respondents said ‘yes’ they would consider a mountain bike park for
excursions, camps and activities if the right amenities were provided and
7.46% (59) said they would not.

Figure 28: Survey Responses: Group Excursions and Activities

Figure 27: Survey Responses: Time of Year Visitation
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Question 20

Question 21

Q. If your answer to the previous question was 'Yes', approximately how
many people would be in your group/s? (please estimate by providing a number in

Q. Which social media channels do you subscribe to? (please select all that
apply)

the comment field below)

A. The most popular social media channel used by respondents by far was
Facebook 91.86% (722); followed by Instagram 61.83% (486); and You Tube
50.51% (397).

A. Of the 437 recommendations received by respondents, an overview of
group size estimates is provided in the chart below. *Note: some responses
(16) did not include any numbers so have not been included.

Group Size
250
200
150
100
50
0

141

232

44

0

4

2 to 10

10 to 30

30 to 50

50 to 100

Over 100

Group Size
Figure 29: Survey Responses: Group Size

Figure 30: Survey Responses: Social Media Usage
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Question 22
Q. You may be interested in the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike Park as
one or more of the following: (please select all that apply)
A. As expected, the majority of survey respondents identified as mountain
bikers 89.82% (706) and a further 47.84% (376) identified themselves as
outdoor recreation enthusiasts. *Note: potential sponsors (24); investors (27);
and co‐located attractions/activities (27). Examples of further comments
included: disabled rider looking for accessible places to ride; trail walker;
mountain bike coach; photographer; spectator (grandparent); and charity
group.
Figure 31: Survey Responses: User Types

Question 23
Q. If you have any further recommendations, questions or concerns
regarding the development of a Mountain Bike Park in Bindoon, please
insert your comments here.
A. 158 separate recommendations were provided by respondents. These
consisted mostly of support and excitement for the proposed project. Other
common themes included:


Ensure high quality trails and facilities if operating as a commercial
park



Ensure trails cater for advanced riders



Include adaptive mountain biking capacity and accessible amenities in
the design, prior to development



Accommodation and hospitality must be available



Ample parking



Uplift service
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Question 24

Questions 25 to 28

Q. Please confirm your interest

Q 25. Supply your first name

A. 423 respondents provided their contact details to register for further
information and news of the project in due course.

Q 26. Supply you surname

This information may be used to establish a dedicated consumer database to
conduct for future marketing, research and sales for the Shire of Chittering
and the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park

Q 27. Supply your company name (if relevant)
Q 28. Supply your email address.
A. 423 respondents provided their contact details.

A full copy of the survey with full results and hundreds of
recommendations by survey respondents has been
provided to the Shire of Chittering as an Electronic
Attachment.

See Electronic Attachment 1: Proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike Park Survey
Responses
*Note Attachment is 131 pages

Figure 32: Survey Responses: Confirm Your Interest
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Destination Awareness & Database Development
A positive outcome of the Breakaway Tourism email campaign, survey and
consultation process to date has resulted in an increased awareness of
Bindoon and the Shire of Chittering as a prospective tourism and recreational
destination. This also reflects positively on the Shire of Chittering as a
proactive Shire open to innovation, investment, growth of the local economy,
tourism and recreational activities.

educational groups participating in outdoor recreation programs
involving mountain biking, trails walking, orienteering etc), in the
Greater Perth Metropolitan Region and Shire of Chittering Surrounds
has been developed.
*Note: Original database of 1,016 reduced to 860 following removal of 156 email
addresses no longer in operation or unsubscribed via the Mailchimp email invitation
to participate in the survey

A database of 1,621 contacts has been developed throughout the course of
the project to date for future use by the Shire should future marketing or
consumer engagement be required.

1. Stakeholder Database
This new database of 327 contacts will be in addition to the original
survey distribution database of Shire of Chittering community
stakeholders and key mountain bike, recreation and tourism sector
representatives that has evolved throughout the consultation process
(includes contact names, business/org details, email addresses,
websites, phone numbers and social media handles).
2. Consumer Database
A new consumer database of 435 new names and email addresses
(with permission to do so from 56.25% of total survey respondents)
has been extracted from the survey.
3. Schools Database
A new database of 860 schools (potential target market for
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Section 7:
Shire of Chittering
Tourism & Recreation Product
Review

Figure 33: Image courtesy, Tourism WA
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7. Shire of Chittering Tourism & Recreation Product Review

A review and update of audits previously commissioned by the Shire of Chittering has been undertaken to assess current tourism and recreation affiliated
products and services that may impact on the appeal, market diversification and ongoing sustainability of a mountain bike and adventure park in Bindoon.

Tourism and Recreation Product Audit 2019
Tourism and Recreation Product Audit
Tourist and Recreation Attractions

Location

Overview

Bindoon Op Shop

Bindoon

Second‐hand clothing, furniture, bric‐a‐brac, kitchen and household goods

Brockman Precinct & Bindoon Museum

Bindoon



Bindoon Heritage Museum ‐ farm machinery, vintage vehicles, historic household items
and tools (Bindoon Historical Society)

Art & Crafts Gift Shop



Art & Crafts Shop (Bindoon Arts and Craft Group)

Bindoon Men's Shed



Bindoon Men's Shed – build furniture for sales at local events

Chittering Road Board



Chittering Road Board building – heritage site



Bindoon Heritage Museum





Chinkabee Complex

Bindoon

Sports complex: bowling greens, tennis, basketball, netball, club facilities *Complementary Product
to MTB Park

Chittering Acres

Chittering

Farm, outdoor camping accommodation, art studio, garden art display, scenic views, WOOFing
(Willing Workers on Organic Farms)

Chittering Valley Tours

Lower Chittering

Group tour operator specialising in local farm properties, bush wineries and getting closer to nature
*Potential tour services for MTB Park Groups

Chittering Visitor Centre

Bindoon

Chittering Tourist Association, visitor information
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Tourism and Recreation Product Audit
Clune Park

Bindoon

Community park, mountain bike / BMX jump track (approx. 0.3 Ha), skate park, basketball ring, BMX
track, playground, bbq/picnic area and the Stonehouse Trail ‐ 2km lakeside walking trail (4km return)
*Complementary Product to MTB Park – signage opportunity

Enderslea Farm

Chittering

Historical homestead/property, historical presentations, events, plays/performances

Golden Grove Observatory

Lower Chittering

Private astronomy observing site of the Astronomical Group of Western Australia (AGWA)

GPS Adventure Tours

Chittering Valley

Tour from Perth featuring Chittering Valley: Swan Valley, Blackboy Ridge, BBQ dinner, stargazing at
Enderslea Farm

John Glenn Park ‐ Muchea Jump Track

Muchea

Mountain bike / BMX jump track (approx. 25 Ha), playground, picnic area, toilets *Complementary
Product to MTB Park – signage opportunity

Holy Trinity Church

Bindoon

Historical old stone Anglican church built in the late 1800’s

Maryville Downs Dirt Jumps

Lower Chittering

Sussex Bend Recreation Reserve, mountain bike / BMX dirt jumps park *Complementary Product to
MTB Park – signage opportunity

Moondyne Country Convention Centre

Lower Chittering

Conference/function facilities, 1,800 acre property, cottage and chalet accommodation

Muchea Tree Farm

Muchea

Specialising in West Australian native plants, Proteas and farm trees

Sandown Park Equestrian Facility

Muchea

Equestrian park, polocrosse competition and events

Natural Attractions

Location

Overview

Birdwatching

Various

State Forest, lakes, bushland and walking trails

Blackboy Ridge

Lower Chittering

1.5km bushwalking trail, wildflower, scenic views, look‐out

Julimar State Forest

Julimar

State Forest, 4WD tracks, bushwalking

Lake Chittering

Bindoon

Crown owned but only accessible via private property landowner permission, Landcare permitted to
conduct scheduled Kayak Nature Tours, birdwatching *Opportunity to be Hero Product if public
access is negotiated with local landowners (or similar activities at other suitable location)

Lake Needoonga

Bindoon

Lake, 600m lakeside walking trail, flora and fauna watching, barbecue/picnic area, toilets

Nature‐based Photography

Various

State Forest, lakes, bushland and walking trails, birdwatching

Spoonbill Lake

Bindoon

Picnic ground

Trail Running

Shire of Chittering

Trail running on dedicated walking and hiking trails throughout the Shire of Chittering

Wildflowers

Bindoon

Gateway to wildflower country in the wheatbelt (August‐September)

Trails

Location

Overview
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Tourism and Recreation Product Audit
Self‐Drive, Walking and Hiking Trails around Bindoon

Bindoon

*Complementary Product to MTB Park

Bindoon Tale Trail

Bindoon

1.8km loop trail through the Bindoon townsite that shares community stories

Blackboy Ridge Trail

Lower Chittering

1.5km walking trail, lookout, picnic area, toilets

Camino Salvado Pilgrim Trail

Chittering Valley &
Bindoon

145km trail commencing Salvado Road, Subiaco (St Joseph's Church), to New Norcia. Includes
Chittering Valley and Bindoon

Carty Reserve Trail

Bindoon

600m walking trail through rehabilitated land

Chittering Farm Flavour Trail

Shire of Chittering

Established WA Food & Wine Trails publication featuring Treetops Guesthouse, Stringybark Winery
Restaurant, Nesci Estate Wine Farm, Blueberry Bliss; Oversby’s Citrus, Wootra Farm, Green Valley
Fruits, Little Eeden Farm, Avalon Farm, and Local Goat *Hero Product

Discover Golden Horizons Drive Trail

Shires of Bindoon,
Calingiri, Dalwallinu,
Moora, New Norcia &
Wongan Hills

Collaborative marketing self‐drive brand promoting self‐drive travel to experience wildflowers,
getting back to nature, from paddock to plate, art and heritage, and 1, 2 and 3‐day travel itineraries

Eat, Pick, Grow Trail – Wanneroo and Chittering

Shire of Chittering

Trails WA half day self‐drive food and wine trail

Lake Needonga Trail

Bindoon

600m lakeside walking trail

Peace Be Still Trails

Lower Chittering

Private retreat, guest house, day visitors, featuring a variety of trails across a large property (across 3
Local Government Areas): Avon Valley Walk Trail (7.1km), Valley Views (9.6km), Out & Back (6.5km),
Special valley (30min), Ridgetop Circle (2hr), Harry Butler Trail (20min), Stations of the Cross (1hr),
Labyrinth (20min), River Camp to Avon River (4hr), and Joes Territory Walks x 4 (9.5km, 10.9km,
16.4km, 13.5km)

Spoonbill Lake Trail

Upper Chittering

1,6km lakeside walking trail, picnic area

Stonehouse Trail

Bindoon

2km lakeside walking trail (4km return) at Clune park, skate park, basketball ring, BMX track,
playground, bbq and picnic area

Wannamal Heritage Trail

Wannamal

75min loop walking trail highlighting historical sites, rest area

Wheatbelt Science Trail

Wheatbelt Region

Geo trail, science trail, geocaching (online treasure hunt) – Shire of Chittering site located at
Blackboy Ridge

Wildflower Drive Trail

Shire of Chittering

Wildflower drive across the Shire of Chittering

Food, Beverage and Culinary Product

Location

Overview

14k Brewery (in development)

Muchea

Craft beer brewery in development ‐ currently featuring product at events and festivals

Apricot Acres Farm

Brockman River

Wholesale orchard, oranges, mandarins, plums, currants, fruit picking
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Bindoon Bakehaus

Bindoon

Bakery, café, function venue, catering, providore, giftware *Current #1 Hero Product

Bindoon Estate Winery Retail Sales

Bindoon

Wine sales – market stalls and Bindoon General Store

Bindoon Farmers Market

Bindoon

Monthly farmers market, fresh food and produce

Bindoon Restaurant, Bar, Café (also known as Mediterranean
Café & Restaurant)

Bindoon

Mediterranean restaurant, bar, café, catering, kids play area

Blueberry Bliss Bindoon

Bindoon

Blueberry orchard / farmgate sales

Glenowen Winery Retail Sales

Bindoon

Wine sales – market stalls

Golden Grove Citrus Orchard

Lower Chittering

Orchard, Devonshire teas (Apr‐Nov), orchard picking tours (group bookings), enclosed
barbecue/dining area for hire

Green Valley Fruits

Mooliabeenee

Organic fruit and vegetable sales

Kyotmunga Estate

Lower Chittering

Winery, orchard

Little Eeden Farm

Mooliabeenee

Honey farm, apiary, honey product sales and display

Nesci Estate Wine Farm

Lower Chittering

Winery and vineyard

Outback Brewing Company

Chittering

Craft beer, apple cider, ginger beer producers (wholesale only – not open to public)

Oversby’s Citrus

Bindoon

Farm gate sales

Scottalian Bindoon Hotel

Bindoon

Licensed tavern, restaurant, entertainment, events, beer garden, pool tables

Stringybark Winery & Restaurant

Chittering

Winery, cellar door, craft beers, restaurant, function centre, events, entertainment

Wootra Farm

Bindoon

Asparagus, fruits, jams, chutney and market sales

Events

Location

Overview

Bindoon Agricultural Show and Rodeo

Bindoon

Annual ‐ October: Agricultural show, rodeo, local produce, exhibitions, family activities,
entertainment etc.

Bindoon Farmers Market

Bindoon

Monthly (Feb‐Dec): Farmers market, fresh food and produce

Bindoon Historic Vehicle Day

Bindoon

Annual ‐ September: Vintage vehicles, market stalls, entertainment

Chittering Spring Festival

Chittering

Annual ‐ August to September dates: wildflower walks, art exhibitions, quilt and floral displays, craft

Chittering Veteran Car Day

Lower Chittering

Annual ‐ November: Veteran car show, family activities, food, market stalls, entertainment

Landcare Wildflower Expo

Muchea

Annual ‐ September weekend: Wildflower display and family fun day

Mango Festival

Bindoon

Annual ‐ March: Mango season celebration, Bindoon Primary School kids’ activities
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Market Day in Chittering

Lower Chittering

Annual ‐ May: Festival of wine tasting, local produce, market stalls, food trucks, entertainment

Swagfest

Bindoon

Annual ‐ April: Brockman Centre Bindoon, art and heritage festival

Targa West Rally

Lower Chittering

Annual ‐ August: Tarmac Rally, classic and exotic vehicles competition

Wear Ya Wellies

Bindoon

Annual ‐ May: Family fun day, muddy fun, outdoor play, kids’ gardening, craft, market and food stalls

Accommodation, Caravan & Camping

Location

Overview

Alan and Eve's Eden

Lower Chittering

Holiday rental house, bed and breakfast

Billy’s Farm

Lower Chittering

Farm stay and country house with private guestroom for 2 x guests

Bindoon Oval

Bindoon

Oval available for caravan clubs

Bindoon Transit Park

Bindoon

6 powered bays with water, ablutions, dump point

Bindoon Valley Escape

Bindoon

Self‐contained cottage

Bindoon’s Windmill Farm

Bindoon

Accommodation, farm stay, breakfast, conference/training facility

Buddha Mandala Monastery

Chittering

Monastery, Buddha Mandala Monastery Retreat Centre, Nalanda Society *Members only – not open
to public

Burroloo Well Farmstay

Chittering

Self‐contained guest house, farm stay, farm animals, animal feeding

Chittering Acres

Chittering

Farm, outdoor camping accommodation, art studio, garden art display, scenic views, WOOFing
(Willing Workers on Organic Farms)

Chittering Valley Eco Cabin

Lower Chittering

Holiday house accommodation for 4 guests

Chittering Valley Retreat

Lower Chittering

Holiday house accommodation for 12 guests

Edge of the World Family Retreat

Lower Chittering

Holiday house accommodation for 8 guests

Enderslie House Bed & Breakfast

Muchea

6 x accommodation rooms, farm stay

Granny Flat in Chittering Valley

Lower Chittering

Cottage accommodation for 4 guests

La Belle Vue ‐ Serene Holiday Nest

Lower Chittering

Holiday house accommodation for 8 guests

Moondyne Country Convention Centre

Lower Chittering

Cottage and chalet accommodation, conference/function facilities, 1,800‐acre property

Orchard Glory Farm Resort

Bindoon

5 x cabins, farm stay, orchard, farm animals, events, function/conference venue

Peace Be Still

Lower Chittering

Guesthouse, retreat, workshop venue for up to 30 guests with meals + self‐catering cottage for 10,
paddock for caravan/camping groups

Pommegranite Homestead in the Valley

Chittering

Homestead with 3 x private rooms for 6 guests
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Robert Hindmarsh Rest Area

Wannamal

Rest stop for camping, caravans and motorhomes

Stone Cottage Retreat

Muchea

Bed and breakfast, 1 x private room for 2 guests

The Village Green

Lower Chittering

Park and rest stop for caravans and motorhomes

Treetops Guesthouse

Lower Chittering

Bed & Breakfast, orchard, bushtucker and Australian native herbs and spices grower (Outback Chef)

White Dog Farm Cottage Accommodation

Lower Chittering

1 x studio accommodation, farm, winery

Windmill Farm

Bindoon

Farm stay, 2 x chalets (12 and 17 guests), breakfast, catered meals for groups, training/meeting
room, farm animals

Wootra Farm Bed and Breakfast

Bindoon

Farm, bed & breakfast, preserves
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Local Tourism/Recreation Product & Service Gaps – Recommendations

Tourism Product and Service Gaps
Gap

Recommendation

1. Quality, tourism accredited,
caravan, camping and cabin
park in Bindoon

Development of a quality, tourism accredited, commercial caravan, camping and cabin park to broaden accommodation
product capacity, increase affordable accommodation product in the area, and to enhance target market appeal.

2. Quality, tourism accredited
and YHA Australia member
backpacker accommodation
in Bindoon

Development of a quality, tourism accredited and YHA (youth hostelling association) member backpacker lodge to broaden
accommodation product capacity, increase affordable accommodation product in the area, and to enhance target market
appeal.

3. Local tour/transport/activity
companies (currently only 2
identified)

Canvas interest from local providers (Alavant Tours and Chittering Valley Tours) to develop tours that may appeal to/service
visitors to a mountain bike park in Bindoon

*Opportunity to develop the first purpose‐built Mountain Bike / Cycle friendly caravan & camping park in Western Australia e.g.
secure bike storage, bike wash areas, bike hire, bike repair & servicing, MTB/Cycle trail maps and signage, cycle related
talks/presentations, camp fire hub and campers kitchen for gatherings / briefings, MTB Park discounts etc.

*Opportunity to attract backpacker market with adventure tourism appeal (MTB Park, trails and hiking) + increase length of stay
in the area as a prospective workforce for local farms, orchards (where skill shortages apply) e.g. Poshtel lodge

*Opportunity for other locals to develop tour and transport products and services
*Opportunity to include Bindoon activities in tour itineraries of well‐established Perth‐based tour companies

4. Evening activities/venues in
Bindoon township

Mediterranean Café & Restaurant and Scottalian Bindoon Hotel (4.3kms from mountain bike park site) are the only evening
venues/activities available to visitors to Bindoon. Demand for evening activities will increase with sufficient overnight
accommodation product developed within the Bindoon township.
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Tourism Product and Service Gaps
Gap

Recommendation
*Opportunity for local businesses and residents to enhance evening offerings with increased visitation e.g. Astronomy
experiences, entertainment, licensed premises, night tours (e.g. wildlife spotting), other unique product

5. Summer
activities/attractions

Low tourism season in Bindoon occurs during the summer months – develop Summer events, activities and experiences to
extend visitor seasonality to year‐round visitation
*Opportunity to develop Summer tourism product e.g. mountain bike park, cycle trails, events, water fun park, licensed ice bar,
star gazing / astronomy events or other unique attraction/activity etc.

6. Aboriginal cultural
experiences e.g. interpretive
trails, guided walks,
bushtucker tasting,
Aboriginal astronomy

No Aboriginal cultural tourism product currently available in the region

7. Experiences or activities for
people with a disability

Incorporate accessible experiences and activities into tourism product development and the appropriate amenities and
infrastructure for people with a disability and/or mobility issues e.g. dedicated parking, dedicated toilets/showers, pathways
and wayfinding, transition and surface areas, directional and general information signage etc.

*Opportunity to work with Koya Aboriginal Corporation’s ‘Aboriginal Nature Trekz’ (based in Midland) and the Western
Australian Indigenous Tourism Operators Council (WAITOC) to train local Aboriginal people to become tour guides and deliver
Aboriginal Cultural tours and experiences at the mountain bike park and surrounding trails/sites in the area

*Opportunity to expand market mountain bike park and Shire cycle / trails networks with adaptive mountain biking and cycling
sports‐accessible facilities e.g. hand cycling, adaptive leg cycling, tandem cycling and modified mountain bikes

8. Unique tourism product or
attraction

Bindoon and the broader Shire of Chittering is not recognised in the domestic or international market for any specific unique
point of difference that appeals to a variety of high yielding target markets. Becoming a mountain bike trail town or a cycle
tourism Shire will provide greater consumer recognition however may not be competitively unique against other proposed trail
towns such as Dwellingup or Collie.
Unique features of a Bindoon Mountain Bike Park may provide a point of difference to competitors and provide additional
sources of revenue for example:


Co‐located adventure tourism / recreation facility



Unique events and tours e.g. astronomy, Aboriginal culture, signature mountain biking/cycling competition event



Unique experiences e.g. augmented reality downhill mountain biking experiences accessible to all ages, physical
abilities, non‐English speaking visitors, time‐poor travellers etc.



Mountain bike‐themed township e.g. brand collaboration by all local businesses, product offerings, facilities and public
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Tourism Product and Service Gaps
Gap

Recommendation
art installations (such as the ‘Cow’ theme in Cowaramup) e.g. Bike‐themed retail, servicing, bar and café [See Handle
Bar Café with the motto ‘Bites, Brews and Bikes’ at www.orbea.com/gr‐en/blog/a‐legendary‐mtb‐cafe/]


A unique ‘Big Thing’ attraction in Bindoon town centre e.g. ‘The Big Mountain Bike’ to attract visitation, destination
awareness, social media photo sharing, hashtag campaigns, visitor centre usage/ticket sales, product/service/souvenir
sales etc.

*Opportunity to stimulate brand awareness and the Shire of Chittering as a ‘must‐visit’ destination for all travellers

9. Cycle tourism trails, facilities
and infrastructure

Cycle tourist user cohorts include Leisure, Enthusiast and Sport and are a high spend visitor market categorised under seven
different cycle types inclusive of: Road, Track Cycling, Mountain Biking, BMX, Touring (on‐road or off‐road), Recreation and
Event Participants.
Broaden cycle tourism trails, facilities and infrastructure throughout the Bindoon township (and extended cycle trails e.g.
Northlink WA Cycle Trail, Swan Valley to Bindoon Cycle Trail, Food & Wine Cycle Trail) to encourage length of stay in the area
and patronage / visitor spend at local businesses
*Opportunity to expand beyond traditional mountain biking market e.g. women, families, cycling groups/clubs, cycling events
and competitions, co‐use of mountain bike park related infrastructure and services
*Opportunity for locals to develop Cycle Tourism products and services e.g. guided cycle tours throughout the region, bike hire /
repair / equipment sales

10. Mountain bike and cycling
related products and services

Development of products and services for the mountain bike and cycling market e.g. bike sales/hire, e‐bikes, books/magazines,
tyre repair kits, multi‐tools, safety equipment, specialist apparel, transport services, secure bike storage units, bike wash
stations, bike lock chains, bike servicing, coaching/instructors, cycle club and competition team, cycling tour guides, food &
beverage, events, accommodation, function space etc.
*Opportunity for local businesses to offer new products and services to meet the demands of cycle tourists

11. Dedicated mountain biking /
cycle tourism marketing
strategy

Develop and deliver a dedicated mountain biking / cycle tourism / adventure tourism marketing strategy – consider unique
selling propositions and collaborate with all tourism product and service suppliers in the region (in conjunction with the
development a mountain bike park) e.g. digital media strategy, wayfinding signage, dedicated campaigns, Destination Perth /
Tourism WA collaborations, participation in industry trade, networking and media events etc.
*Opportunity to identify Bindoon as a Trail Town over time to enhance the profile of Western Australia as a mountain biking and
cycle tourism destination in domestic and international market sectors

12. Quality individual

Work with all tourism product providers in the Shire of Chittering to increase online brand quality and detailed information via
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Gap

Recommendation

tourism/recreation product
websites, social media sites
or detailed information

mobile device compatible and optimised websites, social media channels and consumer review sites to effectively engage with
consumers and activate visitation/patronage
*Opportunity to deliver a dedicated tourism enhancement project to all providers in the Shire to increase visitation, economic
spend and business revenue

13. Comprehensive local tourism
product information online in
one location

Visit Chittering website to increase tourism product content, imagery, directions, downloadable brochures, maps and guides,
and links to all individual products and services in the Shire of Chittering

14. Online bookable product e.g.
tours, activities,
accommodation, meal
reservations

Develop/provide business development resources to local business to increase their access to over 87% of travellers who only
search, find and book their travel experiences online (mostly via mobile device) through online bookings technology.

*Opportunity to increase brand and product awareness, regional appeal, and to activate enquiries and bookings

*Opportunity for businesses to operate online booking systems such as Rezdy (tours and attractions); Newbook
(accommodation); TheFork (cafés/restaurants); and Eventbrite (events)
*Opportunity for businesses to connect to major third‐party online booking channels (commissionable) to expand consumer
awareness and domestic/international market reach such as Booking.com, Expedia.com, Viator.com, Sight Seeing Pass
Australia, Trip Advisor Bookings etc.

15. Minimal social media
engagement and brand
awareness

Increase investment and activity in social media marketing to key target market segments. Consider variations of
‘VisitChittering’ to align social media audiences with key tourism hotspots and product to increase market penetration e.g.
#VisitBindoon or #BindoonAdventures (Bindoon is the tourism town for the Shire of Chittering therefore must be identified as
the hero product that will provide benefits to the rest of the region).

16. Comprehensive tourism data
for day visits and overnight
stays in Bindoon and the
destination of ‘Chittering
Valley’

Increase activity and share tourism data collection amongst key stakeholders e.g. Shire of Chittering, Chittering Visitor Centre,
local tourism‐related operators (e.g. occupancy reports, ticket sales), Destination WA, Tourism WA, Tourism Research Australia
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Figure 34: HandleBar Café, Baltimore, USA

Figure 35: Cycle Trail, Gippsland, Victoria
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Section 8:
Competitive Environment
Analysis

Figure 36: Image Courtesy Tourism WA
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8. Competitive Environment Analysis

A review of competing mountain bike trail networks, adventure/amusement parks and outdoor recreation camps used by the largest target consumer market
and population for a mountain bike and adventure park in Bindoon (Greater Perth) has been undertaken to assess current (and future) competition.

Competition: Mountain Biking & Outdoor Recreation Audit 2019
Competition: Mountain Biking and Outdoor Recreation Product Audit
Mountain Bike Trails, Networks and Hubs

Location

Proximity to Perth

Albany Downhill Mountain Bike Trail

Albany

417km (4hr 58min) south
east



Less than 1 hour; 0.7 km; Very Difficult

Lake Leschenaultia, Chidlow

Chidlow

46km (50min) east



1‐3 hours; 5km (Loop); Easy

Arklow Trails, Collie Trail Network

Collie

186km (2hr 9min) south
east



Dead Cat Trail; 1‐3 hours; 3.8km



Rays Trail; 1‐3 hours; 8km (Loop)

Collie Wagyl Biddi, Trail Network

Collie

(approx.)

186km (2hr 9min) south
east

Description

9kms connected trails; beginner and intermediate level
4.5kms of trails suitable for hand‐cycles (adaptive mountain biking)


Drop Dead Fred, 1‐3 hours; 1.3km (Loop)



Marri Meander, 1‐3 hours; .85km (Loop)



Rocky Horror, 1‐3 hours; 1.7km



Sprockets Rocket, 1‐3 hours; 0.8km
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Wilman Trail, 1‐3 hours; 3.2km (Loop)

Drop Dead Fred, Collie Wagyl Biddi

Collie

186km (2hr 9min) south
east



1‐3 hours; 1.3km (Loop); Moderate

Kurliiny Tjenangitj Trail, Wellington NP

Collie

186km (2hr 9min) south
east



Half day; 9.5km (Loop); Moderate

Mt Lennard, Pile Rd, Wellington NP, Trail
Network

Collie

186km (2hr 9min) south
east



Boylan Trail, 1‐3 hours; 6.5km



Butchers Trail, 1‐3 hours; 3.2km



Grizzly Trail, 1‐3 hours; 6km (Loop)



Lennard Half Circuit, 1‐3 hours; 7km



Millbrook Trail, 1‐3 hours; 8.3km; Mountain Bike, Urban
Walk



Pallet Track, 1‐3 hours; 1.5km



Wals, 1‐3 hours; 2 km



Half day; 9.8km (Loop); Moderate

Sika Trail, Wellington NP

Collie

186km (2hr 9min) south
east

Wilman Trail, Collie Wagyl Biddi

Collie

186km (2hr 9min) south
east

Collie Darkan Rail Trail

Collie‐Darken

186km (2hr 9min) south
east



Multiple day; 47km; Easy

Wellington Mills Downhill Trails, Trail Network

Dardanup/Boyanup

173km (1hr 50min) south
east



Central Line, 1‐3 hours; 0.7km



Gravity Track, 1‐3 hours; 0.8km



Rock Berm and Roots, 1‐3 hours; 0.7km



Slickrock Track, 1‐3 hours; 1.1km



Top Left Track, 1‐3 hours; 0.3km



Up Track, 1‐3 hours; 2.2km

Railway Reserves Heritage Trail, Perth Hills

Darlington ‐

27km (37min) east

1‐3 hours; 3.2km (Loop); Easy

Follows the route of the old Eastern Railway and is unique in
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Parkerville ‐
Mundaring

providing a 41km loop entirely on railway formations. Trail passes
through Darlington, Parkerville and Mundaring, and covers a wide
range of terrains with scenic views and numerous points of
historical and natural significance.


Denmark Tracks

Denmark

421km (5hrs) south east

Full day; 41km (Loop); Easy

Denmark has over 70kms of tracks designated for multiple use
including bicycles and mountain bikes. These are located within and
around the town as well as longer and more challenging trails
reaching 15kms to the Hay River east of Denmark and Kent River to
the west (30km).


A Railway Track between Nornalup and Denmak (56km) is
open to walkers, cyclists and horse riders.

*Potential plans for new mountain bike trails development in
Denmark has been identified throughout the course of this study,
however no information or formal plan has been released to the
public at this time.
Wilson Inlet Heritage Trail

Denmark

421km (5hrs) south east

Half day; 12km; Easy

Denmark to Nornalup Heritage Rail Trail

Denmark ‐ Nornalup

421km (5hrs) south east



Full day; 54.5km; Easy

Cycletrek

Donnybrook

421km (5hrs) south east



1‐3 hours; 8km (Loop); Moderate

Dunsborough Country Club MTB Track

Dunsborough/
Meelup

249km (2hr 52min) south

Marrinup Trail

Dwellingup

Waterous Trail, Lane Poole

Custom made MTB track skirting the edge of the golf course.


1‐3 hours; 8km (Loop); Moderate

105km (1hr 17min) south
east



Half day; 8km (Loop); Moderate

Dwellingup

105km (1hr 17min) south
east



Multiple day; 61km (Loop); Easy; 2 x overnight stop
options

South Shore, Peel Region

Dwellingup ‐
Waroona

105km (1hr 17min) south
east



1‐3 hours; 5km (Loop); Difficult

The Piggery

Esperance

699km (8hr 5min) south



Less than 1 hour; 11km (Loop); Moderate
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east
Chapman River

Geraldton

415km (4hr 29min) north



1‐3 hours; 9.8km (Loop); Moderate

Goat Farm, Greenmount

Greenmount

24km (20mins) east



Half day; 10km (Loop); Moderate

Greenough River Nature Trail

Grenough

550km (5hr 54min) north



Half day; 17km (Loop); Moderate

Jarrahdale Balmoral Trail

Jarrahdale

60km (48min) south east



Half day; 11km; Easy

Langford Park

Jarrahdale

60km (48min) south east



1‐3 hours; 12km (Loop); Moderate

Yaberoo Budjara Heritage Trail

Joondalup ‐ Yanchep

27km (23min) north

Neil Hawkin's Park, Joondalup to Yanchep National Park, Yanchep


Kalamunda Trails Trail Network

Kalamunda

27km (31min) east

Multiple day; 28km; Moderate

This is the largest, most popular network of trails in WA. The
backbone of mountain biking in Perth. Caters for beginners to
experienced riders.
Based on the IMBA grading there is approximately 6 kms of green
trails and a skills loop with information boards discussing
technique. The green trails are focussed on the western side of the
network.
Intermediate IMBA blue trails account for the majority of the trails
at 34kms in the network.
There are only 3 advanced IMBA black trails and 2 of them feed off
the top of Mt Gunjin making shuttle runs possible in a vehicle and
dropping approximately 100m in height.
The middle of summer is advised by Trails WA to be avoided due to
extreme heat and loose dry soil. The best time to ride is often a day
after some light rain to help hold the soil together providing a
faster surface to ride on.
37 x sanctioned Trails include:


Alchemy, 1‐3 hours; 1.5km



Apollo, 1‐3 hours; 0.3km



Black Stump Pump Track, 1‐3 hours; 0.1km



Camakazi, 1‐3 hours; 3.9km



Camel Train, 1‐3 hours; 0.9km
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Creek Trail, 1‐3 hours; 0.8km



Drago, 1‐3 hours; 0.7km



Feral Groove, 1‐3 hours; 1.1km



FJ, 1‐3 hours; 2.8km



Flaccid Ashback, 1‐3 hours; 2.9km



Goldilocks, 1‐3 hours; 4.7km



Gottysnobble, 1‐3 hours; 0.4km



Gridlocked, 1‐3 hours; 1.3km



Highway to Dell; 1‐3 hours; 0.8km



Horny Devil, 1‐3 hours; 2km



Joeys Line and Dugite; 1‐3 hours; 1.1km



Judderbars, 1‐3 hours; 0.9km



Lancaster; 1‐3 hours; 1.1km; Difficult



Lazarus, 1‐3 hours; 0.7km



Loco en el Coco, 1‐3 hours; 1.4km



Lost and Found, 1‐3 hours; 0.8km



Lube Me Up, 1‐3 hours; 1.4km



Luvin Shovels, 1‐3 hours; 1.9km



Mercury Lane, 1‐3 hours; 0.3km



Mercury Street, 1‐3 hours; 2.3km



Metasoma, 1‐3 hours; 1.1km



Mother‐in‐Law, 1‐3 hours; 0.9km



Muffin Tops, 1‐3 hours; 1.3km



Rocky Balboa, 1‐3 hours; 0.7km



Scorpion Trail, Half day; 1.94km



Shake Rattle & Roll skills loop, 1‐3 hours; 0.8km



Slippery when dry, 1‐3 hours; 2.7km



Tangaroo Kick, 1‐3 hours; 0.4km
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Three Bears, 1‐3 hours; 0.8km



Up Up and Away, 1‐3 hours; 0.9km



X‐Files, 1‐3 hours; 0.3km

Karratha MTB Trail Network

Karratha

1,529km (16hrs) north



1‐3 hours; 15km (Loop); Moderate

Compartment 10, Trail Network

Margaret River

271km (3hr 5min) south



A River Somewhere, 1‐3 hours; 0.7km



Bender, 1‐3 hours; 0.5km



Big Climb, 1‐3 hours; 0.6km



Big Pine, Less than 1 hour; 0.8km



Cash & Karri, 1‐3 hours; 0.3km



Cut Cork, 1‐3 hours; 1.3km



Golden Carrot, 1‐3 hours; 0.6km



High Horse, 1‐3 hours; 0.5km



Line Manager, 1‐3 hours; 0.5km



Paper Trail, Margaret River; 1‐3 hours; 0.6km



Pedilup, 1‐3 hours; 0.4km



Pugsley, 1‐3 hours; 0.6km



Rock & Root, 1‐3 hours; 0.3km



What Goes Down, 1.3 hours; 0.6 km



WRC, 1‐3 hours; 0.6 km



Brides Nighty & Snake Balls, 1‐3 hours; 1km



Bullant, 1‐3 hours; 0.4km



Classic Creek, 1‐3 hours; 2.3km



Entry Trail, 1‐3 hours; 0.4km



Fitness Loop, 1‐3 hours; 0.3km



Goobers Pool Up, 1‐3 hours; 0.1km;



Goobers Pool, 1‐3 hours; 1.6km



Jump Track, 1‐3 hours; 1.1km



Little Uluru, 1‐3 hours; 0.7km

Creek Trails, Trail Network

Margaret River

271km (3hr 5min) south
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Outer Loop, 1‐3 hours; 0.5km



Trail of Discontent, 1‐3 hours; 0.8km



Valley Girl, 1‐3 hours; 0.6km



Western Suburbs Up, 1‐3 hours; 0.3km



Western Suburbs, 1‐3 hours; 0.5km



Winter Track, 1‐3 hours; 0.5 km

Ten Mile Brook Trail

Margaret River

271km (3hr 5min) south



Half day; 15km; Easy

The Pines Trails, Margaret River Trail Network

Margaret River

271km (3hr 5min) south



Aunt Lou, 1‐3 hours; 1.2km



Beginning at the End; 1‐3 hours; 0.4km



Double Espresso, 1‐3 hours; 0.5km



Jump Line; 1‐3 hours; 0.3km



Lily Trail, 1‐3 hours; 1km



Long Macchiato, 1‐3 hours; 0.4 km



Mr. Nice, 1‐3 hours; 1.1 km



The End, 1‐3 hours; 0.5 km



Whoop Whoop, 1‐3 hours; 0.7km



Full day; 23km; Easy

Wadandi Track

Margaret River

271km (3hr 5min) south

Munda Biddi Trail

Mundaring – Albany
(including Waroona)

33 – 1000kms

www.mundabiddi.org.au

Worldclass off‐road Mountain Biking / Cycling experience. Multiple
day trail; 1070km; Moderate
Off‐road bike trail; camping sites and shelters; flora and fauna;
culture and heritage; and events
9 maps cover the Munda Biddi Trail:


Mundaring to Jarrahdale



Jarrahdale to Nanga



Nanga to Collie



Collie to Jarrahwood



Jarrahwood to Manjimup



Manjimup to Northcliffe
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Northcliffe to Walpole



Walpole to Denmark



Denmark to Albany

Kep Track, Mundaring to Northam

Mundaring‐Northam

33km (39min)



Multiple day; 75km; Easy

Nannup Downhill Trails, Trail Network

Nannup

267km (2hr 57min) south



Nannup Downhill Trail, 1‐3 hours; 1km



Nannup State DH Trail, 1‐3 hours; 1 km

Old Timberline and Sidings Rail Trails

Nannup

267km (2hr 57min) south



Multiple day; 37km (Loop); Easy

Aroundtu‐It

Northcliffe

347km (4hr 1min) south



1‐3 hours; 5.7km (Loop); Moderate

Pemberton Mountain Bike Park, Trail Network

Pemberton

325km (3hr 42min) south

The Pemberton Mountain Bike Park is set in the heart of the giant
Karri forests. Although short, the two downhill runs (Relentless
Blue and Cool Runnings) are highly challenging and popular.
Good variety of trails for all abilities.
1.5km XC skills loop and impressive dirt jumps adjacent to the car
park.
Local ‘Trail Friendly’ businesses are featured on the Pemberton
Trail Hub page.
*Pemberton MTB Park is a National level ride destination; part of
the Western Australian South West MTB Master Plan


Ankle Biters Loop, 1‐3 hours; 0.5km



Bloody Mary, 1‐3 hours; 1.2km



Cool Running, 1‐3 hours; 2km



Down Dale Link, 1‐3 hours; 0.3km



Drop Bear, 1‐3 hours; 1km



Longshanks, Less than 1 hour; 1.02km



Pinch Track, Less than 1 hour; 0.6km



Pirate Trail, 1‐3 hours; 1.2km



Pumphill Uphill, Less than 1 hour; 1.5 km; Bush Walk,
Equestrian, Mountain Bike



Railway Run XC, 1‐3 hours; 1.84km (Loop)
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Turner Hill MTB Trail, Murray

Pinjarra/Dwellingup

83km (56min) south east



1‐3 hours; 11km (Loop); Moderate

Forsyths Mill, Perth Hills

Sawyers Valley

56km (42min) east



1‐3 hours; 6km (Loop); Moderate

Linga Longa Bike Park

Southampton/Baling
up

242km (2hr 46min) south
east

www.lingalongabikepark.com

Private property bike park. Tagline is ‘Western Australia's Gravity
Mountain Bike Park’.
Amenities include: showers/toilets; café; fire pits; camping and
caravan areas (unpowered); 2 x cottages for hire; bike wash station;
shuttle bus uplift; swimming (dam, swimming hole)
Hosts dedicated public ride days, events and competitions
Visitors must complete an online Waiver prior to purchasing a
ticket to the park.
8 x MTB Trails with 2 new trails in development:

Unsanctioned Mountain Bike Trails



Boxers Blast ‐ Trail Rating: Double Black Diamond; Average
Fall: ‐ 7.6 %; Length: 2.1 Km



Valley of Dreams ‐ Trail Rating: Black Diamond; Average
Fall: ‐12.4%; Length: 1.3km



Mr Enduro ‐ Trail Rating: Double Black Diamond; Average
Fall: ‐8.1%; Length: 2.1Km



Edge of the World ‐ Trail Rating: Double Black Diamond;
Average Fall: 16.9%; Length: 1.5km



Huggies ‐ Trail Rating: Black Diamond; Average Fall: 17.5%;
Length: 1km



Devin's Descent into Madness – Trail Rating: Double Black
Diamond; Average Fall: 15.5%; Length: 1.1km



Rake N Ride ‐ Trail Rating: Double Black Diamond; Average
Fall: 16.9%; Length: 1.5km



Cotton Wool Society – Uptrail



Mrs Enduro – Trail Rating: Blue (in development)



Brymans Blues: Trail Rating: Blue (in development)

There are many unsanctioned mountain bike trails in Western Australia, particularly in the Perth Hills (some may be
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listed on websites such as Trailforks.com however these are not endorsed by the peak industry body WestCycle or the
Western Australian Government.
Unsanctioned trails are at risk of poor safety and negative impact on flora, fauna, heritage and the broader environment
and community.
According to WestCycle’s website article in response to unsanctioned trail building in the Perth Hills posted in June 2018:
“…the development of mountain bike trails in the Perth Hills have failed to keep up with the increasing demand from the
mountain bike community”; “…The issues we are currently facing in Western Australia due to the lack of trail availability
are not uncommon around the world. How we respond to, and how we manage and capitalise on this growing demand is
what is important right now. To be clear. WestCycle does not support or condone the building of unsanctioned trails.
There are significant environmental, land use and heritage issues that need to be carefully considered. Most mountain
bikers understand this and respect the land and their potential impacts on natural landscapes. The proliferation of
unsanctioned trail building that is happening is a consequence of not keeping up with demand. It’s not an excuse but the
reality of where we are at.”
Proposed Mountain Bike Trails, Networks and
Hubs

Location

Proximity to Perth

Overview

Collie Trail Adventure Town

Collie

186 km (2hr 9min) south
east

The State Government announced $10M for the Collie Trail
Adventure Town project in April 2019. This will be the biggest single
investment in trails in Western Australian history.
The package will create 100 kilometres of high‐quality mountain
bike trails through the river valley between Wellington National
Park and the town of Collie including:
 65km of world‐class ‘epic’ trails in the Wellington National

Park;
 35km of trails in the Westralia Conservation Park on the

outskirts of Collie;
 A further 11km of trail in Arklow forest block near Collie;
 The realignment of 20km of the Munda Biddi cycle trail through

the town of Collie;
 Completion of the 72km, five‐day Wiilman Bilya walk trail

around Wellington Dam from Collie around the Wellington
National Park; and
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 Infrastructure investment to establish a trail centre in the Collie

town centre and secondary trails hubs at Wellington Dam kiosk
and Westralia (including a Collie river crossing).
Dwellingup National Trails Centre Project

Dwellingup

105km (1hr 5min) south
east

Following an investment of $1.2M by the Shire of Murray into the
development of a National Trails Centre, the Federal Government
committed an additional $3.465 million through the Building Better
Regions Fund in March 2019.
The project will deliver 80 ongoing jobs in Dwellingup and is tipped
to attract an additional 75,000 visitors to the region attracting
riders from across Australia and internationally.
The Dwellingup Trail Centre Plans have been approved and the
Federal funding will go towards:

Nannup Cycle Trail Hub

Nannup

267km (2hr 57min) south
east



Construction of 20kms of mountain bike trails in Murray
Valley



Sealing the 28km arterial road inside Lane Poole Reserve



Construction of an additional 12kms of trails linking into
and out of Dwellingup



A new bridge across Murray River at Baden Powell reserve
to join north and south mountain bike circuit



Realignment and improvement of 6kms of the Munda‐
Biddi Trail



Increased parking at key trail sites around the trails
network



Upgrades to sections of the Captain Fawcett 4WD trail

The State Government announced they were partnering with the
Shire of Nannup to establish Nannup as a trails hub for cyclists in
June 2019.
The State Government has committed $15,000 from the Forests
Products Commission (FPC) and $133,000 from Lotterywest, which
will go towards the development of a cycling masterplan and the
preparation of documents to sanction cycling trails in the Shire of
Nannup.
The trails hub is set to increase tourism and stimulate the local
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economy, as well as engage communities and strengthen the
relationship between active forest users and forest management
practices. The FPC is committed to supporting tourism
opportunities in regional areas connected to WA's forestry industry
to support jobs and regional economies.
Shire of York – Trails Project

York ‐ Northam

104km (1hr 4min) east

A Draft of the Shire of York Trails Master Plan – Vision 2019‐2028
has been released for public comment. The vision for York to
become a Trails Town has identified opportunities for
Bushwalking/urban walk/trail running; Mountain Biking; Cycling;
Equestrian; Paddle Dive/Snorkel; 4WD; Trailbike; and 2WD Trails.
Feedback from the public will confirm support for the proposed
projects documented within this vision document. Following
collation of public feedback, and incorporation of merited
amendments, a final Shire of York Trails Master Plan will be
presented to the Council for endorsement.
See Plan at:
https://www.york.wa.gov.au/Profiles/york/Assets/ClientData/Docu
ments/News/Trails_Masterplan/Draft_York_Trails_Master_Plan.pd
f

Shire of Ashburton Trails Planning

Onslow

1,380km (14hr 43min)

*Project identified by Department of Sport and Recreation – no
information available to the public at this time

City of Albany: Albany ‐ Denmark Trails Project

Albany ‐ Denmark

417km (4hr 58min) south
east

City of Albany Trails Hub Strategy 2015 ‐ 2025 released in 2015.
Trails project currently in planning

Perth and Peel Mountain Bike Master Plan

Perth and Peel

30km (27min) – 105km
(1hr 5min)

Priority locations for the development of MTB trails in Perth and
the Peel Region of National Significance are recommended as the
Perth Hills Precinct; Dwellingup Trail Town; and Wungong Trail
Centre (City of Armadale and Shire of Serpentine‐Jarrahdale)
Secondary locations of Regional Significance for trails recommends:
Swan Valley Trail Centre; Jarrahdale Trail Town; and a Yanchep Trail
Centre
Planning by local and State Government is now underway with
Federal Funding committed to the Dwellingup Trails project in
2019.
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South West Mountain Bike Master Plan

South West

186km (2hr 9min) –
271km (3hr 5min)

Priority locations for the development of MTB trails in the South
West of WA of National Significance are recommended as Margaret
River; Collie/Wellington; and Pemberton.
Secondary locations of Regional Significance for trails recommends:
Dunsborough and Nannup.
Planning by local and State Government is now underway with
funding committed to Collie and Nannup trails projects in 2019.

Shire of Augusta‐Margaret River Trails Project

Augusta‐Margaret
River

Adventure / Amusement Parks

Location

Proximity to Perth

Overview

Splash City (Pop‐up Water Park)

Burswood or Pop‐up
location

6km east or pop‐up

Pop up waterpark

https://www.facebook.com/SplashCityPerth/

*Project by Shire of August‐Margaret River has stalled

Perth pop up open November to February
 World’s tallest inflatable waterslide
 23m high 'The Nova Drop' (sponsored naming rights)
 Activities: trampolines, 65m obstacle course, 2 pools, 3 giant
slides
 Under 5s and spectators free of charge

Adventure World
www.adventureworld.net.au

Bibra Lake

23kms south

Amusement Park
Open for Summer Seasons only Oct – May
Tourism Accredited Business
 Amusement park rides: $12million roller coaster ‘Abyss’; Black
Widow; Rampage; Freefall; Bounty’s Revenge; Dragon Express;
Yarli’s Barrel Spin; Little Reaper; The Barnacle; Dragon Flyer
 Water Activities: $7million water slide (tallest, steepest and
longest in the world), Tunnel of Terror; Rocky Mountain Rapids;
Water Mountain Mat Slides; Speed Slides; The Shot Gun Slide;
Aqua Super 6 Racey; Kahuna Falls; The Lagoon; Bumper Boats;
Kingdom Falls; Paddle Boats;
 Activities: Grand Prix Race Track; Rail Rider ; Sky Lift; Skull Rock;
Aussie Wildlife Experience; Koi Pond; Yarli’s Safari; Dragon’s
Kingdom
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 Day and night events Calendar
 Exclusive Theme Park Hire
 Cabana Hire
 Gift Vouchers, valid 12 months
 4 Food Outlets
 Catering services
 Various retail and official merchandise outlets
 3 official photography points
 Groups; School Excursions; Children’s Parties; Team Building
Programs (facilitated by Total Team Building)
Kalamunda Water Park

Kalamunda

26kms east

http://www.kalamunda.wa.gov.au/Leisure‐
Tourism/Sports‐Fitness/Recreation‐
Facilities/Water‐Park

Water Park
Managed by Belgravia in partnership with the City of Kalamunda
Open November to March
 2 tube slides (the Zig Zag and the Corkscrew)
 Splash Pad in the Kiddies Play Area (for toddlers and young
children)
 8 lane 50 metre Olympic pool and 2 children’s pools
 Lawned and shaded picnic areas, picnic tables, gas bbqs for hire
 Kiosk
 Showers and Change Rooms
 Storage lockers

Perth Wake Park
www.perthwakepark.com.au

Baldivis

42kms south

Cable Wake Ski Park
Seasonal opening times
 11.6 hectare property, 3 man‐made lakes
 Cable wakeboarding and kneeboarding
 Central commercial building includes: office; reception; ticket
counter; retail and hire equipment; change rooms/toilets; café;
undercover viewing area
 Touch pad check‐ins on arrival, bar code wristband scanner for
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cable access
 Nursery course for children and beginners
 General course
 Obstacle course
 Compulsory safety video and signed waiver before ski
 Exclusive Venue Hire available 8am‐10am
Bonney’s Water Ski Park

Baldivis

42kms south

www.bonneyswaterskipark.com.au

Water Ski Park and Caravan Park
 5 man‐made lakes
 BYO boats tow water skiers, wakeboarders, kneeboarders, ski
biscuits
 General and obstacle lakes
 Competitions and events
 Caravan/camping; lake house and cabin accommodation
 BBQ's, picnic areas and ablution facilities
 Café

Outback Splash at the Maze Family Fun Park

Bullsbrook

52kms north east

www.outbacksplash.com.au

Adventure / Amusement Park
Open year round (Waterslide playgroup open September to April)
 Mazes: Timber Maze; Hedge Maze; Tractor Tyre Maze; Danae’s
Dilemma Maze; Tayla’s Tangle Maze; Phil’s Frustration Maze
 Activities: minigolf; children’s playground; giant jumping pillow;
giant garden chess; hookey board; volleyball course; wildlife
(birds, koalas, emus, kangaroos, birds); Pat ‘N’ Snap Koala
Photo Experience
 Waterslide playground Sep‐Apr: The Plummet inflatable slide;
Octopus Bay kids splash zone; 17.5m waterslide tower with
rafting and single slide rides; cabana hire
 Café Iguana; Mobile Coffee Cart and Snacks
 Picnic facilities and barbecues

Trees Adventure Yanchep
www.treesadventure.com.au

Yanchep

57kms north

Outdoor Adventure Park ‐ tree ropes and ziplining experience
Operators: Canopy Adventure Yanchep Pty Ltd
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Other Trees Adventure Parks: Dwellingup (WA), Glen Harrow Park
(VIC), Yeodene Park (VIC), Grose River Park (NSW), Nowra
Shoalhaven Park (NSW), Hollybank Wilderness Adventures (TAS)
Co‐located with Yanchep National Park (Operated by DBCA)
 7 long ropes courses, 70+ Challenges, 16 ziplines (longest
zipline 80 metres)
 2.5‐hour Sessions (including harnessing and training)
 Training and instruction
 Deck Hire
 GoPro Hire
Dwellingup Adventures

Dwellingup

104kms south east

www.dwellingupadventures.com.au

Outdoor Adventures
 Guided outdoor recreation activities include: abseiling; wall
climbing; jarrah zip line; reverse rain; super splashdown;
canoeing; fast water rafting; low ropes; posers and
predicaments; games; advanced camp crafts; evening activities;
bike tours; flat water rafting; white water rafting; orienteering;
raft rescue; compass wheel; pipeometre; swiftwater awareness
training;
 White water rafting tours
 Self‐guided tours
 Kayak, canoe, mountain bike and camping equipment hire and
delivery; retail and second‐hand sales
 Accredited water rescue training
 Camps and Accommodation
 Charter services
 Access to Bibbulmun Track
 Access to Munda Biddi Trail

Trees Adventure Lane Poole Park
www.treesadventure.com.au

Dwellingup

108kms north

Outdoor Adventure Park ‐ tree ropes and ziplining experience
Operators: Canopy Adventure Yanchep Pty Ltd
Other Trees Adventure Parks: Yanchep (WA), Glen Harrow Park
(VIC), Yeodene Park (VIC), Grose River Park (NSW), Nowra
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Shoalhaven Park (NSW), Hollybank Wilderness Adventures (TAS)
Co‐located with Lane Pool Reserve (Operated by DBCA)
 9 long ropes courses, 80+ challenges, 23 flying foxes (longest
flying fox 100 metres)
 2.5‐hour Sessions (including harnessing and training)
 Training and instruction
 Café
 Deck Hire
 GoPro Hire
 Camp site near by
Dwellingup Adventures

Dwellingup

104kms south east

www.dwellingupadventures.com.au

Outdoor Adventures
 Guided outdoor recreation activities include: abseiling; wall
climbing; jarrah zip line; reverse rain; super splashdown;
canoeing; fast water rafting; low ropes; posers and
predicaments; games; advanced camp crafts; evening activities;
bike tours; flat water rafting; white water rafting; orienteering;
raft rescue; compass wheel; pipeometre; swiftwater awareness
training;
 White water rafting tours
 Self‐guided tours
 Kayak, canoe, mountain bike and camping equipment hire and
delivery; retail and second‐hand sales
 Accredited water rescue training
 Camps and Accommodation
 Charter services
 Access to Bibbulmun Track
 Access to Munda Biddi Trail

Outdoor Recreation Camps *1.5 hours of Perth
Metro

Location

Proximity to Perth

Overview
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Point Walter Recreation and Conference Centre

Bicton

18kms south

https://www.dsr.wa.gov.au/camps/locations/poi
nt‐walter

Parkland and cliff escarpment locality overlooking the Swan River
and Perth city
Modern, sleeps up to 124 people in 6 blocks. 31 rooms with two
bunk beds (4 people) per room. Linen provided. Ablutions.
Catering available
Roping, land and water programs including flying fox, abseiling,
high ropes, crate climb, raft building, kayaking, pool supervision,
team building, orienteering, kite making, archery, mountain biking,
accredited training.
DSR Camp; Member of Australian Camps Association; Licensed
Training Provider; school holiday camps

Rottnest Island Education Camps

Rottnest

19kms (boat) west

www.rottnestisland.com

Island, bushland, lakes and ocean
Rottnest Island accommodation and camping options
Catering and self‐catering available
9 facilitated activities and 9 self‐guided experiences linked to the
WA and Australian Curriculum + access to external tours and
activities provided on the island.
Rottnest Island Education Team

Ern Halliday Recreation Camp
www.dsr.wa.gov.au/camps/locations/ern‐
halliday

Hillarys

23kms east

Set in 28 hectares of natural bushland, adjacent to Hillarys beach
3 dormitory accommodation areas with capacities of 50, 56 and
138 people. Separate Leaders Cottage sleeps eight. 2 x tent camp
sites, total capacity 170 campers.
Catering and self‐catering
Camps and Day Groups, meeting hall seats 100, indoor stadium,
lake, oval, underground cave, disabled access to all facilities,
training programs. 22 recreation programs + custom options and
holiday programs. Activities include: abseiling, ascending, big swing,
crate climb, flying fox, Jacob’s ladder, rock climbing, vertical ascent,
roping combo, archery, caving, coastal bike tour, icebreaker games,
kite making, lost pilot, orienteering, orienteering (advanced), team
building, team building (advanced), water supervision, beach team
building, paddling, paddling advanced, surf lifesaving, kite making,
orienteering.
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DSR Camp
Member of Australian Camps Association; Licensed Training
Provider; school holiday camps
Camp Wattle Grove

Wattle Grove

23kms east

Located in the foothills of the Darling Ranges
6 huts sleep 143 (18; 22; 40; 41; 22); 2 Bedrm house sleeps 5; 3
Bedrm family unit sleeps 8

www.campwattlegrove.com.au

Catering and self‐catering
Auditorium seats 550; dining rooms seats 180; commercial kitchen;
swimming pool; playground; sports oval; camp kitchen; barbecues;
Activities include: 3 in‐ground trampolines, gyro‐ball, table tennis,
bush volleyball, bush walks, cricket pitch, sandpit, low ropes
course, flying fox, camp fires (in season).
Member of Christian Camps Australia
Middle Swan

Swan Valley Adventure Centre

24kms north east

Rural area of the Swan Valley, by the Swan River
6 residential camp houses for up to 235 people(bed rooms, bunk
rooms, disability access rooms and facilities)

www.swanvalleyadventurecentre.org

Conference rooms, meeting rooms, boardroom, hall with stage,
casual space and creché area, adjacent to St Mary’s Anglican
Church.
Recreation facilities include: swimming pool, tennis courts, beach
volleyball court, outdoor netball/basketball courts, oval, cricket
nets, river access for canoeing, bush area. External outdoor
recreation facilitators used by clients as required.
Activities include: archery, commando course, blackout zone,
mountain biking, orienteering, high ropes course, flying fox,
abseiling, rock climbing, challenge pod, canoeing, kayaking and
campfire evening activity.
Bickley Outdoor Recreation Camp

Orange Grove

https://www.dsr.wa.gov.au/camps/locations/bic
kley

25kms east

Located on the Darling Scarp by the Bickley Reservoir
Dormitory accommodation for up to 72 people, tent camping for 50
people and day use for up to 100 people.
Catering available through Accolade Catering or self‐catering
15 standard program options + custom options; quarry abseiling,
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onsite abseiling, climbing wall, crate climb, flying fox, leap of faith,
vertical challenge, canoeing, raft making, swimming supervision,
icebreakers, mountain biking (beginner & advanced), orienteering,
search and rescue, team building.
DSR Camp
Member of Australian Camps Association; Licensed Training
Provider; school holiday camps
Coogee

Woodman Point Recreation Camp

37kms south west

www.dsr.wa.gov.au/camps/locations/woodman‐
point

6.5 hectare coastal site located 8kms south of Fremantle. Site has
significant historical and cultural importance
Dormitory accommodation with capacities of 32, 60, 60 and 100.
Standalone cottage for up to 9 camp leaders. Tent camp site for up
50. Day use area capacity for up to 150.
Catering available through Accolade Catering or self‐catering
State‐of‐the‐art CUBE facility for a variety of adventure and roping
programs. 22 recreation programs + custom options and holiday
programs. Activities include: archery, quarantine, historical night
tour, kite making, orienteering, search and rescue, team building,
ultimate sports, abseiling, flying fox, high ropes, rock climbing,
vertical challenge, raft building, surf lifesaving, surf ski paddling,
water supervision.
DSR Camp
Member of Australian Camps Association; Licensed Training
Provider; school holiday camps

Serpentine Camping Centre
www.baptistcampingcentres.org/serpentine/

Jarrahdale

45kms south east

Bush setting
4 dormitories with 5 rooms in each, containing 8 (bunk) beds each
Full catered
21m swimming pool, climbing wall, archery, gymnasium, outdoor
basketball and tennis courts, mini golf, table tennis, large oval,
meeting hall, volleyball, netball, badminton, meeting rooms,
Division of Baptist Camping Centres, activities coordinated by
Adventure Out Australia, National Accommodation, Recreation and
Tourism Accreditation (NARTA), Member of Outdoors WA
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Christian Youth Camps Lake Cooloongup

Baldivis

46kms south west

Bushland retreat
Capacity 160, 6 x dormitories sleep 24; 32; 32; 36; and 10 motel
style units sleep 20

www.cycwa.com.au

Fully catered
Auditorium seats 160; 6 x external study rooms; dining room;
ablution blocks; barbecue areas; games room with table tennis and
pool tables; tennis courts, oval; activities include: flying fox,
trampolines, mini golf, low ropes course, abseiling, rock climbing
wall, adventure course, dunking machine, crate climbing.
Christian Youth Camp WA; Member of Christian Camps Australia
Kerem Adventure Camp

Bullsbrook

52kms north east

www.keremadventurecamp.com.au

Rural bushland location 15 minutes from Joondalup; 500m from
Outback Splash at The Maze
Camp sleeps total of 130 people in 5 individual accommodation
huts made up of dormitories and individual rooms (43; 30; 20; 16;
20); Camp day groups
Catering or self‐catering
Central camp kitchen and dining hall; undercover bbq and dining
area; meeting hall; indoor recreation room; volleyball court,
basketball court, sports oval, bushwalking trail; swimming pool;
camp fire; ablution blocks; tent camping area. Activities include:
adventure activities, archery, astronomy discovery nights,
Australian bush poetry performance, boot camp and fitness
activities, colour run & colour wars, disc golf / frisbee golf, emu
mile, running trail or bushwalk discovery, rock climbing, tug‐o‐war,
zorb balls, team building activities, excursions to nearby Outback
Splash at The Maze.
Anglican/Christian Camp. Clients include Guildford Grammar, John
Septimus Roe and Newman College. Member of Christian Camps
Australia *Excellent modern website/branding

Fairbridge Village
www.fairbridge.asn.au

Pinjarra

90km south east

26 hectare, heritage listed village, nestled on the south Dandalup
River
Cottages sleeping 2 to 56 people for up to 200 people.
Professionally fully catered or self‐ catering
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Adventure, cultural and environmental team‐building activities;
youth charity; accredited training courses; camps for schools,
religious, corporate, disability and community groups; historical
tours / day trips; regional events/festivals; corporate conferences,
functions, events
Registered training organisation; Member of Outdoors WA
Dare Outdoor Adventure Camp

Dwellingup

105km south east

Located on 12 acres, surrounded by State owned jarrah forest
80 Beds, BYO linen, 2 x 28 bed Bunkhouses, 1 x 12 bed chalet, 1 x
12 bed bunkroom

Dwellingup Bunkhouses
www.dareadventures.com.au

Resident cook, or self‐cater for private hire only
Large communal dining room
Outdoor adventure camp, abseiling tower, climbing wall, flying
foxes, confidence course, archery canoeing, rafting, BMX tracks and
bikes, mountain bikes, trampolines, ¼ basketball court, large oval,
bush walking, paintball, large activity lake
Accredited Tourism Business; completing Campsite accreditation ‐
Aussie Host; Food Safe; Member of Outdoors WA; Member of
Paintball Association of WA

Nanga Bush Camp and Forest Retreat

Dwellingup

110km south east

www.nangabush.com

80 acres jarrah forest with 1km Murray River frontage (Lane Poole
Reserve)
300 beds in 3 bunk houses, 4 beds per room, separate
accommodation for leaders. Up to 34 beds in cottage, BYO linen
Catering service or self‐catering facilities in each bunkhouse and
cottage.
Abseiling, climbing walls, low ropes challenge course, canoeing,
rafting, orienteering, swimming, mountain bikes, indoor recreation
areas, professional instructors.
Member of Outdoors WA

Forest Edge Recreation Camp
www.forestedge.net

Waroona

115kms south

Positioned amongst rural pastures and scenic Darling Ranges; close
to township of Waroona and Lake Navarino / Waroona Dam
Dormitory accommodation with 23 rooms (140 single beds),
ensuited staff rooms, dining, entertaining, ablution and indoor
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activity area; Campsites
Catering service or self‐catering facilities
Flying fox, abseiling (natural surface), abseiling tower (artificial
surface), climbing wall, orienteering course, rock climbing, target
shooting, pamper pole / leap of faith, low ropes course, boomerang
making, screen printing, bush walking incentive course, bush skills,
catapult, initiative games, kayaking (flat water)‐ ski biscuiting ‐
water skiing ‐ raft building (Waroona Dam), horse riding
(outsourced)
Tourism Accredited Business, Member of Tourism Council WA,
Member of Outdoors WA, Member of Australian Camps Association
Camp Mornington
www.campmornington.com.au

Wokalup (near
Harvey)

151kms south

Former saw mill, bushland location
2 designated camp areas, Camp Mornington dormitory sleeps up to
80 in 4 rooms + 4 supervisor rooms. Camp Variety sleeps up to 50
in 2 dormitories each with 2 rooms + 2 supervisor rooms
Catering provided
Activity halls, gymnasium/basketball courts, swimming pool.
Activities include: climbing wall, high ropes course, mid ropes
course, low ropes course, raft‐building/canoeing, abseiling tower,
bush biking, shelter building, crate climbing, orienteering, flying
fox.
PCYC Operated (not‐for‐profit camp)

Other Recreation Camps noted outside of the 1.5 hour Competition Catchment Area from Perth included:


Bridgetown Camp School (DET), Bridgetown, 261kms from Perth www.fairbridge.asn.au/bridgetown‐camp‐school



Margaret River Retreat, Margaret River, 280kms from Perth www.margaretriverretreat.com



Big Valley Campsite, Margaret River, 290kms from Perth www.mronline.com.au/accom/bigvalley



Donnelly River Holiday Village, Manjimup, 300kms from Perth www.donnellyriverholidayvillage.com.au



Pemberton Camp School (DET), Pemberton, 335kms from Perth www.pembertoncampschool.com.au



Geraldton Camp School (DET), Geraldton, 419kms from Perth www.geraldtoncampschool.wa.edu.au



Centre for Sustainable Living, Denmark, 420kms from Perth csl@denmarkcsl.com.au
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Camp Quaranup (DSR), Big Grove – Albany, 432 kms from Perth www.campquaranup.com.au



Goldfields Camp School (DET), Kalgoorlie, 595kms from Perth www.Goldfieldscampschool.wa.edu.au



Ningaloo Reef Adventure Camp, Coral Bay, 1,133kms from Perth www.ningalooadventures.com



Broome Camp School (DET), Broome, 2,189kms from Perth www.broomecampschool.com.au

Table 10: Competitive MTB and Outdoor Recreation Analysis
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Section 9:
Tourism Visitation Analysis

Figure 38: Image courtesy Tourism WA
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Table 11: Shire of Chittering Day Trips 2010‐2016

9. Tourism Visitation Analysis

Daytrips

Shire of Chittering Tourist Visitation

2010‐2013

2011‐2014

2012‐2015

2013‐2016

Holiday & VFR

93,000

98,000

103,000

110,000

Business & Other

18,000

22,000

30,000

26,000

111,000

128,000

133,000

136,000

$67.00

$67.00

$67.00

$67.00

$7,437,000

$8,576,000

$8,911,000

$9,112,000

(Economic Spend)

Total Visitors
Average Spend per Trip

Total Economic Benefit

Table 12: Shire of Chittering Day Trips Economic Spend 2010‐2016
Figure 39: Chittering Valley from Hartley Estate Winery – Image courtesy Tourism WA

Chittering Visitor Centre Data10

Total Visitor Centre Visitors by Year

Shire of Chittering Day Trips – Economic Spend 2010 – 20169
CommonDaytrips

2010‐2013

2011‐2014

2012‐2015

2013‐2016

(Visitation)
Holiday

np

np

np

np

Visiting friends &
relatives (VFR)

np

np

np

np

93,000

98,000

103,000

110,000

Business

np

np

np

np

Other

np

np

np

np

Total

111,000

128,000

133,000

136,000

Sub‐Total Leisure

9

Tourism Research Australia, NVS Daytrips 1998 onwards, Summation Options by Reason
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Annual Visitor Centre Origins
Figure 40: Total Visitor Centre visitors by year 2013‐2018

10

Visitor Numbers to Chittering Visitor Centre as recorded by volunteers and TPO 2013‐18

for trip by Local Government Area (LGA), Calendar year, 9 Feb 2018, Space Time Research
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Visitor Origins:

Visitor Origin Overview

Local = Chittering residents
Perth = Greater Perth metropolitan area

13%

Country = Outside Greater Perth, regional areas

Local

16%

East = Eastern States of Australia

Country

22%

Overseas = International visitor

East

38%

Annual Visitor Centre Origins

Perth

O'Seas

11%
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Figure 42: Annual Visitor Centre origins by percentage 2013‐2018

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Figure 41: Annual Visitor Centre origins 2013‐2018
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Destination Perth 2018 Fact Sheet11

Destination Perth Intrastate Visitor Summary

Destination Perth Overnight Visitor Summary

Western Australians travelling to / within Destination Perth
*Based on visitor numbers – annual average of 2016, 2017 & 2018

Figure 43: Destination Perth Overnight Visitor Summary YE Dec 2018

Figure 44: Destination Perth Intrastate Visitor Summary YE Dec 2018

11

Destination Perth 2018 Fact Sheet, Tourism WA ‐ Strategy and Research, May 2019
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Destination Perth Interstate Visitor Summary

Destination Perth International Visitor Summary

Other Australians Travelling to Destination Perth

International visitors travelling to Destination Perth

*Based on Visitor Numbers - Annual Average Of 2016, 2017 & 2018. Please note: Small sample size,
caution should be used when reporting these estimates due to lower levels of reliability.

*Based on visitor numbers – annual average of 2016, 2017 & 2018

Figure 46: Destination Perth International Visitor Summary YE Dec 2018
Figure 45: Destination Perth Interstate Visitor Summary YE Dec 2018
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Destination Perth Trip Information
Overnight visitors travelling in/to Destination Perth
*Based on visitor numbers – annual average of 2016, 2017 & 2018
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Wheatbelt Tourism Visitation

Figure 48: Wheatbelt Wildflowers and Glenfield Homestead – Image courtesy Tourism WA

Wheatbelt 2018 Visitor Factsheet12
The Wheatbelt is made up of 42 local government authorities:

Figure 47: Destination Perth, Internationals, Accommodation, Activities YE Dec 2018

12

Beverley
Brookton
Bruce Rock
Chittering
Corrigin
Cuballing
Cunderdin
Dalwallinu
Dandaragan
Dowerin
Dumbleyung
Gingin
Goomalling
Kellerberrin

Kondinin
Koorda
Kulin
Lake Grace
Merredin
Moora
Mt Marshall
Mukinbudin
Narembeen
Narrogin
Northam
Nungarin
Pingelly
Quairading

Tammin
Toodyay
Trayning
Victoria Plains
Wagin
Wandering
West Arthur
Westonia
Wickepin
Williams
Wongan Ballidu
Wyalkatchem
Yilgarn
York

Wheatbelt 2018 Visitor Factsheet, Tourism WA – Strategy and Research, May 2019
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Wheatbelt Overnight Visitor Summary

Wheatbelt Visitor Profiles

Overnight Visitors

Overnight visitors travelling to / within the Wheatbelt
*Based on visitor numbers – annual average of 2016, 2017 & 2018

Figure 49: Wheatbelt Overnight Visitor Summary YE Dec 2018

Figure 50: Wheatbelt Visitor Profiles YE Dec 2018
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Figure 51: Wheatbelt Trip Information YE Dec 2018

Wheatbelt Trip Information
Overnight visitors travelling to / within the Wheatbelt
*Based on visitor numbers – annual average of 2016, 2017 & 2018

Western Australian Tourism Consumer Profiles13
Six new domestic consumer market segment profiles were identified by
Tourism Western Australia in 2018. The segmentation model is aimed at
providing:


Greater Insight: In‐depth understanding of the segments through use
of multiple data sources and a commitment to on‐going learning.



Greater Relevance: Segments based on holiday behaviour and needs
and prioritised based on bespoke criteria.



Greater Efficiency: Detailed media and technology insights to inform
media strategy and planning through to precision targeting.

Of the six market segments, the following three segments were identified as
priorities for Western Australia:


Escape and Connect



Bright Lights



Off the Beaten Track

Excerpts from ‘Tourism WA’s New Domestic Segmentation Model’ industry
handbook have been provided to follow.

13

Tourism WA’s New Domestic Segmentation Model, 2018
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Escape and Connect
“I’m looking to disconnect to reconnect”
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Bright Lights
“I live life at 100 miles an hour, I want to have as many experiences as
possible”

Figure 52: Tourism Consumer Profile – Escape and Connect
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Figure 53: Tourism Consumer Profile – Bright Lights
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Off the Beaten Track
“I enjoy the simple pleasures in life, getting away from crowds and back to
nature”
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Family Fun
“My life revolves around finding the best solutions for my family. I want to
create awesome memories for us all to remember for a long time to come.”

Figure 54: Tourism Consumer Profile – Off the Beaten Track
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Figure 55: Tourism Consumer Profile – Family Fun
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Relax and Rewind
“Life is all about keeping it simple and easy for ourselves. We’re at a time in
our lives when we want to take it nice and slow.”
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Culture Vultures
“I am loving having a bit more time back in my life, time to explore, time to
learn again!”

Figure 56: Tourism Consumer Profile – Relax and Rewind
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Figure 57: Tourism Consumer Profile – Culture Vultures
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Section 10:
Demographics
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10. Demographics

Families

1,521

Average children per family
Both the Shire of Chittering (Local Government Area) and the locality of
Bindoon (State Suburb) have recorded a significant growth in population in
the 2011 and 2016 Australian Bureau of Statistics Census data:




At 2016, the estimated resident population of the Chittering Local
Government Area was 5,472 people (up 24.84% on 2011); 1,521
families; 2,206 private dwellings; and the median age was 43 years14

‐

for families with children

1.9

‐

for all families

0.8

All private dwellings
Average people per household

At 2016, the estimated resident population of Bindoon was 1,183
people (up 11.28% on 2011); 325 families; 554 private dwellings; and
the median age was 45 years15

2.8

Median weekly household income

$1,640

Median monthly mortgage repayments

$2,167

Median weekly rent

Shire of Chittering Demographics

2,206

Average motor vehicles per dwelling

$270
2.7

2016 Census Community Profile – Chittering Local Government
Area16
People:

5,472

Male:

50.8%

Female:

49.2%

Median:

43

14

ABS, 2016 Census QuickStats, Chittering (S), WA, Local Government Area

15

ABS, 2016 Census QuickStats, Bindoon (SSC), WA, State Suburb

16

ABS, 2016 Census QuickStats, Chittering (S), WA, Local Government Area
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Average motor vehicles per dwelling

Bindoon Demographics
2016 Census Community Profile – Bindoon State Suburb17
People:

2.3

Chittering Target Market Snapshot
1,183

Male:

50%

Female:

50%

Median:

45

Shire of Chittering Population / Target Market Snapshot:18
Estimated Resident Population ‐ Persons ‐ Total (no.)

5,472

Estimated Resident Population ‐ Median Age, Usual Residents (years)
Estimated Resident Population ‐ Persons ‐ 5 to 19 years of age

43
1,193

(schools, sports, outdoor recreation markets)

Families

325

Estimated Resident Population ‐ Persons ‐ 25 to 49 years of age

1,658

(largest cohort of mountain bike riders by statistical age group in WA)

Average children per family

Table 13: Shire of Chittering target demographics

‐

for families with children

1.8

‐

for all families

0.6

All private dwellings

554

Average people per household

2.4

Median weekly household income

$1,064

Median monthly mortgage repayments

$1,751

Median weekly rent

Greater Perth Demographics
The Greater Perth area includes the boundaries of the Shire of Yanchep to the
north, the Shires of Mundaring and Murray to the east, and the Shire of
Pinjarra and City of Mandurah to the south.
2016 Census Community Profile – Greater Perth19
People:

$298

17

ABS, 2016 Census QuickStats, Bindoon (SSC), WA, State Suburb

18

ABS, 2016 Census QuickStats, Chittering (S), WA, Local Government Area, at 30 June 2016

Male:

19

1,943,858
49.6%

ABS, 2016 Census Quick Stats, Greater Perth
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Female:

50.4%

Median:

Age 36

Families

515,328

Areas) was 36 years. The 5 – 19 years mountain biking
school/education/sports groups target market made up 18.7% of the
population (363,743 people), and the 26 – 49 years (largest cohort of
mountain bikers in Western Australia aged between 26 and 5022 and a key
target market) made up 40.3% of the population (783,483 people).

Average children per family
‐

for families with children

1.8

‐

for all families

0.8

All private dwellings

Total target demographics
in Greater Perth
aged 5 to 49:

818,081

Average people per household

2.6

Median weekly household income

$1,643

Median monthly mortgage repayments

$2,000

Median weekly rent

1,210,660 people
*Note: mountain bikers in Western Australia are predominantly male which make up 49.6% of
the Greater Perth resident population

$360

Average motor vehicles per dwelling

1.9

Demographics by Age *Core target demographics in Greater Perth highlighted
Age

*Note: The estimated resident population for Greater Perth at the end of 2018
was 2,059,48420

Greater Perth Demographics

21

The median age of people in Greater Perth (Greater Capital City Statistical

20

idCommunity – Greater Perth Community Profile 2018

21

ABS, 2016 Census, Greater Perth, 5GPER (GCCSA), People – Demographics and Education

Greater Perth

%

WA

%

36

‐‐

36

‐‐

0‐4 years

126,713

6.5

161,727

6.5

5‐9 years

126,833

6.5

164,153

6.6

10‐14 years

116,781

6.0

150,806

6.1

15‐19 years

120,129

6.2

149,997

6.1

20‐24 years

133,434

6.9

160,332

6.5

Median age

22

WA Mountain Bike Strategy 2015‐2020: Participation, WestCycle
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Education groups are a key mid-week
visitation target market for a
Mountain Bike and Adventure Park

Demographics by Age *Core target demographics in Greater Perth highlighted
Age

Greater Perth

%

WA

%

25‐29 years

150,329

7.7

184,908

7.5

30‐34 years

156,352

8.0

194,267

7.9

35‐39 years

137,621

7.1

173,041

7.0

40‐44 years

134,986

6.9

171,996

7.0

45‐49 years

134,195

6.9

172,520

7.0

50‐54 years

124,498

6.4

162,438

6.6

Education

Greater Perth

%

WA

%

55‐59 years

113,020

5.8

149,899

6.1

Preschool

23,779

3.9

30,247

3.9

60‐64 years

99,944

5.1

132,145

5.3

Primary ‐ Government

111,571

18.4

144,988

18.9

65‐69 years

88,770

4.6

116,755

4.7

Primary ‐ Catholic

29,164

4.8

36,865

4.8

70‐74 years

63,597

3.3

82,911

3.4

75‐79 years

48,038

2.5

61,509

2.5

Primary ‐ other non‐
Government

23,411

3.9

28,046

3.7

80‐84 years

33,960

1.7

42,590

1.7

Secondary ‐ Government

66,647

11.0

88,176

11.5

85 years and over

34,652

1.8

42,420

1.7

Secondary – Catholic

28,459

4.7

34,065

4.4

Secondary ‐ other non‐
Government

30,367

5.0

34,773

4.5

Technical or further
education institution

38,142

6.3

46,835

6.1

University or tertiary
institution

99,590

16.5

106,811

13.9

Other

16,011

2.6

18,547

2.4

137,920

22.8

197,644

25.8

Table 14: Greater Perth target market demographics

Demographics by Education Type23
In Greater Perth, 31.1% of people were attending an educational institution.
Of these, 27.1% were in primary school, 20.7% in secondary school and 22.8%
were in a tertiary or technical institution.

Demographics by Education Type
*Core target demographic in Greater Perth highlighted

Not stated

Table 15: Greater Perth target education sector demographics

23

ABS, 2016 Census, Greater Perth, 5GPER (GCCSA), People – Demographics and Education
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Demographics by Family Composition24

Alkimos ‐ Eglinton was the fastest‐growing suburb in Western Australia in
2017‐18, up by 14%. This was followed by the coastal area of North Coogee
(11%) in Perth's south‐west, Forrestdale – Harrisdale ‐ Piara Waters (9%) and
Casuarina ‐ Wandi, in the south‐west (8%).

Of the families in Greater Perth, 46.3% were couple families with children,
37.5% were couple families without children and 14.5% were one parent
families.

Specifically, in the North East and North West statistical areas of Greater
Perth, the largest and fastest growing suburbs in 2017‐201826 are outlined in
the tables below.

Demographics by Family Composition
*Core target demographics in Greater Perth highlighted

Family Composition

Greater Perth

%

WA

%

Couple family without children

193,034

37.5

247,841

38.5

Couple family with children

238,521

46.3

292,133

45.3

74,556

14.5

93,344

14.5

9,214

1.8

10,869

1.7

One parent family
Other family

Table 16: Greater Perth family composition demographics

Greater Perth Regional Population Growth25
In 2017‐18, the ten suburbs with the largest population increases in Western
Australia were all within Greater Perth. The suburb of Baldivis, in Perth's
south‐west, had the largest growth in terms of absolute numbers, increasing
by 2,240 to reach 38,342 people. Large growth also occurred in Forrestdale ‐
Harrisdale ‐ Piara Waters (2,115) in Perth's south‐east, Ellenbrook (2,076)
north‐east of the city, and Alkimos ‐ Eglinton (1,531) in the north‐west.

24
25

ABS, 2016 Census, Greater Perth, 5GPER (GCCSA), People – Demographics and Education

Largest Population Growth Suburbs in Western Australia
Suburb

Area

2018 Increase #

%

Perth ‐ North West

11,874

1 531

14.8

The Vines

Perth ‐ North East

11,810

811

7.4

Ellenbrook

Perth ‐ North East

41,382

2 076

5.3

Perth ‐ North West

28,254

881

3.2

2018 Increase #

%

Alkimos ‐ Eglinton

Madeley ‐ Darch ‐ Landsdale

Fastest Population Growth Suburbs in Western Australia
Suburb

Area
Perth ‐ North West

11,874

1 531

14.8

The Vines

Perth ‐ North East

11,810

811

7.4

Two Rocks

Perth ‐ North West

3,376

191

6.0

Yanchep

Perth ‐ North West

10,399

558

5.7

Alkimos ‐ Eglinton

Table 17: Largest and fastest growth suburbs in Greater Perth

26

ABS, 3218.0 ‐ Regional Population Growth, Australia, 2017‐18

ABS, 3218.0 ‐ Regional Population Growth, Australia, 2017‐18
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Large and fast population growth areas are particularly attractive to young
families with new housing estates, schools, recreational and sporting needs,
therefore the suburbs highlighted in the North West and North East statistical
areas of Greater Perth above have been identified as future target market
localities for a mountain bike and adventure park in Bindoon.

Chittering Education Data27

Table 18: Chittering resident education data

Public and Non-Government Schools Data28
The following public and non‐government school reports were developed by
the Western Australian Department of Education for 2018 Semester 2 and
provide an insight to schools, student numbers and cohorts as potential
education, outdoor recreation and sporting group target markets for a
Mountain Bike Park in Bindoon.
1. Public Schools and Students by Education Region ‐ 2018 Semester 2

In the Chittering Local Government Area, 31.5% of people were attending an
educational institution in 2016. Of these, 27.0% were in primary school, 25.6%
in secondary school and 10.4% in a tertiary or technical institution.

2. Non‐Government Schools by Religious Affiliation & Education Region ‐
2018 Semester 2
3. Full‐Time Primary and Secondary Enrolments by Year Level, Public and
Non‐Government Schools 2009 to 2018

Chittering Education Data
Education Type

Chittering (S)

%

71

4.1

326

18.8

Primary ‐ Catholic

73

4.2

Primary ‐ other non‐Government

69

4.0

Secondary ‐ Government

220

12.7

Secondary – Catholic

140

8.1

Secondary ‐ other non‐Government

91

Technical or further education institution

Preschool
Primary ‐ Government

University or tertiary institution

27

5. Public Schools by Size(a) and Classification ‐ 2018 Semester 2

Public Schools and Students in Perth Metropolitan Area, 2018 Semester 2
Primary
Students

Secondary
Students

Total

245

72,781

37,412

110,193

South Metropolitan

258

82,048

42,361

124,409

Total

503

154,829

79,773

234,602

Region

# of Schools

5.2

North Metropolitan

78

4.5

102

5.9

28

1.6

538

31.0

Other
Not stated

4. Summary Statistics of Schools and Full‐Time Students – August 2018

ABS, 2016 Census QuickStats, Chittering (S), WA, Local Government Area

28

Western Australian Department of Education. 2018 Semester 2 Schools Data Reports
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ESTIMATE ('000)

Non‐Government Schools and Students in Perth Metropolitan Area, 2018
Semester 2
Primary
Students

Secondary
Students

Total

109

32,609

35,986

68,595

South Metropolitan

107

29,693

26,908

56,601

Total

216

62,302

62,894

125,196

Region

# of Schools

North Metropolitan

Participation in Sport & Physical Recreation, WA
2013-201429
The following data details the sex and age of persons participating in sport
and recreation activities in Western Australia.
ESTIMATE ('000)
Participation Rate (numbers)
Males
15–17 years
18–24 years
25–34 years
35–44 years
45–54 years
55–64 years
65 years and over

29

WA

Australia

43.3
80.9
149.1
113.7
116.6
85.6
74.0

315.4
755.1
1,123.7
986.6
924.1
712.1
735.6

WA

Australia

Total male participants

659.8

5,550.6

Females
15–17 years
18–24 years
25–34 years
35–44 years
45–54 years
55–64 years
65 years and over
Total female participants

30.3
84.3
131.8
111.4
107.8
82.8
76.5
611.9

348.4
679.2
1,022.5
1,071.0
946.2
757.5
756.8
5,569.0

WA

Australia

75.7
159.4
282.3
220.3
215.3
168.3
150.8
1,268.8

663.6
1,436.4
2,144.0
2,052.3
1,870.3
1,474.6
1,495.5
11,122.1

71.6
67.6
70.9

72.8
67.7
67.3

ESTIMATE ('000)
Participation Rate (numbers)
Persons
15–17 years
18–24 years
25–34 years
35–44 years
45–54 years
55–64 years
65 years and over
Total participants
Participation Rate (%)
Males
15–17 years
18–24 years
25–34 years

ABS, 41770DO001_201314 Participation in Sport and Physical Recreation, Australia, 2013‐14
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ESTIMATE ('000)

WA

Australia

35–44 years
45–54 years
55–64 years
65 years and over
Total male participants

66.4
68.2
63.8
51.4
66.1

63.3
61.9
54.5
48.3
61.0

Females
15–17 years
18–24 years
25–34 years
35–44 years
45–54 years
55–64 years
65 years and over
Total female participants

61.6
70.6
67.3
61.5
64.2
60.7
48.1
60.8

74.8
67.0
60.6
66.1
60.8
56.4
44.8
59.4

ESTIMATE ('000)

WA

Australia

Participation Rate (%)
Persons
15–17 years
18–24 years
25–34 years
35–44 years
45–54 years
55–64 years
65 years and over
Total participants

85.1
65.8
69.3
62.5
63.8
62.3
49.6
63.0

73.8
67.2
63.9
64.6
61.4
55.6
46.6
60.2

Figure 58: Public and Non‐Government Schools Data
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Section 11:
Mountain Bike Industry
Snapshot
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Australian Mountain Bike Association]

11. Mountain Bike Industry Snapshot

It has been commonly reported that mountain biking is one of the world’s
fastest growing recreational, sport and tourism activities and Western
Australia is following this global trend.

Australian Mountain Bike Trail Guidelines 2019 [Mountain Bike
Australia]

In 2015, WestCyle, the peak industry body for cycling in Western Australia,
(inclusive of WAMBA, the Western Australian Mountain Bike Association),
released the Western Australian Mountain Bike Strategy 2015‐2020 stating:
‘The recent rapid rise of mountain biking now provides Western Australia with
a unique opportunity to grow and evolve into a world‐class mountain bike
destination.
This will support the growth and diversification of the state’s recreation sector
and tourism industry whilst also securing meaningful economic and social
outcomes for our local and regional communities’.
Since the release of this document, a myriad of mountain bike trail strategies,
plans, projects and guidelines has been developed by the mountain biking
sector, industry organisations, Local Government Authorities and State
Government Agencies in response to a rapidly growing demand for mountain
bike trails across Australia.
Key publications have been acknowledged as an authoritative base upon
which this research study has been undertaken.

Figure 59: Western Australian Mountain Bike Strategy 2015‐2020

These documents include:


WA Mountain Bike Strategy 2015‐2020 [WestCycle]



WA Mountain Bike Management Guidelines [WA Department of
Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries; WestCycle; West
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Consultation with WestCycle identified the
development of mountain bike trails in
Perth and surrounds are a priority as
the demand for sanctioned, quality mountain
bike trails far outweighs the supply… 30

Figure 60: Australian Mountain Bike Trail Guidelines 2019

30

Matt Fulton, CEO WestCycle, May 2019
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Mountain Biking Participation in WA31
The Western Australian Mountain Bike Strategy 2015‐2020 developed by
peak industry body WestCycle, has provided detailed data of participation in
mountain biking and related events and competitions throughout the State.
There is an under‐representation of young people and women participating in
mountain biking across all aspects of the sport from riding and racing to
coaching, officiating, governance and trail delivery.

Barriers to mountain biking participation include:


Limited understanding of the benefits of mountain biking



Perceptions about mountain biking



Lack of knowledge of the trails available within the state



Limited availability and accessibility of different styles of trail offering
different levels of technical difficulty, including trails for beginners/less
skilled riders



Undersupply of trails within or in close proximity to population centres



The significant time and distances necessary to travel to ride



Shortage of trails accessible by transport other than private vehicle



Restricted availability of opportunities for skill‐building and progression



Limited availability of bike and equipment hire providers



Limited availability of trained mountain bike guides

Sources for the graphic [pictured right] from the WestCycle Strategy include the
Australian Bicycle Council; Cape to Cape; Cycling Australia; Dwellingup 100; Retail
Cycle Traders Australia; Single Track Minds; UCI; and WA Mountain Bike Association.

31

Figure 61: Western Australian Mountain Bike Strategy 2015‐2020, WestCycle

Western Australian Mountain Bike Strategy 2015‐2020, WestCycle
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Mountain Bike Trails, Facilities & Infrastructure
Trails WA is an independent for purpose organisation that exists to facilitate
advocacy for and the marketing of a high‐quality trails network across
Western Australia. Trails WA identifies over 40 sanctioned mountain bike
trails (some independent, others part of trail networks) in Western
Australia.32 *Note: Less than a quarter of single‐track trails in WA are sanctioned
The majority of trails in Western Australia are positioned in WA Department
of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions operated National Parks and
State Forests with two major geographical mountain bike trail hubs located in
the Perth Hills (e.g. Kalamunda) and South West Region (e.g. Collie and
Margaret River)
With over 40 kilometres of sanctioned single‐track, the Kalamunda Trails
Network is located within an easy 32‐minute drive east of Perth’s CBD and is
the capital city’s largest and most popular mountain biking destination with
over 40 individual mountain bike trails of varying difficulties.
An audit of Mountain Bike Trails in Western Australia has been provided in
Section 5: Situation Analysis, Competition: Mountain Biking/Recreation
Product
The Western Australian Mountain Bike Strategy 2015‐2020 provides an
overview of trails, facilities and infrastructure in WA33
Sources for the graphic [pictured right] from the WestCycle Strategy include Common
Ground Trails, Kalamunda Mountain Bike Collective, Munda Biddi Trail Foundation,
National Geographic, Rail Trails, Single Track Minds and WAMBA.
Figure 62: Western Australian Mountain Bike Strategy 2015‐2020, WestCycle

32

Trailswa.com ‐ Trails: Mountain Bike, June 2019

33

Western Australian Mountain Bike Strategy 2015‐2020, WestCycle
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Mountain Bike Clubs in WA
WestCycle, the peak body incorporating the WA Mountain Bike Association
(WAMBA) has a membership of 55 cycle‐related clubs and organisations
across the State.
These clubs are highly active, organised and regularly travel to participate in
competitions and events across Western Australia, Australia and
internationally. Over 50 competitive mountain‐bike events are held in
Western Australia every year.34
Advice by WestCycle pertaining to the potential development of a mountain
bike club in Bindoon (often a natural progression by the community or regular
visitors to a mountain bike park), is to recommend the development of, for
example ‘Bindoon Cycle Club’ thus allowing all types of riders in the
community and beyond to participate in a variety of cycling‐based activities
and events in Bindoon in the future i.e. future‐proofing and broadening
community and consumer appeal.
The following clubs and organisations demonstrate the potential for a
mountain bike and cycle friendly town (Bindoon) to tap into this lucrative and
passionate market sector of cycling enthusiasts and competition riders.

Cycle Clubs in Western Australia *WestCycle Members35
225 Racing Cycle Club

Melville Fremantle Cycle Club

About Bike Hire

Mandurah BMX Club

Albany Cycle Club

Margaret River BMX Club

Australian Time Trials Association

Margaret River Off Road Cycling Association

34

Western Australian Mountain Bike Strategy 2015‐2020, WestCycle

Bunbury BMX Club

Midland Cycle Club

Burrup Mountain Bike Club

Northern Beaches Cycling Club

Busselton Cycle Club

Northern Districts WA Cycling Club

Byford BMX Club

Peel Districts Cycle Club

Cape Range Riders Exmouth

Peel Districts Mountain Bike Club

Cockburn BMX Club

Rockingham BMX Club

Collie BMX Club

South Perth Cycle Club

Collie Cycle Club

South West Cycle Club

Cowaramup BMX Club

South West Mountain Bike Club

Cycle Centre

Southern Districts BMX Club

Dunsborough Cycle Club

Southside BMX Club

East Pilbara BMX Club

Tom Price BMX Club

Eastern Goldfields BMX Club

Track Cycling WA

Eastern Goldfields Cycling Club

WA Historical Cycle Club

Esperance Cycle Club

Wanneroo BMX Club

G.E.A.R.S Cycle Club

Westside BMX Club

Geraldton Mountain Bike Club

Woorree Park BMX Club

Hedland BMX Club

X‐Speed Australia Cycle Club

Hills BMX Club

Western Australian Tandem Cycling
Advisory Council

Kalamunda Mountain Bike Collective

Table 19: WestCycle member clubs, associations, industry providers

35

Published WestCycle Members, June 2019
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central hub for people seeking information about Adaptive MTB around Australia.

Adaptive Mountain Biking36
Adaptive MTB (Mountain Biking) encompasses a broad range of events and
riders who typically cannot ride a standard mountain bike and require
adapted equipment and trails to suit their physical, intellectual, neurological
and sensory abilities.
There are varying adaptive mountain bikes available around the world, each
designed to meet a rider’s specific need. Readily established adaptive
equipment includes: handcycles, recumbent leg‐cycles, and tandem bikes.
A comprehensive Adaptive Trail Rating (ATR) System has been developed to
rate the accessibility of trails for adaptive riders.
The ATR System assesses the level of accessibility of mountain bike trails and
their associated amenities for adaptive riders. The level of accessibility
(rating) allows users to determine which trails are best suited for their ability
and equipment.

Figure 63: Adaptive Trail Rating (ATR) System developed by Break the Boundary

The rating is broken down into two components, trails and amenities, each of
which has 5 elements that are individually scored in line with the Adaptive
MTB Guidelines.

‘Top Tips’ for mountain bike trail users by Trails WA offer an insight to key
recommendations and consumer education strategies for safe, responsible
and enjoyable participation in mountain biking in Western Australia.

Break the Boundary has developed a set of Adaptive Mountain Bike
Guidelines and resources for use by associate members, clubs, charities,
departments and associations around Australia. The Guidelines address many
challenges with adaptive mountain biking and provides solutions such as the
Adaptive Trail Rating (ATR) system.

Mountain Bike Trail Tips 37

What to Take
Urban Trails or Short Trails Near Facilities: Walkers and Cyclists
Daypack with comfortable shoulder straps (with hip belt preferably)
containing:

Break the Boundary advocates for accessibility and inclusion of people with physical
and neurological disabilities in Mountain Biking (recreational and sports) and acts as a

36

Break the Boundary, Adaptive Mountain Biking

37



Full large water bottle per person



Sun hat or quality bike helmet (compulsory for cyclists in WA)

Trails WA ‘Trail Tips’ Guide – www.trailswa.com.au
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Sunglasses, sunscreen (30+) and insect repellent



Clothes to suit the activity and potential weather conditions



Binoculars and camera (optional)



Trail mix to keep your energy levels up on longer walks e.g. nuts, dried
fruit, seeds, chocolate and jellybeans.



Disposable bag to remove/store all your rubbish



Medical kit with heavy crepe bandage (for sprains and snake bite);
antiseptic lotion; insect repellent (non‐aerosol); personal medication
(including pain killers); blister kit and fixomull (stretch tape)



Spare inner tyre tubes or puncture repair kit, pump, tool kit



Mountain bike shoes and clipless pedals are recommended

Mountain Bike Australia – Mountain Bikers Code of Conduct38

Trail Etiquette
International Mountain Bicycling Association (IMBA) Rules of the Trail:
These rules are recognised around the world as the standard code of conduct
for mountain bikers. IMBA's mission is to promote mountain bicycling that is
environmentally sound and socially responsible.
1. Ride on Open Trails Only
2. Leave No Trace
3. Control Your Bicycle!
4. Always Yield Trail
5. Never Scare Animals
6. Plan Ahead

38

Figure 64: Mountain Bikers Code of Conduct – Mountain Bike Australia

Mountain Bike Australia – Mountain Bikers Code of Conduct
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Mountain Biking Participant Group Observations

 Social engagement and spending time with friends
is important to this segment

The Freestyler
WHY

 Participation is a way of life: self‐expression and
self‐identity through association with the activity
is as important as participation in the activity
 Motivated by the culture and ethos of ‘freestyle’
activities that allow for freedom of expressions
and are more inclusive, anticompetitive and less
rule‐bound than most traditional sports

 Attracted to managed risk‐taking
 Greater awareness via online content e.g. You
Tube, Facebook and Instagram

 Active people who are motivated to take part in
alternative freestyle sports for the lifestyle and
culture that’s associated with it

PROFILE

 More likely than other segments to participate in
urban environments and in spaces outside of the
traditional forms of provision such as schools,
clubs and leisure centres

 Activities are perceived as ‘cool’ and play a role in
defining who they are and their lifestyle

 Music and fashion are fundamental elements of

WHERE

this lifestyle choice

 Likely to participate in leisure and sporting events
(such as mountain biking, cycling, running, skiing
and fun run events and competitions)

 Predominantly male participants 26‐50 years

 Likely to participate throughout the year

 In recent years there has been a growth amongst
older aged men, women and girls

WHO

 As participation is part of their day to day lifestyle,
they are likely to participate on a regular basis

 More likely to include those who have turned
their back on traditional school‐based and
institutional sport practices

 Likely to travel for mountain biking adventures

WHEN

Sustained participation motivators and key
participation groups for mountain bikers may inform
the development of key marketing strategies for a
mountain biking attraction in Bindoon
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Case Studies – Community Benefits
Case Studies are commonly used as a comparison to some of the outcomes a
proposed mountain bike park, trail or network development may achieve.
Often the issue with case studies is they lack relevance to the actual specifics
of the proposed location.
In terms of the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park trails
development, the following key issues are just some which make direct case
study comparisons difficult to draw any real data from.


Location



Broad population base variances – local, regional and state



Size of market segment



Local/state/national economic environment



Competitor environment



Existing tourism profile/other attractions in the area



Dual use locations i.e. summer MTB and winter snowfields



Access and delivery of services

to operate in their peak snow season, adding in a summer mountain bike
trails operation was relatively easy and had tremendous cost efficiencies.
Compare that to the proposed Bindoon development which has a limited
tourism profile and added attractions, no dual use infrastructure, smaller
population base, smaller WA market segment etc. Notwithstanding this, the
vast majority of case studies which have been researched, all deliver a
consistent message of broad community benefits when a mountain bike trail
has been developed well, and all, or parts of each of the following outcomes
(which are detailed below) may be applicable to a well designed and
developed Bindoon Mountain Bike Trail.
Improved
Tourism
Visitation
Increase
in Local
Population

Improved
Land/Real
Estate Values

Increased
Tourism
Opportunities

CASE STUDY
COMMUNITY
BENEFITS

Business
Incubation

Of the above issues mentioned, an existing tourism profile and dual use
locations, are responsible for the greatest variance in what can be achieved.
Mt Buller in Victoria for example has a well‐regarded and well utilised
mountain bike trail development and is often used as a case study, however
Mt Buller has an existing high value tourism reputation, access to a large
population base, has existing infrastructure, existing provision of all services
and has efficiencies in the availability of resources and facilities to construct,
operate and maintain the facility. So, by using everything that already existed

Increased
Employment
Opportunities

Improved
Local Service
Offering
Improved
Local
Infrastructure

Figure 65: Case Study Community Benefits
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MTB Benefits - Health and Wellness39

system and keep people healthy. Researchers at the University of
North Carolina found that people who cycle for 30 minutes, 5 days a
week take half as many sick days off work compared to their
sedentary counterparts!

Mountain Biking ‐ Improve overall physical, mental, and emotional health.
As public health concerns including obesity, heart disease, and diabetes are
on the rise, physical exercise, especially in the outdoors, is becoming more
critical to our health as individuals and as a society.



The vigorous demands of mountain biking stimulate the body to
release natural endorphins, which are the body’s way of feeling good
and getting more energy. Exercise also boosts serotonin, an important
neurotransmitter in the brain which helps to prevent depression and
anxiety.

Mountain biking is a fun and exciting way to enjoy the many health and
wellness benefits of regular fitness and cardiovascular exercise including:


Improved Heart Health
Regular exercise is known to improve cardiovascular fitness. The
British Medical Association studied 10,000 people and showed that
riding a bicycle for at least 20 miles a week lessened the risk of
coronary heart disease by almost 50%. Mountain biking uses large
muscle groups that require a lot of oxygen. This makes the heart work
steadily, increasing heart fitness by 3‐7%.



Less Stress on the Joints

Decreased Risk of Diseases
Regular moderate exercise is known to strengthen the immune

39

The focus and attention needed to ride a challenging single‐track can
become a form of moving meditation; ultimately helping to relax and
weather life’s stressors by acting as a distraction from negative
thoughts that may contribute to anxiety and depression.
Gaining new skills and improving mountain biking abilities also helps
to build confidence and self‐esteem.

Mountain biking is a low impact sport, meaning it puts less stress on
the joints than other aerobic activities such as running. Cycling is also
considered a non‐load bearing sport, which means that the act of
sitting takes the pressure off the joints and reduces the risk of injuring
them.


Reduced Stress and Improved Mood



Increased Brain Power
Researchers at Illinois University found that a 5% improvement in
cardio‐respiratory fitness from cycling led to an improvement of up to
15% on mental tests. This is in part due to building brain cells in the
hippocampus – the region of the brain responsible for memory. “It
boosts blood flow and oxygen to the brain, which fires and
regenerates receptors, explaining how exercise helps ward off

Travel Bug Health, USA, Benefits of Mountain Biking
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to daylight which helps to maintain the body’s natural circadian
sleep/wake cycle and raises the body’s production of vitamin D.

Alzheimer’s,” Professor Arthur Kramer said.
Creative professionals and executives often use their sharpened brain
function during exercise time to come up with ideas and solve
problems.


Balance and coordination requires the combined resources of the
brain, senses, muscles and nervous system. Keeping these systems
active as we get older staves off disability from aging and reduces the
risk of injury from falls.
Whole Body Workout
It’s no doubt we recognise the defined calf muscles of an avid cyclist,
but many may not realise that mountain biking uses the muscles of
the whole body. The balance required to stay upright strengthens
abdominal and core muscles. Climbing and manoeuvring turns also
strengthens the upper body.


Social Benefits
The newer field of happiness psychology has shown that healthy
relationships and social interactions are key to being happy and
finding meaning in life. Mountain biking is often a social activity
shared by clubs and groups who get out to ride together. It provides a
perfect opportunity to build personal bonds and make new friends
with people who enjoy the same activities.

Improved balance and coordination
Unlike plodding on a treadmill or stair stepper, mountain biking is a
dynamic activity that requires the rider to constantly adjust to varying
terrain, pitch, and elevation. Staying steady and secure on a mountain
bike not only keeps them from crashing but strengthens neural
pathways and reinforces muscle memory.







Enjoy Nature
Mountain biking, more than any other activity, allows riders to quickly
get off the beaten path and enjoy the solitude and magnificence of
nature. Japanese researchers have shown that being out in nature
(what they refer to as “forest bathing”) improves relaxation and
reduces stress. A busy urban environment has exactly the opposite
effects of stimulating the fear and anxiety centres in the brain.
Spending more time on a mountain bike may also develop personal
habits to be more green and friendly to the environment.

Sleep Better
Riders may immediately feel tired and worn out after a ride, but it will
ultimately lead to improved regenerative sleep when they need it at
night. The exercise of riding decreases cortisol, a hormone that keeps
us awake. Being an outdoor activity, mountain biking exposes people
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Section 12:
Outdoor Recreation Industry
Snapshot
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12. Outdoor Recreation Industry Snapshot
Outdoor recreation is characterised by physical activities undertaken in open,
outdoor spaces for the purpose of enjoyment, rather than competition, which
would be classified as sport. The outdoor recreation sector is exceptionally
diverse, with major intersections with the education, tourism, hospitality,
community and sporting sectors.
Organisations and enterprises related to outdoor recreation activities include:

40



Outdoor activity providers



Outdoor activity tour providers



Recreational camps or centres



Adventure, eco or nature‐based tourism operators



Outdoor artificial amusement venues (e.g. tree top adventure parks)



Outdoor education providers and programs



Schools with outdoor education teachers



Clubs, associations and peak bodies for outdoor recreation activities



Youth and community groups (e.g. Girl Guides, Scouts)



Recreation or adventure‐based counselling and therapy providers

Outdoor Recreation Industry and Workforce
Summary – Australia40
Outdoor recreation has been found to be a significant direct and indirect
contributor to the economies of other countries but no study has been done
at the national level in Australia. The forecast for the industry however is
‘growth’. An overview of key facts for the outdoor recreation industry and
workforce (national), as identified by Service Skills Australia in 2015 are as
follows:


Schools outsourcing outdoor education are expected to continue to
bring substantial growth to the sector.



Outdoor recreation workers need more skills to give them the best
chance of full‐time employment in the sector.



Volunteers are an important part of the sector but their numbers are
falling.



Training needs to be flexible and reasonably priced to support
workers already in the sector and volunteers.



The inconsistent application of Activity Standards makes things hard
for organisations working across States.



Qualifications might need to be moved to higher Australian
Qualification Framework levels because of the level of risk in the
activities involved.

Service Skills Australia, Environmental Scan – Sport, Fitness & Recreation 2015
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Australian Industry Groups, Organisations and
Associations



Tour Guides WA www.tgwa.asn.au



Visitor Centres WA www.visitorcentreswa.com.au

Examples of industry groups, organisations and associations for the outdoor
recreation; cycling; mountain biking; and tourism sectors are outlined below.



WA Indigenous Tourism Operators Council (WAITOC)
www.waitoc.com



41

Australian Amusement, Leisure and Recreation Association Inc.
(AALARA) www.aalara.com.au



Australian Camps Association www.auscamps.asn.au

Outdoor Recreation Industry – Western
Australia41



Australian Tourism Export Council www.atec.net.au

Outdoor Recreation Industry Trends – Western Australia



Destination Perth www.experienceperth.com



Eco Tourism Australia www.ecotourism.org.au



FACET (Forum Advocating Cultural and Eco‐Tourism)
www.facet.asn.au



International Association of Amusement Parks and Attractions
(IAAPA) www.iaapa.org



International Camping Fellowship / Camp Directors
www.campingfellowship.org



Outdoor Council of Australia www.auscamps.asn.au



Outdoor Education Australia www.outdooreducationaustralia.org.au



Outdoors WA www.outdoorswa.org.au



Perth Convention Bureau www.pcb.com.au



Tourism Council of WA (TCWA) www.tourismcouncilwa.com.au

FutureNow Creative and Leisure Industries Training Council Workforce Development Plan ‐

The increased attraction of eco‐tourism and Australia’s continued marketing
as a nature tourism destination is resulting in an increased demand for
outdoor recreation activities. Adventure tourism research has found that
experience seekers make up 49% of visitors to Australia, and that ‘nature’ is
the number one experience that motivates visitors to come to Australia.
Together, these indicate that the provision of quality nature‐based activities is
a key drawcard for Australia’s significant tourism industry.
A flow‐on effect of this is that there is a steady shift in regulation of the
sector, to both manage the inherent risk involved in the associated activities,
as well as to ensure there are adequate initiatives to improve service
standards.

Sport, Recreation and Racing Industries, Western Australia 2014
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A shift away from structured sporting
environments towards extreme sport and
recreation activities, or adventure-based
activities is on the increase.
Adventure guides are one of the nation’s
fastest growing occupations

Recreation Scheme (NOLRS)

that registers outdoor leaders who have
the skills, experience and qualifications
deemed as being the equivalent to industry
standard.

The Australian Tourism
Accreditation Program
(ATAP) *Changing to ‘Quality
Tourism Accredited Business’
Program in FY 2019/2020

Ensures accredited businesses are
operating at or above benchmark
standards (within a tourism industry
context). Typically, outdoor recreation
businesses seeking this type of
accreditation operate an ‘Adventure
Tourism’ or ‘Eco Tourism’ style of service.

Regional Impact
Outdoor recreation operators and businesses in Western Australia are
predominately located, or run their outdoor recreation activities in the North
West (Kimberley, Exmouth, Karijini) and South West (Margaret River,
Dunsborough) regions, with many of the water‐based activities located along
the Coral Coast region focused on Ningaloo reef/Exmouth.

‐ includes EcoPlus Accreditation
Program
‐ includes China‐Ready Accreditation
Program

Due to the seasonality of the Western Australian weather, and the peaks and
lulls of the tourist season, many businesses and employees will focus their
activities on the Perth greater metropolitan region during summer months,
and the northwest of the state during the winter months.

Regulatory Requirements and Accreditation
Australian Adventure
Activity Standards

National Outdoor Leaders

‐ includes Visitor Centre Accreditation
Program
‐ include Marine Tourism
Accreditation Program
National Accommodation,
Recreation & Tourism
Accreditation (NARTA)

Designed to provide a process for checking
and providing recognition of compliance
with relevant educational, legal and
operational requirements.

Identify common safe practice and are the
minimum standards for the conduct of
group outdoor adventure activities in
Australia.

Gender/Age Participation

For outdoor recreation instructors, leaders
and guides, NOLRS is a national scheme

According to the Australian Government Job Outlook figures, females make
up only 33.4% of outdoor adventure guides. The main age group is 35‐44
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years (26.1%), and the median age is 34 years (compared to 40 years of all
occupations).

Labour and Skill Demand
A report by Service Skills Australia reported a growing demand for more
volunteer staff with first aid and specialist activity skills.
Also cited was the growing enrolment in school of students studying courses
in outdoor education. Outdoor education has been recognised in the first
national curriculum, which will potentially increase the number of trained
staff needed to deliver outdoor education nationally.
Large increases in high‐school students studying a Certificate II in Outdoor
Recreation is also having ramifications for the industry, with the peak industry
body Outdoors WA recommending that these teachers have completed a
Certificate IV in Outdoor Recreation, or a minimum skill set in the activity they
are teaching, to ensure they are adequately qualified and equipped to deliver
the lower level outdoor recreation qualifications to students.
*Opportunity for Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park to provide
training camps to teachers to acquire Outdoor Recreation skills, qualifications
and currency (additional source of income, exposure to new schools and sport
and recreation teachers).

Major Challenges and Barriers for Industry
There is a lack of training providers delivering outdoor recreation vocational
education and training (VET) qualifications in Western Australia. Large
numbers of students are undertaking outdoor education and outdoor
recreation courses in senior high schools however there remains a lack of a
training pathways for them to continue outdoor recreation studies at a
Certificate III or IV level if desired. Training providers delivering Certificate III
and IV level qualifications are critical to ensuring a continued supply of
qualified staff to the industry to address labour shortages.
The seasonality, casualisation of the workforce, and freelance work is a
challenge for ensuring training delivery and makes the utilisation of trainees
for the sector more difficult.
Industry also reports that the casualised nature of the industry also deters
some people from entering the sector or encourages some to exit the
industry when they reach a certain life stage.
The small number of higher‐level management roles required in the industry
is recognised as a factor that limits career progression.

New and Emerging Skills
Greater synergies with the tourism industry and growth in adventure tourism
is resulting in new roles that are a combination of both outdoor recreation
and adventure tourism. The sector’s breadth across areas such as tourism,
education and community services provide a variety of work settings and an
ability to broaden skills, which are skills that are highly transferrable to many
other industries.
There is a large demographic of teachers delivering Certificate II in Outdoor
Recreation through VET in schools, who require skills gap training or upskilling
to ensure they have industry competency and vocational currency to satisfy
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both the requirements of the outdoors industry, but also to ensure
compliance with the standards for vocational trainers and assessors.

Sustained Participation Motivators
1. To spend time with family

Outdoor Recreation Participation Motivators42
The ‘Getting Active Outdoors’ report, commissioned by Sport England and
produced in partnership with the UK Outdoor Industries Association
examined the demand and supply of outdoor provision and took an in‐depth
look at the profile of the outdoor consumer, taking account of demography,
motivation, participation and provision in outdoor sport and recreation in
England.
Whilst this report is derived from the United Kingdom, correlations between
English and Australian outdoor recreation activities can be drawn, particularly
with regards to participation motivators.
Although there are a number of influencing factors that differentiate
participants into segment groups there are several key motivating factors that
are commonly cited by outdoor participants, these have been identified in the
following table.

42



43% of participants first participated in their main outdoor activity with
parents/guardian/family ‐ biggest influences in attracting new participants
to outdoor activity.



Spending time with parents and family are the main reasons for
participating among youth outdoor participants. As youths get older, the
influence of parents, brothers, sisters and relatives is slowly
overshadowed by the influence of friends and their own interests.



70‐80% of all participants feel participation strengthens family
relationships.



Parents of children who are active outdoors are twice as likely to become
active themselves. Similarly, the children of parents who are active
outdoors are twice as likely to become active themselves.



Family participation is more likely amongst 25 to 44 year olds.



Those with a long‐term illness or disability and those aged 55 are least
likely to participate as a family.

2. To have fun with friends


90% of all participants take part to have fun and enjoy themselves.



Simply having fun with friends is the top motivator for those under 18
years old.



31% of participants first took part in their main activity with friends who
are already active in the activity or wanted to try the activity ‐ second
biggest influence in attracting new participants to outdoor activity after
family.

‘Getting Active Outdoors’, Outdoor Industries Association of England, Sport England, 2015
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Sustained Participation Motivators

Sustained Participation Motivators
outdoor exercise and preventing obesity, diabetes and depression.

3. Alternative to traditional sport


A growing proportion of young people are choosing ‘lifestyle sports’ as an
alternative to more traditional school based sports either as a means of
identifying themselves through recognisable styles, expressions and
attitudes that develop in and around the activity, or because they have
been alienated from more traditional/institutionalised sports.

Figure 66: Sustained participation motivators

4. To enjoy the scenery / be close to nature


Research shows that developing a ‘connection’ with nature, such as
enjoyment of scenery and wildlife at favourite places, becomes the more
important factor in maintaining levels of physical activity.



Visits taken by 55 years plus are more likely than those taken by the rest
of the population to involve walking without a dog and to be motivated by
enjoyment of scenery and wildlife.

5. For fresh air and to enjoy the weather


40% of the population would prefer to take their exercise outdoors,
primarily for the fresh air.

6. To relax and de‐stress / get away from modern life


92% of people participate outdoors to de‐stress and relax. Being active
outdoors provides a return to nature and the natural environment ‐ this
works as the perfect antidote to the stresses of modern day living.



For 18 to 24 years, relaxation and exercise become the top motivations.
The outdoors provides a breathing space, away from family or peer
pressures; a place where they can do what they want; where they can
relax and feel free; a comfortable place, without adults, where they won’t
be told to go away; a place to have a good time with friends.



Extensive research by Natural England shows strong correlations between
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Section 13:
Sport & Recreation
Participation in WA
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13. Sport & Recreation Participation in WA
Why is Sport Important to Australians?43
Australians love sport. It is a defining characteristic of our national culture —
one that is recognised across the world. In sport, Australia’s diverse
population discovers a shared identity. We come together to play sport at
local ovals, fields, courts, parks and beaches. We flock to great stadiums
around the country to watch the contest. We celebrate and exude national
pride when our athletes represent us on the world stage.
The numbers are compelling. Approximately 6.5 million Australians
participate in organised sport and 7.6 million attend live sporting events each
year.

Sport also helps to build our confidence, self‐esteem, and reduces our crime
rates. It helps us to develop stronger communities, bridges cultural
boundaries and improves our international relations. Sport improves our
academic performance, our social lives and creates an environment where all
are equal. Sport is an important economic driver in Australia, with a
workforce of over 2.4 million people and generating more than $12.8 billion
in annual income.

Australian Sports Participation?44
Evolving preferences: Australia’s sporting context is evolving and the
Australian Sports Commission aims to be at the forefront of helping sports to
succeed in a changing environment.

Ninety‐two per cent of adult Australians have an interest in at least one sport,
and six on average. Importantly, 2.3 million people volunteer time for sport
each year — the largest volunteer group in the country.
Whether it is for the friendships, the fitness, the thrill of the competition or
the pure love of the game, sport is important to Australians.
And sport is good for Australians. It makes us a healthier nation both
physically and mentally. Sport reduces the incidence of chronic disease,
including obesity‐related illnesses, diabetes and cardiovascular disease.
Physical inactivity is a well‐known and growing problem in Australia, with over
13,000 deaths attributed to it annually and more than 45,000 new cases
identified each year. Recent research estimates a financial benefit of $434
million to the economy if physical inactivity could be reduced by 15 per cent.

43

Play. Sport. Australia. The Australian Sports Commission’s Participation Game Plan



Why aren’t more Australians playing sport?



How do we compete with all the gadgets?



What are our kids doing?

77% of children spend their spare time watching television and only half of
the child population in Australia are involved in sport.
Research into the sports market by the Australian Sports Commission tells us
that Australians are increasingly time‐poor, have limited budgets and are
being inundated by new forms of entertainment. With these changes new
preferences are emerging; Australians want greater flexibility, more tailored
products and sport that works around them.
The Australian Sports Commission have partnered with the CSIRO to identify

44

Play. Sport. Australia. The Australian Sports Commission’s Participation Game Plan
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trends in sport that are likely to affect the sector during the next 30 years. The
study confirmed that people are increasingly:


Favouring more flexible, non‐organised physical activity, such as
running with headphones on;



Pursuing new lifestyle and adventure sports; and



Developing new tastes as our population becomes more culturally
diverse.

Similarly, the study revealed that commercial forces are placing sporting
organisations under pressure to adopt more business‐oriented structures. The
challenge for sport now is how to respond to these changes without eroding
what makes sport unique and appealing.

Only 1/3 of children and one in ten of young people undertook the
recommended 60 minutes of physical activity per day

Type of Organisations/Venues Used ‐ Selected Organisations (Adults)
Adult Population
Gender

Estimate (000s)
Males
15‐17
18‐24
25‐34
35‐44
45‐54
55‐64
65+
Total

45

Sports Club or
Association

Recreation
Club or
Association

Gym / Fitness
Club / Sports /
Leisure Centre

39.4
100.0
173.6
114.5
112.2
59.8
87.2
686.8

22.3
53.6
62.9
54.8
50.5
31.2
37.7
312.8

1.8
6.0
8.5
4.0
9.3
2.3
11.3
43.1

10.6
53.9
116.9
56.3
53.3
21.1
36.3
348.4

15‐17
18‐24
25‐34
35‐44
45‐54
55‐64
65+
Total

34.3
92.7
154.1
107.6
104.5
84.6
100.4
678.1

20.7
23.8
23.9
32.0
29.1
11.4
27.2
168.0

0.0
11.0
8.2
3.6
5.2
4.2
13.2
45.4

8.7
61.9
112.1
72.2
56.5
43.2
42.0
396.7

Total

15‐17
18‐24
25‐34
35‐44

73.7
192.7
327.7
222.1

43.0
77.3
86.7
86.7

1.8
17.0
16.7
7.6

19.4
115.8
229.0
128.5

This does not bode well for children in Australia given the strong correlation
between the activity levels of parents and their children.

Australian Sports Commission AusPlay Survey Results (Western Australia)
July 2017 ‐ June 201845

Total

Females

Almost 70% of Australian Adults (approximately 12 million adults), are
either sedentary or have low levels of physical activity

Sport & Recreation Participation Data - WA

Age
Group

Type of Organisation/Venue

AusPlay Survey Results (WA) July 2017‐June 2018, released 31 October 2018
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Type of Organisations/Venues Used ‐ Selected Organisations (Adults)

Type of Organisations/Venues Used ‐ Selected Organisations (Adults)

Adult Population

Type of Organisation/Venue

Adult Population

Total

Sports Club or
Association

Recreation
Club or
Association

Gym / Fitness
Club / Sports /
Leisure Centre

Gender

216.7
144.4
187.7
1,364.9

79.6
42.6
64.9
480.9

14.5
6.4
24.5
88.5

109.8
64.3
78.3
745.1

Recreation
Club or
Association

Gym / Fitness
Club / Sports /
Leisure Centre

Gender

Age
Group

45‐54
55‐64
65+
Total
Participation Rate (%)
Gender

Age
Group

Total

Sports Club or
Association

Males

15‐17
18‐24
25‐34
35‐44
45‐54
55‐64
65+
Total

84.4%
68.0%
71.7%
54.2%
58.8%
38.0%
48.3%
58.4%

47.7%
36.4%
25.9%
25.9%
26.5%
19.8%
20.8%
26.6%

15‐17
18‐24
25‐34
35‐44
45‐54
55‐64
65+
Total

90.5%
65.9%
66.7%
54.2%
56.7%
53.7%
49.8%
58.9%

54.7%
16.9%
10.3%
16.1%
15.8%
7.3%
13.5%
14.6%

0.0%
7.8%
3.6%
1.8%
2.8%
2.7%
6.6%
3.9%

23.1%
44.0%
48.6%
36.4%
30.7%
27.4%
20.8%
34.5%

15‐17

87.1%

50.9%

2.2%

22.9%

Females

Total

3.9%
4.1%
3.5%
1.9%
4.9%
1.4%
6.2%
3.7%

22.7%
36.6%
48.2%
26.7%
27.9%
13.4%
20.1%
29.6%

Type of Organisation/Venue

Age
Group

Total

Sports Club or
Association

Recreation
Club or
Association

Gym / Fitness
Club / Sports /
Leisure Centre

18‐24
25‐34
35‐44
45‐54
55‐64
65+
Total

67.0%
69.3%
54.2%
57.8%
45.9%
49.1%
58.6%

26.9%
18.3%
21.2%
21.2%
13.5%
17.0%
20.7%

5.9%
3.5%
1.8%
3.9%
2.0%
6.4%
3.8%

40.2%
48.4%
31.4%
29.3%
20.4%
20.5%
32.0%

*Note: Some estimates have relative margin of error between 50% and 100% and should be
used with caution; some estimates have relative margin of error greater than 100% and are
considered too unreliable to use.

Frequency of Participation (Adults)
Adult Population
Gender

Age Group

1+
p/year

1+
p/mth

1+
p/fn

1+
p/wk

2+
p/wk

3+
p/w

4+
p/wk

5+
p/wk

6+
p/wk

7+
p/wk

43.9

42.7

38.7

36.8

34.7

31.3

26.4

23.5

12.6

9.6

136.2

130.8

129.4

123.5

107.9

92.3

78.8

59.9

37.6

35.3

227.0

223.0

217.8

209.8

185.9

152.9

117.3

91.4

60.5

42.7

188.5

185.4

177.6

167.3

141.6

124.8

89.7

69.4

46.9

30.1

45-54

175.3

171.6

166.1

154.7

136.5

111.7

89.5

73.0

53.8

43.8

55-64

135.3

134.1

129.4

123.9

111.3

96.1

86.0

68.8

56.9

52.0

65+

163.4

161.5

157.4

151.5

142.3

124.5

100.1

79.6

60.5

49.3

Total

1,069.4

1,049.
2

1,016.4

967.6

860.2

733.6

587.8

465.8

328.8

262.8

15-17

36.0

36.0

36.0

36.0

26.1

22.1

19.8

19.8

17.8

4.1

Estimate (000s)
15-17
M
A
18-24
L
25-34
E
35-44
S

F
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Frequency of Participation (Adults)

Frequency of Participation (Adults)

Adult Population

Adult Population

Gender

Age Group

1+
p/year

1+
p/mth

1+
p/fn

1+
p/wk

2+
p/wk

3+
p/w

4+
p/wk

5+
p/wk

6+
p/wk

7+
p/wk

E
M
A
L
E
S

18-24

132.3

127.1

125.1

116.4

105.4

87.6

77.1

71.6

52.2

41.5

25-34

210.0

198.6

198.6

189.6

180.6

155.3

128.5

89.4

59.5

43.2

35-44

181.6

178.9

173.4

167.0

154.5

131.9

98.2

82.2

67.3

54.6

45-54

163.5

158.1

157.0

153.0

138.7

125.5

98.7

81.9

67.0

51.6

55-64

139.5

138.4

137.4

135.9

128.6

110.8

97.5

81.1

66.6

51.3

65+

168.5

166.2

165.3

161.6

153.0

137.9

114.7

97.0

81.5

68.3

Total

1,031.3

1,003.
3

992.9

959.5

886.8

771.1

634.5

523.1

411.9

314.7

15-17

T
O
T
A
L

79.8

74.7

72.8

60.8

53.4

46.2

43.4

30.3

13.7

Age Group

M
A
L
E
S

T
O
T
A
L

25-34

1+
p/year
91.0%

1+
p/mth
86.0%

1+
p/fn
86.0%

1+
p/wk
82.1%

2+
p/wk
78.2%

3+
p/w
67.3%

4+
p/wk
55.7%

5+
p/wk
38.7%

6+
p/wk
25.8%

7+
p/wk
18.7%

35-44

91.4%

90.1%

87.3%

84.1%

77.8%

66.4%

49.4%

41.4%

33.9%

27.5%

45-54

88.8%

85.9%

85.3%

83.1%

75.3%

68.2%

53.6%

44.5%

36.4%

28.0%

55-64

88.5%

87.8%

87.2%

86.3%

81.6%

70.3%

61.9%

51.5%

42.3%

32.6%

65+

83.5%

82.4%

82.0%

80.1%

75.9%

68.4%

56.9%

48.1%

40.4%

33.9%

Total

89.6%

87.1%

86.2%

83.3%

77.0%

67.0%

55.1%

45.4%

35.8%

27.3%

15-17

94.4%

93.1%

88.3%

86.1%

71.9%

63.2%

54.7%

51.3%

35.9%

16.2%

18-24

93.3%

89.6%

88.5%

83.3%

74.1%

62.5%

54.2%

45.7%

31.2%

26.7%

25-34

92.4%

89.1%

88.0%

84.4%

77.5%

65.2%

52.0%

38.2%

25.4%

18.2%

35-44

90.3%

88.9%

85.6%

81.6%

72.2%

62.6%

45.9%

37.0%

27.9%

20.7%

18-24

268.5

257.9

254.6

239.8

213.3

179.9

155.9

131.5

89.7

76.8

25-34

437.0

421.6

416.5

399.4

366.5

308.3

245.8

180.8

120.0

85.9

35-44

370.0

364.3

351.0

334.4

296.0

256.7

187.9

151.7

114.1

84.7

45-54

90.3%

87.9%

86.2%

82.1%

73.4%

63.3%

50.2%

41.3%

32.2%

25.4%

45-54

338.8

329.6

323.1

307.7

275.2

237.2

188.2

154.9

120.8

95.4

55-64

87.3%

86.6%

84.8%

82.5%

76.2%

65.7%

58.3%

47.6%

39.2%

32.8%

85.7%

84.4%

81.9%

77.2%

68.6%

56.2%

46.2%

37.1%

30.8%

88.2%

86.3%

82.8%

75.1%

64.7%

52.5%

42.5%

31.8%

24.8%

55-64

274.8

272.5

266.8

259.8

239.9

206.8

183.4

149.9

123.5

103.3

65+

86.8%

65+

331.8

327.8

322.7

313.1

295.3

262.4

214.8

176.7

142.0

117.7

Total

90.3%

Total

2,100.7

2,052.5

2,009.3

1,927.1

1,747.0

1,504.7

1,222.3

988.8

740.6

577.4

Participation Rate (%)
93.9%
15-17
M
92.6%
A
18-24
L
93.7%
25-34
E
89.3%
35-44
S

F
E

78.7

Gender

91.5%

82.8%

78.9%

74.3%

67.0%

56.6%

50.4%

27.0%

20.5%

88.9%

88.0%

83.9%

73.3%

62.7%

53.6%

40.7%

25.5%

24.0%

92.0%

89.9%

86.6%

76.7%

63.1%

48.4%

37.7%

25.0%

17.6%

87.8%

84.1%

79.3%

67.1%

59.1%

42.5%

32.9%

22.2%

14.2%

*Note: Some estimates have relative margin of error between 50% and 100% and should be
used with caution; some estimates have relative margin of error greater than 100% and are
considered too unreliable to use

Frequency of Participation (Children)

45-54

91.8%

89.9%

87.0%

81.1%

71.5%

58.5%

46.9%

38.2%

28.2%

23.0%

55-64

86.1%

85.3%

82.3%

78.8%

70.8%

61.1%

54.7%

43.8%

36.2%

33.0%

65+

90.4%

89.4%

87.1%

83.8%

78.8%

68.9%

55.4%

44.1%

33.5%

27.3%

Total

90.9%

89.2%

86.4%

82.3%

73.1%

62.4%

50.0%

39.6%

28.0%

22.3%

15-17

95.0%

95.0%

95.0%

95.0%

68.9%

58.4%

52.4%

52.4%

46.9%

10.9%

Males

18-24

94.1%

90.3%

89.0%

82.7%

74.9%

62.3%

54.8%

50.9%

37.1%

29.5%

Females

Child Population
Gender

1+ per
year
Estimate (000s)

1+ per
month

1+ per

1+ per
week

2+ per week

fortnight

3+ per
week

43.9

42.7

38.7

36.8

34.7

31.3

36.0

36.0

36.0

36.0

26.1

22.1
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Frequency of Participation (Children)

Participation by Activity – Top 15 Activities (Adult Population)

Child Population
Gender

1+ per
month
1,003.3

1+ per

Total

1+ per
year
1,031.3

2+ per week

992.9

1+ per
week
959.5

886.8

3+ per
week
771.1

Males
Females
Total

68.4%
69.7%
69.0%

64.8%
63.9%
64.3%

59.9%
58.7%
59.3%

52.1%
51.0%
51.6%

35.3%
27.6%
31.5%

22.1%
15.7%
18.9%

fortnight

*Note: Some estimates have relative margin of error between 50% and 100% and should be
used with caution; some estimates have relative margin of error greater than 100% and are
considered too unreliable to use

Participation by Activity – Top 15 Activities (Adult Population)
Activity
Estimate (000s)

Total

Males

Females

995.7
805.2
358.6
342.5
262.1
112.8
102.5
95.4
91.8
88.9
87.9
78.3
74.1
70.9

384.5
375.0
204.0
159.6
150.9
86.1
14.2
39.9
76.1
67.7
76.1
38.5
13.2
61.3

611.2
430.2
154.6
182.9
111.2
26.8
88.3
55.5
15.6
21.2
11.8
39.8
60.8
9.6

Activity
Estimate (000s)

Total

Males

Females

3.8

65.5

42.8%

32.7%

53.1%

34.6%
15.4%

31.9%
17.3%

37.4%
13.4%

14.7%
11.3%
4.8%
4.4%
4.1%
3.9%
3.8%
3.8%

13.6%
12.8%
7.3%
1.2%
3.4%
6.5%
5.8%
6.5%

15.9%
9.7%
2.3%
7.7%
4.8%
1.4%
1.8%
1.0%

3.4%
3.2%
3.0%
3.0%

3.3%
1.1%
5.2%
0.3%

3.5%
5.3%
0.8%
5.7%

69.3
Participation Rate %
Walking
(Recreational)
Fitness/Gym
Athletics, track
and field
(includes
jogging and
running)
Swimming
Cycling
Football/soccer
Yoga
Bush walking
Golf
Basketball
Australian
football
Tennis
Pilates
Cricket
Netball

*Note: Top 15 activities based on at least once per year participation. Some estimates have
relative margin of error between 50% and 100% and should be used with caution; some
estimates have relative margin of error greater than 100% and are considered too unreliable to
us
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Organised Participation by Activity – Top 10 Activities (Child Population)

Organised Participation by Activity – Top 10 Activities (Child Population)

Activity
Total
Estimate (000s)
Swimming
143.8
Football/soccer 68.9
Australian
57.6
football
Gymnastics
47.6
Dancing
36.7
(recreational)
Netball
36.1
Basketball
31.0
Fitness/Gym
28.8
Athletics, track
26.7
and field
(includes
jogging and
running)
Hockey
26.4
Participation Rate %

Males

Females

69.1
53.3
46.0

74.7
15.6
11.6

12.7
0.6

34.9
36.2

Activity
Estimate (000s)
Athletics, track
and field
(includes
jogging and
running)
Hockey

0.7
12.8
9.1
13.5

35.3
18.2
19.7
13.2

12.1

14.3

25.8%
12.4%
10.3%

24.7%
19.0%
16.4%

26.9%
5.6%
4.2%

8.5%
6.6%

4.5%
0.2%

12.6%
13.0%

6.5%
5.6%
5.2%

0.3%
4.6%
3.3%

12.7%
6.6%
7.1%

Swimming
Football/soccer
Australian
football
Gymnastics
Dancing
(recreational)
Netball
Basketball
Fitness/Gym

46

Total

Males

Females

4.8%

4.8%

4.8%

4.7%

4.3%

5.1%

*Note: For children 0‐14 years, data was collected via the child's parent/guardian for organised
participation outside of school hours. Top 10 activities based on at least once per year
participation. Some estimates have relative margin of error between 50% and 100% and should
be used with caution; some estimates have relative margin of error greater than 100% and are
considered too unreliable to use
Table 20: Sport & Recreation Data WA Tables, June 2017‐2018

Parents’ Role in Children’s Sport Participation46
Parents play a significant role in deciding what sport their child plays (if any)
and how they play. What influences parents’ decisions and how do we, the
sport sector, aid their decision making?
According to ABD Census data, virtually all parents of 5‐17 year old children
actively encourage them to participate in activities of some sort however
sport is one of a myriad of activities parents can choose from.

Australian Sports Commission ‐ Parents Market Segmentation, 2015
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Barriers in Choosing Children’s Activities

Parents will encourage an activity for reasons to do with:

Parents’ negative attitude to club sport is a key barrier to their
children’s involvement.



Safety



Physical or psychological diffictulties



Overall, cost and time forms the basis of parents’ decision making



Status or identity



Safety is also a barrier. Parents may not allow their children to play
some sports, such as the various high physical contact sports, due to
the perceived potential risk of injury.



Future opportunities



Parents will find the time and money to accommodate their children’s wishes
where they can. But other factors also impact parents’ decision making.

Factors Impacting Parent’s Decision Making


Need for activity ‐ Are there social, physical or emotional benefits of
needs to be fulfilled?



Level of parental involvement ‐ The busy parent situation means that
the level of parental involvement is critical.



Level of commitment of the child ‐ The level of commitment of the
child to the activity is critical for the longer term and cost
implications.



Level of familiarity with the activity ‐ Do parents understand what
may be involved? Better ability to assess the impact on their lives.

Overall, the choice to participate in physical activity is driven by both parents
and children.

Children will ask to do an activity mostly due to a direct stimulus from:


Peers



Parents’ interest



Role models



Opportunity for trial

Ensuring children’s enjoyment as well as building children’s confidence and a
sense of achievement are key factors for parents feeling satisfied with their
children’s involvement in an activity. This has critical impact on both
acquisition and retention.

Megatrends Shaping the Aust Sports Sector47
The future of Australian Megatrends shaping the sports sector over coming
decades summary was released by the CSIRO in partnership with the
Australian Sports Commission.
A megatrend is defined as a major shift in environmental, social and economic

47

The Future of Australian Sport Summary ‐ Megatrends Shaping the Sports Sector Over

Coming Decades – CSIRO, Australian Sports Commission
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conditions that will substantially alter the way people live. Megatrends occur
at the intersection of multiple trends. A trend is defined as an important
pattern of social, economic or environmental activity that will play out in the
future.
Six megatrends have been identified within The Future of Australian Sport
report, which will impact on the makeup of sport in Australia over the next 30
years.

Global Commercial Trends in Sports48
The development of a new mountain biking sporting option in Western
Australia and a sustainable, professional mountain biking facility will be
impacted by the ability to successfully navigate many of the commercial
trends in sport on a global level. Examples of the top 10 trends, as identified
in the Neilsen Sports Report in 2017 include:

1. A PERFECT FIT: Personalised sport for health and fitness
2. TRACKSUITS TO BUSINESS SUITS: Market pressures and new business
models

1. The emergence of new sporting powers, led by China
2. IP owners taking control of content and the conversation

3. FROM EXTREME TO MAINSTREAM: The rise of lifestyle sports

3. Changing attention spans prompting rights holders to rethink

4. NEW WEALTH NEW TALENT: Economic growth and sports
development in Asia

4. The greater fusion of sports and entertainment

5. MORE THAN SPORT: The attainment of health, community and
overseas aid objectives via sport
6. EVERYBODY’S GAME: Demographic, generational and cultural change

5. Live sport gaining traction on live content and social media
6. New revenue streams emerging as fans get fully connected
7. eSports is emerging as more of a global force
8. Social responsibility becoming more prevalent and impactful
9. Increased investments in data and CRM central to optimising
customer/fan relationships
10. More focus than ever on cracking the sponsorship ROI code

48

Commercial Trends in Sport 2017 ‐ Nielsen Sports Report
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Strategic Directions WA Sport & Rec Industry49
Key statistics impacting on the industry in Western Australia:


Almost two‐thirds of Western Australian children ride a bicycle, and
over half rollerblade or ride a skateboard or a scooter. Participation in
these recreational activities is higher than in any organised sport



In 2013, 1.2 million Australians volunteered their time to a sport or
recreation organisation.



A 2014 study of Year 6 Australian children (aged 10 and 11) found
that 15% of girls and 59% of boys demonstrated competence in
kicking, 19% of girls and 58% of boys were competent in over‐arm
throwing and 58% of girls and 72% of boys were competent in
catching.





Between 2013 and 2014, Perth had the fastest population growth
rate among Australia’s capital cities, with the largest population
growth occurring in the outer suburban areas of Greater Perth.



Population projections indicate that the proportion of the population
aged 65 and above is expected to increase substantially in comparison
to all other ages, from 12.5% of the total population in 2013 to 20.7%
in 2061.



49

Over 63% of Western Australian children participated in organised
sport in 2012. Evidence suggests that Australian born children are
twice as likely to participate in organised sport than those born in a
non‐English speaking country overseas.

In 2013, Australian adults spent on average four hours a day in

sedentary leisure activities (such as watching television) compared
with only half an hour of physical activity.


By 2015, 88% of Western Australian households had internet access
at home, up from 68% in 2006‐2007.

To address current and emerging issues in key strategic areas, the sport and
recreation industry in Western Australia must tackle the following Challenges:
1. GOVERNANCE
Western Australia’s sport and recreation organisations must proactively
engage national and state/territory counterparts in developing governance
models that are collaborative and strategically aligned partnerships. These
models must balance local context and interest as well as national priorities.

2. INTEGRITY AND VALUES
Sport and recreation interests must proactively develop responses to
safeguard the integrity and wholesome values which make sport and
recreation a fundamental part of Australian culture. The integrity that has
encouraged participants, partners, sponsors and governments to invest time,
effort and resources needs active protection.

3. PUBLIC OPEN SPACE AND URBAN FORM
Urban parklands and green spaces for sport and active recreation are integral
components of urban infrastructure and make a significant contribution to

Strategic Directions for the WA Sport & Rec Industry 2016‐2020 – WA Dept Sport & Rec
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community health and wellbeing. In order to deliver public open space which
meets the needs of communities into the future we must be efficient with
resources, focus on the function of sites, provide equitable access to facilities
and secure strategically important regional scale spaces.

7. FINANCIAL [UN]CERTAINTY
The sport and recreation industry must optimise the value derived from
public and private funding in tight fiscal circumstances. Sport and recreation
stakeholders must be strong advocates for the many benefits that are
enabled by continued investment.

4. ADVENTURE AND OUTDOOR RECREATION
Western Australia is a destination point for numerous adventure and outdoor
recreation pursuits. Stakeholders from the public, private and community
sectors must engage collaboratively to deliver high‐quality activities, services
and facilities to satisfy and sustain the growing demand, while protecting the
environments where these activities take place.

8. LEVERAGING FACILITIES INVESTMENT
Stakeholders must leverage the investment made in sport and recreation
facilities and infrastructure over the past decade. Securing high profile events
and increasing visitor and local participation will add vibrancy to our
communities and convert these places and spaces into business drivers,
delivering extensive economic benefits to Western Australia.

5. COMMERCIALISATION
A small number of high profile sports with significant participation bases and
integrated competition structures now have robust commercially oriented
business models, while community‐based sport and recreation organisations
are increasingly reliant on public investment for their survival. Public
investment in sport and recreation organisations should factor in the capacity
of these organisations to source commercial revenue.

9. LIFE COURSE AND LIFE STAGE PARTICIPATION
The achievement of improved participation rates in sport and recreation, and
more broadly active lifestyles, will require innovative responses to the life
course and life stage circumstances of Western Australians. A combination of
expanding pioneering initiatives and adapting successful concepts from other
jurisdictions can stimulate healthier and socially beneficial outcomes for our
community.

6. DIVERSITY IN LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
Initiatives are needed to expedite diversity in Western Australia’s sport and
recreation landscape at all levels of leadership and management. Sport and
recreation organisations must be proactive to increase the contribution that
currently underrepresented groups within the community, particularly
women, are able to make to the industry.

10. MONITORING, EVIDENCE AND RESEARCH
Research and evidence‐based decision making are increasingly important for
sport and recreation. Availability and utilisation of reputable information will
be vital for future policy development and strategic planning.
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11. PARTICIPATION, CULTURE AND AFFORDABILITY
Sport and recreation provides opportunities to embrace those otherwise
often excluded in the community. Opportunities should be affordable and
provide equitable access to encourage participation of people from diverse
social, cultural and economic backgrounds.

12. TECHNOLOGY
Western Australia’s sport and recreation landscape must embrace
opportunities to progress the industry through new and emerging
technologies. Astute sourcing of technological innovations that enhance core
values, support participation and performance outcomes and promote
organisational sustainability will be crucial.

13. VITAL VOLUNTEERS
The engagement of volunteers in sport and recreation is vital for the industry
to thrive and deliver personal and social benefits. Sport and recreation
organisations must devise responsive and accommodating approaches to
recruit, support and retain the vital volunteer base which facilitates the
delivery of sport and recreation activities.
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Section 14:
School Excursions: Outdoor
Education and Recreation
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14. School Excursions: Outdoor Ed/Rec

See Attachment 4: Excursion Management Plan Teacher Resource – Point
Peron Camp School

School Excursions
To attract the school groups excursions market, sport, recreation and leisure
facility operators and managers must adhere to the requirements of an
Excursion Management Plan required by the Western Australian Department
of Education Policy ‘Excursions (Off School Site Activities)’.
*Note this Policy applies to public schools only, however similar Policies may apply to
independent and private schools.

Student to instructor ratio factors must also be adhered to and differ
depending on the type of activity being undertaken e.g. mountain biking
instruction or abseiling instruction.

Download WA Department of Education Full Excursions (Off School Site
Activities) Policy at:
http://det.wa.edu.au/policies/detcms/policy‐planning‐and‐
accountability/policies‐framework/policies/excursions‐in‐public‐schools‐
policy‐and‐procedures.en?cat‐id=3457100

Relevant inclusions pertaining to mountain bike riding and outdoor recreation
activities in the WA Department of Education’s Outdoor Education and
Recreation Activities for Public Schools Policy include:


Cycling and Touring

WA Public Schools: Excursions (Off School Site Activities) Policy

‐

Mountain biking

Policy Statement

‐

Cycle touring

‐

Bicycle motor cross (BMX)

‐

Mountain biking

‐

Road and track racing

‐

Road safety



School excursions are undertaken to further students’ learning and
social skills development outside their normal school environment.

Policy Rules


Principals will:
o

Approve only those excursions that have a clear educational
purpose;

o

Not approve excursions involving high‐risk activities; and

o

Confirm that all excursions are planned, approved and
conducted in accordance with the Excursions in Public Schools
Procedures.



Abseiling, Climbing and Ropes Courses
‐

Abseiling

‐

Belaying

‐

Climbing

‐

Dynamic Rope
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Climbing Walls
‐

Abseiling

‐

Belaying

‐

Bouldering

‐

Climbing

‐

Dynamic Rope



Orienteering, Rogaining and Cross‐Country Navigation



Bushwalking



Camping

Access WA Department of Education Full Outdoor Education and Recreation
Activities for Public Schools Policy at:
http://det.wa.edu.au/policies/detcms/policy‐planning‐and‐
accountability/policies‐framework/policies/outdoor‐education‐and‐
recreation‐activities.en?cat‐id=3457100
*Note – This Policy is in a transition phase to December 2019 by the Department of Education
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Section 15:
Sport and Outdoor Recreation
Training
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15. Sport and Outdoor Recreation Training
An opportunity for Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park to provide
nationally accredited sport and recreation training in partnership with a
Registered Training Organisation and/or industry association may be a
drawcard to establish partnerships or supplier agreements with schools,
TAFEs or other interested groups.
Aligning activities with school curriculum activities and goals may attract
participation and university partnerships for internships and practical
experience across a range of sports‐related qualifications may also be
advantageous.
Participating students (or graduates) may be a valuable stream for employee
recruitment for the business and casual labour source.
This opportunity may provide a training and career pathway for local
residents that has previously unavailable at a local level.
An additional training product for the delivery of mountain biking and
adventure activity training workshops and camps may also be realised
through this concept.
Note: Other industry sector qualifications, units of competency, skill sets,
traineeships etc. may also complement the business and labour pool e.g.
hospitality, tourism and business training.

The credibility of trained, qualified staff and a ‘Centre of Excellence’ for
Mountain Biking and Adventure Skills Training in Western Australia may be
another drawcard for visitation, broader investment, and further propel the
Shire of Chittering and Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park as a
leading agency for mountain bike sports in Western Australia

Sport & Recreation VET Qualifications Update
Current nationally accredited vocational education and training (VET) sport
and recreation qualifications in Australia (YE 2018) are outlined in the table to
follow.

Sport and Recreation VET Qualifications
# Registered
Training
Organisations

Code

Qualification Name

SIS20412

Certificate II in Sport Career Oriented Participation

6

SIS20513

Certificate II in Sport Coaching

41

SIS30613

Certificate III in Sport Career Oriented Participation

11

SIS30713

Certificate III in Sport Coaching

21

SIS30813

Certificate III in Sports Trainer

11

SIS30913

Certificate III in Sport Officiating

0

SIS40512

Certificate IV in Sport Coaching

10

SIS40612

Certificate IV in Sport Development

11

SIS50512

Diploma of Sport Coaching

9

SIS50612

Diploma of Sport Development

46

SIS10115

Certificate I in Sport and Recreation

31

SIS20115

Certificate II in Sport and Recreation

64

SIS30115

Certificate III in Sport and Recreation

62

SIS40115

Certificate IV in Sport and Recreation

10

SIS50115

Diploma of Sport and Recreation Management

22

Table 21: Sport and Recreation VET Qualifications
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MTB-related VET Units of Competency / Skill Sets
Capacity may exist for delivery of nationally accredited mountain biking and
adventure related specialist Units of Competency (YE 2018) from the national
VET Sport, Fitness and Recreation Training Package. Shorter units of
competencies (versus full qualifications) may act as professional development
for people wishing to pursue a career in their chosen field, or for recreation
and personal development purposes e.g. Training camps, day workshops etc.
Examples of Units of Competency have been provided in the below.

Mountain Biking, Adventure and Coaching Units of Competency
Code

Unit of Competency

SISSS00070

Mountain Bike Guide (Controlled to Intermediate
Environment)

Mountain Biking, Adventure and Coaching Units of Competency
Code

Unit of Competency

Guide; Climbing Instructor; Challenge Ropes etc.
Table 22: MTB, Adventure and Coaching Units of Competency

Higher Education Pathways - Outdoor Recreation
A Bachelor of Outdoor Recreation is delivered through Notre Dame University
in Fremantle.
Entry to this degree for mature students can be through a Certificate IV level
VET qualification.

Mountain Bike Australia Coaching50

SISSS00071

Mountain Bike Guide (Intermediate Environment)

SISSS00072

Mountain Bike Instructor (Intermediate Environment)

Level O MTB Skills Instructor

SISSS00052

Cycle Tour Guide On Road (Day Tours)

SISSS00053

Cycle Tour Guide On Road (Overnight and Extended
Tours)

SISSS00054

Cycle Tour Instructor On Road (Overnight and
Extended Tours)

The Level 0 MTB Skills Instructor course is the entry point to the Mountain
Bike Australia coaching pathway and is aimed at parents, clubs and teachers
who want to learn the basics of group management, risk assessment and skills
teaching techniques.

SISSS00063

Intermediate Coach

SISSS00008

Advanced Coach

SISSS00009

Advanced Officiating

Participants successfully completing the course will be equipped to lead
beginner group rides and assist Level 1 Instructors in delivering basic skills
instruction sessions.
The accreditation involves approximately 3 hours of pre‐course work followed

+ other Units of Competency such as: Abseiling, Bushwalking Guide; Climbing

50

Mountain Bike Australia coaching courses
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by a 1 day face to face course.

UCI Level 2 MTB Coach

There are no post course requirements and successful participants will gain
their accreditation at the end of the course.

The UCI Level 2 MTB Coach course is for coaches who want to work with elite
athletes competing in National Championships or International competition.
In particular, this course provides the underpinning knowledge for coaching
an emerging elite young athlete who seeks to represent Australia at Junior or
Under 23 international events.

Course Cost: $240

Level 1 MTB Skills Instructor
The Level 1 Mountain Bike Skills Instructor course is a two‐day theory and
trail intensive aimed at Level 0 Instructors wanting to accelerate their
instructing to the next level.
Upon successful completion participants will be equipped to teach CX style
mounting and dismounting, cornering, pumping the trail, track stands, riding
rock gardens, small step ups, small drop‐offs, steep climbs and switchbacks on
blue trails.

This course is delivered over six days by a leading expert chosen by the UCI.
The course provides in‐depth information on the physiology and physiological
assessment of an athlete, performance monitoring and assessment, sports
psychology in cycling, advanced racing skills and race preparation, and
recovery and crisis management of the injured cyclist.
Course Cost: On application

Level 1 will feature an emphasis on instructor’s ability to demonstrate trail
riding skills to best industry standard as well as consolidation of level O
instructing methods.
Accreditation will involve a pre‐course trail audit and a two‐day course split
between theory sessions and plenty of time on the trail. Assessments will
include pre‐course trail audit, instructing on a blue trail, risk management
documentation and trailside mechanical repairs.
There are no post course requirements and successful participants will gain
their accreditation at the end of the course.
Course Cost: $495
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Section 16:
Economic Contribution
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16. Economic Contribution

Benefits of Economic Impact
Health and Well Being

Economic Impact

•Having a quality activity on the doortstep of
the town can help provide stimulus for
additonal recreational activity. Furthermore
other ecnomic benefits can also flow on to
improvements in local infrastructure which
support recreational participation

There are a number of factors which can contribute to evaluating the
economic impact the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park
development may have on the Bindoon town and broader Shire of Chittering.
Employment

Contributors to Economic Impact
Construction
•The construction phase will provide a
genuine boost to the local economy via
such things as creation of jobs and
boosts to local business trade such as
accommodation, retail, hospitality etc

•Employment benefits can be derived from
the operational roll out of the new
development, potential for new business
operations etc.

Business Incubation
•Flow on benefits from increased visitation
creating the need for more businesses and
services which incubates new business
ventures. Property values have also been
known to benefit

Operational
•Operational impacts largely revolve
around creation of new employment
opportunities and the need to access
goods and services

Figure 68: Benefits of Economic Impact

Events
•It is acknowledged in industry that
events play a major part in the viability
of a trail development. Well run events
scheduled annually/biannually can
encourage riders from domestic and
international markets providing a
tremendous benefit to the local
community
Figure 67: Contributors to economic impact

In assessing the overall potential economic benefit, there are a number of
assumptions that need to be clarified:


Visitor numbers are based on delivering a quality development which
is well supported by a comprehensive marketing strategy and budget



All proposed stages are fully completed



Spending habits of the mountain biking market segment and visitors
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are the same as standard tourist spending habits

Economic Output: Shire of Chittering (S) (Jun 2018)

A buy in from local businesses to support the need for growth in the
provision of complementary products and services

Industry Sector

In 2018, as part of the strategic tourism vision for the Northern Growth
Alliance which combines the Shires of Gingin, Chittering and Dandaragan, a
report from Remplan (specialists in providing area specific data delivered by a
team of economists, planners, demographers and analysts) was
commissioned. The report included a range of economic data based around
tourism.51
Fundamental to providing some insight into what economic benefit the
proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park development may
contribute is the following Remplan data which formed part of the Northern
Growth Alliance – Tourism Strategy Report April 2019.
*Note: The Northern Growth Alliance – Tourism Strategy Report remains as a draft only at the
time of writing this document. All assumptions and background to inputs can be found in the
aforementioned report

Economic Output Attributable to Tourism by Industry Sector

52

The economic output attributable to tourism shows the gross revenue in
prices generated by businesses and organisations in the Shire of Chittering to
service demand generated by tourists to the area. The proposed mountain
bike trail development would likely add to the top performing industry sectors
such as food and accommodation, recreation and retail, as highlighted in the
following table.

51

Northern Growth Alliance Tourism Strategy, Wheatbelt Development Commission, Apr 2019

$M

%

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing

$115.633

18.1%

Construction

$106.357

16.6%

Financial and Insurance Services

$94.599

14.8%

Mining

$90.868

14.2%

Ownership of Dwellings

$48.627

7.6%

Manufacturing

$46.002

7.2%

Transport, Postal and Warehousing

$20.968

3.3%

Wholesale Trade

$18.586

2.9%

Public Administration and Safety

$16.304

2.5%

Professional, Scientific and Technical Services

$14.337

2.2%

Education and Training

$13.611

2.1%

Tourism

$11.951

1.9%

Administrative and Support Services

$9.198

1.4%

Retail Trade

$8.856

1.4%

Other Services

$6.409

1.0%

Rental, Hiring and Real Estate Services

$3.646

0.6%

Information Media and Telecommunications

$3.645

0.6%

Health Care and Social Assistance

$3.239

0.5%

Arts and Recreation Services

$3.047

0.5%

Accommodation and Food Services

$2.604

0.4%

Electricity, Gas, Water and Waste Services

$0.931

0.1%

Total

52

$639.417

Remplan 2018 Data ‐ Northern Growth Alliance Tourism Strategy
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coastal towns such as Lancelin, Cervantes and Jurien Bay, and have an
existing, well regarded tourism brand and product.

Proposed
development to
have a positive
impact on these
industry sectors

What the above figures do represent is that in the Shire of Chittering, there is
room for growth to improve the economic contribution of tourism to the
region, by taking advantage of the area’s natural assets such as the
escarpment and topography to deliver a new tourism product. Much the
same as the Shires of Gingin and Dandaragan do, by taking advantage of their
own natural coastal assets by providing support and incentives to drive and
grow tourism product and visitation.54

→ Tourism

By using a variety of visitor number inputs, the Northern Growth Alliance
Tourism Strategy Report also provided an average spend per visitor under a
direct impact scenario.

→ Retail Trade
→ Arts and Recreation Services
→ Accommodation and Food Services
Although there is a significant $11.95m in economic contribution to the Shire
of Chittering, this total represents only 1.87% of the overall economic
contribution across all industries, ranking tourism 12th, well behind the
primary industries of agriculture and construction which represent 18.08%
and 16.63% respectively.53

Report Impact Scenario: Average spend per visitor55
Visitor Profile
Average spend per trip ($)

Domestic
Day

Domestic
Overnight

International

$97

$231

$85

Table 23: Northern Growth Alliance Report Impact Scenario

Another interesting comparison here is compared to the other Shires involved
in the Northern Growth Alliance (Shires of Dandaragan and Gingin), the Shire
of Chittering’s tourism economic output is only 18% of the overall combined
tourism economic contribution.
This represents the geographical benefits of the other two Shires that include

53
54

Remplan 2018 Data ‐ Northern Growth Alliance Tourism Strategy

55

Remplan 2018 Data ‐ Northern Growth Alliance Tourism Strategy

Remplan 2018 Data ‐ Northern Growth Alliance Tourism Strategy
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To provide a simplistic overview as to the potential economic contribution of
the Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park, using Tourism Research
Australia data, the calculation of visitation, average spend, direct expenditure
and employment generation results in a projected economic contribution
model as overviewed below.56

Estimated
Park Annual
Visitation
17,200

*Note: Considering the economic contribution by various industries is a genuine mechanism
which provides insight into how best Local Government Authorities can improve the liveability
and viability of their region, for a Feasibility Such as this document, it is prudent though to treat
the outcomes as projections which are subject to many and varied assumption‐based inputs.
Setting aside those vagaries, broadly the data does suggest that there are beneficial economic
outcomes which are achievable, providing the development is costed, constructed, operated
and marketed to the appropriate benchmark levels.

Potential
Direct
Economic
Contribution
$1.67m

Average
Day Visitor
Spend
$97

11 Full Time
Employment
Positions
Created

$1.67m Tourism
Consumption

Figure 69: Potential Direct Economic Contribution

As detailed previously, the above projections only include inputs for
riders/users and not visitors/family who accompany them and is only
projected for direct contribution.

56

Tourism Research Australia Statistical Data, 2015
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Section 17:
Design Concept
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a pocket of mid‐range vegetation, which can suit the next level of
blue trails.

17. Design Concept
Design Concept
Overview
The Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park Design Concept is intended
to align with the Australian Mountain Bike Management Guideline principles
where possible to ensure that a quality benchmark level development can be
delivered to the broader West Australian mountain bike market segment.
The size (89.5ha) and topography of the subject site allows for a broad range
of trail networks and trail difficulties to be included, essential to creating a
marketable mountain biking and adventure product which can be used as a
stimulus to the local tourism landscape by value adding to existing product
and event schedules in the Shire of Chittering.
Broadly, the subject site dictates the mountain bike and walking trail
development with descending trails forming most of the overall trail network.
Using a baseline summit point as the apex from which the trails can be
established, the site is then broken down into two developable locations.
1. West of the Summit Point: Heavily vegetated and higher gradient
which suits a range of blue/black mountain bike trails areas. This area
whilst heavily vegetated can provide riders with an intense rider
experience and also because of the vegetation, will have very little
impact on the visual aspect of the subject site from the Bindoon town
centre and Great Northern Highway, which will retain the existing
rural amenity of the landscape.
2. East of the Summit Point: Lightly vegetated allowing for more
flexibility to decrease the intensity of the rider experience by easily
following the contour lines to wash speed. Included in the East is also

Figure 70: Landgate Aerial Map of Lot 3874, Bindoon
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Layout Concepts

Design Objectives

After an assessment of the subject site, and taking into account accessibility,
topography and the inclusion of features which can enhance the overall
marketability of the development, two broad layout concepts have been
suggested. Both design concepts incorporate a portion of land identified for
future caravan park development. The reason for this is to create easier
access to the site and to create better operating efficiencies for the onsite
activities. It is considered that should the caravan park development proceed,
the two developments should have an alignment to capitalise on potential co‐
location efficiencies, operating efficiencies and construction efficiencies.

Simply the design objectives are:

1. Concept 1 incorporates the development within the existing
boundaries of the subject site, a portion of the proposed caravan park
development site.
2. Concept 2 requires an additional parcel of land (plus a portion of the
proposed caravan park development site) which will enable a better
alignment of features and rider access, and ultimately will result in a
better rider and customer experience.
The thought process behind this is based on the key factor that the
additional land required is under the same ownership of the subject
site.
Preliminary discussions have indicated that some form of agreement
could be achieved to facilitate this option. This is the preferred option
and is also the option from which cost estimates have been based.
Refer to the attached site layouts which identify the additional acquisition
footprint and relative boundaries.



Utilise the natural contours of the site to minimise construction
activity



Minimise clearing and vegetation removal



Implement a forward‐thinking design to ensure ongoing maintenance
and sustainability can be better managed



Create rider experiences for all skill levels



Consider the consultation and survey feedback to ensure the design
concept is market relevant



Create easy trail linkages for safe and measured rider skill progression



Install comfortable and inviting infrastructure/activities to encourage
non‐mountain bike riders to visit



Develop a product which can stimulate increased tourism in the area



Use the natural assets of the area as a marketable product to enhance
the economic flow from increased visitation



Future proof the design to keep up with market trends



Stage the design to align with funding allocations and to offer
marketable rider and customer experiences



Take advantage of the proximity to existing infrastructure and the
proximity to the Bindoon town centre



Create sustainable revenue and add‐on revenue streams
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Of the above, an important design objective is to implement design methods
and relevant infrastructure to support the need of sustainable revenue
generation.

Additionally, the sports complex can also provide space for other required
uses such as events gatherings, event ceremonies etc.
Design concept and features are detailed in the table to follow.

Much the same as a golf course, mountain bike trails are exposed to people
not conforming with the required process and use the large expanse of the
site to try and gain free access. By designing a well secured and laid out trail
head and trail hub, the desire to try and gain free access can be softened.
Again, similar to a golf course, the design concept includes well designed
multi use building from which the following can be operated:


Reception/check in



Bike repair/maintenance



Bike hygiene/wash down



Secure lockers for user valuables



Administration



First aid room



Other add‐on products and services [see Section 23 Financial Planning
and Analysis, Potential Forms of Value‐Add Sales revenue]

It is important to note the above services and offerings are mostly directly
related to mountain biking. To ensure the development supports existing local
businesses, any other typical offerings, which may normally be part of the
same footprint such as food, refreshments etc, can be easily access from the
town centre.
This is a sensible way of maximising the benefits of how the close proximity of
the trail head area can support the Bindoon town site.
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Design Concept Features
Design Concept Features
Map
Legend
1.

Feature

Description

Trail Head / Trail Hub/ Toilets and BBQ

The Trail Head is essentially the entry point or hub point of the
development and is accessed easily from Great Northern Highway
and creates opportunities to benefit from the proximity to the
Bindoon townsite and the ability to co‐locate some services etc via
existing buildings such as the sports complex.

Quantity

Overall
Length/Area

Stage

1

3,000m2

1

1

7,000m2

1&2

The Trail Head area would be developed to cater for large groups with
ample parking made available. The key to the Trail Head design is also
to provide the necessary infrastructure to ensure paying customers
can be captured and to also discourage people from attempting to
use the facility without paying.
A simple building design to house activities such as reception, bike
maintenance etc. may be initiated and also encompass a large central
covered area to be built as the main communal area that could be
fitted out with timber table and bench seating under the roof for
year‐round customer comfort.
To ensure there is adequate and comfortable areas for non‐riders, a
number of covered BBQ seating areas could be built, which aligns
with the methodology to include the family/friends of riders and
adventure park enthusiasts to also visit the Park.
2.

57

Pump/ Jump, Skills and Adventure Park

Pump Track: Closed circuit with rollers and berms. Designed to be
ridden without pedalling by using weight shifts (pumping) and
gravity.57

Australian Mountain Bike Management Guidelines
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Design Concept Features
Map
Legend

Feature

Description

Quantity

Overall
Length/Area

Stage

1

100 lm

1

Skills Park: Purpose‐built venue with features to build technical skills.
Well‐designed skills parks allow riders to progress safely from
beginner to advanced levels.58
Adventure Park: A range of purpose‐built obstacles or activities to
encourage non‐rider participation. Also designed to appeal to the
schools, corporate and sports club markets.
This area, as detailed by the green circle on the layout plan, would
essentially cover a portion of the old golf course area. The topography
of this area is well suited to the creation of Pump Tracks, Skills Tracks
and Jump Tracks. Suiting everybody from the beginner to the elite
riders.
Via clever and thorough design work this area could also encompass
part of a Cross Country Racetrack (Cross Country Track) running
through it to bring the riders and the not so able‐bodied spectators
closer and feel part of the action.
Being located within viewing distance from the Trail Head, creates
another layer of visual stimulation for non‐riders who are visiting the
Park and makes management/ticketing easier to control.
Adjacent to the track section is an Adventure Park, with a range of
purpose‐built obstacles, climbing activities and fitness test activities
suitable to a variety of consumer markets, young and old.
3.

58

The open park land style of the old golf course makes a great area for
a Flying Fox/Zip Line. Similarly to the Pump Track area, the
topography suits the gradient required to install and operate a fun zip
line activity.

Flying Fox/Zip Line

Australian Mountain Bike Management Guidelines
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Design Concept Features
Map
Legend
4.

Feature

Description

Green Circuit Walk/Ride Trail

The green trail would be developed as a smoother surface trail, with
trail surfacing used if/where required. This single direction (clockwise)
trail is for walkers and riders.

Quantity

Overall
Length/Area

Stage

5,000 linear
metres

1

9,000 linear
metres

1,2 & 3

The trail hugs the boundary line of the property and performs a
number of ‘rolls’. The initial roll is designed to give the beginner riders
a fun trail to ride on and gives walkers access to the whole area. It
also acts as the access trail to a number of different rated climbing
trails, as well as acting as the return trail for all the descending trails
back to the bottom surface lift area in the south eastern corner of the
site.
As an expanded use trail, this area could also be developed wide
enough for staff quad motor bike or golf cart access and for
maintenance and emergency access purposes.
Natural contours and formations are utilised as a more sustainable
approach to construction.
5.

Black/Blue Trails Areas

It is recommended that these areas are developed in a staged
approach.
The trails combination is a mixture of climbing and descending trails
with the main focus being on the descending trails, a broad range of
styles from technical cross country/downhill trails to the more man‐
made jump/flow style trail are also included.
The more heavily vegetated bush section on the Western section
facing the Bindoon town site has the more technical handmade style
trails created, so as to make the trail network on this face have a
minimal visual impact from the Town site and Great Northern
Highway.
Careful alignment principles should be taken in the final design work
to allow for the linking of trails together so it is possible to have
alternate and varying riding experiences on the hill via the
interchangeable nature of the linkage, allowing riders to swap from
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Design Concept Features
Map
Legend

Feature

Description

Quantity

Overall
Length/Area

Stage

8,000 linear
metres

1,2 & 3

2,000 linear
metres

1,2 & 3

blue to black trails with ease as their confidence and skill levels
progress.
It also enhances the rider experience by offering this change up with
easy access and linkage trails. Natural contours and formations are
utilised as a more sustainable approach to construction.
6.

Blue Trails Areas

It is recommended that these areas are developed in a staged
approach.
The trails in this area are a mixture of climbing and descending trails
with the main focus on the descending trails offering with a broad
range of styles from technical cross country/downhill trails to the
more man‐made Jump/Flow style trail.
As per above careful alignment principles should be taken in the final
design work to allow for the linking of trails together so it is possible
to have alternate and varying riding experiences on the hill via the
interchangeable nature of the linkage work, again also enhancing the
rider experience by offering this change up with easy access and
linkage trails.
Natural contours and formations are utilised as a more sustainable
approach to construction.

7.

Green Trails Areas

It is recommended that these areas are developed in a staged
approach.
The trails in this area would be descending trails as there is the Green
Circuit Trail as the climb. Linkage principles should again be
implemented into the final design work to allow for the linking of
trails together making it possible to have alternate and varying riding
experiences on the hill.
Natural contours and formations are utilised as a more sustainable
approach to construction.
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Design Concept Features
Map
Legend

8.

Feature

Description

Walking/Spectator Access Trail ‐ Class 3

To be built as a natural surface class 3 walking trail.

Quantity

Overall
Length/Area

Stage

1

3,000 linear
metres

1&2

1

250m2

1

1

1500m2

1

1

800 linear metres

1

This trail will link together scenic vistas and spectator viewing points
on the hill. It will also be suitable for adaptive mountain biking,
prams, wheelchairs, mobility scooters etc.
This trail will be developed in a staged approach.
9.

Mid‐Line Point

The Mid‐Line point allows riders to use this area as an additional start
point rather than having to keep climbing back to the summit point.
With key linkages close by, this is beneficial for riders who are looking
to safely increase their skill levels. Natural clearings and site slope
should be used as a more sustainable approach to construction.

10.

Summit Point

As it describes is the main Summit Point of the trial development
where riders can access most of the start points of each trail.
Largely all trail combinations can be accessed from here. Natural
clearings and site slope should be used as a more sustainable
approach to construction.
This area is also used for the drop off and turn around point for the
uplift shuttle bus.

11.

Green Walk/Ride Trail

This trail would be developed as a smoother surface trail, with trail
surfacing used as required.
This dual direction trail is aimed at providing a less intense experience
for walkers and riders. The trail hugs the midpoint to summit surface
drag uplift and performs a number of rolls.
It’s first roll is to give the beginner riders a fun trail to ride on and also
gives walkers access to the whole area.
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Design Concept Features
Map
Legend

Feature

Description

Quantity

Overall
Length/Area

Stage

It also acts as the access trail to the different zones if riders don’t
want to use the mid to summit surface uplift.
This trail would also be developed wide enough for staff vehicles,
quad bike or golf cart access for maintenance and emergency access
purposes.
Surface Drag Uplifts

The proposed surface drag uplifts have been designed to take riders
back to midline and summit points.

3

1

Riders are delivered back to the mid‐line point from 3 base locations,
from there they have the option of descending from that mid‐line
point again or continuing to use the surface drag uplift to take them
back to the summit point.
Road Uplift

The road uplift will be an access track from which a shuttle bus can
operate taking riders to and from the summit point.

1

1

Emergency Access Points

These points are established to create easy access for emergency
services should there be a need if a rider is injured or other medical
emergencies.

3

1

Public Conveniences

This design concept has included additional toilets around the trail
network. It is aimed at improving the experience for males, females,
children, adaptive mountain bikers and people with disabilities with
easier access to ablution blocks.

3

1

Signage

As previously discussed in this document, a range of signage will be
installed to provide varying layers of benefits, safety and education to
all users.

N/A

All
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Quantity

Overall
Length/Area

Feature

Description

Stage

Fencing

Will be used at various points to discourage people from attempting
to use the facility without paying and to maintain strong risk
management principles.

N/A

1

Rest Areas

To align with the consultation feedback, there will be a range of
simple rest or recovery/seating areas situated around the trails and
the Park. A large covered seating area at the summit will also allow
riders/users to prepare/recover or soak up the spectacular scenery
prior to their next trail attempt.

N/A

1

Table 24: Design Concept Features
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Stage 1: Design Concept
Feature

Stage 2: Design Concept
Quantity

Length/Area

1

3,000m2

Multiple

N/A

Pump/Jump, Skills and Adventure Park

1

4,000 m2

Zip Line

1

800 lm

Green Circuit Walk/Ride Trail

1

Black/Blue Trails

Trail Head, Carpark, Trail Hub

Feature
Signage

Quantity

Length/Area

Multiple

N/A

Black/Blue Trails

3

2,250 lm

Blue Trails

2

2,800 lm

Green Trails

1

500 lm

5,000 lm

Pump/Jump, Skills and Adventure Park

1

3,000 m2

6

4,500 lm

Walking/Spectator Access Trail

1

3,000 lm

Blue Trails

3

4,000 lm

Green Trails

2

1,000 lm

Walking/Spectator Access Trail

1

3,000 lm

Mid‐Line Point

1

700m2

Summit Point

1

1500m2

Feature

Quantity

Length/Area

Green Walk/Ride Trail

1

800 lm

Signage

Surface Drag Uplift

3

800 lm

Road Shuttle Uplift

1

5,500 lm

Emergency Access Points

3

N/A

Signage

Table 25: Stage 1 design concept

Table 26: Stage 2 design concept

Stage 3: Design Concept

Multiple

N/A

Black/Blue Trails

3

2,250 lm

Blue Trails

1

1,400 lm

Green Trails

1

500 lm

Table 27: Stage 3 design concept
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Construction Scheduling
Note: The Gantt Chart below is a basic overview of what the construction rollout may consist of. Note that many of the tasks are broad and not drilled down to specifics as would be normal for an
actual working copy of a Gantt Chart for such a development. Additionally, task links and predecessors are not necessarily in the form of an actual working copy.

Table 28: Construction
scheduling Gantt Chart
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Trail Difficulty Rating System
There are two key ratings methodologies from which the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park trails system has been derived and have been
based directly on the recommendations as detailed in the International Mountain Bicycling Association – Australia, Trail Difficulty Ratings System. The first table
represents the difficulty rating for developers to consider when approaching various site topography and landforms as to what type of trail best suits.

Developers Guide to Trail Difficulty Ratings System59

Table 29: IMBA Australia trail difficulty rating systems

59

International Mountain Bicycling Association – Australia, Trail Difficulty Ratings System
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The table below represents the trail difficulty system for users. Much of this information is used on various signage around the trail network and the trail head.

Users Guide to Trail Difficulty Ratings System60

Table 30: IMBA Australia trail difficulty rating systems

60

International Mountain Bicycling Association – Australia, Trail Difficulty Ratings System
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Best Practice Design and Construction61
In 2014, at the Australian Mountain Bike Summit, Mountain Bike Australia
stated, that there was a need to establish, develop and publish an Australian
set of standards or guidelines for the sustainable design and construction of
mountain bike trails.
The Australian Mountain Bike Trail Guidelines were developed and released in
2019 in response to a growing need to establish and implement an Australian
specific trail development process that guides mountain bike trail planning
from proposal to implementation.
Owing to this, it has been important to ensure the proposed Bindoon
Mountain Bike and Adventure Park’s trail network design and project
methodology aligns with the purpose and objectives as detailed in the
Australian Mountain Bike Trail Guidelines. Although the guidelines are not a
National standard or Regulation, they provide a well‐considered framework
from which developers can work within.
The purpose of the Australian Mountain Bike Trail Guidelines is to provide an
overarching, standardised framework for the planning, development and
management of mountain bike trails across Australia.
The guidelines have been developed to:




61

Provide land managers, trail builders, trail users, clubs and groups
with practical information and tools to effectively develop and
manage mountain bike trail networks

Provide a consistent approach to mountain bike trail development
and management across Australia



Provide an understanding of various styles of mountain biking and
the differing user types and their needs



Trails are developed using principles of sustainable planning, design,
and construction techniques



Trails are planned and developed in accordance with a consistent
trail development process

Sustainability
Sustainability in any type of development is at the forefront of design
objectives and mountain bike trail development is no exception. The increase
in popularity of mountain bike trails in Australia has resulted in a core range
of design objectives which, whilst not regulatory in their nature, are regarded
as benchmark deliverables to ensure developments are reflective of the need
to fit into and manage the environment in a sustainable and sensible manner.
Some of the key sustainability approaches as outlined in the Australian
Mountain Bike Management Guidelines which have been adopted for the
proposed Bindoon mountain bike trail network design concept include62:


Complement existing information and tools

Australian Mountain Bike Trail Guidelines, 2019 – Mountain Bike Australia



62

Trail location and alignment: Making sure that where possible trails
fit within the natural contours and natural infrastructure. This assists
with drainage and the mitigation of erosion

Australian Mountain Bike Trail Guidelines, 2019 – Mountain Bike Australia
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Drainage: Making sure that the design has multiple drainage capture
points or compensating basins to ensure that water is able to be
removed from the trail and drain along natural flow routes as quickly
as possible which helps also minimise erosion
Utilising soil type: Soil types will behave differently for different uses,
seasons etc. The initial design concept will only broadly identify soil
benefits and constraints, however, if the development progressed, a
more detailed understanding of the soil types in and around the trail
network, will need to be undertaken
Trail gradient: The design will be featured around maximising the
efficiency of each trail grade. Typically, anything up to a 20% gradient,
can be considered a sustainable gradient



Trail flow: Uses natural momentum and reduces the need for riders
to employ brake and speed washing techniques, which can at times
create wear on the trail



Minimising trail corridor: This is the distances either side of the bike
tread. Generally, the narrower trail corridor, the less clearing and
vegetation removal required

There are a number of other key design features which all offer tremendous
sustainability outcomes, these will be further considered and implemented as
a more detailed design is undertaken, should the project be deemed a go
forward option.

The Importance of Signage

Envirommental
Needs to clearly state any
environmental awareness to riders
that are key to the overall
management and sustainability of the
development

Essential for safety and user
experience
Needs to provide a clear indication of
the trail direction and the difficulty of
the trail

Signage
Trail Etiquette

Emergency

Helps increase safety levels, respect
for the environment and
cultural/historical awareness

Clearly identify all emergency
information for riders e.g. location,
evacuation, muster points

Figure 71: Importance of signage

The primary sign known as the ‘trail head sign’, provides a complete overview
of the trail network, trail difficulty ratings, safety points, navigation and
general user information. Typically located in the main carpark area, when
well‐executed, the trail head sign is an essential component to enhancing the
rider experience and creates a strong first impression and initial brand
reference. Some excellent examples of a well‐laid trail head signs have been
provided.

One of the most important facets of mountain bike trail design is signage. The
actual signs themselves need to be well designed to relay the desired
message in a clear and concise manner. The role of signage is multi layered:
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Figure 72: Awaba Mountain Bike Park, New South Wales
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Should the proposed development proceed towards a more detailed design
phase, a separate signage layout plan, including signage endorse by the
Adaptive Mountain Biking community, will be established. This process is
generally undertaken upon final acceptance of the overall design masterplan.

Ongoing Trails Management / Safety Assessment
Trail maintenance is pivotal to the ongoing success and usability of any
mountain bike trail development. Well designed and constructed trails often
require less maintenance, so it is important to consider the upfront
development costs to ensure a value for money, design is obtained.
The key factors in approaching and establishing the correct methodology for
the proposed trails network include:

63



Initial level of design and how detailed and well‐constructed the trails
are will dictate the output required to maintain the initial standards



Establish key maintenance standards to ensure the integrity of the
initial development is retained



Access to skilled labour and personnel to undertake the maintenance
works



Access points for maintenance (and also safety), must be
incorporated into the initial design



Access to relevant plant and equipment



An allocation of funds for the ongoing maintenance must be factored

into the cost modelling
Owing to the above points, it is important to treat the trails network as a
physical asset, which like any other asset must be maintained to ensure it
retains value. In this case the value is based on the trails’ ability to sustainably
generate revenue from users.
In establishing the maintenance program, the Australian Mountain Bike Trail
Guidelines 2019 suggest the following:63
1. Audit: Assessing the trial for any surface issues, drainage problems,
vegetation growth, condition of signage and condition of other
structures
2. Frequency of Maintenance: This depends on such factors as:
a. The trail system and classification of trails
b. The amount and type of use
c. The type of trail i.e. downhill may require more maintenance
than a flat loop
d. Soil types
e. Extreme weather events
3. Standards: Includes initial trail standard, signage standards, visitor
risk management standards
4. Hazard Identification and Reporting: Trails are subject to weather
events, wear and tear and even vandalism. A HIR plan is essential to
manage these issues

Australian Mountain Bike Trail Guidelines, Mountain Bike Australia, 2019
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5. Monitoring Visitor Statistics: This will dictate frequency of some
maintenance factors i.e. more usage generally requires increased
maintenance
6. Visitor Survey: Provides feedback to operators regarding issues or
improvements to the trail that have not previously been identified
7. Trail Counters: Provides an accurate assessment of usage
8. Marketing: Keep all user markets informed at all times
9. Trail Revitalisation:
a. Visitors numbers may grow which leads to new/more trails
being required
b. A trail may simply be rendered unusable due to too much
degradation
c. Visitor feedback may lead to the necessity of improving the
trail or increasing/lowering the difficulty
It is recommended that should the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and
Adventure Park development proceed, a comprehensive trail maintenance
program incorporating the above industry endorsed activities, should be
established.



Alternate lines



Cornering grades



Alternate surfaces

Additionally, safety can be increased via:


Signage



Ongoing trail maintenance



Skills parks and access to guides, training and coaches to develop safe
progression towards more difficult trails



Rider education strategies



Well‐structured management principles

Creating and building a ‘brand’ for the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and
Adventure Park development will rely heavily on ensuring that safety for all
users is acknowledged to exceed benchmark levels.

Point of Difference Design Initiatives
Extending Usage Periods

Safety Principles
Safety for all users underpins the ongoing success and sustainability of any
mountain bike trail development and creates an additional layer of
marketability to users. Safety measures can be implemented via a range of
design initiatives such as:


Speed filtering

In Western Australia, typically the months of Autumn, Winter and Spring are
considered the peak usage months for mountain bike riders. Summer, whilst
still attractive to a portion of the market segment, usually aligns with softer
visitation numbers to mountain bike facilities, due to such factors as heat,
dusty hard surfaces, increased native fauna activity etc. Notwithstanding this,
some of the southern locations in WA with cooler climates can experience a
less dramatic drop off in user numbers.
In profiling some of the key attributes of a popular mountain bike trail and
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also the seasonal user trends, often a wettened track is one of the factors
which appeals to riders. In reference to the term “wettened” it does not
necessarily mean a sodden or soaked track, it refers more to a level of
moisture in the track which provides more grip and traction for the rider.
As a rather lateral thinking design concept for the proposed Bindoon
mountain bike trail network is to consider one or more of the tracks to have a
reticulated dripper system installed, which can be used to dampen the tracks
at various times to offer riders a better riding experience at a time where the
rider experience is less than desirable.
Obviously, there are a myriad of issues to contend with to implement such an
initiative, however any attempt to drive and increase user numbers in off
peak or shoulder seasons is worthy of consideration. Furthermore, it can
create a beneficial point of difference for marketability.

2 Reticluated Trails ‐ 1 for experienced
riders and 1 for the entry level rider.

Extending User Markets
Mountain biking is an individual sport and encouraging other family
members/friends to visit locations such as the proposed Bindoon Mountain
Bike and Adventure Park, even though they may not be interested in the
riding activity, requires well considered initiatives.
When considering what activities may be beneficial, it is important to relate
the applicable cost of capital involved, against potential visitor number
increases. The below table lists some key initiatives to support the objective
of broadening the user markets.
By diversifying attraction activities and consumer markets, opportunities to
create a more sustainable business model are enhanced.
Examples of innovative concept initiatives with the goal of diversifying
infrastructure, products and services to attract a broad range of consumers to
visit the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park has been
provided.

The water source could be facilitated via a
stand alone tank, capturing water during
winter months. Capacity vs usage would
need to be worked through.
Advertise the dampened track initiative as
a special event once or twice monthly Jan
‐ Mar.
Figure 73: Reticulated trails concept
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Attraction Concept Initiatives - Extending User Markets

See Surface Drag Uplift Video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=yc5cw9VE3M8

Mountain Bike Surface Drag Uplift
*Unique point of difference

Initiative

Aim

An MTB surface drag
uplift installed at a
mountain bike park
development has a 2‐fold
benefit for riders:



1. It is a great initiative for
riders to maximise their
rider time by making the
climb back to the
summit quicker, rather
than waiting for the
typical shuttle road
uplift

ROI Capacity
To be highly
competitive with
other mountain bike
trails in Western
Australia



First mountain bike
surface uplift in WA



World‐class
attribute



Medium capital
outlay



Pay per use or
session/season
passes for return on
investment



Improved visitor
interest and
experience – more
mountain biking, less
climbing

2. It helps riders preserve
energy allowing them to
ride for longer

Notes:
A mountain bike surface drag uplift in this context is similar to a ski lift, where riders can be
dragged back to the summit point or closer via a motorised cable mechanism and a handy
tow bar clamp which attaches to the handlebars of the rider’s bike.
There are very few uplifts installed for standalone mountain bike developments and the
idea of installing one for the proposed Bindoon development would add a tremendous
benefit to the marketability of the operations.
There is a cost implication which needs to be factored and weighed against the potential
upside of increased visitation, due to this unique uplift service.
For the purposes of this initial Feasibility Study, an uplift network has been suggested and
costed into the overall development of the facility.

**The existence of 2 second‐hand t‐bar surface drag uplifts from a ski park in the
UK, stored in a sea‐container in Waroona, has been identified – owner is currently
in Europe but may be able to discuss the opportunity to procure this equipment
upon his return, late June 2019.

Figure 74: Mountain bike surface lifts, Image: Pro‐Tow, Red Bull, Epic Bikepark Leogang
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See Toboggan Ride Video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghrSQ‐g8_rM

Toboggan Track ‘*Unique point of difference’
Initiative

Aim

A ground‐based toboggan
track activity at a
mountain bike park
development is a fun and
unique activity for all ages
and abilities



ROI Capacity
To be highly
competitive with
other mountain bike
trails and adventure
park operators in
Western Australia



Only ground‐based
toboggan track in
WA



World‐class
attribute



Major capital outlay



Pay per use or
session/season
passes for return on
investment



Improved visitor
interest and
experience

Notes:
A ground‐based toboggan track (also known as a Summer Toboggan Run) is designed to
adapt to virtually every possible contour and direction change of any given site.
*Uphill transport system for toboggan sleds are also often used in conjunction with the
track.
Requiring low operating and maintenance costs, a ground‐based toboggan track is an
attractive, low‐risk investment for ski resorts and family adventure parks – commonly found
on the east coast of Australia (e.g. Funfields Theme Park, VIC; The Big Banana, NSW) and
internationally.
There is a cost implication which needs to be factored and weighed against the potential
upside of increased visitation, due to this unique activity.
This activity has been identified as a potential attraction only and has not been included or
costed into the overall development of the facility.

Figure 75: Toboggan runs in the USA (top); and The Big Banana toboggan run (bottom)
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Wider Green Trails for Families and Adaptive Mountain Bikers

Aboriginal Cultural Tours

Initiative

Aim

ROI Capacity

Initiative

Aim

Construct an agreed
number of wider,
Green Level trails,
more suited to the
beginner or adaptive
mountain bikers



Attracting the Adaptive
Mountain Biking market





Encouraging parents to
engage younger
children in the activity,
because of the wider
track, it is easier for
parents to provide
support and
balance/guidance

Low impact cultural
tourism experience on
site to mountain bike
riders, non‐mountain
bike riders, families and
support crew





Aboriginal guided tour
and experience
incorporated into
walking trail

No additional capital
outlay with external
tour operator using
existing walking trail
and trail head
facilities at the Park



High value add‐on
product for tour, school
groups, corporate and
government groups
seeking a cultural
experience, education
or awareness product





Opportunity to train
Aboriginal people in the
community to become
tour guides

Gain market traction
and increase visitor
spend with the
growing popularity
of, and government
investment in, the
West Australian
Aboriginal tourism
sector

Figure 76: Adaptive Mountain Biking – Image courtesy The Good Scout

Capital outlay would
be minimal, would
provide an
accessible purpose‐
built recreation /
tourism trails
product for families,
emerging mountain
bikers, and adaptive
mountain biker
market users,
competitions and
events

Engage Koya
Aboriginal
Corporation’s
Aboriginal Nature
Trekz (based in
Midland) with support
from the WA
Indigenous Tourism
Operators Council

ROI Capacity

Figure 77: Aboriginal cultural experience – Image courtesy Warrang‐Bridil
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Outdoor Adventure Park
Initiative

Aim

Outdoor adventure
park featuring
activities such as:



 Challenging obstacle
courses (kids and
adult versions)
suitable for team
building events and
competitions

 Kids jumping pillow

Co‐located by external
operator/professional
instructors

Activities to attract
children and younger
adults who can spend
time engaging in
challenging physical,
mental and personal
development pursuits



Activities to attract
groups, clubs, schools,
recreation camps and
tour group markets for
leisure, recreation and
team building



Differentiate from
competing adventure /
outdoor recreation
parks (obstacle course
theme, events)

 Zipline to capture
scenic views from
the hill
 Adventure activities
such as low ropes,
abseiling tower, leap
of faith

Community Club Fundraising at Chinkabee Sporting Complex

Figure 78: Adventure park ropes course

ROI Capacity

Initiative

Aim



Likely high cost of
capital to construct





Can be staged
according to demand
and consumer
feedback

Partner with local
sports clubs for
Chinkabee Sporting
Complex facilities
access and fundraising
opportunities



Site can be leased or
sold to a private
investor/operator
(opportunity for
Expressions of
Interest process)



ROI Capacity
Park visitor partners,
friends or family can
relax at a location
proximal to the trail
head and enjoy a meal,
drink, hire tennis courts,
corporate bowling etc.



Very low outlay. Just
requires some
organising and
resources.



Community club
fundraising
opportunities

Provide an opportunity
for community club
revenue or fund raising
through facility
attendance, sports hire
or operation of vending
machine supplying
packaged food,
beverage, supplements,
merchandise or
souvenirs

Figure 79: Fundraising vending machine for local clubs
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Walking Trail Spectator Vantage Points
Initiative

Aim

Walking trail with
dedicated spectator
vantage points over
mountain bike trail
sections and scenic
vistas





Year‐Round Events and Competitions Calendar

Partners, friends,
children and spectators
can get involved in the
excitement of the
down‐hill riding action,
take photos, watch
competitions etc. or
soak up the scenic views
on a safe trail, platform
or vantage point

ROI Capacity

Initiative

Aim



Year‐round calendar
of events and
competitions at the
Park:



 Unique signature



Increase overnight
visitation during the
Shire’s traditional low
tourist season
(December to May)



Develop a strong suite
of diverse events in
partnership with
industry and
organisations that will
appeal to the local
community, new,
existing and diverse
consumer markets

Relatively low outlay
required. Minimal
construction and
some vegetation
clearing along
existing walking trail
and accessible areas
of mountain bike
trails

Develop interest from
non‐mountain bike
riders to take up the
sport and become
regular customers of
the Park

event

 Mountain biking
 Orienteering
 Trails
 Obstacle racing
 Cycling
 Running
 Star gazing
 School sports
 Culinary pop‐ups
 Glamping pop‐ups

Figure 80: Spectator vantage point – Image courtesy Fort William Cup, UK

ROI Capacity
Increase visitation
throughout the year,
add‐value / extend stay
for existing local events



Low capital outlay



Partner with
external companies
and organisations to
share costs / profits
of ticketed events

Figure 81: Pop‐up dinner showcasing local produce – Image courtesy Fervor
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Long Distance Cycle Network
Initiative

Aim

Long distance cycle
network trail hub link
to Park e.g. NorthLink
WA Trail, Swan Valley
to Chittering Valley
Trail







Figure 82: Road cycling event

Bindoon Town Cycle Trail

Bindoon to become a
cycle‐friendly tourist
town
May appeal to the road
cycling consumer
market and affiliated
clubs, competitions and
events
Attract road cycling
consumers ‐ high visitor
spend market

ROI Capacity

Initiative

Aim



Major capital outlay





Main Roads WA,
NorthLink WA
project may fund /
activate this network

Linked cycle pathway
network from Park to
rest of town / tourist
hot spots / local
tavern etc.

Become to become a
cycle‐friendly tourist
town



May appeal to non‐
mountain bike riders,
families etc. or pre‐post
ride activities



Leisure opportunity to
explore the township
and beyond for retail,
hospitality, tourist
activities etc.



Variety of activities
at the Park and
throughout the town
may encourage
overnight visitation
and local spend

ROI Capacity


Medium capital
outlay



Encourage economic
spend with local
businesses

Figure 83: Family bike ride – Image courtesy Tourism WA
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Bindoon Tourist Park – MTB / Cycle Specialist Park
Initiative

Aim

Caravan, camping and
cabin park in the
Bindoon town centre



*Opportunity to build
Western Australia’s
first ever, purpose‐
built MTB/Cycle
Friendly Tourist Park
with:



 Bike wash facility
 Secure bike storage
 Bike hire access
 Equipment hire
access
 Bike retail and
servicing access
 MTB Shuttle bus

 Value add passes



Capture visitor markets
for extended stays and
economic spend with
convenient, affordable
accommodation options
within walking/cycling
distance of the Park
Attract families, groups,
clubs, schools for
extended stays i.e.
leisure, training,
coaching, events,
competitions, camps
Creation of a
sustainable caravan
park model through
diversified target
markets

Figure 84: Caravan and camping park

Co‐Located Wildlife Rescue Park
ROI Capacity

Initiative

Aim



Major capital outlay





Increased occupancy
and revenue from
Park‐related
visitation may make
the Shire’s financial
outlay for a caravan
park a more viable
option or for private
operator / investor
consideration

Wildlife interaction
and designated home
for Chittering Wildlife
Carers



Economic spend in
the Shire will
increase with more
overnight visitation

Compete with similar
wildlife interactions
provided by Adventure
World and Outback
Splash, whilst developing
a new source of fund
raising for Chittering
Wildlife Carers

ROI Capacity
To provide an additional
tourism and feel‐good
community organisation
drawcard to Perth City
and International
visitors seeking an
Australian wildlife
interaction



To provide a safe place
for injured wildlife to
recover



Opportunity for gold
coin donations or photo
fee to enhance the
work and sustainability
of Chittering Wildlife
Carers



Attractive to tourism
operators as part of a
broader itinerary



Capital outlay for
Chittering Wildlife
Carers (concept may
be eligible for
grants/funding)



Good customer and
community
sentiment involving
a local wildlife
rescue, non‐profit
organisation in the
operation

Figure 85: Wildlife rescue, Image courtesy, Healsville Sanctuary, Victoria
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Local Businesses Development and Buy‐in
Initiative

Aim

Local products and
services to cater for
mountain biking,
cycling, and general
visitors to Bindoon:



 Bike hire/sales
 Safety equipment &
accessory hire/sales



 Bike/tyre repairs
 Accessories
 Uplift shuttle bus
 Training programs
 Tours
 Events
 Food and beverage
 Merchandise
 Physiotherapist
 Health services



ROI Capacity
To provide local
businesses and
community members
with opportunities for
new business
incubation, growth and
expansion
To stimulate jobs
growth for Shire
residents
To enhance the
customer and visitor
experience with
convenient access to
local products and
services







Capital outlay for
local businesses and
product/service
suppliers only
Economic spend in
the Shire will
increase with Park
visitation
Opportunity to
encourage new
private investment
in the Shire

Staging for the mountain bike park development is guided by the following:
1. Development costs and access to funding
Like many projects, the final design of the park and trails network will
be based on an overall project cost and how that is assessed as a
viable return on investment proposition.
In assessing the ROI, staging of the development can create a more
de‐risked approach to the capital outlay required. With the subject
site being 89.5ha, there is ample room for trail growth and/or
increased alternate activities to be rolled out over a defined period.
It is recommended that this development follow a rigid process of
achieving financial based staging milestones, prior to commencing
any additional stages. Some of the financial based outcomes to be
considered are:


Overall P&L performance



Management costs



Ongoing maintenance costs

2. Trail Product Mix
Making sure that the trail product mix for each stage is broad enough
to attract the desired number of users is paramount. The broader
mountain bike market ranges from the beginner rider all the way
through to the hard‐core event rider.
Figure 86: Bike hire

Smart developments will ensure that all of these user types are
catered for in the one location. If trails are not difficult enough the
better riders, (which form the majority of the Western Australian
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mountain biking consumer market) tend to get bored and seek
alternate locations to achieve their desired enjoyment. Conversely, if
trails are too difficult, riders who are just getting into the sport or are
gradually looking to increase their skill levels, can be discouraged to
visit a location if the risk and difficulty of the trails is too great.

Future Proofing the Development

To achieve a balanced product offering, careful consideration of trail
difficulty and trail length is essential to build up a well‐regarded
‘brand’ amongst the key mountain bike user groups.

Mountain biking, like many other sports and pastimes continues to evolve and
the expectations of the market segments are frequently changing, for
example e‐mountain bikes. Increases in bike design and manufacturing, skills
trends, safety equipment etc. mean that trail development must have a level
of flexibility to ensure market relevance can be achieved at all times.

A large degree of finesse is required in the initial development and
design concept to roll out trails which are:


Challenging enough to the hard‐core rider



Variations in length and intensity



Promote safe skills progression ‐ User friendly enough to
encourage new users to the sport to consider Bindoon as a
perfect location to build up their skill sets



Make sure the initial trail network is suitable for all types of
bike and does




Linked efficiently to allow users to steadily progress their own
level of skills in a measured and non‐risky transition

Further to a rigid approach to the above principles, staging also allows for the
development to be ‘future proofed’ and maintain relevance within the typical
and broader mountain biking market segments.

Staging the development allows for opportunistic assessment of market
trends that will attract and maintain a regular user base ongoing.
To achieve this, it is recommended that constant assessment and
consumer/user feedback is obtained to ensure the development can continue
to attract repeat and new users.

Design

Implement

Review

Adjust

Adopt

Figure 87: Future Proofing the Development

Stage one trail design needs to have at least one section
which can be used for events to allow for stronger marketing
and brand awareness strategies. Events are essential to
increase visitation via participants, support crews, family etc.
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Section 18:
Project Implementation
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18. Project Implementation

Planning

Communication

Control

Response

Audit

• Scope
• Costs
• Risks

• Client
• Stakeholders
• Project Team

• Scope
• Cost
• Risk
• Stakeholders
• Client
• Project Team

• Timely decision
making
• Effective
communication

• Regular value
management review

Figure 88: Project implementation overview

The above diagram is a broad overview of the implementation needs for the
proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park development.

As the project is already into the feasibility phase, any advancement towards
the development proceeding forward will require the following steps.

Planning

As with many similar development projects, a critical path will be established
which largely connects each phase by their dependency on that task being
achieved:

Planning for the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park
development will require the following phases to be undertaken in greater
detail.



Site acquisition



Detailed trail design



Detailed costing
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Establish operational model



Thorough risk management assessment



Obtain planning approvals



Tender for construction



Establish construction activity timelines

Response

Audit

Communication
A Communication Plan will identify the key communication requirements
specific to the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park
development and outlines who needs what information, when they need it
and what form it will be provided in.


Create a project control group



Identify stakeholders

Response times are relevant at various stages throughout the life of a
development such as the proposed Bindoon Mountain and Adventure Park
and it is important to ensure that systems and procedures are in place that
enable responses to be made accurately and in a timely fashion.

The audit process will need to bey conducted at various specific stages
throughout the life of the development in the form of very particular updates
and meetings.
This phase should be viewed as part of the process in delivering and managing
the development to completion and a tool by which issues and opportunities
are identified and acted upon.
Such issues as budget vs actual reviews and performance of contractor
reviews will ensure that these various hold points will benefit the overall
development product.

Control
Control of the project is important to ensure that the direction and desired
objectives of the development progresses in an appropriate way and is
directed by the relevant technical and experienced resources.
Mountain bike trail development is a rather specified field and the
appointment of an experienced project manager who has an acute awareness
of the mountain bike trail development industry, will provide enormous
benefit to achieving desired objectives and to mitigate cost over runs and
time delays.
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Section 19:
Mountain Bike Park
Management
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19. Mountain Bike Park Management
Enablers of Success
Successful Business Models64
Profitable business models depend on developing qualities that help the
business succeed: finding high‐value customers; offering significant value to
customers; and delivering significant margins.
Great business models also avoid three ‘red lights’ that can derail a business:


Difficulties in satisfying customers;



Trouble maintaining market position; and



Problems generating funding for growth.

meet the following requirements:


Are easy to locate



Allow you to charge a profitable price



Are willing to try your product after minimal marketing
expenses



Can generate enough business to meet your sales and profit
objectives

Customers don't necessarily need to be the end users of your product
or service. They could be retailers, distributors, online booking
channels or whomever you sell your product or service to. If your end
users or distributors don't fit this profile, you can still meet this
requirement by attracting high‐value customers through partnerships
or alliances with companies in the market.

The following list outlines key factors in determining whether a business
model meets each green light and avoids the red lights.
It is recommended management of Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure
Park conducts a similar examination of the proposed business to see if the
criteria for success is able to be met, more importantly, able to correct any
weaknesses evident prior to operations and when operational.

Green Lights
1. Acquire high‐value customers
High‐value customers don't mean rich customers, but customers who

64

2. Offer significant value to customers
There are a number of ways you can create significant value and
competitive advantage, including the following:


Unique advantages in features and benefits



Better distribution through retail or distribution channels



More complete customer solutions through alliances with
other businesses and organisations



Competitive pricing or pricing options



Offer points of difference, broader product line or more

Successful Business Models, Entrepreneur Press 2006
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flexible options

The internet, outsourcing and, most of all, the increased willingness of
companies to partner in creative ways to serve customers has
resulted in every industry creating innovation in business strategy.
This gives you opportunities, but also makes it imperative that you
stay on the creative edge to fend off competition.

3. Deliver products or services with high margins
As competitors will typically match your costs in the end, higher
margins come from having a superior product or by having features
that provide significant value or unique aspects that allow you to
charge more. You can achieve high margins with other tactics,
including the following:


Use more efficient distribution channels



Require less sales support and sales effort



Have a lean industry‐leading operational team



Offer more auxiliary products or other opportunities for
revenue without increasing cost

Red Lights



Extensive technical support



Extensive implementation requirement



Extensive customer service



Interface problems with other equipment

Customer satisfaction costs, which occur after the sale, are red flags
because the costs are typically high and don't produce revenue or
profits. If your type of product might have high customer service
costs, you need to configure your business to put these costs on
someone else, either with partnerships or alliances or by restricting
your sales to an aspect of the business that doesn't require customer
satisfaction costs.

2. Maintain market position
A good business model uses its resources to improve its market
position, adding new products, features and customers or expanding
into new areas. The red flags that indicate it will be difficult to
maintain market position include:


Two or three major customers/market segments buy most of
your product



Major potential competitors control the distribution network



Technology changes rapidly and requires high‐risk product
development



There are alternative technologies being developed to meet
the same need



You have well‐funded potential competitors who could
quickly move into your market

1. Provide for customer satisfaction
Consider whether it will be difficult, and therefore expensive, to
satisfy customers once they buy. Some of the aspects of a business
that create high customer satisfaction costs include:


High insurance costs
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Long term, your ability to hold market position is determined by the
characteristics of the overall market. For example, a company
involved in the telecommunications sector must adjust and guess
right on constant changes in technology to hold market position. A
risk of a wrong guess may result in negative impacts in the future.

3. Fund the business
Start‐up costs, operating capital, personnel costs and overhead costs
are just a small percentage of the funding requirements for any
business. The question is whether the investments will have a high
return and whether the business can grow without substantial new
investments. Red flags for a business model regarding investments
include:


ROI is less than 25% in the first three years



Incremental production of products or services requires
substantial additional investments



Fewer than 50% of the investment required will be used in
revenue producing areas, such as sales and production

According to the Australian Sports Commission, in a rapidly changing
environment sports in Australia need to adapt their products and services to
remain relevant. The challenge is how best to evolve these whilst retaining
those things that are special and unique to your sport. The goal is to develop
and deliver relevant products and services supported by effective go‐to‐
market strategies.
1. Do you have a suite of offerings that address all your participant
needs, from children through to adults?
2. How do your participants transition from one stage to the next?
3. Do you develop products in order for them to be sustainable?
4. How are you servicing all your stakeholders?
Sustainable commercial success is unlikely if the above‐mentioned factors are
not addressed and in place. Sporting pursuits operate in a highly competitive
market against a huge array of alternative leisure and entertainment
products. Identifying appropriate commercial opportunities to help grow
revenues in support of business goals is critical to success.
Recommendations:



Investments have to be made prior to sales commitments

1. Know what your assets are and what they’re worth



Industry as a whole has a poor ROI or poor profitability

2. Understand your audience deeply

Money is available for the right plan and the right model. You'll find
money available if your ROI is right and if you have financial leverage,
which means your initial investment will allow you to double or triple
sales without requiring any more funding.

65

Delivery of Sporting Products and Services65

3. Know how best to leverage your assets

Australian Sports Commission: Participation Game Plan, Tool Kit: Building Stronger Sports
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Community Collaboration
Early collaboration with local residents and Shire of Chittering businesses,
neighbours, Government authorities and industry organisations will be
integral to the overall success of a new recreation and tourism attraction in
Bindoon.

‐

Australian Tourism Export Council

‐

Destination Perth



International mountain biking networks (competitions and events)



Domestic and international inbound tour group operators



Travel agents



Leisure group operators



Education and training providers



Non‐profit groups



Corporate conference, activities and travel organisers (Perth
Convention Bureau)

There are unlimited opportunities for the establishment of partnerships prior
to development and/or operation of a new business concept. This is also
inclusive of memberships for additional industry insight, support and
advocacy.



Australian mountain biking, cycling, adventure activity supplier
partnerships



Visitor centres (e.g. WA Visitor Centre – Perth; Gingin Visitor Centre,
Swan Valley Visitor Centre)

Industry partnerships in the mountain biking, cycling, outdoor recreation,
tourism, business and education sectors will be of particular value.



Tourism WA and Destination Perth for collaborative marketing
opportunities and industry/media familiarisation programs

Examples of these may include, but are not limited to:



Vacation Care and Sports Group organisations e.g. YMCA, PCYC



Local accommodation and hospitality providers

Establishing strong networks, partnerships and mutually beneficial products,
services, agreements etc. will ensure you have the ‘locals’ onside should the
time come for future advocacy for the development and/or enhancement of
services and infrastructure within the property or externally in the region.

Industry Partnerships



Industry association memberships, for example:
‐

WestCycle / WA Mountain Bike Association

‐

Mountain Bike Australia

‐

International Mountain Biking Association

‐

Outdoors WA

‐

Tourism Council of WA

Sponsorship Partnerships
Sponsorship may be sought across a range of operational platforms and is a
great way to work in partnership with key product and service links to your
business. For example:
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Fencing supplied/branded by Fox Racing MTB



TV Screens supplied/branded by Cyclemania



Website sponsored/branded by Shimano



Stage and background set for competition/events presentation pics
and media / branded by Red Bull

Naming rights to key aspects of your business may also provide an additional
revenue source e.g. ‘Red Bull Black Trail Run’, or ‘Cyclemania MTB’ retail
outlet (derived from ‘Cyclemania’ specialist retailer in North Perth ‐
opportunities for retail and online sales consignment agreements).
Additionally, sponsorship must be a two‐way street and there is no better way
to gather the support of your local community or key target youth groups, for
example, than with sponsorship activities. Examples may include day passes,
or memberships as prizes for community fund‐raising, schools etc.

Government Roles and Responsibilities
An important collaboration for a unique business concept is your local,
regional, State and Federal government agencies. Strong foundations and
open lines of communication across all levels of government, in the planning
phase of your project (and beyond) must be nurtured and developed to
ensure approval and support is provided at all stages.
As many government representatives may be on the ‘conservative’ side when
making decisions based on untried and untested business concepts, a slow
and steady approach, backed with strong evidence, research, statistical data

66

and letters of support (do not rely on anecdotal evidence alone), may provide
government with the confidence to make important decisions which may
have a positive impact on a project such as funding, licensing, marketing etc.

Licensing, Registrations and Regulations
Business Licence Reports66
Breakaway Tourism has obtained two ‘Business Licence Reports’ for two types
of prospective business types in the Shire of Chittering, Western Australia
through the Small Business Development Corporation.


‘Mountain Bike Club’; or



‘Outdoor Adventure Operation n.e.c’

*Note: Above selections were the most appropriate classifications available

Drawing from a database of over 6,000 Local, State and Federal Government
licences these Business Licence Reports have been tailored according to the
information provided. The reports include licences from a range of different
agencies ‐ each responsible for a different aspect of the business.
Disclaimer: Information and data provided to the public by the Small Business
Development Corporation is supplied in good faith and entirely at the risk of the
recipient. No warranty is given as to the correctness of this information and it is
provided on condition that neither the Small Business Development Corporation nor
any of its officers shall be liable to any person for any loss or injury sustained using it.

A combined list of licences, registrations and permits recommended in both

Business Licence Reports, Small Business Development Commission, June 2019
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Small Business Development Commission reports have been outlined in the
table below.

Licences, Registrations and Permits

Licences, Registrations and Permits



Permit to Interfere with Vegetation on Local Government Property (Shire
of Chittering)



Registration as a Foreign Company



Approval for Camping on Private or Unapproved Land (Shire of Chittering)



Registration as a PAYG Withholder



Approval to Erect a Commercial Advertising Sign on a Road or Highway



Registration as an Australian Company



Approval to Use Containers Other than a Receptacle (Shire of Chittering)



Registration of Working Holiday Maker Employment



Australian Business Number Registration



Sign Licence (Shire of Chittering)



Building Approval Certificate (Shire of Chittering)



TFN Application / Enquiry ‐ Company



Building Permit (Shire of Chittering)



Vehicle Licence



Disposal Licence



WA Driver's Licence



Employer Requirements ‐ Superannuation Guarantee



Workers' Compensation Insurance



Exemption for a Relevant Transaction



Working with Children Check



General Business Music Licence



Goods and Services Tax (GST) Registration



Incorporation of an Association



Land Tax



Licence to Play Music at a Sporting Event



Licence to Play Music in Recreation and Leisure Centres



Licence to Play Music in the Workplace



Licence to Play Music on Hold

o

Standard (Australian Adventure Activity Standard)



Licence to Play Sound Recordings or Music Videos

o

Cycling, Cycle Touring and Mountain Biking



National Business Name Registration



National Police Clearance

o

Abseil & Climbing



Occupancy Permit (Shire of Chittering)

o

Bushwalking



Pay‐Roll Tax Registration

o

Camping

Table 31: Licenses Registrations and Permits

Additional compliance and standards to note may include, but are not limited
to the following:


Australian Tourism Accreditation Program



Australian Adventure Activity Standards – Good Practice Guides
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o

Challenge Courses (ropes courses, low ropes & adventure
games)

o

Climbing/Climbing on Artificial Surfaces (abseiling and
climbing)

o

Operational / Management Models
Option Model
1.

Ropes Courses (high and low ropes challenge courses)

Sole ownership of development,
operation and responsibility for all
aspects of the business.

See Attachment 5: Cycling and Mountain Biking Activity Standard




National Outdoor Leader Registration Scheme (NORLS)
o

Mountain Biking

o

Abseiling (natural and artificial)

o

Bushwalking

o

Challenge Ropes Courses (high and low)

o

Climbing (natural and artificial)

o

Cycle Touring On‐Road

2.

Level O MTB Skills Instructor

o

Level 1 MTB Skills Instructor

o

UCI Level 2 MTB Coach

Operational Management Models
The following table provides an overview of the various options for
development and ongoing operational management of the proposed
development.

Co‐investors for developmental and/or
operational partnerships
Shared investment, additional
activities/attractions; shared ownership,
shared control etc. for some or all
aspects of the business.

3.

Shire of Chittering owned and leased to
a private operator
Sole investment, development and
responsibility by Shire of Chittering and
would lease the development/facility
‘under management’ to an experienced
private operator underset with terms
and conditions.

Mountain Bike Australia Coaching
o

Single Ownership and Management for
Shire of Chittering

4.

Privately owned and leased to a non‐
profit operator e.g. YMCA
Shire of Chittering sole investment,
development and responsibility and
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Full control
High investment
High risk
Full revenue

Loss of control
Access to more
capital
investment
Shared
responsibilities
and revenue
Lease provides
steady income
Profit margins
reduced
Risk of poor
management
with a major
investment

Lease provides
steady income
Enhanced access
to grants and
funding
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Operational / Management Models
Option Model

Key Points

would lease the development/facility
‘under management’ to an experienced
non‐profit operator underset terms and
conditions.




Profit margins
reduced
Risk of poor
management
with a major
investment

Table 32: Operational / management models
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Section 20:
Employment & Human
Resources

Figure 89: Image courtesy Tourism WA
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Hang‐gliding instructor



Outdoor education teacher

Labour requirements



Outdoor pursuits instructor

In addition to the standard human resources required for a recreation‐based
facility, and the general operations of administration, accounts, human
resource management, sales and marketing, maintenance, cleaning etc. some
specialist staff may be required (as employees or from external partners and
suppliers).



Paragliding instructor



Rock climbing instructor

20. Employment & Human Resources

It is important to note that the Shire of Chittering does not have industry
expertise in the fields of mountain biking, outdoor recreation and tourism
attraction management (and the human resources required), therefore the
option to lease the Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park to a suitably
qualified operator may be a highly desirable option. Alternatively, the
recruitment of highly experienced personnel to develop and grow the
business is another option for consideration.

ANZSCO Codes for Outdoor Recreation67
Occupation Code 452215: Outdoor Adventure Instructor
Alternative title: Outdoor adventure leader

67

Abseiling instructor



Adventure challenge instructor

Alternative title


Bushwalking guide

Occupation Code 452299: Outdoor Adventure Guides N.E.C.
Specialisations


Caving guide



Cycle touring guide



Horse trekking guide



Sea kayaking guide



Skydiving instructor

Table 33: ANZSCO Codes for Outdoor Recreation

Specialisations:


Occupation Code 452216: Trekking Guide

ANZSCO ‐ Australian and New Zealand Standard Classification of Occupations, ABS
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New Job Roles for a Mountain Bike and Adventure Attraction

Key occupations include:

Method of recruitment:

Outdoor recreation, hospitality and tourism job skills are highly transferrable.
Multi‐skilling employees with these transferrable skills across the operation
may be an opportunity to provide full‐time and/or part‐time job roles for staff
members, thus enhancing the retention strategy and capabilities of the
business.
Mountain biking and adventure sports industry skills, knowledge and
experience however is a major skills gap for the existing workforce in the
Shire of Chittering and this expertise will need to be brought into the
business, particularly in the first two years of development and operation.

Key occupations include:

Method of recruitment:

Other job roles as the business grows, may include (may be absorbed into other
roles / management for multi‐tasking):


Business Development Manager



Online Marketing Officer (social media and website management)



Reservations – Group Bookings Officer



Administration / Customer Service Officer



Events Coordinator



Retail Sales Consultant



Accounts / Payroll Officer



Shuttle Bus Driver



Operations Manager

Table 34: Key occupations

Mountain Biking Instructors,
Coaches and Guides



Explore local options



WA mountain bike industry networks
e.g. WestCycle

Outdoor Recreation Instructors and
Guides



Explore existing WA and east coast
workers



International/Interstate staff
exchange programs



Experienced backpackers on a
holiday visa



Explore local options



WA mountain bike industry networks
e.g. WestCycle



Explore existing WA and east coast
workers



International/Interstate staff
exchange programs



Experienced backpackers on a

Mountain Bike / Cycle Equipment
Technician

holiday visa

A recruitment and retention strategy to attract and retain high quality
employees must include a dedicated workforce development plan with an
emphasis on leadership, teamwork, training, professional development and
succession planning for future business growth and sustainability.
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Multi-skilled Workforce68



Relationship management; and

The 2013 National Outdoor Sector Survey found the workforce needs to be
multi‐skilled. The industry suggests outdoor leaders need experience or
qualifications in an average of five areas to gain full time employment.



Business management

This has been attributed to two factors:
1. Participants in outdoor recreation increasingly looking for an
‘experience’ and expect this to involve more than one activity.
2. Employment in the sector generally being casual and seasonal. To get
year‐round employment, workers need skills suited to different
seasons (e.g. adventure park instructor in Perth for Summer, whale
shark diving guide in Exmouth for Winter).

There is a shortage of outdoor leaders, which has led to some organisations
linking with training organisations overseas to find graduates and increase
their pool of candidates.
It is expected that outdoor education leaders with the skills to assist with
the educational needs of school groups will find themselves in demand in
Australia.

Outdoor Recreation Occupations in Demand69

To help graduates find full time employment their training needs to recognise
this need for multiple skills. It also needs to be available in ways that make it
easy for those already in the sector to top up their skills.

National and State Skill Shortages
ANZSCO Code

Occupation

Training Package
Qualification

Justification/Evidence

Leaders under
supervision:
Certificate III in
Outdoor
Recreation

The sector reports
difficulty recruiting
qualified outdoor
adventure leaders,
particularly following a
continuing reduction in
the provision of these
courses nationally.

Skill Shortage Occupation (Australia)
4522

Skills Opportunities and Concerns
There are concerns that changes in funding for outdoor recreation, in Victoria
and South Australia particularly will reduce the number of outdoor recreation
graduates at a national level, despite the skills and labour shortages in the
sector.

Outdoor
Leaders
(Outdoor
Adventure
Guide)

Independent
leaders:
Certificate IV in
Outdoor
Recreation

There are opportunities in the sector for workers with skills in:

68



Facilitation;



Communication;

Skill Shortage Occupation (Western Australia)

Service Skills Australia, Environmental Scan – Sport, Fitness and Recreation 2015

69

Service Skills Australia, Environmental Scan – Sport, Fitness and Recreation 2015
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Outdoor
adventure
instructor

Leaders under
supervision:
Certificate III in
Outdoor
Recreation
Independent
leaders:
Certificate IV in
Outdoor
Recreation

The sector reports
difficulty recruiting
qualified outdoor
adventure leaders,
particularly following a
continuing reduction in
the provision of these
courses nationally.

Table 35: Outdoor recreation occupations in demand

Common Employee Benefits within the Recreation Industry70
The most common employee benefits received within the recreation industry
are, in order:

Figure 90: Common recreation industry employee benefits

Industry Wage Review

1. Mobile Phone 43%
2. iPad/Laptop 30%

Industry Awards and Wages - Modern Awards

3. Flexible Hours 28%

The minimum wages and conditions an employee is entitled to are set out in
national Awards (also known as Modern Awards). Awards do not apply when
a business has an enterprise agreement or other registered agreement and
the employee is covered by it (enterprise or registered agreement must
comply with the Australian Fair Work Act legislation)
Awards apply to employees depending on the industry they work in or the job
that they do. Examples of modern industry awards across the recreation and
hospitality sectors that may be applicable to a mountain bike and adventure
park attraction include:

70

Apex Human Resources, Sport & Recreation Remuneration & Benefits Report 2014
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Amusements, Events and Recreation Award 2010



Clerks Private Sector Award 2010



Fast Food Industry Award 2010



Food, Beverage and Tobacco Manufacturing Award 2010



Hospitality Industry (General) Award 2010



Passenger Vehicle Transportation Award 2010



Registered and Licensed Clubs Award 2010



Restaurant Industry Award 2010



Sporting Organisations Award 2010



Fitness Industry Award 2010



Modern Enterprise Agreement

*Note: This list does not include Awards applicable to employees of a Local
Government Authority.

Recreation Industry Remuneration Levels71
Summary of Remuneration Levels of Common Functions within the Sport and
Recreation Industry in Western Australia is provided in the following table.

Figure 91: Recreation industry remuneration levels

View or download Awards at www.fairwork.gov.au/awards‐and‐
agreements/awards

71

Apex Human Resources, Sport & Recreation Remuneration & Benefits Report 2014
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Section 21:
Brand and Marketing
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Brand and Marketing Roll Out

21. Brand and Marketing

Brand Development
By undertaking this feasibility for the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and
Adventure Park development, the Shire of Chittering is in a unique position to
take advantage of utilising the region’s natural assets and topography to
deliver a product relevant to an industry which has a strong market segment
and is in a well‐publicised growth phase.
The natural asset and topography of the subject site is largely based around
the following attributes:

Commence a brand and corporate identity with the development of a logo.


Engage a local graphic and brand designer of your choice

From there the corporate image, style, font and colours, website, brochures,
business cards, social media pages etc. can then be further developed
originating from the new logo, it’s colours and style, so the brand
demonstrates ongoing consistency and quality.

1. A well graded escarpment, proximal to all town services

Sample logos have been provided for display purposes only.

2. Easily accessed location via main and direct traffic routes

*See over page

3. A solid framework of existing town infrastructure and availability of
services
As has been identified in the design concept section of this document, the
large variety of research, guidelines and general mountain bike industry data
provides a tremendous opportunity to produce the most market relevant
product for the core market segment, but also look at synergies between
other known and potential user groups, all aimed at increasing visitation and
extending usage periods through times of the year that are typically soft in
terms of visitation.
All of the above‐mentioned initiatives and principles do not necessarily
translate into the desired or forecast usage numbers unless there is a
carefully planned marketing strategy (and associated budget) to support the
development outcome.
There are a number of approaches to rolling out a marketing strategy, the
following is a broad overview of what could be considered for the proposed
Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park development.
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Figure 92: Logo concepts
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Website Development

Identify Target Markets

A large portion of the target markets can be accessed with a quality,
functional website that will enable better brand awareness, search engine
optimisation, occupancy and revenue over time.

Identify and strategically target all local, intrastate, interstate and
international markets across all proposed products and services including key
organisational sectors such as schools, sporting clubs, community groups,
corporate groups and special interest groups etc.

It is important to ensure a new website offers ease of consumer navigation;
high quality information; imagery; video; attractions; activities; online booking
capability; accreditation logos; review site testimonials (e.g. trip advisor);
social media widgets; be viewable across a range of devices; and promotes
points of difference.

Partner and collaborate with key industry associations and government
agencies for joint marketing efforts to enhance consumer reach and impact.

Develop a Database
Develop a customer database into various segments for ongoing updates,
business development and marketing activities e.g. key stakeholders, future
customers, corporate and group clients, tour and travel agents and
wholesalers, industry networks etc.

Critical Website Development Elements
1. Visibility and findability
2. Visual design and content
3. Functionality and accessibility

Export any existing databases (e.g. from the Proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike
Park Survey key stakeholders contacts list developed as part of this Feasibility
Study), and amalgamate into a spreadsheet or dedicated Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) program *preferred

4. Technology
5. Online bookable content
6. Customer engagement

Seek Industry Accreditations and Memberships
This adds another layer of confidence to the consumer that the development
has the recognition, level of management, and operational procedures that
achieve and/or exceed industry standards.
Once the relevant accreditations and memberships have been obtained, these
logos (where appropriate) can be publicly displayed and incorporated in all
marketing activities e.g. business cards, brochures, website, social media
profiles, signage, advertisements, directory listings etc.

CRM: Customer relationship management is an approach to manage a
company's interaction with current and potential customers. It uses data
analysis about customers' history with a company to improve business
relationships with customers, specifically focusing on customer retention
and ultimately driving sales growth.
A dedicated database will be a highly valuable marketing tool that can be
exported into a range of applications for ongoing consumer engagement for
example, Email Direct Marketing (EDM) campaigns for regular eNews updates
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SMS marketing



SMS reservation and check in messages

Traditional Marketing Methods



Lead generation

Examples for consideration include:



Digital remarketing

with online booking calls to action for visitation, events, add on products etc.



Advertisement in magazines, newspapers



Search engine optimisation



Attend business networking events



Online survey



Brochure



Online newsletter



Brochure Price/Tariff List



Hashtag campaigns



Business Cards



Online booking sales



Conduct sales calls



Third party online travel agent sales e.g. Expedia.com



Sales kit for distribution



Online directory listings



Participate in tourism trade events e.g. Australian Tourism Exchange
(ATE)



Mobile device applications (Apps)



Online ads and commercials e.g. You Tube, websites, social media
channels, industry sector sites



Participate in tourism consumer events



Participation in sport and recreation events / competitions



Portable Banner / Sign



Radio commercial



TV commercial

Digital Marketing Methods
Examples for consideration:


Website



Email direct marketing (EDM)
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Section 22:
Risk Management
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22. Risk Management
Risk Management Audit and Analysis
A preliminary Risk Management Audit and Analysis has been undertaken to assess prospective risks associated with the development of a mountain bike and
adventure park attraction in Bindoon. Contents of the risk management audit and analysis are not exhaustive, however may be used as a guideline to risk
management planning.

Risk Management Audit and Analysis – Proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park
Issue

Risk

Mitigation Strategy

Access to grants

Certain entity types company may be ineligible to
receive most grants opportunities

‐

Develop partnerships with non‐profit organisations for outdoor recreation,
education and community programs that may provide access to grants and
increase patronage/product awareness

Access to funding

Development costs are considered too high for
risk/ROI comparisons

‐

Seek to access grants

‐

Stage the development to reduce ROI risks

Access to road signage

Road signage at key arterial roads not approved

‐

Work in partnership/gain with relevant agencies and gain support for
advocacy to install critical roadside and directional signage to the attraction

Access to skilled labour

Labour and skill shortages for the outdoor
recreation and tourism sectors

‐

Dedicated recruitment and retention strategy inclusive of ongoing training
and professional development

High staff turnover – loss of in‐house skills and
knowledge

‐

Provide work experience, traineeship/apprenticeship opportunities to
attract and develop new staff members

Poor staff performance affecting company
brand/consumer sentiment

‐

Participate in staff exchange program and/or off‐season recruitment from
Australian or International operators

Booking cancellation

Weak (or no) cancellation policy exposes business
to loss of revenue

‐

Dedicated cancellation policies for individual and group booking processes
to protect the business and the consumer

Boundary fencing

No adequate fencing may result in unauthorised
use of the trails by mountain bikers, motor bike etc

‐

Cost out standard pvc coated fencing to be incorporated into design

Brand awareness

Mountain Bike branding in Western Australia is
only in its infancy

‐

Brand education campaign
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Risk Management Audit and Analysis – Proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park
Issue

Risk

Mitigation Strategy
‐

Strong marketing strategy incorporating online communities and social
media campaigns

‐

Partnerships with existing operators and product/service suppliers in
Western Australia, interstate, international

‐

Emergency management plan

‐

Tree management plan

‐

Preventative maintenance plan

‐

Qualified first aid staff

‐

Access to local medical services after hours / weekends

‐

Summer months may need activities to offset image of hot, dry regional
WA location

‐

Marketing / imagery strategy for year‐round appeal

‐

Summer events campaign, reticulated track

Susceptible to reduction in patronage due to
organised sports, leisure or entertainment
activities e.g. AFL or netball season, fun runs,
events and festivals

‐

Development of mountain biking culture in WA

‐

Provision of club, tuition, membership and group training programs

‐

Implementation of regular events and competitions calendar

‐

Implementation of season passes to secure visitation revenue

Non‐compliance with Department of Education
and Training (DET) Guidelines for Outdoor Pursuits;
Australian Adventure Activity Standards or other
relevant standards

‐

Compliance reviews and audits

‐

Documented policies and procedures

‐

Management training

‐

Maintain relevant industry accreditations

Cost of insurance and insurance
claims

Insurance costs are prohibitive to operation

‐

Engage an experienced insurance broker

‐

Ensure all relevant insurances and public liability is covered for the business
to prevent underinsurance

Cost of trail maintenance

Maintenance cost over runs

‐

Ensure initial maintenance costings are relevant to maintain the
benchmark trail / facility conditions at all times

Development costs exceed budget

Cost blow out may prevent completion of core
operational facilities, equipment and running costs

‐

Conduct detailed costing study incorporating quotations, costing models,
access to finance etc.

Bushland property risks

Climate seasonality

Competition of other sport,
leisure and entertainment
activities

Compliance

Risk of snake, spider, insect or wildlife bites; pest
plagues; fallen trees

Mountain biking may be viewed traditionally as a
Winter, Spring and Autumn activity
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Risk Management Audit and Analysis – Proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park
Issue

Risk

Mitigation Strategy
‐

Project management and planning to be conducted and controlled in
partnership with professional advisers, suppliers and service providers

Economic changes

Downturn of economic environment reduces the
disposable income of Western Australians /
Australians e.g. interest rates

‐

Market attraction to young adults who may not be influenced by
discretionary spend

Emergency management

Natural disaster, fire, explosion, gas leak etc

‐

Emergency management plan

‐

Staff induction process / policies and procedures

‐

Emergency muster points

‐

Environmental management plan

‐

Tree management policy

‐

Customer education strategy e.g. signage, business ethos

‐

Innovative energy solutions e.g. solar power, water recycling, waste
management/recycling, buy local (reduce carbon emissions) etc.

Risk of poor emergency response;

‐

Emergency response and incident reporting processes

Litigation;

‐

Qualified first aid personnel

Loss of licence/registration/accreditation; or

‐

Well‐equipped first aid room away from public eyes to minimise public
exposure (collateral damage); and to maximise attention/focus on injured
customers

‐

Access to medical / emergency services 7 days per week

Non‐compliance with the Fair Work Act or
industrial awards may result in litigation and or
back‐pay owing to employees

‐

Human resource management plan

‐

In‐house (or outsourced) industrial relations advice e.g. Fair Work Act;
Award Wages etc.

Loss of key product and service supplier/s

‐

Key product and service suppliers documented and available to all
personnel in the event of management absence

‐

Identify backups for all critical products and services e.g. power, water,
electricity etc.

‐

Drive consumer awareness, education and demand for an exclusive
recreation experience

Environmental management

Incident management

Potential harm to natural environment,
disturbance of local wildlife, energy consumption
and impact on natural water resources

Negative consumer sentiment following a lack of
incident management processes and capability
Industrial relations disputes

Key product and service
supplier/s

Lack of demand

Low attendance – reduced anticipated revenue;
lack of ambience at attraction with low visitor
numbers
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Risk Management Audit and Analysis – Proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park
Issue

Risk

Mitigation Strategy
‐

Gain exposure and engagement through the existing mountain biking,
outdoor recreation and adventure tourism market in Western Australia
through e.g. collaborative partnerships and industry retailers

‐

Create an exciting vibe and inclusivity for participants and spectators

Unable to demonstrate strong mountain biking
skills or deliver tuition with current employee
cohort

‐

Recruitment of experienced personnel

‐

Dedicated industry program for new and existing staff

‐

Participate in staff exchange program and/or off‐season recruitment from
Australian and international operators.

Land Acquisition Fails

Agreement unable to be made with landowners

‐

Access another independent valuation to secure a more agreeable price
point

Licensing and registration

Project development delays; fines; or business shut
down due to unregistered / unlicensed aspects of
the business

‐

Conduct full review of licences, registrations and codes of practice
applicable to a mountain biking attraction (or similar) *include those of
personnel e.g. bus driver’s licence, working with children check etc. (e.g.
hire or induction process)

‐

Work in partnership with local authorities across all phases of planning,
development and operation

Lack of in‐house mountain biking
knowledge and experience

Limited amount of tourist
accommodation currently
available in Bindoon

Visitors are discouraged to drive to Bindoon
without the option of overnight stays

‐

Shire to consider new or alternate forms of affordable accommodation in
Bindoon within close proximity to the attraction

Local industry engagement

Risk of a lack of stakeholder interest / engagement
for collaborative marketing and packaging
opportunities in Chittering region

‐

Enhance/develop networks and partnerships through local businesses;
community members; and regional tourism destination marketing
organisations

‐

Encourage buy‐in through mutually benefitting activities e.g. buy local
policy; retail sale of local goods and services; accommodation agreements

‐

Employment agreements with confidentiality clauses for all members of
staff

‐

Computer network password protection for various levels of employee e.g.
administration versus management personnel

‐

Exclusivity agreements with key service providers

Maintaining intellectual property
for a unique business concept

Critical intellectual property is stolen / duplicated
by a competing entity or previous employee
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Risk Management Audit and Analysis – Proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park
Issue

Risk

Maintenance of trails

Maintenance of trails is not to standard and risks
rider safety, environmental impacts and general
poor consumer sentiment

‐

Seek to engage knowledgeable personnel with industry benchmark skills to
maintain trail network

‐

Offer regular training for interested personnel to upskill to desired
competency levels

Booking system not centralised and computorised

‐

Implementation of integrated online bookings management system with
back up service (e.g. cloud‐based)

‐

Consideration of full venue management IT system to streamline bookings
management, consumer relationship / database management, online
bookings, channel management, website linked, human resource
management, accounts system, reporting system etc.

Flood or bushfire eliminating long periods of
operation/revenue, with longer term impacts;

‐

Emergency management plan

Substantial destruction of the business’ assets and

‐

Environmental management plan

‐

Crisis response strategy

‐

Design concept

‐

Ensure neighbouring properties have a full understanding of project plans
prior to investment.

‐

Pre‐determine key areas of potential opposition to project with early
solutions e.g. noise management plan, traffic management plan,
environmental management plan, waste management plan, benefits to
local economy, prospective partnerships e.g. goods, services, jobs, VIP
memberships etc.

Manual bookings management
system

Natural disasters – weather

Mitigation Strategy

Equipment;
Long term impacts of climate change, altering the
ambiance and attractiveness of a tourist location
(e.g. ongoing water restrictions)
Neighbouring properties

Complaints, opposition or negative impact of
disgruntled neighbours

No interesting activities for non‐
biking participants

Spectators are not engaged therefore do not
consider regular visits to the attraction, minimising
attendance, revenue and local economic impact

‐

Provide interesting sights, sounds and activities for spectators e.g. food and
beverage, viewing platforms, video screens, comfortable seating, positive
staff interaction, interesting theming, retail experience; other activities;
and add‐on sales

OH&S management

Risk of major health and or safety issue with the
design or management of the attraction

‐

Adequate trail difficulties for all skill levels

‐

Access to helmet hire (and potentially wrist guards)

‐

Policies and Procedures
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Risk Management Audit and Analysis – Proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park
Issue

Planning costs

Property infrastructure

Public Transport

Regional location

Retaining unique product market
position

Risk

Mitigation Strategy
‐

Equipment

‐

First Aid Capability

‐

Accreditation/Licensing/Registrations

‐

Signage within the attraction to educate customers

Significant investment and risk (for no immediate
return) for planning, developing and operating a
new business concept

‐

Professional financial management and modelling assistance

‐

Accurate project management planning to ensure no delays or sunk costs
are incurred throughout the planning and development phase

Sewerage, power or water service blow outs stop
or inhibit quality business operations resulting in
lost revenue or consumer sentiment

‐

Ensure capability of existing or new infrastructure is planned for and
budgeted for long term solutions

‐

Develop scheduled maintenance program and select fast response supplier
and service providers

No frequent public transport available

‐

Consider shuttle pick up from other central points closer to Perth

‐

Local resident/tours/transport operator to develop new bus service
business or contractor services

‐

Engage existing transport services from Perth operating in the area e.g.
Integrity Coach Lines’ Perth‐Midland‐New Norcia route

‐

Marketing strategy to include alignments with region

‐

Strong partnerships with tour and transport operators

‐

Strong partnerships with local accommodation providers

‐

Convenient online booking service attached to website for session tickets,
tuition, equipment hire, memberships, VIP passes, gift vouchers etc.

Loss of exclusivity;

‐

Retain uniqueness and gain leverage with diversification of product

Loss of business revenue;

‐

Enable strong retention of clientele through delivery of high quality
services and facilities; and provision of excellent customer engagement

Lack of patrons making running costs
unsustainable

‐

Strong, cost‐efficient and engaging marketing strategy

‐

Diversification of target markets for year‐round occupancy

The cost of fuel may impact on visitation by target
markets located over 30 minutes away e.g. schools,
Perth consumers etc.

‐

Ensure marketing strategy and repeat visitation is achieved across a strong
mix of geographic clientele with particular focus on the growing population
of the northern metropolitan suburbs

Major population base in Perth located on average
1 hrs drive from Bindoon;

Diluted share of industry partners;

Rise in fuel costs
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Risk Management Audit and Analysis – Proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park
Issue

Risk

Running costs

E.g. Staff wages, equipment, repairs and
maintenance, utilities, general operations,
insurance etc.

‐

Integrated accounts management software

‐

Knowledge of Fair Work Act and Award Wages

‐

Managers have strong business and financial management skills

Regional location may require bags for personal
belongings of customers – risk of theft or loss of
personal property

‐

Carpark design to include security measures

‐

Provision of locker hire to protect customer property and valuables

Loss of access to specific members of the public
e.g. young children, retirees, people with impaired
physical capabilities or a disability

‐

Provide a range of activities to satisfy all market demographics and abilities
to encourage support crew visitation, not just rider visitation

‐

Strategic marketing efforts and programs e.g. grandparent appeal, Little
Kids club events and programs

‐

Adaptive mountain biking and cycling capacity within trails design

‐

Accessible amenities for families, prams, disabled access e.g. car parking,
toilets/showers, pathways

‐

Strong understanding of duty‐of‐care amongst management and
employees

‐

OH&S management plan

‐

Emergency management plan

‐

Incident management processes in place

‐

Relevant insurances in place

Lack of major tourist attractions in the Chittering
Region to draw market awareness;

‐

Gain maximum media and marketing exposure for a unique tourism
attraction in WA/Australia

Lack of established organised tours and transport
product frequenting the local area

‐

Regional destination marketing collaborative opportunities

‐

Partnerships with high yielding tour operators (strong domestic and
international marketing / consumer presence)

Value of Australian Dollar

Devalued Australian dollar may impact on
international visitors to Australia

‐

Diversify partnerships with tour and transport operators to include mix of
international and domestic tourist groups

General waste management

Site and surrounding areas may be prone to
general rubbish and waste

‐

Educate visitors to care for the location and provide adequate number of
waste disposal points

Security of customer belongings

Mountain biking not attractive to
every person, or physical
capability

Mountain biking / adventure
activities health and safety

Tourism attractions in the
Chittering Region

Mitigation Strategy

Mountain biking and outdoor adventure activities
involve health and safety risks associated with high
impact physical activities (staff and customers)
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Risk Management Audit and Analysis – Proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park
Issue

Risk

Mitigation Strategy

WIFI / internet access failure

Unable to accept or process online bookings,
enquiries, eftpos machine payments and online
customer relations

‐

Emergency response plan

‐

Backup access to online services

‐

Daily hard copy print outs of incoming clientele, events, critical information

providing a safe and supportive environment for physical activity and
experiential learning’.

Participation Waivers
Participation Waivers are a necessary form of Risk Management for any
adventure tourism or recreational activity business operator in Australia.
Some waivers may be in the form of a hard copy document for signing prior to
entry; via an electronic tablet device upon entry; or online versions with
electronic signatures for online booking / ticketing systems.
An example of a ‘Risk Acknowledgment and Waiver’ by Trees Adventure –
Yanchep has been provided as an Attachment.

‘Through our Camps Chain Safety Group, we collaborate with camp
management to develop and review emergency procedures, risk management
policies, program standards and workplace occupational health and safety.
This ensures that educator efforts in coordinating an offsite excursion are
supported by a culture of risk management that understands Duty of Care’.

See Attachment 8: Waiver Example

‘Our Department provides camp‐relevant emergency procedures, certificate of
currency information and user policies in the resources section of our website:
www.dsr.wa.gov.au/camps/policies‐and‐insurance/emergency‐and‐risk‐
management’

Risk Management Policies and Statements

Risk Management Mechanisms for a Tourism Business

Risk Management Statement of Department of Sport & Rec Camps72
‘Our camps take a proactive approach to managing risks involved in
participating in the outdoor environment. We recognise the importance of

72



Take out insurance or check your existing insurance covers your risks.



Store your registration, financial, customer data and other important
business documents in a safe location.

WA Department of Sport and Recreation – Recreation Camps Risk Management
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Perform regular backups of your digital data and store the backup in a
secure offsite location.



Cross‐train employees in as many areas of the business as possible to
help avoid key personnel risk.



If you have data protection devices (such as fireproof safes) check you
are using them appropriately.



Choose more energy efficient ways of running your business.



Check you have proper up‐to‐date virus protection, secure networks
and firewalls, and secure password protection procedures.

Preparing, Responding or Recovering from a Crisis73



Check that your property and infrastructure is appropriate for the
area, e.g. is it secure or is there a way you can make it more fire/flood
proof?



Regularly maintain your property to help prevent emergencies, e.g. in
fire prone areas, ensure you maintain the surrounding areas of leaf
litter and grasses and clear gutters regularly.

DON’T RISK IT! is a guide to assist tourism businesses to prepare, respond and
recover from a crisis has been developed by the Australian Government and
Tourism Australia in partnership with all State and Territory tourism
departments.



Organise a backup for essential services (local telecommunications,
electricity, gas, water and fuel).



Research temporary office locations (such as a temporary business
centre, hotel, someone's home or an office provided by a service
provider).



Research the virtual office services that could be useful in an
emergency (such as a telephone answering service, mail forwarding,
or a remote secretarial service).



73

Attachment 2

If appropriate, research and set up alternative ways of selling your
products and services online for use during a recovery period
(including setting up an e‐commerce website or online auction
account).

This guide is designed for use by any tourism business looking for assistance
to prepare for, respond to, and recover from a crisis. It has been prepared for
owner‐operated businesses, as well as those with a larger number of
employees.
The guide does not endeavour to provide advice on every type of crisis event
or business, however it provides generic information that can be applied to a
business’s specific circumstances including surviving and thriving from a crisis.
A ‘Crisis’ may be determined by the following categories:


Natural disaster, e.g. earthquake, volcano, tsunami



Severe weather incident, e.g. cyclone, tornado or flood



Escalating crime rate impacting visitor safety or other civil unrest



Man‐made disaster, e.g. chemical or gas leak, oil spill



Bushfire, threat of firestorm, ash fallout or other air contamination

DON’T RISK IT! Australian Government and Tourism Australia
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Global Financial Crisis or fluctuating currency markets



Major transport incident affecting visitor access



Severe drought, food shortages



Terrorist activity



Pandemic, plague or other health scare



Services breakdown, e.g. long‐term power failure, water shortage



Labour stoppage or labour market failure

DID YOU KNOW?
“80% of businesses that experience a major
crisis and do not have a continuity plan do not
survive more than 2 years”74
See Electronic Attachment 3: Don’t Risk It – Tourism 2020 Resilience Kit for
Tourism Businesses

74

APEC International Centre for Sustainable Tourism
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Section 23:
Financial Planning and Analysis
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23. Financial Planning and Analysis

Financial Assumptions
Phase/Cost

Financial Analysis

Cost Assumption Basis

Accuracy Level

in achieving a relevant
cost input

Assumptions
A sensible approach to the Financial Analysis section of the proposed Bindoon
Mountain Bike and Adventure Park development has been undertaken. Many
feasibilities drill down into metrics which provide a comprehensive overview
of financial outcomes. The problem, however, is that most of the key initial
inputs which all other financial outcomes are derived from, are anecdotal at
best, because of the high‐ level conceptual nature of the design option.
This is similarly the case for a development such as proposed in Bindoon.
Because of this, the financial analysis has been segmented into eight phases,
and the veracity of each input has been clearly identified.
To follow, some base outcomes have been collated to provide an approximate
overview of what financial outcomes “may” be possible.
*Note: Exact costs for the majority of the phases detailed below can only be
obtained via a formal quote or tender process for goods and services
associated with the development.

3. Planning/Approvals

Standard development
percentage of
construction costs

Rise or fall of 5%

4. Construction Costs

Standard development
lineal metre rates used for
inputs. Rates vary
according to trail difficulty
levels

Until detailed design has
been completed and a
better understanding of
soil, topography etc is
clear, rise or fall of 5%
should be considered

5. User Numbers

Using existing operations
inputs from like facilities

Large range of variables
here contribute to a rise or
fall of 10%

6. Operational Costs

Using existing operations
inputs from like facilities
has provided the varied
OpEx line items and their
relevant inputs

Rise or fall 5%

7. Marketing

Using existing operations
inputs from like facilities
and standard percentage
of overall construction
cost inputs

Rise or fall 2%

8. Trail Maintenance

Using existing operations
inputs from like facilities

Variances in topography,
soil conditions, weather etc
contribute to a rise or fall
or 10%

Financial Assumptions
Phase/Cost

Cost Assumption Basis

Accuracy Level

1. Land Acquisition

Using an average of the
two existing valuations for
the subject site

Given the large variance
between the two
variations, rise or fall could
be 20%

2. Detailed Design

Input from experienced
trail designers has assisted

Rise or fall of 5%

Table 36: Financial analysis segments
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Construction Cost Estimates

Stage 1 Construction Cost Estimates
Length/
Area

Rate

1

1,500 lm

$35 per lm

Mid‐Line Point

1

250 m2

$6

Summit Point

1

1,500 m2

$15 per lm

$22,500

Green Walk/Ride Trail

1

800 lm

$20 per lm

$1,600

$650,000

Drag Uplift

3

800 lm

$285 per lm

$228,000

1

900 lm

$75 per lm

$67,500

Cost estimates have been based on the preferred Option 2 Design Concept
provided as Attachment 6: Design Concept, and cost outlines provided in
Section 17: Design Concept, Design Concept Features

Feature
Walking/Spectator
Access Trail

Stage 1
Stage 1 Construction Cost Estimates
Feature

Quantity

Length/
Area

Rate

94.5 ha

Total

Land Acquisition

1

Detailed Design

1

$85,000

Road Uplift

Approvals

1

$40,000

TOTAL STAGE 1

Trail Head, Carpark,
Trail Hub

1

Signage

3,000 m2

$220,000
$34,000

Multiple
4,000 m2

$85 per m2

Pump/Jump, and
Adventure Skills Park

1

Green Circuit
Walk/Ride Trail

1

Black/Blue Trails

6

4,500 lm

$50 per lm

Blue Trails

3

4,000 lm

Green Trails

2

1,000 lm

$340,000

$40 per lm

$200,000

Total
$52,500
$1,500

$2,357,600

Table 37: Stage 1 construction cost estimates

Stage 2
Stage 2 Construction Cost Estimates
Feature

5,000 lm

Quantity

Signage

Quantity

Length/Area

Rate

Total

Multiple

Black/Blue Trails

3

2,250 lm

$50 per lm

$112,500

$225,000

Blue Trails

2

2,800 lm

$40 per lm

$112,000

$40 per lm

$160,000

Green Trails

1

500 lm

$30 per lm

$15,000

$30 per lm

$30,000

Pump/Jump, and
Adventure Skills Park

1

3,000 m2

$85 per lm

$255,000
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Table 40: Total construction estimate

Stage 2 Construction Cost Estimates
Feature
Walking/Spectator
Access Trail

Quantity

Length/Area
1,500 lm

1

Rate
$35 per lm

TOTAL STAGE 2

Total
$52,500
$547,000

Table 38: Stage 2 construction cost estimates

Stage 3
Stage 3 Construction Cost Estimates
Feature
Signage

Quantity

Length/Area

Rate

Total

Multiple

Black/Blue Trails

3

2,250 lm

$50 per lm

$112,500

Blue Trails

1

1,400 lm

$40 per lm

$56,000

Green Trails

1

500 lm

$30 per lm

$15,000

TOTAL STAGE 3

Start Up/Operational Costs
Additional to the capital required to construct a development of this nature, it
is also vitally important to understand the second‐tier costs associated with
establishing and rolling out the operational phase of the development. These
costs are an important factor in ensuring the initial allocated funding amount
can cover the outgoings until revenue streams take effect.
The information to follow is an example only of start‐up/operating costs
which would be applicable to a development and operations such as the
proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park development.
Cost line items and estimates have been based gathering information from
like facilities and adding those to general OpEx inputs.
*Note: Does not include depreciation, interest or professional fees.

$183,500

Table 39: Stage 3 construction cost estimates

Start Up / Operational Costs
Item

Total Construction Estimate

General Business Set Up
ASIC business name registration (5 years)

Total Construction Estimate
Stage

$84.00

Total

Stage 1

$2,357,600

Stage 2

$547,000

Stage 3

$183,500

TOTAL

Cost Estimate (Annual Figure)

$3,088,100

Marketing
Logo – Brand Design

$300.00

1000 x Business Cards

$170.00

2000 x A4 / DL Brochure design and printing

$700.00

Domain registration (2‐5 years)
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Start Up / Operational Costs

Start Up / Operational Costs

Item

Cost Estimate (Annual Figure)

Website development, hosting (12 months),
email register, hosting (12 months)

$800.00

Product Photoshoot

$1,000.00

Other Marketing – social media, print media etc

$32,000

@ 2% of construction costs

Other
Trail Maintenance

Chittering Tourist Association

$85.00

WestCycle / WAMBA

$70.00

*May change with WestCycle merge in 2019‐20

48,000.00

Utilities

$15,000

Shuttle Bus and trailer

$70,000

Start Up/Operational Costs Total

Memberships

$212,887.00

Table 41: Start up operational costs

Monthly Seasonal Projections

Outdoors WA

$165.00

Tourism Council of WA (TCWA)

$289.00

*Free with annual Tourism Accreditation

$395.00

Tourism Accreditation
Australian Tourism Accreditation Program

Cost Estimate (Annual Figure)

$3,500.00

Uniforms

Destination Perth

Item

$289.00

User number inputs have been based on like facilities in Western Australia
only, to ensure regional variances such as capital city population,
international visitors statistics, distance from population bases, other tourism
offerings etc. are not overly skewed by offering inputs based on east coast
locations which have significantly larger populations bases; are closer to
larger population bases; receive higher international visitor numbers; and are
in closer proximity to other tourism offerings.

*Includes free annual TCWA membership

Insurance
Broadform Liability Insurance
Workers Compensation Insurance

$40,000
*May be under existing Shire
Policy
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The following table is a monthly seasonal projection of what user numbers
could be achieved.
User
Numbers

Jan
500

Feb
500

Mar
800

Apr
1,800

May
1,800

June
1,800

User
Numbers

July
1,800

Aug
1,800

Sept
1,800

Oct
1,800

Nov
1,800

Dec
1,000

Total
17,200

Facility Entry
Fees $15

Road Uplift
Fees $45

Surface Uplift
Fees $45

Adventure
Park Fees $20

Event
Registration
Fees $80
Lease Options
TBC

Figure 93: Revenue generation fee rates

Table 42: Monthly seasonal projections

These user number estimates are for riders only and do not factor in any
increased user numbers for co‐located activities or events at the venue.

Fees

Overview

Facility Entry Fees

With a well‐designed and well‐located check
in/registration building, the vast majority of users can
be corralled to ensure payment of relevant fees are
captured. Additional to that, operations may include
course marshals to check that users have registered
and paid which creates a sense of accountability for
all users to follow due process. The building will also
house other services such as bike
maintenance/hygiene and other park related
services.

Road Uplift Fees

This can be part of a tiered registration fee structure
which users can pay for.

Event Registration Fees

This can generate sporadic revenue. Typically, riders
who wish to enter an event will pay a fee to do so.

Surface Uplift Fees

This can be part of a tiered registration fee structure
which users can pay for.

Adventure Park Fees

This can be part of a tiered registration fee structure
which users can pay for.

Lease Options

Potential to consider all or part of the operations for
lease. In particular, the trail head/hub building, which

Revenue Generation
Like all developments, generating revenue is key to the ongoing performance
and viability of the facility. As has been previously mentioned, much like a golf
course, mountain bike trail developments are exposed to individuals looking
to gain access to the facility without paying. Clever design and management
principles can minimise this impact.
The following image outlines some of the revenue generating processes which
are supported by the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure Park
development design concept.
Upon completion of a detailed design, firmer fee payment regimes could be
established. For the purposes of the Feasibility Study, the following figures
provide a broad projection of the revenue schedules which may be accessed.
The following fee rates are estimates only which have been gathered from
using existing facility data and fee structures.
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Beach volleyball court / equipment hire



Bike hire



Bike maintenance and repairs



Bike wash station



Branded merchandise, apparel and giftware



Cabana / MTB shack hire



Corporate team building program



Cricket set equipment hire



Geocaching trail experience



Go pro hire



Group activity programs (community, youth, tours, clubs, corporate,
government, special interest groups etc.)



Helmets and safety gear hire



School and home school group programs



Kids pre‐school MTB fun club



Ladies club days



Mother’s group parent/child rides



MTB instructor/coach training camps

Potential Forms of Value-Add Sales Revenue



MTB rider training camps

Other forms of value‐add revenue may be generated via a range of
complementary products, services and partner suppliers aimed at the delivery
of a comprehensive, high quality customer experience for example:



MTB rider tuition / coaching



Outdoor bush cooking classes (showcasing local produce)



Personal security lockers

Fees

Overview
can house alternate services such as bike
maintenance etc, may appeal to prospective lessees.

Table 43: Revenue generation fee overview

Estimating the breakdown of fee user types is difficult. To gauge a potential
turnover figure, a simple extrapolation using the uplift fees as the main user
type (70% @ $45) and the remainder as the bottom tier fee type (30% @
$15), an estimated average fee base per person payment is $36 per person,
which translates to an estimated turnover of $619,200. *Note this figure does
not include value‐add sales revenue as proposed in the next section.

Figure 94: Estimated annual turnover



Augmented reality MTB experience
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Pop up public events e.g. culinary, star gazing, water park,
orienteering



Sales commissions for the promotion and sale of external tours and
experiences in the region



Spa soak tubs (hot tubs)



Tours e.g. MTB, walking or Aboriginal cultural guided tours



Vending machine: sunscreen, power drinks, energy gels, snacks,
water, towels, merchandise etc.

Access to Grants and Funding

It has been advised that Tourism WA support, prospective funding and future
marketing assistance may be based on a new tourism attraction’s capacity for
visitation, economic contribution to the State and impact of a regional, state
or national significance (levels of support on a sliding scale from regional to
national).
It is advisable however, to financially plan the ongoing operations of the
proposed facility based on revenue return to ensure ongoing sustainable
business operations into the future without the need of funding support.
An overview of current grants and funding schemes has been provided
previously in this report.
See Section 5: Situation Analysis, Grants and Funding Assistance

Access to grants and funding for the planning, development, construction
and/or operation of the proposed Bindoon Mountain Bike and Adventure
Park may be available to the Shire of Chittering and/or partnering private or
non‐profit organisations in due course.
Based on the success of recent State and Federal grants provided to mountain
bike trail projects in Dwellingup, Nannup and Collie, all three projects have
had one common trait. All three projects had already committed significant
Local Government Authority funding, time and planning.
For example, The Shire of Murray invested $1.2million in the development of
the Dwellingup National Trails Centre, collocated with the Dwellingup Visitor
Centre and Forest Heritage Centre – Jarrah Forest Lodge (Backpacker
accommodation) in 2017‐2018. In March 2019 the Federal Government
committed an additional $3.465 million through the Building Better Regions
Fund to further develop a trail town in Dwellingup; and in April 2019, the
Forest Heritage Centre ‐ Jarrah Forest Lodge was granted $135,000 for facility
upgrades (enabling Youth Hostels Australia (YHA) accreditation) through the
State Government’s Regional Economic Development (RED) Grants program.
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SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT TEMPLATE
PROPERTY DETAILS
Property Name:
Property Address:
Lessee/Licensee:
Office Bearers:
Lease Date:

President

Secretary
Lease License Term:

SERVICE, PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
What is the purpose of the Lessee’s/Licensee’s occupancy?
Detail the services, programs and activities to be delivered/provided by the Lessee/Licensee at the Shire’s facility:

Identify Lessee’s/Licensee’s performance requirements for the delivery of various services/programs/activities:
Minimum hours of operation:

Minimum staffing levels:

Customer service expectations:

FACILITY MANAGEMENT
How should the Lessee/Licensee go about managing the Shire’s facility?
Detail how the Lessee/Licensee will deal with public enquiries and booking requests:

Detail how the Lessee/Licensee will apply the facility hire rates and charges:

Detail the operating costs for which the Lessee/Licensee will be responsible, including utilities and type of insurance:

Detail the basis on which the operating costs will be shared amongst the occupiers/users:
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GOVERNANCE
Identify whether the Lessee/Licensee needs to establish a Committee of Management to operate the Shire’s facility:

Identify the make-up of the Committee of Management:

Identify the Lessee’s/Licensee’s reporting requirements and frequency including some or all of the following:
Monthly/Quarterly Returns:
Annual Returns:
• utilisation – activity and participation numbers
• income and expenditure as presented at AGM
• volunteer hours
• membership register as presented at AGM
• nature of volunteering work
• insurance policies

MAINTENANCE
Detail the Lessee’s/Licensee’s maintenance obligations over the next 12 months:

Detail the Shire’s maintenance obligations over the next 12 months:

Detail the asset management inspection regime to ensure the Shire’s facilities remain safe and usable by the participants/users:

Detail the general cleaning and upkeep regime for the Lessee/Licensee to implement:

Identify whether the Lessee/Licensee needs to undertake any facility master planning over the next 12 months:

ANNUAL BUDGET
What elements of facility maintenance is the Council providing for in the next Budget?

Is the Council providing any funds to the Lessee/Licensee for capital works/improvements?

Is the Council providing any additional grants/funds to the Lessee/Licensee?

Define the conditions/performance requirements under which the Lessee/Licensee will receive the additional funds/grants:

Name:

Position:

Date:
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Purpose
This Policy aims to provide a structure and consistent approach to management of
the Shire’s leased and licensed facilities with local community groups/clubs and
businesses for community use of community facilities.

Scope
This Policy relates to Shire facilities occupied by community groups/clubs and
businesses based in the Shire of Chittering specifically designed and intended for
community use.

Community Facilities
Community facilities may be Council properties, which may include buildings, halls,
ovals, open space, playing fields, clubrooms, courts, car parks, and/or any
combination thereof.

Policy Aims and Objectives
The aims and objectives of this Policy are:
•

to provide the Council with a framework to ensure:
o fair, equitable, efficient and effective management of its community facilities;
o fair and equitable allocation of available community facilities to community
groups and sporting clubs;
o optimum utilisation of community facilities to meet community needs; and

•

to provide the facility managers/community groups/clubs with:
o framework that aims to achieve good governance;
o guidance on the management of community facilities and provision/delivery of
services and programs/activities;
o provide direction for the allocation of available community facilities.

Policy Statement
The Management of Community Facilities Policy enables the Council to:
Provide Facilities
•

Provide facilities to community groups and sporting clubs to meet the
community’s sporting, recreation, health and wellbeing needs.
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Provide, allocate and manage community facilities consistently with the Council's
vision, mission and values and in line with any specific Council health and
wellbeing plans.

Optimum Use
•

Encourage optimum use of community facilities to cater for a range of community
and sporting groups.

User Contributions
•

Obtain a contribution from the user groups for the cost of providing/operating
community facilities.

Public Value
•

Recognise the public value and community benefit of services and
programs/activities organised and provided by community groups/clubs and
subsidise these groups/clubs where Council sees fit.

Occupancy
•

Determine the most appropriate occupancy arrangements for each community
facility to encourage health and wellbeing of its community.

Management Expectations
•

Communicate its expectations in relation to the management of its community
facilities.

•

Ensure that its community facilities are managed to an appropriate and
sustainable standard.

Universal Access
•

Ensure fair and equitable access to its community facilities for locally based
community groups/clubs.

Participation
•

In partnership with locally based groups/clubs, provide opportunities for the
community to participate in a range of services and programs/activities.
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Exclusions
This Policy covers Council facilities subject to community use and excludes Council
facilities that are covered by normal commercial leasing/licensing arrangements.

Transparency
To ensure a uniform approach when dealing with community groups, the Council
shall adopt a transparent approach to managing its community facilities.

Council documentation in relation to the occupancy and operation of the community
facility will be open and available to the community/general public.

Governance and Accountability
The Council using a Service Level Agreement shall:
•

provide its community groups/clubs with guidance on operating its community
facilities and delivering various services and programs/activities, including any
KPIs/benchmarks that may need to be met;

•

establish controls and oversight such as regular inspections and reporting to
monitor community groups/clubs’ performance and compliance with
KPIs/benchmarks or any obligations that may have been imposed by the tenancy
agreement;

•

identify the community groups/clubs’ responsibility for facility maintenance and
standard for cleanliness and general upkeep of the community facility; and

•

confirm its contribution towards facility maintenance and any other funding which
may be associated with community groups/clubs’ occupancy of the community
facility.

Allocation of Community Facilities
Allocation of community facilities to community groups and clubs will be based on a
transparent and administratively accountable decision-making process. The
allocation of community facilities to community groups and clubs along with any
ongoing support will be based on the extent of community benefit/public value
created.
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Allocation assessment criteria will be developed and will include as a minimum the
following:
•

Ability of the community group/club to meet the Council's aims for the community
facility:
o deliver services, programs/activity that meet the community needs and
expectations;

•

A demonstrated record of sound community group/club administration:
o sound administrative arrangements;
o involvement in volunteer recruitment/training;
o ability to manage activities to encourage participation and good governance;
o record of working with the local community, clubs and user groups or a plan
on how sound management practices will be achieved;

•

Future community group/club plans are in line with Council expectations:
o the community group/club vision for future progress is demonstrated by their
business plan;
o plans for expansion and increased participation;
o plans for the involvement of under-represented groups, including females,
juniors, culturally diverse and people with disabilities;
o plans to improve the quality of competition/participation; and

•

Capacity to take responsibility for managing a community facility:
o record of the community group/club maintaining Council or similar community
facilities or its demonstrated ability to do this; and
o the club’s willingness to enter into a formal agreement with the Council in
relation to the use of the community facility and ability to share with other user
groups as required from time to time.

Leasing and Licensing
Community groups/clubs will be granted a licence to use the Council’s community
facilities where they only require the facility for said hours and/or days after
undertaking community consultation in accordance with the respective Local
Government Act provisions.
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Community groups/clubs will only be granted leases for exclusive use of Council’s
community facility after undertaking community consultation in accordance with the
respective Local Government Act provisions.

The Council shall use standard documents in respect of all tenancy agreements
along with a schedule setting out special terms and conditions, fees or concessions
as determined by Council from time to time.

Where the community facility is made available to other users, including casual
users, the contribution of the community group/club and each user will be negotiated
and outlined in the schedule attached to the tenancy agreement.

Council will not enter into leases, which provide for exclusive access/use to a
community facility by a private individual or group to the exclusion of the general
public.

For casual use of a community facility the Council may use a casual user agreement.

Leases may be considered in exceptional circumstances that could include the
following situations:
•

the proposed use of the community facility has the potential to provide the best
value to the community;

•

the lease will return a market rental for the community facility to the Council;

•

the lessee will significantly upgrade the community facility at their expense where
it would otherwise remain in the same condition;

•

the lease is awarded through a contestable process or has been advertised for
public comment/community consultation; and

•

the lease is awarded to a committee of management representing the various
user groups occupying the community facility.
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Volunteers
Council recognises that community groups/clubs rely on volunteers to effectively
manage community facilities and provide various services and programs/activities.

Council will encourage the community groups/clubs to report periodically as per
lease/licence terms and conditions on the nature of volunteering and volunteer
hours.

Capital Works/Improvements
Council may guarantee loans for community groups/clubs for approved capital
works/improvements to community facilities, where the community groups/club can
satisfy it has the financial ability to service any such loans.

Community groups/clubs may be required to pay for the preparation of plans,
specifications and all architect/design fees incurred by the Council for any proposed
works/improvements to be made to the community facility at their request.

Fees for planning/building applications for community facilities may be required to be
paid by the community group/club.

Fit-out improvements by community groups/clubs remain the property of the user
groups.

Structural modifications/improvements undertaken by the community group/club with
the consent of Council will remain the property of Council as owner of the community
facility.

Maintenance, Cleanliness and General Upkeep
Council may arrange an annual inspection of the community facility pursuant to its
Asset Management Plan to develop a maintenance regime for the community
group/club maintaining the facility.
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Community groups/clubs and Council shall work together to ensure the community
facilities are clean, safe and in keeping with the standards required to ensure quality
experience for all users/participants.

The community group/club tenancy agreement may require them to be responsible
for internal maintenance (routine wear and tear) and general upkeep and cleanliness
of the community facility.

Where there are multiple facility users, contribution and responsibility for
maintenance will be shared amongst the users based on their level of
participation/floor space.

Council will be responsible for the external structural integrity of community facilities.
The community group/club will be responsible for maintaining the external building in
its current condition and this may include painting and graffiti removal.

Where a community group/club voluntarily undertakes extensions or improvements
to the exterior of the community facility, as approved by Council, they will be
responsible for the maintenance and presentation of those improvements.

Where the Council provides a high degree of subsidy the community group/club may
be required to take on additional maintenance responsibilities.

Tenancy Term
All tenancy agreement terms will be for a period of 5 years plus an option for a
further 5 years except for special circumstances as may be determined by the
Council from time to time.

Rental Indexation
Automatic annual rental indexation in line with the Consumer Price Index will be
applied to all community facilities as determined by the Council from time to time.
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Use and Sub-let
Community facilities may only be used for the purpose as prescribed in the tenancy
agreement.

Community groups/clubs must seek written permission from the Council prior to
entering into any agreement with other groups/clubs for use of the community facility.

Community groups/clubs may not sub-let the community facility to any other
organisations for the purpose of conducting commercial or profit-making activity.

Management Models
Council’s community facilities will be managed in a manner which maximises the
availability for current residents and maintains the facility for future residents.

Council will adopt and implement a strategy of multi-user/shared use of community
facilities.

Council shall from time to time review the management model of its community
facilities to ensure it’s the most effective and efficient way of meeting the
community’s needs and expectations.

Historical Affiliation
Council recognises that many community groups/clubs have a strong historical
affiliation with the community facility they use and have contributed in cash and inkind to the development/improvement of the facility.

The Council may recognise the community group/club’s history with the community
facility in a preamble to the tenancy agreement.

Past contributions of cash or in-kind by the community group/club do not guarantee
permanent or preferential access to the community facility. While Council supports
continued occupation of community facilities by those community groups/clubs, it will
encourage shared-use/multi use.
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Costing and Finance
Council shall establish systems and procedures to:
•

track and record expenditure against the community facilities including staff
labour and materials, utilities etc;

•

refer costs associated with the operation of various community facilities to the
responsible community group/club; and

•

provide regular reporting on the cost of operating community facilities.

Outgoings
Council seeks to recover from community groups/clubs either all or a proportion of
total operating costs for the community facility.

Community groups/clubs may be responsible for all outgoings as they apply to their
occupancy of the community facility:
•

Rates

•

Telephone

•

Commercial waste, sewage and cleaning charges

•

Insurance premiums

•

Fire protection

•

Charges for gas, electricity and water

Where there are multiple users at the community facility, their contributions towards
the outgoings will be proportionate with their participation/usage of the facility.

Setting the Rental Value
For leased/licensed facilities the Council may seek to set a market rental or it may
apply a subsidy.

Market valuations will be obtained for all community facilities occupied by
commercial user groups and may be discounted by Council from time to time to
encourage sustainable take-up service delivery.
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In setting the rental subsidy for the community facility, the Council will consider the
community benefit/public value created by the community group/club.

Council’s rental subsidies will be detailed in the annual budget.

Delegation
The Council shall delegate full authority for the negotiation of agreements to the
Chief Executive Officer/nominee.

Authority to approve the lease/license schedule of the agreement shall be vested in
the Council.
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MANAGEMENT OF COMMUNITY FACILITIES
Policy and Corporate Framework

Corporate Framework

5th July 2019
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Introduction

The purpose of the Management of Community Facilities Corporate Framework is to guide
the Council’s staff in implementing the Policy.

If there is any doubt on the application of the Management of Community Facilities Policy the
corporate framework should be referred to for clarification.

The Management of Community Facilities Corporate Framework and Policy shall be applied
to the Shire’s community-use facilities even if they are occupied and operated by a
commercial entity. It should be noted that most of the Shire’s community-use facilities are
occupied and operated by local not-for-profit community groups/sporting clubs (except for
Chittering Health).
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Background

The value of the Shire’s community facilities is some $9 million and attracts an annual rental
income of $61,737, which is a 0.7% return on the value of the facilities. Most of the
community facilities are on a peppercorn rental.

During the 2016/17 financial year the Shire spent $601,609 on the provision of its community
facilities, which represented 10.26% of it rate revenue.

The following table identifies the Shire’s community facilities, its occupiers and their
activities.

Facility
Bindoon Town Hall

Occupiers
• Bindoon Entertainment and Theatre
• Chittering CWA
Weekly Users
• Martial Arts
• Pink Ladies
• Bindoon Singing Group
• Roxanne Dance
• Bindoon Historical Society – Museum
• Bindoon Arts and Crafts
• Bindoon Men's’ Shed

Activity
Music/entertainment events – Open Mic
Craft & General meetings

Chinkabee Complex

Bindoon Sport & Recreation Assoc

Chittering Health Centre

•
•

Jupiter Health Services
WACHS

Lower Chittering Hall

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chittering Scouts Group
Lower Chittering Cricket Club
Zumba
Muchea Netball Club
Konga
Muchea Judo Club
Chittering Junior Football Club
Chittering Junior Cricket Club
Muchea Senior Cricket Club
South Midlands Polocrosse Club
South Midlands Pony Club
Post Office
Visitor Centre
Chittering Tourism Association
Wannamal Community

Bowling
Tennis
Basketball
Netball
Cricket
IndoorBowls
Playgroup Retirees
Employment
GPs &
School Health
Australian
Nurses
Nurse
Hearing
Podiatrist
Physio
Youth activities
Cricket
Dance/Exercise
Netball
Dance/Exercise
Martial Arts/Judo
Football including AusKick
Cricket

Brockman Centre

Muchea Hall

Sandown Park
Bindoon Post Office

Wannamal Community
Centre
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Martial Arts – self defense
Exercise
Singing
Dance

Arts and Crafts

Polocrosse
Horse Riding
Mail & Parcels
Tourist information
Tourism Association
LandCare
Tennis
Koorunga
Caravan
CWA
Club

Arts & Crafts
Indoor
Bowls
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Multi-Use/Shared Facility
Most of the community facilities are multi-use/shared facilities, where there are a number of
community-based groups designing and delivering programs/activities to meet the
community’s needs.

The sharing of community facilities is most successful when the purpose of various users is
consistent and in alignment, otherwise some of the uses within the facility may conflict. If
there are conflicting uses, which have been addressed through various compromises and
arrangements, these should be captured as part of any service level agreement with the
facility occupiers.
Spread of Community Facilities
There are community facilities across the municipality. Some are concentrated in Bindoon
while others have been developed to address the specific needs of their communities like
Wannamal Community Centre in the north and Muchea Hall in the south.

The community facility in Wannamal is never going to do a huge trade, it is however going to
meet the needs of the small discreet community. These discreet communities have specific
needs, which are being met by the Shire’s community facilities.

The Shire will monitor the return on its investment in community facilities on an ongoing
basis. It will compare its annual expenditure (outlay plus foregone rental) against the
community benefit created by the community facility and the various services and
programs/activities provided.
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The Review

The review of the Shire’s policy and corporate framework revealed there were no specific
policies in place governing/guiding the provision of community facilities and delivery of
community services and programs/activities. While this is not a unique position, some
councils, in more recent times, have moved towards providing a guiding framework for the
operation of their community facilities and delivery of services and programs/activities.
Proposed Policies
The Council resolved for a management of community facilities policy and corporate
framework to be developed. The policy and corporate framework will deal with the following
elements:

Transparency

Value comparison

Service level agreements

Tenancy agreements

Costing and finance

Venue bookings

Delivery model

Subsidy

Shared facilities

Facility manager

Community funded facilities

Governance & accountability

Social enterprise model

Asset management

Public Value

By introducing this policy and corporate framework, the Shire aims to achieve good
governance, universal access and optimum utilisation of community facilities. Establishing a
community facility requires a large investment by the Shire, which should have a significant
and lasting community benefit.
Transparency
An effective policy and corporate framework provides a transparent approach to managing
the Shire's community facilities. This ensures a uniform approach when dealing with
community groups/businesses responsible for managing community facilities and delivering
services and programs/activities.

It also enables all parties involved in providing community facilities and delivering services
and programs/activities to understand the support each facility manager is receiving and
why. This removes the temptation for one-off deals and the potential for community criticism.
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Local Context

Councils have generally provided a range of community facilities for community use. In times
gone by, without too much consideration, councils have continued to support growth in
facilities, services and programs/activities provided/delivered to meet community needs and
expectations.

In recent times, the provision of community facilities has become more and more challenging
for councils. The financial constraints being experienced by the WA Government will see
additional pressure on councils as State Government grants to local government continue to
fall in coming years.

Pressures on Council priorities and finances are such that all services and
programs/activities delivered must continue to be finetuned against community needs and
expectations before further scarce funds are committed. In years to come the Council will
find it challenging to balance the needs and demands of a growing population against
available funds and resources.

Chittering is an engaged community, which will always drive the demand for community
facilities, services and programs/activities.
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Governance and Accountability Framework

Councils have an obligation to take responsibility, account for their activity and disclose their
results in a transparent manner. Some of the Council’s activity may involve expenditure of
funds and use of entrusted property, as in the provision of community facilities.

The obligation to be accountable does not diminish because elements of the Council's
activities are outsourced to another party such as a not-for-profit community group. The
responsibility for the activity remains with the Council and it should do all it can to ensure the
activities are undertaken in a way that will stand up to scrutiny over time.

Therefore, the Council should:
•

provide its facility managers with sufficient guidance on operating community facilities
and delivering various services and programs/activities; and

•

establish sufficient controls, such as regular reporting and inspections, to monitor
performance and compliance of facility managers.

Much of what the Shire expects from its facility manager/occupiers in terms of facility
management will be captured in the service level agreement.

The Council’s accountability obligations to its community (residents and ratepayers) are the
main reason for developing and implementing a policy and corporate framework for the
management of community facilities.

The Shire is creating significant local community benefit/public value with its investment in
community facilities and with its support of facility managers/community groups/clubs.

The facility managers along with their volunteers deliver a range of services and
programs/activities, in turn creating additional community benefit/public value in the
community.
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Facility Manager

Facility managers are engaged for major community facilities, where there may be multiple
occupiers, with responsibility for managing the facility and overseeing the delivery of
services and programs/activities. The facility managers are in effect the Council’s agent
taking on the responsibility for managing a significant public asset and coordinating the
delivery of services and programs/activities.

The Local Government Act provides for leasing of Council property subject to statewide
public notice -•

describing the property concerned;

•

giving details of the proposed disposal (including leasing); and

•

inviting submissions/offers to be made.

In considering a facility manager, to take on the responsibility for managing the community
facility and overseeing the delivery of services and programs/activities, the Council must
determine whether the applicant is a suitably sound/fit entity:
•

appropriately constituted not-for-profit organisation based in the community --

where most of the not-for-profit’s membership resides in the community;

-

where the number of members have remained relatively stable over time (three
years);

•

mandate consistent with the Council’s aims and objectives for the community facility,
services and programs/activities to be delivered;

•

strategic capacity (access to volunteers/skills, systems and intellectual property) to meet
responsibility for managing the Council’s facility; and

•

has at least three years of solvent trading in the local community.

Sustainability – Membership
The challenge for all community groups/clubs occupying community facilities is to grow their
membership with younger participants where they come through, enjoy their activity and take
on some organisational responsibilities. Various community groups/sporting clubs have
lapsed for periods of time due to insufficient number of participants and/or volunteers.
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It is important for facility managers to demonstrate their capacity through membership and
volunteering to assist with management of community facilities and delivery of services and
programs/activities.

Across the Shire we are now witnessing the beginnings of the changing of the guard as
younger members of the community step up and take on the responsibility/challenge for
delivering a variety of community services and programs/activities.
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Leases, Licences and Hire/User Agreements

The Shire's tenancy agreements are based on a standard leasing document, which details
amongst other general things the purpose/use of the facility and user obligations. The user
obligations generally specify:
•

payment of peppercorn rentals;

•

responsibility for outgoings; and

•

obligation to clean and maintain the facility in good repair/order.

The tenancy arrangements should be extended to provide:
•

governance arrangements;

•

reporting or monitoring; and

•

executive oversight.

Some of the details around these provisions may be captured by the service level agreement
and/or the tenancy documentation when it’s renegotiated with each lessee/licensee.
Lease Terms
Lease terms vary, however there are some that would be considered excessive (20 years).
While longer lease terms are easier to administer there is a need for councils to review the
lease terms with greater regularity to ensure they keep pace with the community’s
expectations, industry trends and best practice in facility management and service/program
delivery.

Commercial lease terms are generally five years with a five-year option. In most instances
these terms should be adequate for the facility manager and the Council. In negotiating the
lease terms the Council should start with a five-year term and option and analyse the
following if it's considering a longer term:
•

whether the lessee is proposing to fund capital improvements to the community facility;

•

whether the lessee is proposing to pay market rent; and

•

whether the lessee is proposing to cover the facility’s maintenance needs.
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Governance/Executive Oversight
Clearer strategic direction should be established for the provision of community facilities and
this should drive the development and delivery of the Shire’s policy and corporate framework
including occupancy arrangements.

While the Shire’s lease documents do not require establishment of committees of
management or user forums there are facilities where this has been the practice.
Participants/users should be represented as part of the Shire’s oversight of the facilities and
services/programs/activities being delivered.

As various service level agreements are developed the Shire should consider whether a
local committee of management would assist in delivering a better community facility and
more responsive services and programs/activities.

The following questions should be addressed by the Shire on an ongoing basis in
conjunction with its facility manager and various committees of management:
•

Do we have a plan/direction for our community facilities?

•

What are our aims and objectives?

•

Are we managing community facilities and delivering services and programs/activities as
planned?

•

Are we measuring our performance against KPIs and reporting regularly?

•

Are we improving our service and program delivery?

•

Are we meeting the community needs and expectations?

•

Are we managing operational and service delivery costs?

Major Land Transactions
The Local Government Act provisions require councils to take certain steps when
undertaking disposal of land, which includes leasing of facilities. The provisions extend to
land transactions worth more than 10% of the operating expenditure of the local
government, or $2 million, whichever is the lesser.

The process governing “Major Land Transactions” require councils to prepare a business
plan that covers, as a minimum, certain specified elements. The “Major Land Transaction”
provisions of the Local Government Act need to be considered when the Council is
considering the leasing of its community facilities.
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Tenancy Agreements

The tenancy agreements should broadly outline the conditions of use, times of use, fees and
charges, responsibilities of the user group and responsible management structure. The Shire
may consider three types of tenancy agreements depending on the specific circumstances of
the user group and facilities/reserves in use to meet the community’s needs and
expectations.
Leases
A lease agreement should be used to provide sports clubs and/or associations/businesses
with exclusive occupancy of facilities for an agreed period. The lessee has exclusive use of
the leased facility under clearly stated terms and conditions.

Under the lease agreement the lessee may pay all costs associated with the operation of the
leased area including minor and major maintenance, utility charges, water costs, rates,
garbage charges, and any other costs associated with the normal operation of the leased
area.

Due to its exclusive nature, a lease agreement may best be issued in exceptional
circumstances for single purpose activities such as bowling, golf, equestrian and tennis.

Licences
A licence agreement permits a sports club and/or association to use a facility for an agreed
purpose for an agreed period of time providing certainty of tenancy. Licences do not provide
user groups with exclusive occupancy rights to a facility.

Under a licence agreement the licensee pays sportsground and pavilion fees and charges as
scheduled, utility charges and may be required to pay some maintenance cost where
appropriate. As the terms of licence agreements are negotiable, many users will be allocated
use of facilities on a seasonal licence basis.

Where a licensee contributes to the ongoing development and improvement of the Shire’s
facility the Council may consider a term beyond a seasonal licence.
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Casual Use Agreement (CUA)
A CUA is generally issued to a casual user, an event or user groups to confirm a particular
facility/ground for specified activities and times. These agreements are normally best used
for one-off usage or a sequence of one-off uses that are not permanent in nature.

Providing Services and Programs
The Shire’s facility managers do more than occupy and hire out the community facilities.
Some play an extensive role in delivering services and programs/activities that meet the
community’s social, recreational and health and wellbeing needs and expectations.

As the Shire continues to move towards multi-use/shared-use of community facilities there
will be less reliance on leasing to a specific group. Incorporated committees of management
may be the most appropriate vehicle for managing community facilities and delivery of
services and programs/activities.

We may see over time the leasing of a community facility to purpose-built committees of
management responsible for managing community facilities occupied by a number of user
groups (community groups/sporting clubs), similar to the operation of the Chinkabee
Complex.
Acknowledgements – Significant Heritage
The main feedback during the policy consultation from the facility managers/occupiers
revolved around the significant heritage of the facilities and recognition of community
involvement in-•

raising funds;

•

development of the original facility and/or subsequent extensions/improvements; and

•

volunteering to manage the facility and deliver services and programs/activities to the
community.

The consultation process confirmed what many knew already – most facility managers have
a long-established history at each of the facilities with a significant backstory and a proud
history. The facility managers/user groups were of the view that future tenancy agreements
should acknowledge the history of the community facilities. The acknowledgement could be
recorded in a preamble to the tenancy agreement. This would ensure future generations
were aware of the history of the community facility and how its establishment was
initiated/achieved with the support of various community groups/sporting clubs.
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Community Funded Facilities

Some of the Shire's community facilities have been developed with funds raised and
contributed by the community.
Strategic Direction
Even with community/lessee funding, any proposed facilities and their intended purpose
need to be consistent with the Shire’s strategic direction in meeting the community’s needs
and expectations. Proposed facilities and accompanying services and activities must add
real value to the community for the Shire to agree to the development/new facilities.

As any new community facility is built on Council land, or on land which is vested to Council
(such as reserves), it becomes the property of the Council. Lease terms and conditions are
generally agreed upon well in advance of any development/construction of a new facility.
Recognition of Capital Contribution
The Council will generally recognise the capital contribution by the community/lessee with an
extended lease period (10/20 years) in order for them to realise their investment and enable
future re-investment. The length of the lease term is generally based on the level of:
•

capital contribution;

•

significance of the development; and

•

community benefit/public value created.

During the extended lease period the Council may:
•

charge a market or discounted rental for the new community facility or it may charge a
peppercorn rental: and

•

contribute towards the maintenance of the new community facility or require the lessee
to provide for the maintenance of the facility.

The Council considerations are largely driven by the level of community benefit/public value
created by the new community facility and delivery of services and programs/activities.
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Loan Guarantees
Councils have from time to time guaranteed loans for capital works associated with
occupancy of council land. These loan guarantees are normally subject to the facility
manager/lessee demonstrating, as part of a business case process, their:
•

facility management capacity to achieve the desired outcomes as detailed in the Service
Level Agreement; and

•

financial capacity to service the loan from the operation of the facility.

On the occasion the Council takes out the loan for the facility manager the loan repayments
may be built into the lease payments, therefore, ensuring the Council does not bear any of
the loan costs.
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Social Enterprise Model

Volunteers underpin the delivery of some community activities, which would not be viable
under conventional business models. The Shire will take this into consideration when
providing and leasing facilities and determining the level of contribution/subsidy if any.

Effective management of community facilities and delivery of services and activities may
only be achieved with the support of the community and its volunteers. The success of the
social enterprise model is dependent on the support and contribution of the community of
volunteers.
Volunteers
Various groups/clubs would not survive without significant input/contribution from volunteers.
It's important to capture, record and acknowledge the contribution by volunteers. The
volunteers’ time is spent on administration and finance, program development and delivery,
marketing and sponsorship, cleaning, maintenance and general upkeep of grounds.

The proposed Service Level Agreements will require the clubs/groups to detail the level of
volunteer input in regular returns to the Shire. Information on local volunteering will also
assist the Shire with future grant applications. The Shire will be able to demonstrate the level
of local volunteer commitment and support for the facility and various programs.

Regular returns will also provide data to analyse on an ongoing basis the most cost-effective
management model:
•

Direct Management;

•

Contract Management;

•

Lease; or

•

Committee of Management.
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Service Level Agreements

The foundation of this policy and corporate framework is the development and
implementation of Service Level Agreements (the “SLA”), which will be established between
the Council and the facility manager (community group/business responsible for
providing/managing the community facility).

The SLA will be developed following the adoption of the tenancy agreement (which may be
in the form of a lease or licence or some form of user agreement). The SLA will be reviewed
and updated annually following the adoption of the Council’s budget and will be a “living
working” addendum to the tenancy agreement.

The SLA may amongst other things detail how the facility manager will:
•

manage the facility and oversee the delivery of services and programs/activities including
hours of opening and minimum levels of staffing;

•

meet its governance reporting obligations to the Shire, detailing the KPIs that will be
aligned against the Shire’s strategic direction;

•

deal with public/community enquiries and booking requests;

•

apply the criteria to determine the applicant’s occupancy eligibility; and

•

apply the facility hire fees and charges (which may have been approved by the Council)
for annual and casual users, noting that some may be commercial/community uses.

The SLA will require the facility manager to track and report on the utilisation of the
community facility including participation in various services and programs/activities
delivered.

The SLA may also capture:
•

terms and conditions under which the facility manager will continue to receive the
Council's financial support for maintenance of the community facility;

•

management and maintenance responsibilities of both parties;

•

responsibilities for operating costs such as utilities and provide a basis on which these
operating costs will be shared amongst various facility occupiers; and

•

annual inspections to ensure the facility remains safe and in keeping with the standards
required for quality user experience.
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The SLA may require the facility manager to establish a committee of management and
identify its role in overseeing the management of the community facility. Such a committee of
management may be comprised of representatives from facility managers, occupiers, users
and the Council. The Council may also consider independent community representatives to
sit on the Committee of Management.

Visitations – Economic Benefit
Some of the clubs/groups using community facilities are staging events that attract
significant visitations to the Shire. There may be an opportunity for the Shire to compile an
annual calendar of events and cross promote some of these events. These arrangements,
captured in an SLA, may bring about greater coordination and community benefit.
Tourism
The Chittering Tourism Association tracks local tourism activity including visitation numbers.
It would be useful for the Shire's event planning and evaluation purposes if various Shire
attractions (ie Brockman Centre) provided regular visitation returns. This may be captured as
a requirement in SLAs for various Shire attractions.

Regular reporting is critical to ensure the ongoing:
•

viability of the facility manager;

•

performance of the facility manager as per the Service Level Agreement; and

•

utilisation of the Council’s facility.
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Asset Management

Some of the lessees/occupiers are in charge of significant community assets, which need
appropriate levels of attention and upgrade to ensure preservation for future generations.
The proposed SLAs may require the lessee/occupier to work with the Shire’s Asset
Management team to develop and implement a master plan for the facility including a
detailed maintenance program. These are important tasks that may see annual/regular
inspections and discussions about the expected standard of the community facility and who
holds responsibility for what.
Master Planning
It was evident that many of the facility managers were undertaking master planning of their
facility, with one saving significant funds for future staged refurbishments. Most of the master
plans were being developed informally and have not been communicated or adopted by the
Council.

Many of the facility managers expected long term tenancy agreements because they were
planning to undertake facility improvement. Even user groups with annual user agreements
were committed to ongoing facility improvements and making contributions to those facility
improvements.

The Shire may call upon some of the clubs/user groups to formalise the master planning of
community facilities and seek the Council’s endorsement. The endorsed master plan will be
captured in proposed SLAs and may influence the length of occupancy term.
Maintenance Obligations
It would be fair to say that some facility managers/occupiers do not meet the full extent of
their maintenance obligations. Over time the Shire has taken on the responsibility for
maintenance despite the existing lease providing for the facility manager/occupier to be
responsible for maintenance.

In some instances, it is evident through the income and expenditure data collected, as part
of the review that they do not have the capacity to fund the maintenance. This may
necessitate the Council renegotiating the lease terms at some future point.
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Women’s Programs
The development and delivery of women’s programs, particularly cricket and “Aussie Rules”
has significant implications on local clubs and facilities. While these are great initiatives the
clubs are not resourced to support, develop and implement these programs in the short
term. In many instances the community facilities need to be upgraded with additional change
rooms and toilets.

There is a growing interest in women’s programs, however at present levels of demand it will
take a few more years to get something sustainable up and running. Those clubs
considering women's programs may need to have regional discussions about a larger
catchment area in order to attract sufficient levels of interest to establish new women’s
teams.

The state associations have been involved in promoting women's sports and encouraging
participation. There may need to be more focused funding to assist clubs and councils in
upgrading community facilities to meet the needs of women’s programs.

Similar to the Cricket Australia’s community funding for grassroots:
•

new facilities/improvements;

•

support volunteers and coaches; and

•

helping grow “all girls” competitions.

Grant Applications
Many of the sporting clubs work with the Shire to leverage the current investment in the
community facility by making grant applications for ongoing facility improvements. This also
underlines the importance of master planning for each of the Shire’s facilities. When grant
funding becomes available the Shire and clubs/groups have improvement ideas for each of
the facilities.
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Costing and Finance

The Shire’s accounting/finance systems should collect/record the required costing and
financial information - including insurance and utility costs. This financial data provides the
Shire with an appreciation of what it costs annually to provide each community facility. The
Shire’s corporate systems should also collect internal costings for work undertaken by Shire
staff, as well as materials used. The costings and expenses need to be appropriately
allocated against relevant facilities.

It should be acknowledged that many councils struggle with getting the most basic financial
and costing data together in the one place to enable financial analysis and decision making.
Chittering already collects and presents data in a way that enables analysis and conclusions
to be drawn. The corporate framework may consist of an annual report that looks at the
expenses incurred against the Shire’s community facilities.

It’s important to have appropriate corporate systems/processes in place to enable –
•

accurate and timely recording/allocation of costs against each community facility;

•

accurate and timely allocation of costs against each facility user;

•

determination of appropriate rent/Council subsidy; and

•

regular reporting.

Facility Value and Rental Income
For the Shire’s comparison purposes, we assume a deemed rate of return of 3.25% (rate
used by the Commonwealth Government for calculating returns from various forms of
investment). Using the deemed rate of 3.25% for commercial properties and 2.25% for
community property the Shire is able to calculate and compare levels of subsidy provided to
each facility manager/occupier.

As the Shire mostly charges peppercorn rents it should be aware of the value of foregone
rental that provides a benchmark against which the value of community benefit/public value
may be measured for the purpose of determining the level of subsidy.

The Shire's community facilities were valued recently at $8.985 million. The Shire has not
set out to maximise its return on community facilities as it charges peppercorn rentals or
modest rents at best for what are essentially shop fronts delivering community services and
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sporting/recreational programs. Once it's clear what it costs to run the community facilities
annually, including the various contributions by Councils, we can look to define and value the
community benefit (refer to the case studies). This will enable the Council to determine
whether it's getting “bang for the buck”.

The foregone rental income enables the Shire to undertake some analysis and comparison
of:
•

the value the Council contributes to the community facility and its operation; and

•

the value of the community benefit created by the facility manager through the provision
of various services and programs/activities.

The rental income foregone by the Shire is significant ($140,438). This should be recognised
as the Shire’s contribution/rental subsidy. The rental subsidy should be treated like a grant
that forms part of the Shire’s annual budget process, which is considered, debated and
accepted by the Council. The value of the Shire’s contribution/rental subsidy should not be
lost in the system.
Discounted Rental
The Council may incentivise its facility managers/lessees with a discounted rental, which
could be phased out over time. This approach may also be used with commercial lessees
occupying community-use facilities to enable the lessee to establish their operation. The
success of the operation should be dependent on the quality of the operator and the
services and programs/activities delivered rather than the quantum of the Council’s subsidy.

Insource/Outsource
The Shire will want to satisfy itself from time to time that it is using the right model to provide
facilities and deliver services and programs/activities to the community.

In order to deliver the best value for its investment, the Shire needs to be of a view that it is
applying the right mix of:
•

insource – operated by Shire staff

•

outsource--

operated by community groups/not-for-profits; or

-

operated by commercial operators.

The management of community facilities policy and the corporate framework will enable the
analysis/comparison.
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Before the Shire can undertake any comparison against the status quo, it needs to
understand and value the roles performed by various facility managers/community groups:
•

facility management, including reception, administration and bookings;

•

program/service development;

•

promotion and marketing; and

•

program/service delivery.

This comparative analysis will enable the Shire to understand the cost/benefit of insourcing
versus outsourcing various elements of managing community facilities and delivering
services and programs/activities.
Insurance
There appears to be some confusion over responsibility for insurances. A number of
occupiers were not clear about what the Shire had insured and what they needed to insure.
As there are special insurance requirements at some of the community facilities the
proposed SLAs will clearly articulate which party is responsible for which type of insurance.
Contribution Towards Operation
Where the facility manager/lessee derives a financial benefit from the community facility they
should be responsible for the operating costs, utility charges, rental and facility maintenance.
The level of contribution will be negotiated on a case-by-case basis, that will be fair and
reasonable to both parties.

This assumes the Shire will have appropriate corporate systems and processes in place to
capture invoices and refer them to the appropriate occupier for payment. During the
consultation process there were various occupiers that were not responsible for the payment
of their utilities.
Venue Bookings
As the Shire continues to develop its online services it should consider venue bookings for
its various community facility. The venue bookings online solution will provide the community
with a uniform approach to booking community facilities and it should reduce the workload
for facility managers.
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Public Value

Councils with community facilities operated by community groups/not-for-profits normally
charge a peppercorn rental for the community facility. While the Council foregoes rental
income, it expects its facility managers to create community benefit/public value by
delivering services and programs/activities that meet the community’s needs. The
community benefit/public value of the facility management and services and
programs/activities delivered must be at least equal to the forgone rental/Council subsidy.
Community Benefit
If it wasn’t for community facilities and various wellbeing services and sporting and
recreation programs delivered from these facilities, the health and wellbeing cost to the
nation would be crippling.

While costs are readily identifiable, the community benefits are not. What is the full benefit
of—
•

having a local health clinic with a nurse, GP, allied health practitioners and visiting
specialist?

•

75 boys/girls developing new skills and confidence through the local AusKick program
and another 200 playing football during the winter months? and

•

events and activities that promote social interaction and participation?

The Shire cannot measure public value/community benefit on the basis of expenditure alone.
The Shire must also look at how its expenditure contributes to outcomes such as:
•

better public health and community wellbeing;

•

lower rates of childhood and adolescent obesity; and

•

loneliness, depression and suicide prevention.

Many of the programs and activities delivered by community groups and sporting clubs from
the Shire’s community facilities underpin the development of social cohesion and community
resilience.

The Shire is increasingly faced with competing priorities. A population that will grow
significantly in the coming decade might wish to see community services and facilities for
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new communities. At the same time, established communities might wish to see renewal and
upgrade of the Shire’s existing community facilities.

These competing demands will be difficult to meet in a climate of constrained finances and
the Council will be forced to make decisions on allocating resources for new community
services and facilities and upgrade of existing facilities. To optimise its decision making
therefore Council will need to consider the expenditure and the public value that will be
created for each project.
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Case Study – Bindoon Hall
Managed by: Bindoon Theatre Group

Expenditure and Subsidy

Bindoon Hall
Lease:

BEAT:20 year lease expires 2029
CWA 20 year lease expires 2032

The Shire incurs $111,345 in expenditure associated with
running the facility.

Basic Terms: Lessee to pay outgoings
Lessee to maintain and repair
premises

There are some 217 users per week = 11,268 pa. The
Shire’s subsidy extends to $9.44 per individual
participating.

Facility Users: Annual Users
- BEAT (53 members)
- CWA (22 members)
Casual Users
- Many

The valuation of Bindoon Hall is $1,688,400.

Way Forward
Require regular returns to be submitted on -• utilisation – monthly participation numbers
• income and expenditure as presented at AGM
• membership register as presented at AGM
• volunteer hours
• insurance policies
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If we applied the deemed rate of return the expected
rental income is $54,873 pa.
If we applied the deemed rate of return for community
use the expected discounted rental income is $37,989 pa
and the Shire’s rental subsidy is $32,965.
It should be noted that the deemed income is still
significantly less than what the Shire spends on the
premises annually - $111,345.
With expenditure of $111,345 and rental subsidy of
$32,965 the Shire’s total investment in this facility is
$144,310 pa.

1916/17 FY
Total Revenue $
Total Expenditure $
Net -$

5,024.00
111,345.00
106,321.00

Depreciation $

79,197.00

Valuation $ 1,688,400.00
Deemed Rental @ 3.25% $
54,873.00
Deemed Rental @ 2.25% $

37,989.00

Rental Subsidy $

32,965.00

Annual Participation

11,268

Annual Expenditure $

106,321.00

Shire's Subsidy per participants $

9.44

Annual Expenditure includes depreciation
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Case Study – Brockman Centre
Managed by:

Shire of Chittering

Lease:

Bindoon Men's Shed - 20 year lease
expires 2034
Bindoon Arts and Crafts – 10 year ease
expires 2022
Bindoon and District Historical Society
20 year lease expires 2030

Basic Terms:

Lessee to pay outgoings
Lessee to maintain and repair
premises

Facility Users: Annual Users
- Men’s Shed (45 members)
- Arts and Crafts (59 members)
- Bindoon & District Historical Society
(43 members)
Way Forward
Establish a user based committee of management (CoM) to
oversee the day to day running of this facility.
Establish detailed terms of reference for the CoM.
Require regular returns to be submitted to the CoM on -• utilisation – monthly participation numbers
• income and expenditure as presented at AGM
• membership register as presented at AGM
• volunteer hours
• insurance policies
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The Council my consider implementing a service level
agreement with the CoM covering the occupiers participation in
community events/open days (including grants) and masterplanning the Centre.
Expenditure and Subsidy
The Shire incurs $72,858 in expenditure associated with
running of the facility.
There are some 295 users per week = 15,333 pa. The Shire’s
subsidy extends to $4.60 per individual participating.
The valuation of the Brockman Centre is $1,205,582.
If we applied the deemed rate of return the expected rental
income is $39,181 pa.
If we applied the deemed rate of return for community use the
expected discounted rental income is $27,125 pa and the
Shire’s rental subsidy is $24,724.
It should be noted the deemed income $27,125 is still
significantly less than what the Shire spends on the facilities
annually - $72,858.
With expenditure of $72,858 and rental subsidy of $24,724 the
Shire’s total investment in these facilities is $97,582 pa.

Brockman Centre
1916/17 FY
Total Revenue $
Total Expenditure $
Net -$

2,401.00
72,858.00
70,457.00

Depreciation $

31,451.00

Valuation $ 1,205,582.00
Deemed Rental @ 3.25% $
39,181.42
Deemed Rental @ 2.25% $

27,125.60

Rental Subsidy $

24,724.60

Annual Participation

15,333

Annual Expenditure $

70,457.00

Shire's Subsidy per participants $

4.60

Annual Expenditure includes depreciation
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Case Study – Chinkabee Complex
Managed by:

Bindoon Sports and Recreation
Association
(353 members)

utilisation – monthly participation numbers
income and expenditure as presented at AGM
membership register as presented at AGM
volunteer hours
insurance policies

Lease:

20 year lease expires 2029

•
•
•
•
•

Basic Terms:

Lessee to pay outgoings
Lessee to maintain and repair
premises

The Council may consider implementing a Service Level
Agreement with the CoM covering the master-planning of the
Complex.

Facility Users: Annual Users
- Bindoon Sport and Recreation
- Bowling Club
- Tennis Club
- Basketball Club
- Netball Club
- Cricket Club
- Indoor Bowls
- Max Employment
- Playgroup
- Bindoon Retirees
Casual Users
- Social Group (cards & darts)
- Wakes & Parties
Way Forward

568.00
37,145.00
36,577.00

Depreciation $

6,529.00

There are some 360 users per week = 18,770 pa. The Shire’s
subsidy extends to $1.95 per individual participating.

Valuation $
Deemed Rental @ 3.25% $

772,200.00
25,096.50

The valuation of the Complex is $772,200.

Deemed Rental @ 2.25% $

17,374.50

Rental Subsidy $

16,806.50

Expenditure and Subsidy
The Shire incurs $37,145 in expenditure associated with
running of the facility.

If we applied the deemed rate of return the expected rental
income is $25,097 pa.
If we applied the deemed rate of return for community use the
expected discounted rental income is $17,375 pa and the
Shire’s rental subsidy is $16,848.
It should be noted that the deemed income is still significantly
less than what the Shire spends on the premises annually $37,145.

Establish detailed terms of reference for the CoM, capturing
the Shire’s goals and objectives and KPIs for regular reporting.

With expenditure of $37,145 and rental subsidy of $16,806 the
Shire’s total investment in this facility is $53,951 pa.
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1916/17 FY
Total Revenue $
Total Expenditure $
Net -$

Establish a user based committee of management (CoM) to
oversee the day to day running of this facility.

Require regular returns to be submitted to the CoM on --

Chinkabee Compex

Annual Participation

18,770

Annual Expenditure $

36,577.00

Shire's Subsidy per participants $

1.95

Annual Expenditure includes depreciation
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Case Study – Chittering Health
Managed by: WACHS + Jupiter Health

Expenditure and Subsidy

Lease:

The Shire incurs $104,557 in expenditure associated with
running of the facility. The Shire receives rent of $28,532.

WACHS (southern wing)
5 year lease expires in 2020
Jupiter (northern wing)
5 year lease expires in 2020

Basic Terms: Lessee to pay outgoings
Lessee to maintain and repair
premises
Facility Users: Child Health &
School Health Nurse
Australian Hearing
Physiotherapist
Podiatrist
Two GPs & Nurse
Way Forward
Establish a committee of management (CoM) to oversee
the seamless delivery of health services at the facility.
Establish detailed terms of reference for the CoM. The
CoM should be linked to the Shire’s local health network.
Require regular returns to be submitted to the CoM on -• utilisation – monthly participation numbers
• income and expenditure
• insurance policies
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On the assumption there are 337 users per week (275
Jupiter & 62 WACHS)=17,524 pa. The Shire’s subsidy
extends to $4.34 per individual attending.
The valuation of the Chittering Health building is
$2,449,900
If we applied the deemed rate of return, the expected
rental income is $79,621 pa. If we applied the deemed
rate of return for community use the expected discounted
rental income is $55,122 pa and the Shire’s rental
subsidy is $26,590.
It should be noted the deemed income $55,122 is
significantly less than what the Shire spends on the
premises annually - $104,557.
With expenditure of $104,557 and rental subsidy of
$51,089 the Shire’s total commitment to this facility is
$155,646 pa.

Chitteing Health
1916/17 FY
Total Revenue $
Total Expenditure $
Net -$

28,532.00
104,557.00
76,025.00

Depreciation $

73,656.00

Valuation $ 2,449,900.00
Deemed Rental @ 3.25% $
79,621.75
Deemed Rental @ 2.25% $

55,122.75

Rental Subsidy $

51,089.75

Annual Participation

17,524

Annual Expenditure $

76,025.00

Shire's Subsidy per participants $

4.34

Annual Expenditure includes depreciation
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Case Study – Ferguson House
Managed by: Silverchain
(currently unoccupied
Case Study presents former occupancy)

Shire’s subsidy extends to $8.25 per individual attending.

Lease:

If we applied the deemed rate of return the expected
rental income is $5,604 pa.

5 Year Lease – Expired in 2017

Basic Terms: Lessee to pay outgoings
Lessee to maintain and repair
premises
Facility Users: Annual Users – N/A
Way Forward
Require regular returns to be submitted on -• utilisation – monthly participation numbers
• income and expenditure
• volunteer hours
• insurance policies
Expenditure and Subsidy
The Shire incurs $17,787 in expenditure associated with
running of the facility.
There are some 29 users per week = 1,500 pa**. The
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Ferguson House
The valuation of Ferguson House is $172,460

The Shire receives $5,415 from rent, which is $1,534
greater than deemed rental for community use.
It should be noted the deemed income is still significantly
less than what the Shire spends on the premises annually
- $17,787.
With expenditure of $17,787 and rental income of $1,534
greater than deemed rate the Shire’s total investment in
this facility is $16,252 pa.
** The annual participation for this facility has been
estimated.

1916/17 FY
Total Revenue $
Total Expenditure $
Net -$

5,415.00
17,787.00
12,372.00

Depreciation $

5,990.00

Valuation $
Deemed Rental @ 3.25% $

172,460.00
5,604.95

Deemed Rental @ 2.25% $

3,880.35

Rental Subsidy -$

1,534.65

Annual Participation

1,500

Annual Expenditure $

12,372.00

Shire's Subsidy per participants $

8.25

Annual Expenditure includes depreciation
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Case Study – Lower Chittering Hall
Managed by: Shire of Chittering

Expenditure and Subsidy

Lease:

The Shire incurs $48,250 in expenditure associated with
running of the facility.

N/A – Annual User Agreements

Basic Terms: Shire to pay outgoings
Shire to maintain and repair
premises
Facility Users: Annual Users
- Lower Chittering Cricket Club
- Chittering Scouts
- Chittering Valley Progress and Sporting
Association

There are some 64 users per week = 3,347** pa. The
Shire’s subsidy extends to $12.63 per individual
attending.
The valuation of Lower Chittering Hall is $405,300
If we applied the deemed rate of return the expected
rental income is $13,172 pa.

Casual Users - Private functions
- Community Events & Meetings
- Caravan Club

If we applied the deemed rate of return for community
use the expected discounted rental income is $9,119 pa
and the Shire’s rental subsidy is $3,144.

Way Forward

It should be noted the deemed income is still significantly
less than what the Shire spends on the premises annually
- $48,250.

Require regular returns to be submitted on -• utilisation – monthly participation numbers
• income and expenditure as presented at AGM
• membership register as presented at AGM
• volunteer hours
• insurance policies
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With expenditure of $48,250 and rental subsidy of $3,144
the Shire’s total investment in this facility is $51,394 pa.
** The annual participation for this facility has been
estimated based on some of the information provided.

Lower Chittering Hall
1916/17 FY
Total Revenue $
Total Expenditure $
Net -$

5,975.00
48,250.00
42,275.00

Depreciation $

18,898.00

Valuation $
Deemed Rental @ 3.25% $

405,300.00
13,172.25

Deemed Rental @ 2.25% $

9,119.25

Rental Subsidy $

3,144.25

Annual Participation

3,347

Annual Expenditure $

42,275.00

Shire's Subsidy per participants $

12.63

Annual Expenditure includes depreciation
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Case Study – Muchea Hall
Managed by:

Shire of Chittering

the context of the new Regional Facility being developed.

Lease:

N/A – Annual User Agreements

Basic Terms:

Shire pays outgoings and maintains
premises

The tenure arrangements for the annual users should be
reviewed with a view to transferring them onto multi-year
licences.

Facility Users: Annual Users
- Chittering Junior Football Club
(268 members)
- Muchea Netball Club (100 members)
- Muchea Senior Cricket (50 members)
- Muchea Junior Cricket (57 members)
- Muchea Judo (20)
Casual Users
- Private functions, events and meetings
Way Forward

Expenditure and Subsidy
The Shire incurs $86,787 in expenditure associated with
running of the facility.
There are some 462 users per week = 24,073** pa. The Shire’s
subsidy extends to $3.55 per individual participating.
The valuation of Muchea Hall is $1,106,600.
If we applied the deemed rate of return the expected rental
income is $35,964 pa.

Establish a user based committee of management (CoM) to
oversee the day to day running of this facility.

If we applied the deemed rate of return for community use the
expected discounted rental income is $24,898 pa and the
Shire’s rental subsidy is $23,578.

Establish detailed terms of reference for the CoM, capturing
the Shire’s goals and objectives and KPIs for regular reporting.

It should be noted the deemed income is significantly less than
what the Shire spends on the premises annually - $86,787

Require regular returns to be submitted to the CoM on -• utilisation – monthly participation numbers
• income and expenditure as presented at AGM
• membership register as presented at AGM
• volunteer hours
• insurance policies

With expenditure of $86,787 and rental subsidy of $23,578 the
Shire’s total investment in this facility is $110,365 pa.

The council my consider implementing a service level
agreement with the CoM around master-planning the facility in
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** The annual participation for this facility has been estimated
for Judo and casual users.

Muchea Hall
1916/17 FY
Total Revenue $
Total Expenditure $
Net -$

1,320.00
86,787.00
85,467.00

Depreciation $

44,981.00

Valuation $ 1,106,600.00
Deemed Rental @ 3.25% $
35,964.50
Deemed Rental @ 2.25% $

24,898.50

Rental Subsidy $

23,578.50

Annual Participation

24,073

Annual Expenditure $

85,467.00

Shire's Subsidy per participants $

3.55

Annual Expenditure includes depreciation
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Case Study – Sandown Park
Managed by: South Midlands PoloCrosse Club
(70 members)
Lease:

There are some 72 users per week = 3,750 pa. The
Shire’s subsidy extends to $5.84 per individual
participating.

expires June 2019
The valuation of Sandown Park is $80,641.

Basic Terms: Lessee to pay outgoings
Lessee to maintain and repair
premises
Facility Users: Annual Users
- South Midlands PoloCrosse Club
- South Midlands Pony Club
- Various casual users
Way Forward
Require regular returns to be submitted on -• utilisation – monthly participation numbers
• income and expenditure as presented at AGM
• membership register as presented at AGM
• volunteer hours
• insurance policies
Expenditure and Subsidy
The Shire incurs $21,887 in expenditure associated with
running of the facility.
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If we applied the deemed rate of return the expected
rental income is $2,620 pa.
If we applied the deemed rate of return for community
use the expected discounted rental income is $1,814 pa
and the Shire’s rental subsidy is $1,814.
It should be noted the deemed income is still significantly
less than what the Shire spends on the premises annually
- $21,887.
With expenditure of $21,887 and rental subsidy of $1,814
the Shire’s total investment in this facility is $23,701 pa.

Sandown Park
1916/17 FY
Total Revenue $
Total Expenditure $
Net -$

21,887.00
21,887.00

Depreciation $

7,375.00

Valuation $
Deemed Rental @ 3.25% $

80,641.00
2,620.83

Deemed Rental @ 2.25% $

1,814.42

Rental Subsidy $

1,814.42

Annual Participation

3,750

Annual Expenditure $

21,887.00

Shire's Subsidy per participants $

5.84

Annual Expenditure includes depreciation
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Case Study – Tourism Centre
Managed by: Chittering Tourism Association
(35 members)

There are some 944 users per week = 49,088 pa. The
Shire’s subsidy extends to $0.86 per individual attending.

Lease:

The valuation of Tourism Centre is $445,900.

10 year lease – Expired 2018

Basic Terms: Lessee to pay outgoings
Lessee to maintain and repair
premises
Facility Users: Annual Users
- Chittering Tourist Association
- Post Office and Visitor Centre
Way Forward
Require regular returns to be submitted on -• utilisation – monthly participation numbers
• income and expenditure as presented at AGM
• membership register as presented at AGM
• volunteer hours
• insurance policies
Expenditure and Subsidy
The Shire incurs $46,762 in expenditure associated with
running of the facility.
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If we applied the deemed rate of return the expected
rental income is $14,491 pa.
If we applied the deemed rate of return for community
use the expected discounted rental income is $10,032 pa
and the Shire’s rental subsidy is $5,578.
It should be noted the deemed income is still significantly
less than what the Shire spends on the premises annually
- $46.762.
With expenditure of $46,762 and rental subsidy of $5,578
the Shire’s total investment in this facility is $52,340 pa.

Tourism Centre
1916/17 FY
Total Revenue $
Total Expenditure $
Net -$

4,454.00
46,762.00
42,308.00

Depreciation $

18,432.00

Valuation $
Deemed Rental @ 3.25% $

445,900.00
14,491.75

Deemed Rental @ 2.25% $

10,032.75

Rental Subsidy $

5,578.75

Annual Participation

49,088

Annual Expenditure $

42,308.00

Shire's Subsidy per participants $

0.86

Annual Expenditure includes depreciation
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Case Study – Wannamal Hall
Managed by: Wannamal Community Centre
(50 members)
Lease:

20 year lease - 2029

Basic Terms: Lessee to pay outgoings
Lessee to maintain and repair
premises
Facility Users: Annual Users
- Indoor Bowls
- Tennis
- Landcare
- Koorunga CWA
- Arts and Crafts
- Caravan Club
Way Forward
Require regular returns to be submitted on -• utilisation – monthly participation numbers
• income and expenditure as presented at AGM
• membership register as presented at AGM
• volunteer hours
• insurance policies

Expenditure and Subsidy
The Shire incurs $81,365 in expenditure associated with
running of the facility.
There are some 51 users per week = 2,670** pa. The
Shire’s subsidy extends to $30 per individual attending.
The valuation of Wannamal Hall is $658,600
If we applied the deemed rate of return the expected
rental income is $21,404 pa.
If we applied the deemed rate of return for community
use the expected discounted rental income is $14,818 pa
and the Shire’s rental subsidy is $14,818.
It should be noted the deemed income is still significantly
less than what the Shire spends on the premises annually
- $81,365.
With expenditure of $81,365 and rental subsidy of
$14,818 the Shire’s total investment in this facility is
$96,183 pa.
** The annual participation for this facility has been
estimated based on some of the information provided.
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Wannamal Hall
1916/17 FY
Total Revenue $
Total Expenditure $
Net -$

81,365.00
81,365.00

Depreciation $

54,773.00

Valuation $
Deemed Rental @ 3.25% $

658,600.00
21,404.50

Deemed Rental @ 2.25% $

14,818.50

Rental Subsidy $

14,818.50

Annual Participation

2,670

Annual Expenditure $

81,365.00

Shire's Subsidy per participants $

30.47

Annual Expenditure includes depreciation
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CONSULTATION STAGE
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Introduction
The Review Context
The Review of Management of Community Facilities was
undertaken to determine the state of the Shire of Chittering’s (the
“Shire”) practices, processes and systems. The Review
specifically looked at:

Consultation
Consultation with relevant parties is important to ensure
proposed changes to how community facilities are managed are
relevant to the local community and in line with the Shire’s aims
for the facilities.

•

The proposed policy and corporate framework will be the starting
point for discussions with various facility managers and groups
providing services and programs with a view to encouraging
feedback and input in the final design of policy and corporate
framework.

•
•
•
•
•

the Shire’s policy and corporate framework governing facility
management;
the leases, licences and hire/user agreements used by the
Shire in defining its relationships with occupiers;
the Shire’s costs for providing community facilities;
general observations;
local government trends in facility management; and
the way forward.

The intention of the Review was to explore a way forward for the
management of community facilities, which the Shire can use for
the purposes of its community consultation.
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This report:
• presents the findings of the consultation with facility
managers/occupiers and user groups on the Management of
Community Facilities Review; and
• proposes a way forward for the Shire’s corporate and policy
framework.

The Policy and corporate framework
may consist of the following elements:
• Policy on community facilities;
• Guidelines for management of
community facilities;
• Leasing/Licensing and User
Agreements;
• Service Level Agreements; and
• Utilisation Data Sheets.
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Consultation
The following was adopted by the Shire as a way forward for
consultation purposes with its community, facility users and
facility managers.
Policy and Corporate Framework
That the Shire consider developing a policy and corporate
framework to guide the facility managers in providing
community facilities and overseeing delivery of services and
programs.
Accountability Framework
That the Shire consider adopting an accountability framework
for the management of its community facilities by:
• providing its facility managers with sufficient guidance on
operating its community facilities and delivering various
services and programs; and
• establishing sufficient controls, such as regular reporting,
to monitor facility managers’ performance and compliance.
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Open and Transparent
That the Shire consider adopting an open and transparent
approach to its dealings with facility managers, where their
agreements, financial transactions and ongoing returns are on
the public record and accessible by all.

In developing and implementing these
Value Comparison
That the Shire consider calculating and comparing:
• the value of its forgone rental income; and
• the value of the community benefit created by facility
managers and the various services and programs they
deliver.

policies and corporate framework, the Shire
aims to achieve good governance, universal
access and optimum utilisation of its
community facilities.
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Consultation (continued)
Service Level Agreements
That the Shire consider adopting service level agreements
with facility managers as part of its policy and corporate
framework.
Tenancy Agreements
That the Shire consider adopting tighter conditions around the
use of leases for exclusive occupancy as part of its corporate
framework.
That the Shire consider reviewing its lease terms back to five
years.
Costing and Finance
That the Shire continues to gather costing/financial data and
consider reviewing the employee charge/oncost.
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Venue Bookings
That the Shire consider adopting a digital solution for its venue
bookings and invoicing.
Delivery Model
That the Shire continues to explore, using a business case
process, the most optimum model (insourcing and
outsourcing) to deliver facilities in order to achieve the best
value for the community.
Subsidy
That the Shire consider recognising peppercorn
rentals/foregone income as the Council’s subsidy in the annual
budget and associated documentation.
Shared Facilities
That the Shire consider adopting multi-use shared facilities as
its policy for future development of community facilities.
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Consultation Methodology
The Council agreed to proceed with the consultation stage, which
consisted of the following elements:
•
•
•
•

the provision of the Management of Community Facilities
Review to the facility managers/user groups;
the completion of the Utilisation Data Sheet (see sample
attached) by the Facility Managers/user groups;
the staging of a Review Workshop with Facility Managers/user
groups;
one-on-one discussions with Facility Managers/user groups.

While the Review Workshop was well attended the one-on-one
consultation sessions were attended by all facility managers/user
groups.
The following facility managers/user groups attended the
consultation sessions:
1. Wannamal Community Centre
2. Bindoon Town Hall
• Bindoon Entertainment and Theatre
• Chittering CWA
3. Bindoon Post Office – Chittering Tourism Association
4. Bindoon Ag Office – Bindoon Agricultural Society
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5. Brockman Centre
• Bindoon Historical Society – Museum
• Bindoon Arts and Crafts
• Bindoon Men's’ Shed
6. Chinkabee Complex – Bindoon Sport & Recreation Association
7. Chittering Health Centre
• Jupiter Health Services
8. Muchea Hall
• Muchea Netball Club
• Konga
• Muchea Judo Club
• Chittering Junior Football Club
• Chittering Junior Cricket Club
• Muchea Senior Cricket Club
9. Lower Chittering Hall
• Chittering Scouts Group
• Lower Chittering Cricket Club
• Zumba
10. Sandown Park
• South Midlands Polocrosse Club

The consultation methodology
was designed to inform and
encourage participation by the
facility managers and user groups.

Note: WACHS did not participate in workshop or 1:1 sessions
despite requests
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Consultation Insights – Local History
General Support
Those that attended the consultation sessions were positive and
generally supportive of the direction the Council was proposing
with the management of community facilities.
Review Workshop – Acknowledgement
The Review Workshop was well attended and the proposed
direction was well received. The main feedback from the
participants revolved around the:
• significant heritage of the facilities; and
• recognition of club contributions to:
− community involvement in raising funds;
− development of the original facility and/or subsequent
extensions/improvements; and
− volunteer hours required to manage and deliver a service
to the community.
The facility managers/user groups were of the view that future
tenancy agreements should acknowledge the history of the
community facilities and their contribution to its development.

Significant Heritage
The consultation process confirmed what many knew already –
most facility managers have a long established history at each of
the facilities with significant backstory and a proud history:
• Bindoon Theatre Inc dates back to 1939
• Cricket at Lower Chittering dates back to 1940
• The original Wannamal Community Centre dates back to 1910
• Senior cricket at Muchea dates back to 1944
• CWA activities date back to 1945
• Bindoon & Districts Agricultural Society dates back to 1950
Local Histories
Many of those that were consulted reference one or more life
members who are in possession of some of the club’s/group’s
history, which would naturally also include the history of the
community facilities. Some of this information is recorded and
available, most of it is not. While these club members are still
reasonably active it would be worthwhile capturing some of this
historical information. There would be some community value if
these local club/group histories were captured and recorded for
future generations.

Many of the community facilities were
grounded in the roots of community needs
and built for purpose. These were not
architecturally enhanced facilities with
elaborate features built as monuments.

The acknowledgement could be recorded in a preamble to the
tenancy agreement. This would ensure future generations were
aware of the history of the community facility.
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Consultation Insights
Community Development 101
What really stood out during the consultation was the extent of
involvement and ownership by the community. Development of
many of the community facilities could be case study material
for Community Development 101 programs.
Community Resilience
The feedback and input by various facility managers/user
groups demonstrated significant local resilience. Sheer
perseverance by the community got many of the facilities
developed.
We are now witnessing the changing of the guard as younger
members of the community step up and take on the
responsibility/challenge for delivering a variety of community
services/programs.
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Sustainability – Membership
The challenge for all clubs/community groups occupying
community facilities is to grow their membership with younger
participants where they come through, enjoy their activity and
take on some responsibilities. Various sporting
clubs/community groups have lapsed for periods of time due
to insufficient number of participants and/or volunteers.
Committee of Management
The Chinkabee complex is a good example of how a
committee of management could be set up to involve various
stakeholders/user groups in the coordination of activities at the
facility to ensure it meets everyone's needs.

After establishing a facility as its
“home”, many community groups
deal with the challenge of maintaining
membership participation.
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Consultation Insights
Women’s Programs
The development and delivery of women’s programs,
particularly cricket and Aussie Rules has significant
implications on local clubs and facilities. While these are great
initiatives the clubs are not resourced to support, develop and
implement these programs in the short term. In many
instances the community facilities need to be upgraded with
additional change rooms and toilets.
There is a growing interest in women’s programs, however at
present levels of demand it will take a few more years to get
something sustainable up and running. Those clubs
considering women's programs may need to have regional
discussions about a larger catchment area in order to attract
sufficient levels of interest to establish new women’s teams.

Similar to the Cricket Australia’s community funding for
grassroots:
• New facilities/improvements;
• Support volunteers and coaches; and
• Helping grow “all girls” competitions.
Grant Applications
Many of the sporting clubs work hard with the Shire to
leverage the current investment in the community facility by
making grant applications for ongoing facility improvements.
This also underlines the importance of master planning for
each of the Shire’s facilities. When grant funding becomes
available the Shire and clubs/groups have improvement ideas
for each of the facilities.

It normally takes some time for all
the positive hype to translate into
real demand. Women’s programs
are no different.

The state associations have been involved in promoting
women's sports and encouraging participation. There may
need to be more focused funding to assist clubs and councils
in upgrading community facilities to meet the needs of
women’s programs.
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Consultation Insights
Licences – Occupancy Agreements
There are clubs/user groups at Muchea that are on annual user
agreements. These clubs/user groups invest significant volunteer hours to
make their programs and activities an annual success. They are also
active with:
• planning facility improvements;
• making grant applications; and
• raising funds for the Club to co-contribute to the facility improvements.
The Council should consider granting these clubs/user groups a multi-year
licence rather than just the annual user agreements. The multi-year
licences would enable the clubs/user groups to continue to be involved in
facility improvement by undertaking longer term master planning for the
facility to meet the growing needs of their programs.
Multi-Use and Multi-Purpose Shared Facility
The sharing of community facilities is most successful when the purpose of
various users is consistent and in alignment. Otherwise, some of the uses
may conflict within the facility. If there are conflicting uses, which have
been addressed through various compromises and arrangements, these
should be captured as part of any service level agreement with the facility
occupiers.
Evacuation and Emergency
Some of the Shire’s community facilities, which are subject to occupancy
arrangements have been designated as:
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•
•

evacuation centres; or
emergency helipad access.

These encumbrances need to be acknowledged in future occupancy
arrangements. In the meantime, they may be recognised as part of the
service level agreements.
Volunteers
Various clubs/groups would not survive without significant input from
volunteers. It's important to capture, record and acknowledge the
contribution by volunteers. The volunteers time is spent on administration
and finance, program development and delivery, marketing and
sponsorship, maintenance and grounds upkeep.

Benefits of community infrastructure

The proposed SLAs will require the clubs/groups to detail the level of
volunteer input in regular returns to the Shire. This level of information on
local volunteering will assist the Shire with future grant applications. The
Shire will be able to demonstrate the level of local commitment and
support for the facility and various programs/activity.

programs and operating facilities.

(halls and grounds) would never be
realised in some communities if it
wasn’t for local volunteers running

Regular returns will also provide data to determine appropriate and most
cost effective management model:
• Direct Management;
• Contract Management;
• Lease; or
• Committee of Management.
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Consultation Insights
Visitations – Economic Benefit
Some of the clubs/groups using community facilities are
staging events that attract significant visitations to the Shire.
There may be an opportunity for the Shire to cross promote
some of these events.
The local polocrosse club attracts as many as 45 teams to the
local grounds:
• at least 6 participants per team; and
• multiple horses (2-3) per team member.
Upwards of 270 participants, 540 horses and 675 spectators
visit the Shire for polocrosse events 2-3 times per year.

Insurance
There appears to be some confusion over responsibility for
insurances. A number of occupiers were not clear about what
the Shire had insured and what they needed to insure. As
there are special insurance requirements at some of the
community facilities the proposed SLAs will clearly articulate
which party is responsible for which type of insurance.
Operating Costs
Each occupier should be responsible for their own operating
costs, which include utilities. This assumes the Shire will have
appropriate systems in place to capture that information and
refer it to the appropriate occupier for payment.
During the consultation process there were various occupiers
that were not responsible for their utilities.

Tourism
The Chittering Tourism Association tracks local tourism activity
including visitation numbers. It would be really useful for the
Shire's event planning and evaluation purposes if various
Shire attractions (ie Brockman Centre) provided regular
visitation returns. This may be captured as a requirement in
SLAs for various Shire attractions.
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Consultation Insights
Regional Sporting Facility
The future of Lower Chittering and Muchea facilities and clubs using them needs
to be considered in the context of the new regional sports/community facility. It is
the Council's intention for the new regional facility to add value to existing facilities
by meeting the needs of new sporting codes or recreational pursuits that have
until now been unable to utilise existing facilities.
It should also provide for future growth needs of existing sports and recreation
clubs within the Shire, which will further require consideration of investment in
order to achieve best fit moving forward.
Master Planning
It was evident that many of the facility managers were undertaking master
planning of their facility, with one saving significant funds for future facility
refurbishment. Most of the master plans were being developed informally and
have not been communicated to the Shire.
Many of the facility managers expected long-term tenancy agreements. It wasn’t
until we unpacked the reasons behind this expectation that we discovered the
depth of future planning that was taking place.
Even user groups with annual user agreements were committed to ongoing facility
improvements and making co-contributions.
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The Shire may call upon some of the clubs/user groups to formalise the master
planning of community facilities and seek the Council’s endorsement. The
endorsed master plan will be captured in proposed SLAs and influence the length
of occupancy term.
Asset Management
Some of the lessees/occupiers are in charge of significant community assets,
which need appropriate levels of attention and upgrade to ensure preservation for
future generations. The proposed SLAs may required the lessee/occupier to work
with the Shire’s Asset Management team to develop and implement a master plan
for the facility including a detailed maintenance program. These are important
tasks that may see annual/regular inspections and discussions about the
expected standard of the community facility and who holds responsibility for what.
Maintenance obligations
It would be fair to say that some facility managers/occupiers do not meet the full
extent of their maintenance obligations. Over time the Shire has taken on the
responsibility for maintenance despite the existing lease providing for the facility
manager/occupier to be responsible for maintenance.
In some instances it is evident through the income and expenditure data collected,
as part of the review that they do not have the capacity to fund the maintenance.
This may necessitate the Council renegotiating the lease terms at some future
point.
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Consultation Insights – Brockman Precinct
The Brockman Precinct comprises several community facilities
occupied by different community groups:
Facility

Community Group

Former Shire Clerk’s building

Bindoon Arts and Crafts

Museum
Chittering Roads Board building
Men’s Shed

Bindoon Historical Society
Bindoon Men’s Shed

The Brockman User Group was established to coordinate the
activity in the Brockman precinct. The Shire may consider
establishing a separate service level agreement with the
Brockman User Group. Such an agreement may cover:
• the Precinct’s participation in various community activities,
events/festivals such as the SwagFest and Quilts-in-theSpring;
• facility maintenance and grounds upkeep including fire breaks;
• provision of Council funding for participation in Shire activities
and maintenance and Precinct grounds upkeep;
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•

master planning of the Brockman precinct including:
− removal and replacement of pea gravel
− installation of sustainability initiatives such as:
• water tanks to capture rainwater
• solar panels to generate renewable energy
− maintaining public toilets and installation of ATU.

Service Level Agreements
The longer the consultation process went on the more clearer it
became that the proposed SLAs would become an essential tool
of the new policy and corporate framework. Clear definition of
expectations is critical to the ongoing sustainable occupancy and
delivery of various services/programs.
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Consultation – Way Forward
The following captures the intent and direction of comments
provided during the consultation as it relates to the proposed
way forward.
Policy and Corporate Framework
That the Shire consider developing a policy and corporate
framework to guide the facility managers in providing
community facilities and overseeing delivery of services and
programs.
There was general support for the Shire to provide a more
robust framework for the management of community facilities.
Accountability Framework
That the Shire consider adopting an accountability framework
for the management of its community facilities by:
• providing its facility managers with sufficient guidance on
operating its community facilities and delivering various
services and programs; and
• establishing sufficient controls, such as regular reporting, to
monitor facility managers’ performance and compliance.
While there was general support there was also general
concern with the workload this may create for the facility
managers. Reporting against KPIs and frequency will be
negotiated with each facility manager.
Page 13

Open and Transparent
That the Shire consider adopting an open and transparent
approach to its dealings with facility managers, where their
agreements, financial transactions and ongoing returns are on
the public record and accessible by all.
There were no specific concerns expressed about this proposal.
Value Comparison
That the Shire consider calculating and comparing:
• the value of its forgone rental income; and
• the value of the community benefit created by facility
managers and the various services and programs they
deliver.

The Service Level Agreements will be
working documents/references for the
facility managers to refer to on an
ongoing basis.

There were no specific concerns expressed about this proposal.
Service Level Agreements
That the Shire consider adopting service level agreements with
facility managers as part of its policy and corporate framework.
It was noted that the SLA cannot contradict the occupancy
agreement. The SLA may only clarify the mutual obligations.
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Consultation – Way Forward (continued)
Tenancy Agreements
That the Shire consider adopting tighter conditions around the use
of leases for exclusive occupancy as part of its corporate
framework.
That the Shire consider reviewing its lease terms back to five years.
There are recommendations for some user groups to be given
licences in place of annual user agreement. Prior to committing to
new occupancy agreement the Shire will review the instruments to
make sure it's the most appropriate. There was general feedback
that 5-year lease terms may not be long enough. Where extensive
master planning, investment and fundraising is taking place for
facility improvements the Council may consider lease terms longer
than five years.

This was generally seen as a positive initiative by the facility
managers.
Delivery Model
That the Shire continues to explore, using a business case process,
the most optimum model (insourcing and outsourcing) to deliver
facilities in order to achieve the best value for the community.
There was no specific comment on this proposal.
Subsidy
That the Shire consider recognising peppercorn rentals/foregone
income as the Council’s subsidy in the annual budget and
associated documentation.
There was no specific comment on this proposal.

Costing and Finance
That the Shire continues to gather costing/financial data and
consider reviewing the employee charge/oncost.
There was no specific comment on this proposal.
Venue Bookings
That the Shire consider adopting a digital/online solution for its
venue bookings and invoicing.
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Shared Facilities
That the Shire consider adopting multi-use shared facilities as its
policy for future development of community facilities.
While this proposal was generally supported there was some
concern expressed around potential conflict where the various
users may not have common purpose/alignment.
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Recommendations
That the Council:
• receive and note the results of the Management of Community Facilities Consultation; and
• thank the facility managers/user groups for participating in the consultations.
That the Council adopt the Way Forward as the basis for managing community facilities.
That the Council consider developing a policy and corporate framework for managing community facilities.
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The Review of Management of Community Facilities was
conducted by John Ravlic, Principal – Ravim RBC.
For any queries in relation to the Review please contact:
John Ravlic
Principal

Ravim RBC
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Mobile:
Email:

0411 744 654
john@ravim.com.au

Office:

03 9887 8074

First Floor
7 Robinlee Avenue
Burwood East VIC 3151
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Management of Community Facilities
REVIEW
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Introduction
The Review context
The Review of Management of Community Facilities will
ascertain the state of the Shire of Chittering’s (the “Shire”)
practices, processes and systems. The Review will specifically
look at:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the Shire’s policy and corporate framework governing facility
management
the leases, licences and hire/user agreements used by the
Shire in defining its relationships with occupiers
the Shire’s costs for providing community facilities
general observations
local government trends in facility management
the way forward

It is the intention of this Review to explore a way forward for the
management of community facilities, which the Shire can use for
the purposes of its community consultation.

Consultation
Consultation with relevant parties is important to ensure
proposed changes to how community facilities are managed are
relevant to the local community and in line with the Shire’s aims
for the facilities. The proposed policy and corporate framework
will be the starting point for discussions with various facility
managers and groups providing services and programs with a
view to encouraging feedback and input in the final design of
policy and corporate framework.
The community consultation may also involve direct engagement
of users of various facilities and services to:
• determine the importance of community facilities and
services and
• level of satisfaction with facilities and services.
This report present the findings of the Review of Management of
Community Facilities and propose a way forward for the Shire’s
community consultation.

Nothing is set and forget
The new normal in doing business –
• where the cost of service delivery is
challenged on an ongoing basis and
validated
• where the way services are delivered
is challenged on an ongoing basis
and validated
• where the investment in service
delivery is challenged on an ongoing
basis and validated
• where the underlying assumptions
around community needs and
expectations are challenged on an
ongoing basis and validated
Aligning service levels/standards against
community needs and expectations
includes delivering services at a price
the community can afford and is
prepared to pay.
Increasingly the community is not
prepared to pay more for council
services.
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Environmental Context
Councils have generally provided a range of community
facilities for community use. In times gone by, without too much
consideration, councils have continued to support growth in
facilities, services and programs provided/delivered to meet
community needs and expectations.

form of rate capping, by adopting lower than usual rate
increases for the 2017/18 financial year. Some WA councils
adopted the lowest rate increases in 10-15 years (below 2%),
while the rate cap for Victorian councils is 2% and NSW
councils 1.5%.

In recent times, this has become more and more challenging for
councils as Tony Abbott’s freezing of the Commonwealth
Financial Assistance Grants has seen councils lose millions of
dollars annually.

Pressures on council priorities and finances are such that
everything must continue to be finetuned against community
needs and expectations before further scarce funds are
committed to another facility, service or program. In years to
come Chittering will find it challenging to balance the needs and
demands of a growing population against available funding and
resources.

The financial constraints being experienced by the WA
Government will see additional pressure on councils as State
grants to local government continue to fall in coming years.

CHITTERING RATE INCREASES
2017/18

2.0%

2016/17

1.5%

2015/16

0%

Ongoing debate and threats, by state political parties, to
introduce rate capping, has seen councils self-impose their own
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Review of the Policy and Corporate Framework
In reviewing the Shire’s policy and corporate framework we
discovered no specific policies in place governing/guiding the
provision of community facilities and delivery of services and
programs. While this is not a unique position, some councils in
more recent times have moved towards providing a guiding
framework for the operation of their community facilities and
delivery of services and programs.
Proposed policies
Appropriate policy(ies) should be developed to guide:
• multi use and shared use
• operational practices of various user groups
• delivery of services and programs
• access and utilisation
• fees and charges and levels of subsidies
• management and good governance
• responsibility for maintenance and repairs
• responsibility for operating costs
By introducing these policies, the Shire would aim to achieve
good governance, universal access and ensure the facilities are
well used. Afterall, establishing a community facility requires a
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large investment by the Shire, which should have a significant
and lasting impact on the community.
An effective policy and corporate framework provides a
transparent approach to managing the council's community
facilities. This ensures a uniform approach by councils when
dealing with community groups/businesses responsible for
providing/managing community facilities and delivering services
and programs.
It also enables all parties involved in providing community
facilities and delivering services and programs to understand
what each group is receiving and why. This removes the
temptation for one-off special deals behind closed doors and
the potential for community criticism.

Policies need to be grounded in
transparency whilst promoting
communitywide utilisation of
community facilities.

The occupancy deals with the Shire should not vary depending
on the depth of relationship with the prospective facility
manager. The occupancy deals should represent best value for
the community and deliver efficient and effective services and
programs that meet the community’s needs and expectations.
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Governance and Accountability Framework
Councils have an obligation to take responsibility, account for their activity and disclose their results in a transparent manner.
Some of the council’s activity may involve expenditure of funds and use of entrusted property, as in the provision of
community facilities.
The important thing to note is that this obligation, to be accountable, does not diminish because elements of the council's
activities are outsourced to another party such as a not-for-profit community group. The responsibility for the activity remains
with the council and it should do all it can to ensure the activities are undertaken in a way that will stand up to scrutiny over
time.
Therefore, the council should:
• provide its facility managers sufficient guidance on operating its community facilities and delivering various services and
programs; and
• establish sufficient controls, such as regular reporting, to monitor facility managers’ performance and compliance.
The Shire’s accountability obligations to its community – residents and ratepayers are the main reason for developing and
implementing an appropriate policy and corporate framework to manage community facilities.
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Regular reporting is critical to ensure
the:
• viability of the facility manager
• performance of the facility
manager as per the Service Level
Agreement
• utilisation of the council’s facility
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Facility Manager
Facility managers are engaged for major community facilities, where there may be multiple occupiers, with responsibility for
managing the facility and overseeing the delivery of services and programs. The facility managers are in effect the council’s
agent taking on the responsibility for managing a significant public asset.
In considering a facility manager, to take on the responsibility for managing the community facility and overseeing the
delivery of services and programs, the council must determine whether the applicant is a suitably sound/fit entity:
• appropriately constituted not-for-profit organisation based in the community
- where most of the not-for-profit’s membership resides in the community
- where the number of members have remained relatively stable over time
• mandate consistent with the council’s aims and objectives for the community facility, services and programs
• strategic capacity to meet responsibility for managing a council facility
• has at least three years of solvent trading in the community

A similar due diligence approach
would be taken to ensure a
commercial entity was fit to be a
facility manager.

The engagement of a facility manager may well be by way of a formal EoI/tender process for new facilities. For existing
facilities, annual reviews of KPIs will ensure the facility management for that facility remains the best fit for Council.
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Review of Leases, Licences and Hire/User Agreements
In reviewing a sample of the Shire's tenancy agreements we
discovered extensive use of a standard leasing document, which
details amongst other general things the purpose/use of the
facility and user obligations. The user obligations generally
specified:
• payment of peppercorn rentals
• responsibility for outgoings and
• obligation to clean and maintain the facility in good
repair/order.

While longer lease terms are easier to administer there is a need
for councils to review the lease terms with greater regularity to
ensure they keep pace with community’s expectations.
Governance/executive oversight
Clearer strategic direction should be established for the provision
of community facilities – and this should drive the development
and delivery of the Shire’s policy and corporate framework
including occupancy arrangements.

While the Chittering lease

The lease documents provide for payment of a more market
based rental by commercial occupiers.

The following questions should be addressed by the Shire on an
ongoing basis in conjunction with its facility manager and various
committees of management:
• Are we working to a plan?
• What are our aims and objectives?
• Are we delivering what we set out to deliver?
• Are we measuring performance against KPIs?
• Are we meeting expectations?
• Are we managing costs?
• Are we improving our delivery?

are facilities where this has been

The lease documents don’t provide for any:
• governance arrangements
• reporting or monitoring
• executive oversight
While the lease terms vary there are some (20 years) that would
be considered excessive.
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documents do not require
establishment of committees of
management or user forums there

the practice.

Participants/users should be
represented as part of the Shire’s
oversight.
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Tenancy Agreements
A policy and corporate framework establishes standardised
tenancy agreements for users of council facilities/reserves. The
agreements should broadly outline the conditions of use, times
of use, fees and charges and responsibilities of the user group
and responsible management structure. Three types of tenancy
agreements may be considered depending on the specific
circumstances of the user group and facilities/reserves in use.
Leases
A lease agreement should be used to provide sports clubs
and/or associations/businesses with exclusive occupancy of
facilities for an agreed period. The lessee has use of the leased
facility under clearly stated terms and conditions.
Under the lease agreement the lessee may pay all costs
associated with the operation of the leased area including minor
and major maintenance, utility charges, water costs, rates,
garbage charges, and any other costs associated with the
normal operation of the leased area.

Licences
A licence agreement permits a sports club and/or association to
use a facility for an agreed purpose for an agreed period of time
providing certainty of tenancy. Licences do not provide user
groups with exclusive occupancy rights to a facility.
Under a licence agreement the licensee pays sportsground and
pavilion fees and charges as scheduled, utility charges and may
be required to pay some maintenance cost where appropriate.
As the terms of licence agreements are negotiable, many users
will be allocated use of facilities on a seasonal licence basis.
Casual Use Agreement (CUA)
A CUA is generally issued to a casual user, an event or user
groups, to confirm a particular facility/ground for specified
activities, times. These agreements are normally best used for
one-off usage or a sequence of one-off uses that are not
permanent in nature.

The Shire’s facility managers do
more than occupy and hire out the
community facilities.
Some play an extensive role in
delivering services and programs
that meet the community’s
recreation, social and health needs
and expectations.

Due to its exclusive nature, a lease agreement may best be
issued in exceptional circumstances for single purpose activities
such as Bowling Clubs, Golf Clubs, Equestrian Groups and in
some circumstances Tennis Clubs.
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Service Level Agreements
The key foundation of the policy and corporate framework may
be the Service Level Agreement (the “SLA”), which would be
established between the council and the facility manager
(community group/business responsible for providing/managing
the community facility).
The SLA would be developed following the adoption of the
tenancy agreement (which may be in the form of a lease or
licence or some form of user agreement). The SLA would be
reviewed and updated annually following the adoption of the
council’s budget and will be an addendum to the tenancy
agreement.
The SLA may amongst other things detail how the facility
manager will:
• manage the facility and oversee the delivery of services and
programs
• meet its governance reporting obligations to the Shire,
detailing the KPIs that will be aligned against the Shire’s
strategic direction
• deal with enquiries and booking requests
• apply the criteria to determine the applicant’s occupancy
eligibility
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•

apply the facility hire fees and charges for annual and
casual users, noting that some may be
commercial/community uses

The SLA may also capture:
• terms and conditions under which the facility manager will
continue to receive the council's financial support for
maintenance of the community facility
• management and maintenance responsibilities of all parties
• responsibilities for operating costs such as utilities and
provide a basis on which these operating costs will be
shared amongst occupiers

The SLA may also detail specific
activities to be undertaken by the
facility manager including delivery of
services and programs.

The SLA may also identify whether the facility manager needs
to establish a committee and identify its role in overseeing the
management of the community facility.
Such a committee of management may be comprised of
representatives from facility managers, occupiers, users and
council.
The SLA may also detail the extent of annual inspection to
ensure the facilities remain safe and in keeping with the
standards required for quality user experience.
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Community funded facilities
Some of the Shire's community facilities have been developed with
funds raised and contributed by the community.
Strategic direction
Even with community/lessee funding, any proposed facilities and
their intended purpose need to be consistent with the Shire’s
strategic direction in meeting the community’s needs and
expectations. Proposed facilities and accompanying services and
activities must add real value to the community for the Shire to
agree to the development.
As any new community facility is built on council land, or on land
which is vested to council (such as reserves), it becomes the
property of the council. Lease terms and conditions are generally
agreed upon well in advance of any development/construction of a
new facility.
Recognition of capital contribution
Council will generally recognise the capital contribution by the
community/lessee with an extended lease period (10-20 years) in
order for them to recoup their original investment and enable future
reinvestment. The length of the lease term is generally based on
the level of capital contribution.
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During the extended lease period council may:
• charge a market or discounted rental for the new community
facility or it may charge a peppercorn rental: and/or
• contribute towards the maintenance of the new community
facility or require the lessee to provide for maintenance.
The council considerations are largely driven by the level of
benefit/value created for the community. The success of the facility
and services provided should be dependent on the quality of the
facility manager/lessee and not the extent of the subsidy provided
by the council.
Discounted rental
The council may incentivise its facility managers/lessees with a
discounted rental, which could be phased out over a period of time.
This approach may also be used with commercial lessees.
Loan guarantees
Councils have from time to time guaranteed loans for capital works
associated with occupancy of council land. These loan guarantees
are normally subject to the facility manager/lessee demonstrating,
as part of a business case process, their:
• facility management capacity to achieve the desired outcomes
as detailed in the SLA and
• financial capacity to service the loan from the operation of the
facility.

Contribution towards operation
Where the facility manager/lessee
derives a financial benefit from the
community facility they should
contribute towards its operating costs
by way of annual rental or facility
maintenance and in some cases rental
and maintenance. The level of
contribution will be negotiated on a
case by case basis, that will be fair and
reasonable to both parties.
Volunteers underpin the delivery of
some community activities, which
would not be viable under conventional
business models.
The Shire will take this into
consideration when providing and
leasing facilities and determining the
level of contribution/subsidy if any.
Effective delivery of some community
facilities, services and activities may
only be achieved with the support of
the community and its members.
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Accounts/Financial Analysis
In reviewing the community facility account statements
it appears the Shire collects the required costing and
financial information - including insurance and utility
costs.
This financial data provides the Shire with an
appreciation of what it costs annually to provide the
community facilities.
Oncost charges
While the community facility account statements
provide allocations for employee costs/oncost, it is not
clear whether this allocation is sufficient to cover the
actual administration and management time involved in
delivering the community facilities, including ongoing
liaison with community groups occupying the facilities
and users.
Venue bookings
Rather than involving staff in venue bookings and
invoicing, the Shire should investigate implementing an
online solution that integrates/interfaces with its current
computer systems.
Financial analysis
During 2016/17 financial year the Shire collected some
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$62,000 in rental income from its community facilities.
The rental income covered only 11.44% of the Shire's
expenditure on community facilities.
The net spend on community facilities was $539,871,
which consumed some 10.26% of the Shire's rate
income in that year.
Chittering
It should be acknowledged that many councils struggle
with getting the most basic financial and costing data
together in the one place to enable financial analysis
and decision making.

Financial Year

Total Revenue

$61,737

2016/17

Total Expenditure

$601,609

Net Spend

$539,871

% of Rates

10.26%

Chittering was one of few local governments that had
the required data in a way that enabled analysis and
conclusions to be drawn.
Its important to have appropriate corporate frameworks
in place to enable –
• accurate and timely allocation of costs against each
community facility
• accurate and timely allocation of costs against each
facility user
• determination of appropriate user subsidy.
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Accounts/Financial Analysis (continued)
Facility value and rental income
It may be costly to bring in a commercial
valuer/real estate agent to estimate the rentals
payable for the various community facilities. It may
be easier, for the Shire’s comparison purposes, to
assume a deemed rate of return of 3.25% (rate
used by the Commonwealth for various
calculations involving investment assets) to enable
discussions and comparisons.
The Shire should be aware of the value of the
foregone rental that provides a benchmark against
which the value of community benefit may be
measured for the purpose of determining the level
of subsidy.
The Shire's community facilities were recently
valued at $8.985 million. The Shire has not set out
to maximise its return on community facilities as it
charges peppercorn rentals and modest rents for
what are essentially shop fronts delivering
community services and programs.
If we discount the deemed rate of return from
3.25% to 2.25%, for community use and apply

against the value of facilities we would expect a
deemed rental/income return of some $202,176.
This deemed rental/income return may be used to
calculate the Shire’s forgone rental income, i.e.
the Shire’s contribution to the provision of services
and programs.

Valuation

Deemed

16/17

Rental 2.25%

Rental

Wannamal Hall

$

658,600

$

14,819

Bindoon Hall

$

1,688,400

$

37,989

$

3,994.24

Lower Chittering Hall

$

405,300

$

9,119

$

5,879.99

The foregone rental income enables the Shire to
undertake some analysis and comparison of:
• the value the council contributes
• the value of the community benefit created by
the facility manager through the provision of
various services and programs.

Muchea Hall

$

1,106,600

$

24,899

$

2,082.73

Tourist Centre

$

445,900

$

10,033

$

6,645.33

Sandown Park

$

80,641

$

1,814

Ferguson House

$

172,460

$

3,880

$

5,435.62

Chittering Health

$

2,449,900

$

55,123

$

34,860.00

The rental income foregone by the Shire is
$140,438. This should be recognised as the
Shire’s contribution/rental subsidy – 69%.

Brockman Centre

$

1,205,582

$

27,126

$

2,312.46

Chinkabee

$

772,200

$

17,375

$

526.87

$

8,985,583

$

202,176

$

61,737.24

Total

The rental subsidy should be treated like a grant
that forms part of the Shire’s annual budget
process, which is considered, debated and
adopted by council. The value of the Shire’s
contribution/rental subsidy should not be lost in
the system.

-

Foregone Rental Income $ 140,438.38
Shire’s Rental Subsidy
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-

69%
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Accounts/Financial Analysis (continued)
Insource/outsource
At some point the Shire will want to satisfy itself that it is using the right model to deliver facilities to the community.
In order to deliver the best value for its investment, the Shire needs to be of a view that it is applying the right mix of:
• insource – operated by Shire staff
• outsource
- operated by community groups/not-for-profits
- operated by commercial operators
Financial information will be critical in undertaking this analysis/comparison.
Appreciating the value everyone brings to the table
Before the Shire can undertake any comparison against its status quo operation, it needs to value the roles performed by
various facility managers and groups:
• facility management
• program/service development
• promotion and marketing
• program/service delivery

Councils with community facilities
operated by community groups/notfor-profits normally don’t charge rent
for the facility.
While the council foregoes rental
income it expects its facility
managers to create community
benefit/public value by delivering
services and programs to
community members.

This comparative analysis will enable the Shire to understand the cost/benefit of insourcing versus outsourcing various
elements of managing community facilities and delivering services and programs.
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Benchmarking Workshop
The Shire of Chittering hosted a benchmarking
workshop on management of community facilities.
The following councils participated in the
workshop: Dandaragan, Swan, Gingin, Toodyay,
Serpentine/Jarrahdale, Northam and Coolgardie.
The key findings from the benchmarking
workshop were as follows:
Community facilities
Most councils are providing facilities to meet the
needs and expectations of their communities.

Business models
There is no right or wrong approach to providing
community facilities and delivering services.
Councils adopt various business/management
models to provide community facilities deliver
services.
User agreements
Most councils have user agreements in place for
the community facilities. Not many require regular
reporting against specific performance criteria.

Facility governance
Governance around the
management of community facilities
is fairly low-key due to the long term
nature of some of the
occupancies/tenancies by local
community groups.

Policy approaches
While some councils have policies/guiding
documents in place to drive the management of
their community facilities most will not have
overarching policies or strategic approaches to
providing community facilities.
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Observations
In reviewing the management of the Shire’s community
facilities, we came across some interesting things that
warranted us making some general observations.
Management models
Provision of community facilities has evolved over time and
different management models are used by councils around
Australia to deliver facilities, services and programs, and
Chittering is no different:
• directly managed by council staff
• outsourced to a local community group/not-for-profit
• outsourced to a commercial provider
Legacy issues
There are always legacy arrangements that may differ to
current thinking and practice:
• local reasons why groups are treated differently
• local reasons for variation in arrangements between
groups
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Sometimes what's needed to move beyond the legacy
arrangements is transparency. As some of these arrangements
come to light there will be a move towards normalising the
arrangements in line with the current thinking and practice.
Afterall, no-one wants to look out of step.
Chittering has a number of legacy
Efficiency and effectiveness
It is next to impossible to take steps towards improvement
without regular flow of data. Utilisation and income data is
critical to understanding the effectiveness of various services
and programs and its impact on participation and facility
utilisation. While it’s important for regular data to flow it should
not be a burden for the facility manager and user groups
delivering services and programs.

arrangements that are out of step
with current thinking and practice.

Chittering requires/collects minimum data from its facility
managers.
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Observations (continued)
Remote facilities/services
Provision of community facilities serving discrete communities
is different to mainstream. There is an increased cost in
delivering facilities, services and programs that are out of the
way/remote and the income generated by these facilities is
limited.
Single mission synergy
Synergy is created by users with the same/similar mission
occupying the one community facility. This can be achieved by
design and planning well before the facility is constructed,
increasing participation and benefiting the community in the
long run.
Single mission community facilities have the best opportunity
to succeed. Single mission facilities provide opportunity for
synergies to be developed between various user groups. The
right mix of services and programs may increase participation
and utilisation of council facilities.

to community groups. There is no right or wrong approach,
which very much depends on the local context.
Reputational risk
There is always a degree of reputational risk when a
community facility is handed over to a user group/not-for-profit
to operate. No matter how many agreements/leases and subleases are in place, if the local community is aggrieved it
almost always comes back to council to resolve.
Wherever possible the council needs to provide clear and
uniform guidance to all user groups operating community
facilities through a policy and corporate framework to minimise
the potential for reputational risk.

The Shire’s investment in community
facilities is generally designed to
benefit ratepayers and residents.

Commercial arrangements
Many councils exclude the facilities covered by normal
commercial leasing arrangements from their community
facilities’ policies.

Future management
While some councils are taking back control of community
facilities others are looking at handing control of facilities over
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Community Facility Management Trends
In undertaking the review of management of the Shire’s
community facilities we researched the contemporary trends in
management of community facilities. The following is a briefing
on the trends we discovered across Australia.

Reporting and monitoring
User groups are required to make regular returns to council on
bookings/income and utilisation of the community facility along
with other information linked to KPIs.

Shared facilities
More and more councils are moving towards providing multipurpose, shared-user facilities, thereby moving away from
providing leased facilities with exclusive use arrangements.

User groups are submitting annual reports and audited
financial statements detailing their operations and how funds
earned have been applied. These reports and statements are
also proof of viability and insured status.

Contributions
Where a group derives a financial benefit from using a
community facility, it contributes to the operating and
maintenance costs of that facility. User groups are responsible
for all outgoings associated with the use of the facility.

Most councils support the concept of
shared access and multi-use of
facilities/reserves and work to ensure
they are available and accessible to
the wider community.

Where there are multiple users, they assume proportionate
responsibility for outgoings.
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Community Facility Management Trends (continued)
Universal right to access
Councils are taking steps to ensure their user groups support
their non-discriminatory and diversity practices and policies.
Councils are having the final say on pricing to ensure
community facilities remain accessible and affordable to their
broad community.
Transparency
Financial arrangements/transactions between council and user
groups are documented, transparent and published regularly.

Subsidy
Councils are subsidising community groups that provide a
community benefit. Rental subsidies are transparent and
published annually – rental subsidies are a form of a council
grant.
Commercial occupants are generally not eligible for rental
subsidy.

Councils are publishing information
on the management of their
community facilities through their
management plans, annual report
and quarterly performance reports.

Utilisation
Community facilities are managed in a manner that maximises
the use of facilities by local residents.
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The Way Forward
The following is presented to the Shire as a way forward to
consider and consult with its community, facility users and
facility managers.
Policy and corporate framework
That the Shire consider developing a policy and corporate
framework to guide the facility managers in providing
community facilities and overseeing delivery of services and
programs.
Accountability framework
That the Shire consider adopting an accountability framework
for the management of its community facilities by:
• providing its facility managers with sufficient guidance on
operating its community facilities and delivering various
services and programs
• establishing sufficient controls, such as regular reporting,
to monitor facility managers’ performance and compliance
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Open and transparent
That the Shire consider adopting an open and transparent
approach to its dealings with facility managers, where their
agreements, financial transactions and ongoing returns are on
the public record and accessible by all.
In developing and implementing these
Value comparison
That the Shire consider calculating and comparing:
• the value of its forgone rental income
• the value of the community benefit created by facility
managers and the various services and programs they
deliver

policies and corporate framework, the Shire
aims to achieve good governance, universal
access and optimum utilisation of its
community facilities.
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The Way Forward (continued)
Service level agreements
That the Shire consider adopting service level agreements
with facility managers as part of its policy and corporate
framework.
Tenancy agreements
That the Shire consider adopting tighter conditions around the
use of leases for exclusive occupancy as part of its corporate
framework.
That the Shire consider reviewing its lease terms back to 5
years.
Costing and finance
That the Shire continues to gather costing/financial data and
consider reviewing the employee charge/oncost.
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Venue Bookings
That the Shire consider adopting a digital solution for its venue
bookings and invoicing.
Delivery model
That the Shire continues to explore, using a business case
process, the most optimum model (insourcing and
outsourcing) to deliver facilities in order to achieve the best
value for the community.
Subsidy
That the Shire consider recognising peppercorn
rentals/foregone income as the Council’s subsidy in the annual
budget and associated documentation.
Shared facilities
That the Shire consider adopting multi use shared facilities as
its policy for future development of community facilities.
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Implementation
We would suggest the Shire work with its facility managers/lessees to implement the various policy and corporate framework
recommendations in a partnership and collaborative model.
Achieving desired change wherever possible by using existing lease provisions.
We would not be suggesting a process of wholesale amendments to existing tenancy arrangements but a process where the
leases are updated/reviewed as they come due.
There may be a need to consider what happens with some of the longer term leases.
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The Review of Management of Community Facilities was
conducted by John Ravlic, Principal – Ravim RBC.
For any queries in relation to the Review please contact John Ravlic
Principal

Ravim RBC
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Mobile:
Email:

0411 744 654
john@ravim.com.au

Office:

03 9887 8074

First Floor
7 Robinlee Avenue
Burwood East, VIC, 3151
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Case Study – Chinkabee Complex
Managed by:

Bindoon Sports and Recreation
Association

Lease:

20 year lease expires 2029

Basic Terms:

Lessee to pay outgoings
Lessee to maintain and repair
premises

Facility Users: Annual Users
- Bindoon Sport and
Recreation
- Bowling Club
- Tennis Club
- Basketball Club
- Netball Club
- Cricket Club
- Indoor Bowls
- Max Employment
- Playgroup
- Bindoon Retirees
Casual Users
- Social Group (cards & darts)
- Wakes & Parties
Way Forward
Establish a committee of management to oversee the day to
day running of this facility.

Require regular returns to be submitted to the committee of
management on -• utilisation – weekly participation numbers
• income earned and
• how the income is spent.
The Shire incurs $85,423 in expenditure associated with the
running of the facility.
On the assumption there are 400 users per week = 20,800 pa
the Shire’s subsidy extends to $4 per individual participating.

Financial Year

Total Revenue

$526.87

2016/17

Total Expenditure

$85,950.13

Net Spend

$85,423.26

The Shire receives negligible rent for the Chinkabee Complex.
The valuation of the Complex is $772,200.

Valuation

If we applied the deemed rate of return the expected rental
income is $25,097 pa.

Deemed Rental @3.25%

$25,097

Discounted
Rental for
community use Deemed Rental @2.25%

$17,375

If we applied the deemed rate of return for community use the
expected discounted rental income is $17,375 pa and the
Shire’s rental subsidy is $16,848.
It should be noted that the proposed income is still significantly
less than what the Shire spends on the premises annually $85,950.
With expenditure of $85,950 and rental subsidy of $16,848 the
Shire’s total investment in this facility exceeds $100,000 pa.

Current Shire Rental
Subsidy

$772,200

$16,848

Establish detailed terms of reference for the committee of
management.
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Case Study – Chittering Health
Managed by:

WACHS & Jupiter

Lease:

5 year lease expires 2020

Basic Terms:

Lessee to pay outgoings
Lessee to maintain and repair premises

Facility Users:

Child Health &
School Health Nurse
Dietician
Physiotherapist
Speech Pathologist
Occupational Therapist
Podiatrist
GP & Nurse

The Shire incurs $76,812 in expenditure associated with the running
of the facility.
On the assumption there are 200 users per week = 10,400 pa the
Shire’s subsidy extends to over $7.40 per participants.
The Shire does not receive market rent for the premises.
The valuation of the Chittering Health premises is $2,449,900.
If we applied the deemed rate of return the expected rental income is
$79,622 pa.
If we applied the deemed rate of return for community use the
expected discounted rental income is $55,123 pa and the Shire’s
rental subsidy is $20,263.

Key Messages

It should be noted that the proposed income is still significantly less
than what the Shire spends on the premises annually - $76,812.

The importance of Community Health cannot be underestimated. The
Shire should continue to support Community Health and declare the
value of its support/financial contribution.

With expenditure of $76,812 and rental subsidy of $20,263 the Shire’s
total investment in this facility is just short of $100,000 pa.

Chittering Health should be considered as a commercial facility and
the Shire should consider a discounted rental in the first year, which
scales back to zero support over three years.
The success of the facility and programs should be dependent
entirely on the provider and quality of service rather than the level of
Shire subsidy.
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Some of these community health initiatives are funded by State
Government programs, which the Shire presently subsidises.
While the importance of the community health program is
acknowledged its not the Shire’s responsibility to subside state
government programs/activity.

Financial Year Total Revenue
2016/17

Total Expenditure
Net Spend
Valuation

$34,860
$111,672
$76,812
$2,449,900

Deemed Rental @3.25%

$79,622

Discounted
Rental for
community use Deemed Rental @2.25%

$55,123

Current Shire Rental
Subsidy

$20,263
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Facility Data Sheet
Facility Details
Facility:
Facility Manager:
Activities
Regular Activities

Frequency

Number of
Participants

Occurrence

Number of
Participants

Describe regular activities (daily/weekly/monthly) held at the facility:

•

•
•
•
Other Activities
Describe any other activities held at the facility:

•
•
•

VOLUNTEERS
Nominate the Volunteer Hours for the Month
• Administration and Finance
• Marketing, Promotion and sponsorship
• Meetings
• Maintenance, cleaning and upkeep
•

Detail any other volunteer activity which may be specific to this facility

•

Detail any other volunteer activity which may be specific to this facility

Month
Hrs
Hrs
Hrs
Hrs
Hrs
Hrs

Additional Explanatory Notes
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SHIRE OF CHITTERING
ACCOUNTS PAID
AS AT 30 JUNE 2019 PRESENTED TO THE
COUNCIL MEETING ON THE 17 JULY 2019

This Schedule of Accounts paid under delegated authority as detailed below, which is to be submitted
to each member of Council on the 17 JULY 2019, has been checked and is fully supported by
vouchers and invoices which have been duly certified as to the receipt of goods, the rendition of services
and as to prices, computations and costings.

Voucher No's
From
To

Payroll
Payroll
EFT18096
14348
Direct
Trust

PR4967
PR4982
EFT18342
14348
Debit
Trust
Total

Value

$92,792.59
$107,298.19
$1,212,908.18
$350.30
$43,376.66
$5,648.83
$1,462,374.75

Pages
From
To

1
1
1
6
7
7

1
1
6
6
7
7

Fund No.

Fund Name

1
1
1
1
1
2

Municipal Fund
Municipal Fund
Municipal Fund
Municipal Fund
Municipal Fund
Trust Fund

Officer: Mary Eager

Signature: On file

Authorised by: Rhona Hawkins

Signature: On file

Date of Report: 3rd July 2019
Disclosure of Interest by Officer: Nil
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LIST OF ACCOUNTS PAID IN JUNE 2019 - SUBMITTED TO COUNCIL 17 JULY 2019

Chq/EFT

Date

Name

Description

Amount

Payroll Payments
1

PR4967

13/06/2019

PPE 12/06/2019

$92,792.59

2

PR4982

27/06/2019

PPE 26/06/2019

$107,298.19

3

EFT Payments
EFT18096

05/06/2019 Transport Pty Ltd T/as Wanneroo Mazda

P0003 MAZDA CX-5 New Vehicle Purchase (EMDS)

4

EFT18098

07/06/2019 ABAXA

FOOTPATH ARCHIBALD STREET FC032 Utility Installation

5

EFT18099

07/06/2019 ABCO PRODUCTS

VARIOUS PUBLIC CONVENIENCES Hand Soap

$697.90

6

EFT18100

07/06/2019 ANIMAL ARK

VARIOUS EVENTS Interactive Wildlife Display

$1,650.00

7

EFT18101

07/06/2019 AVON WASTE

SANITATION WASTE COLLECTION FT2 May 2019

8

EFT18102

07/06/2019 B & B Concrete Pumping Pty Ltd Trustee for the Winchester Family Trust CHITTERING ROAD Supply Concrete Pump Truck

9

EFT18103

07/06/2019 BANDIT TREE EQUIPMENT

CH3752 BANDIT CHIPPER Clutch Repair (PARKS)

10

EFT18104

07/06/2019 BINDOON GENERAL STORE

GOVERNANCE NEWSPAPERS Monthly Newspaper Account May 2019, GOVERNANCE REFRESHMENTS Staff Farewell 24/05/19 (WORKS)

$100.70

11

EFT18105

07/06/2019 BINDOON IGA

GOVERNANCE REFRESHMENTS Staff Farewell 24/05/19 (WORKS)

$170.69

12

EFT18106

07/06/2019 BINDOON MOWERS & MACHINERY

SUNDRY PLANT Repair Stihl Hedger, Service, Fuel Tank Flush, Replace Spark Plug, Fuel Filter

$140.00

13

EFT18107

07/06/2019 BIOMAX

CHITTERING HEALTH CENTRE Quarterly ATU Service

14

EFT18108

07/06/2019 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES

VARIOUS BUILDING MAINTENANCE Hardware Supplies

15

EFT18109

07/06/2019 CHITTERING LANDCARE GROUP

RURAL NOXIOUS WEED Roadside Weed Survey Final Instalments

16

EFT18110

07/06/2019 CHITTERING SEPTIC SERVICE

EVENT WYW Portable Toilet Waste Removal

17

EFT18111

07/06/2019 CHOICES FLOORING

6/11 EDMONDS PLACE MAINTENANCE Carpet Installation Including Uplift Old Floors

18

EFT18112

07/06/2019 CHRIS KERSHAW PHOTOGRAPHY

GOVERNANCE EXPENSES Portrait (CEO)

$165.00

19

EFT18113

07/06/2019 CLI Lawyers Pty Ltd t/as Commercial Litigation & Insolvency Lawyers

RATES DEBT COLLECTION Disbursements

$811.14

20

EFT18114

07/06/2019 COFFEEZNMOTION

EVENT WYW Stallholder Fee Reimbursement

21
22

EFT18115
EFT18116

07/06/2019 COOEE COURIERS & TRANSPORT
07/06/2019 CWS LAWYERS

EVENT WYW FREIGHT Motorola 22/05/19 & 28/05/19
GOVERNANCE LEGAL Transfer Of Land Lot 90 & 91 Great Northern Highway, Bindoon

23

EFT18117

07/06/2019 DOWNER EDI WORKS PTY LTD

MUCHEA EAST ROAD Bitumen Full Contract Spray & Seal

24

EFT18118

07/06/2019 Department of Planning, Lands & Heritage

PLANNING LAND AQUISITION Lot 8017 Plan 400412 (Proposed Lower Chittering Sport & Recreation Facility)

$976.00

25
26

EFT18119
EFT18120

07/06/2019 Dynamic Group Communications & Electrical
07/06/2019 ECOWATER SERVICES PTY LTD

MUCHEA TIP MAINTENANCE Degas 10 x Fridges
VARIOUS BUILDINGS Quarterly ATU Service

$666.24
$811.80

27

EFT18121

07/06/2019 EMERALD ACRES

EVENT WYW Interactive Farm Animal Display

$500.00

28

EFT18122

07/06/2019 Enzed Malaga

CH1260 SKID STEER Service (WORKS)

$137.50

29

EFT18123

07/06/2019 Euan Martin

EVENT TASTE OF CHITTERING Web Page Theme

30
31

EFT18124
EFT18125

07/06/2019 FACE PAINTING PLUS PERTH
07/06/2019 FULTON HOGAN INDUSTRIES PTY LTD

EVENT WYW 2 x Facepainters
MCKENZIE STREET 1000L Pod Emulsion

$750.00
$1,287.00

32

EFT18126

07/06/2019 HAYDON AGRICULTURAL CONTRACTORS

MUCHEA EAST ROAD RENEWAL (RRG) Gravel Carting To Site 500t

$5,995.00

33

EFT18127

07/06/2019 HIGH PERFORMANCE PRINTER REPAIRS

ADMIN PRINTING Ink Cartridges x 6 HP Plotter

$814.00

34

EFT18128

07/06/2019 JCB CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA

CH1266 JCB BACKHOE 500Hr Service (WORKS)

$1,833.05

35

EFT18129

07/06/2019 JR & A HERSEY

DEPOT MAINTENANCE 20l Truck Wash

36

EFT18130

07/06/2019 KLEEN WEST DISTRIBUTORS

CH5464 TOYOTA BUS Neutra Kleen 5l (COMMUNITY)

37

EFT18131

07/06/2019 LGIS RISK MANAGEMENT (ECHELON)

MEMBERS TRAINING Elected Members Values Workshop 12/03/19

38

EFT18132

07/06/2019 MAJOR MOTORS

CH5040 ISUZU TRUCK Fault Find Engine Light (LOWER CHITTERING)

39

EFT18133

07/06/2019 MARQUEE MAGIC

EVENT WYW Hire 40m x 15m Structured Marquee, 200 x Black Pippee Chairs, 40 x 1.5m Round Tables

40

EFT18134

07/06/2019 MESSY MOMENTS

EVENT WYW Messy Play Activity

41

EFT18135

07/06/2019 MOORE STEPHENS (WA) PTY LTD

GOVERNANCE AUDIT FEES Interim Audit 2019

42

EFT18136

07/06/2019 MOTOROLLA SOLUTIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

EVENT WYW Handheld Radios x 10

$213.84

43

EFT18137

07/06/2019 NORTHERN VALLEYS NEWS

GOVERNANCE ADVERTISING NV Notice Of Information Session 10/06/19 (Mid-May 2019), GOVERNANCE ADVERTISING NV Special Meeting Of Electors 17/06/19 (MidMay 2019), PLANNING ADVERTISING NV Approval Local Planning Scheme Amendment (Mid-May 2019)

$885.00

Total Payroll Payments

$200,090.78
$32,743.68
$4,719.00

$26,842.03
$982.30
$3,452.68

$150.00
$1,549.90
$11,492.80
$100.00
$2,195.00

$44.00
$119.90
$1,394.05
$69,025.81

$52.52

$96.80
$23.54
$528.00
$321.20
$10,200.00
$250.00
$12,520.52
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44
45
46

EFT18138
EFT18139
EFT18140

07/06/2019 PARMELIA HILTON PERTH HOTEL
07/06/2019 PUMA ENERGY
07/06/2019 Reinforced Concrete Pipes Australia (WA) Pty Ltd (RCPA)

MEMBERS ACCOMMODATION 25/05/19 (Cr Tilbury)
PUMA FUEL May 2019
MCKENZIE STREET RRJ Pipe, Rubber Rings 450, RCPA 1200 x 1.2m S/W Liner, RP 1400 Gully Base 150 w/hole, Stormwater lid

47

EFT18141

07/06/2019 SOUTHERN CROSS AUSTEREO PTY LTD

COMMUNICATIONS RADIO Monthly Around the Towns Interviews May 2019

48

EFT18142

07/06/2019 SPENCE INDUSTRIES

P1273 CAT LOADER Replace Seat (TIP)

49

EFT18143

07/06/2019 ST JOHN AMBULANCE AUST-CHITTERING GINGIN

EVENT WYW On Site First Aid 26/05/19

$495.00

50
51

EFT18144
EFT18145

07/06/2019 ST JOHN AMBULANCE AUSTRALIA
07/06/2019 STACEY MCMULLEN

VARIOUS FIRE STATION First Aid Kit Servicing
MEMBERS DONATIONS Financial Sponsorship International Mounted Games

$676.62
$400.00

52

EFT18146

07/06/2019 SUNNY SIGN COMPANY

BUILDING MTCE SIGN Danger Workers Below

53

EFT18147

07/06/2019 SYNERGY

SHIRE ELECTRICITY May 2019

54

EFT18148

07/06/2019 Seaport Nominees T/AS Discus Digital Print

EVENT VOLUNTEER WEEK 2 x Fabric Banners

55

EFT18149

07/06/2019 TELEMALL AUDIO COMMUNICATIONS

ADMIN ADVERTISING Messages On Hold Quarterly Service Fee June 19 to August 19

56

EFT18150

07/06/2019 TOTALLY WORKWEAR - Joondalup

VARIOUS WORKS PPE June 2019

57

EFT18151

07/06/2019 The Chair Doctor WA Pty Ltd

WORKS OSH 1 x Opal Deluxe Chair (SPO)

58

EFT18152

07/06/2019 VJ. LEVIS & BA. LEVIS T/as A LEVIS & SONS

LOWER CHITTERING SPORTS & RECREATION Install 30.5m Productive Bore

59

EFT18153

07/06/2019 WC & SJ WRIGHT

FORREST HILLS PARADE Pipe Install

60

EFT18154

07/06/2019 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

ADMIN STATIONERY Restock May 2019

61

EFT18155

07/06/2019 WORKWEAR GROUP - LGCC

ECON DEV UNIFORMS S/S Layered Top, 3/4 Sleeve Tunic (CDO)

62

EFT18156

07/06/2019 Applied Innovation Centre

WORKS TRAINING Coaching 22/02/19, 12/03/19, 18/03/19 (EMTS)

$3,008.50

63

EFT18157

07/06/2019 BINDOON HARDWARE & RURAL SUPPLIES

HARDWARE SUPPLIES May 2019

$1,833.20

64

EFT18158

07/06/2019 BINDOON IGA

VARIOUS REFRESHMENTS Kitchen Restock 27/05/19

$33.53

65

EFT18159

07/06/2019 CHITTERING HEALTH SERVICE

ADMIN RECRUITMENT Pre Start Medical (CEO, CSO)

$473.00

66
67

EFT18160
EFT18161

07/06/2019 DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES
07/06/2019 DON BUCHANAN

ESL LEVY Quarter 4 2018/19
ESL BFB TRAINING Driving Under Operational Conditions & Operate 4WD

68

EFT18162

07/06/2019 Dunnings Chittering Roadhouse

ESL BFB REFRESHMENTS 4WD Training 18/05/19

69
70
71

EFT18163
EFT18164
EFT18165

07/06/2019 EMERG SOLUTIONS PTY LTD
07/06/2019 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AUSTRALIA (WA)
07/06/2019 FRONTLINE FIRE & RESCUE EQUIPMENT

ESL BFB SUBSCRIPTION BART Additional 10 Licenses
HEALTH TRAINING Odour Assessment Management & Investigation 09/05/19 (EHO, SPO)
VARIOUS ESL BFB Hydrant Key, Goggles, Gloves, Traffic Cones, Respirator Mask & Carry Bag

72

EFT18166

07/06/2019 IT VISION

ADMIN TRAINING EOY Finance 17/05/19 (HR)

73
74

EFT18167
EFT18168

07/06/2019 Joondalup City Medical Group
07/06/2019 SHIRE OF COOROW

WORKS RECRUITMENT Pre Start Medical x 3
ADMIN CONSULTANTS Senior Finance Support 21/03/19 - 08/04/19, 29/04/19 - 10/05/19

75

EFT18169

13/06/2019 CMS LEGAL

Payroll deductions

$100.00

76
77

EFT18170
EFT18171

13/06/2019 LGRCEU
13/06/2019 SHIRE OF CHITTERING

Payroll deductions
Payroll deductions

$41.00
$695.00

78

EFT18172

14/06/2019 ALISON RELITI

EVENT WYW Prizes

79

EFT18173

14/06/2019 AUSTECH SURVEILLANCE PTY LTD

ADMIN BUILDING OPERATIONS GPRS Security Monitoring Quarterly

$136.88

80
81

EFT18174
EFT18175

14/06/2019 AUSTRALIA POST
14/06/2019 BANDIT TREE EQUIPMENT

ADMIN POSTAGE May 2019
CH3752 BANDIT CHIPPER Breakaway Cable (PARKS)

$500.94
$39.00

82

EFT18176

14/06/2019 BINDOON GENERAL STORE

ADMIN STATIONERY 2 x Condolence Cards

83

EFT18177

14/06/2019 BINDOON IGA

VARIOUS REFRESHMENTS Restock 10/06/19

84

EFT18178

14/06/2019 BINDOON THEATRE INC

FIRE PREVENTION Risk Management Workshop 29/05/19

85

EFT18179

14/06/2019 BRAGSKALE PTY LTD

FERGUSON HOUSE MAINTENANCE Clean Out Furniture, Remove To Tip, Return Items To Admin Office, Install Hutches To Building Co-ordinators Office, JOHN GLENN
PUBLIC CONVENIENCES MAINTENANCE Repair Toilet Door Lock, BLACKBOY RIDGE PUBLIC CONVENIENCES MAINTENANCE Repair Door Lock, 8 & 11 EDMONDS PLACE
COMMON GROUND Inspections & Maintenance Items As Required, DEPOT BUILDING Form & Strip Footings, Place Unit On Footings, CLUNE PARK MAINTENANCE Repair
Gate Latch, BINDOON OVAL MAINTENANCE Repair & Fit Goal Posts

$2,475.00

86

EFT18180

14/06/2019 BROOKS HIRE SERVICE PTY LTD

CHITTERING ROAD Roller Hire 01/05/19 -31/05/19

$2,248.31

87

EFT18181

14/06/2019 CHITTERING LANDCARE GROUP

ENVIRON CONTRIBUTIONS Biodiversity Strategy Review 2nd Instalment

$4,118.40

88

EFT18182

14/06/2019 CHITTERING PEST & WEED

VARIOUS HOUSING MAINTENANCE Annual Inspection

$3,784.00

89

EFT18183

14/06/2019 CHITTERING SCOUT GROUP

EVENT WYW Toilet & Shower Cleaning

$200.00

90

EFT18184

14/06/2019 COMMANDER PTY LIMITED

ADMIN COMM Telephone System Contract May 2019

$228.65

$155.00
$3,372.70
$3,230.96
$88.00
$2,387.70

$37.62
$7,878.75
$720.50
$256.30
$2,511.26
$480.00
$6,860.00
$11,056.00
$511.76
$131.51

$23,107.60
$2,640.00
$72.95
$150.00
$125.00
$3,925.90
$561.00
$653.40
$2,387.12

$24.99

$13.98
$122.19
$150.00
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91
92

EFT18185
EFT18186

14/06/2019 Darren Cox
14/06/2019 Dynamic Group Communications & Electrical

93

EFT18187

14/06/2019 ECOWATER SERVICES PTY LTD

TOURISM SIGNAGE Photograph Lower Chittering
P306 MOSA GENSET Fault Find & Repair (MUCHEA TIP), CHITTERING HEALTH CENTRE MAINTENANCE Attend Site, Check South Wing, Run Separate Earth Rod To Outside
& Test
MUCHEA HALL OPERATIONS ATU C3006 Quarterly Service

94

EFT18188

14/06/2019 EDGEFIELD PROJECTS

TOWN CENTRE POP UP PARK Landscape Design

$1,650.00

95

EFT18189

14/06/2019 EDMUND RICE COLLEGE

VARIOUS ROADS Gravel Supply

$2,854.50

96

EFT18190

14/06/2019 FUEL DISTRIBUTORS OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

DEPOT FUEL Diesel 7055l

$9,272.81

97

EFT18191

14/06/2019 GENTRONICS

SUNDRY PLANT Topgun Trolley & Bottle Stand

98

EFT18192

14/06/2019 GINGIN CONCRETE

CHITTERING ROAD Concrete

$2,772.00
$7,256.11

$100.00
$804.38
$282.81

$106.70

99

EFT18193

14/06/2019 INSTANT TOILETS AND SHOWERS T/AS INSTANT PRODUCTS HIRE

EVENT WYW Toilets & Shower Hire

100

EFT18194

14/06/2019 JCT'S CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

ESL BFB Cleaning May 2019

$308.00

101

EFT18195

14/06/2019 JEFF LOUDON

WANNAMAL PUBLIC CONVENIENCES May 2019

$852.50

102

EFT18196

14/06/2019 JODIE AMANDA CONNELL

EVENT WYW Photography

103
104

EFT18197
EFT18198

14/06/2019 MARKET CREATIONS
14/06/2019 McLEODS BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS

ADMIN IT New Modules Setup
GOVERNANCE LEGAL Self Supporting Loan Agreement SOC, Immaculate Heart College

$5,813.00
$918.72

105

EFT18199

14/06/2019 OCS SERVICES PTY LTD

SHIRE CLEANING June 2019

$4,450.78

106

EFT18200

14/06/2019 PORTER CONSULTING ENGINEERS

PLANNING CONSULTANTS Lot 22 (RN 3728) Great Northern Highway, Muchea, Concrete Batching Plant

$6,503.75

107

EFT18201

14/06/2019 RAVIM RBC

GOVERNANCE CONSULTANCY Community Facility Management Workshop, Presentations, Draft Policy Document, Draft Proforma Service Level Agreement Data Sheets

$7,095.00

108

EFT18202

14/06/2019 SHERIDANS FOR BADGES

ADMIN STATIONERY Name Plates

109

EFT18203

14/06/2019 STEWART & HEATON CLOTHING CO P/L

ESL BFB CLOTHING Jacket Wildland Fire Gold With Badges, Cargo Pants

$7,825.52

110

EFT18204

14/06/2019 T-QUIP

CH1271 TORO MOWER 800hr Service (WORKS)

$1,220.70

111

EFT18205

14/06/2019 TELSTRA

TELEPHONE VARIOUS May 2019

$5,190.67

112

EFT18206

14/06/2019 TRIGGRFACTOR

$3,340.00

113

EFT18207

14/06/2019 UNIQCO INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD

CLUNE PARK INFRASTRUCTURE CF32 Mk II Carefree Water Conditioner & Earth Kit 4, CLUNE PARK INFRASTRUCTURE Attend Site, Complete Flow Rate Testing For Water
Conditioner Install
GOVERNANCE CONSULTANCY Fleet Management Services June 2019

114

EFT18208

14/06/2019 VODAFONE MESSAGING

ESL COMM Vodafone Messaging June 2019

115

EFT18209

20/06/2019 AVON WASTE

SANITATION WASTE COLLECTION FT1 June 2019

$26,908.59

116

EFT18210

20/06/2019 Avantgarde Technologies Pty Ltd

ADMIN IT Fixed Term Support Extension and On-Site Support June 2019, ADMIN IT Disaster Recovery Appliance Dell Smart UPS

$12,613.84

117

EFT18211

20/06/2019 BARRON CONTRACTING SERVICES

ESL BFB HIRE Incident 435499, Teatree Road, Bindoon, Dozer 19/05/19

$704.00

118

EFT18212

20/06/2019 BINDOON BAKEHAUS & CAFE

ESL BFB REFRESHMENTS Incident 435499, Teatree Road, Bindoon 19/05/19

$525.00

119

EFT18213

20/06/2019 BINDOON IGA

GOVERNANCE REFRESHMENTS Kitchen Restock 04/06/19

$35.43

120

EFT18214

20/06/2019 BOB WADDELL & ASSOCIATES

GOVERNANCE CONSULTANCY Depreciation Rates

$66.00

121

EFT18215

20/06/2019 BOC LIMITED

DEPOT SUPPLIES Oxygen & Acetylene Gas 28/04/19 - 28/05/19

122

EFT18216

20/06/2019 BREAKAWAY TOURISM PTY LTD

GOVERNANCE CONSULTANCY Bindoon Mountain Bike Feasibility Study 25% Instalment

123

EFT18217

20/06/2019 BULL-CHITT AUTO ELECTRICS

CH1260 SKID STEER Battery Repair (WORKS)

124

EFT18218

20/06/2019 CHITTERING PEST & WEED

CHITTERING HEALTH CENTRE MAINTENANCE Load 5 x Rodent Stations, Supply 1 x Rodent Station

125

EFT18219

20/06/2019 CLI Lawyers Pty Ltd t/as Commercial Litigation & Insolvency Lawyers

RATES DEBT COLLECTION Professional Fees

126

EFT18220

20/06/2019 DOWNER EDI WORKS PTY LTD

CHITTERING ROAD Bitumen Full Contract Spray & Seal

127

EFT18221

20/06/2019 EASTERN HILLS SAWS & MOWERS P/L

SUNDRY PLANT Supply 1 x Stihl HT133 Pole Saw

128

EFT18222

20/06/2019 Enzed Malaga

WORKS MINOR ASSET Brass Swivel Tails, Fire Hose (WATERING TRAILER)

129

EFT18223

20/06/2019 IT VISION

ADMIN IT Altus Bank Reconciliation Licence 2019

130

EFT18224

20/06/2019 Joondalup City Medical Group

GOVERNANCE RECRUITMENT Pre-Employment Medical (1x Staff Member)

131

EFT18225

20/06/2019 KOMATSU AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

CH10555 KOMATSU GRADER Monthly Maintenance Contract 29/04/19 - 28/05/19 (WORKS)

132

EFT18226

20/06/2019 LGIS RISK MANAGEMENT (ECHELON)

ADMIN TRAINING Mental Health Awareness 28/05/19

$1,056.00

133

EFT18227

20/06/2019 LO-GO APPOINTMENTS

WORKS RECRUITMENT Temporary Works Supervisor W/e 01/06/19, 08/06/19

$4,059.83

134
135

EFT18228
EFT18229

20/06/2019 LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMPLIANCE ASSOCIATION INC
20/06/2019 MIDWAY FORD

PLANNING TRAINING LG Risk Northam 24/05/19 (GSO)
CHO FORD RANGER 15,000Km Service (EMTS)

136

EFT18230

20/06/2019 MOORE STEPHENS (WA) PTY LTD

RATES SUBSCRIPTIONS 2018/2019 WA Local Government Rates Comparison Report

137

EFT18231

20/06/2019 McLEODS BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS

PLANNING LEGAL Application Of Swimming Pool Barriers Outside Gazetted Townsites

138

EFT18232

20/06/2019 NATASHA HARRY

ADMIN TRAINING Refreshments Creditors 09/06/19 - 10/06/19 (CSOF, FOA)

$200.00

$135.30

$3,175.26
$528.81

$51.19
$4,306.50
$647.90
$88.00
$308.00
$46,200.00
$1,279.00
$422.07
$2,392.50
$157.30
$251.28

$125.00
$300.00
$275.00
$1,265.55
$84.10
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139

EFT18233

20/06/2019 NORTHERN VALLEYS NEWS

FIRE ADVERTISING NV Extension Of Restricted Burning Period (June 2019)

140

EFT18234

20/06/2019 ON PRESS DIGITAL PRINT SOLUTIONS

ESL BFB PRINTING 12 x Sector Commander Training Books

141

EFT18235

20/06/2019 SHIRE OF COOROW

ADMIN CONSULTANTS 14/05/19 - 07/06/19 (SFO)

$1,337.60

142

EFT18236

20/06/2019 SHIRE OF GINGIN

ADMIN CONSULTANTS 01/01/19 - 01/02/19 (IT)

$4,304.50

143

EFT18237

20/06/2019 SPENCE INDUSTRIES

P1273 CAT LOADER Replace Cutting Edges (TIP), VARIOUS FIRE VEHICLES New Pulley, Change New Style Hose, Replace O-ring & Handle, CH10555 KOMATSU GRADER
Repair Oil Leak, Replace O-ring (WORKS), VARIOUS FIRE VEHICLES 10,000Km Service, Repair Water Leak, Replace Wiper Blades & Light

$7,221.75

144

EFT18238

20/06/2019 SYNERGY

WANNAMAL ELECTRICITY June 2019

$316.80

145

EFT18239

20/06/2019 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

ADMIN STATIONERY Restock 11/06/19

$252.80

146

EFT18240

20/06/2019 Wilko's Feral Pest Control

VARIOUS TIP MAINTENACE Supply & Set Up Cat Traps

147

EFT18244

24/06/2019 FUEL DISTRIBUTORS OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

DEPOT FUEL Diesel 5000L, 4100L

148

EFT18245

26/06/2019 AUSSIE GOLD

VARIOUS UNIFORMS Panorama Polo x 18, Jackets x 9

149

EFT18246

26/06/2019 AUSTRALASIAN PERFORMING RIGHT ASSOC. LTD

ADMIN SUBSCRIPTIONS Licence Fees 01/06/19 - 31/05/2020 (BINDOON)

150

EFT18247

26/06/2019 Advance Scanning Services

CLUNE PARK MAINTENANCE Cable Scan, ARCHIBALD STREET Locating Technician

151

EFT18248

26/06/2019 BINDOON AND DISTRICT HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC

COMM GRANTS SwagFest Sponsorship

$705.67

152

EFT18249

26/06/2019 BINDOON IGA

WELFARE YOUTH Youth Krew Meeting June 2019 , VARIOUS REFRESHMENTS Kitchen Restock 17/06/19

$144.11

153

EFT18250

26/06/2019 BINDOON MENS SHED

EVENT WYW Parking Management

$468.75

154

EFT18251

26/06/2019 BINDOON MOWERS & MACHINERY

SUNDRY PLANT 20L Chain Bar Oil, 20L 2 Stroke Premix, Pole Saw Sharpen

155

EFT18252

26/06/2019 BINDOON PRIMARY SCHOOL P&C

COMM GRANTS Library Redevelopment

156

EFT18253

26/06/2019 BOB WADDELL & ASSOCIATES

GOVERNANCE CONSULTANCY Assets

157

EFT18254

26/06/2019 BRAGSKALE PTY LTD

CHITTERING ROAD Head Wall Construction Progress Claim 2 & 3

158

EFT18255

26/06/2019 BREAKAWAY TOURISM PTY LTD

GOVERNANCE CONSULTANCY Bindoon Mountain Bike Feasibility Study Final 25%

159

EFT18256

26/06/2019 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES

JOHN GLENN PARK MAINTENANCE Eye Bolts

160

EFT18257

26/06/2019 CHITTERING PEST & WEED

VARIOUS PARKS Broad Leaf Spray

161

EFT18258

26/06/2019 CLI Lawyers Pty Ltd t/as Commercial Litigation & Insolvency Lawyers

RATES DEBT COLLECTION Professional Fees

162

EFT18259

26/06/2019 DOUBLEVIEW EARTHMOVING

VARIOUS ROADS Earthworks, Bitumen Works

163

EFT18260

26/06/2019 DOWNER EDI WORKS PTY LTD

MUCHEA EAST ROAD RENEWAL Supply & Lay Asphalt, MCKENZIE STREET Supply & Lay Asphalt

164

EFT18261

26/06/2019 Dynamic Group Communications & Electrical

165

EFT18262

26/06/2019 ECOWATER SERVICES PTY LTD

EDMONDS PLACE MAINTENANCE Annual Housing Inspections, MUCHEA HALL MAINTENANCE Repair Leaking Air Conditioner, 6/8 EDMONDS PLACE MAINTENANCE
Install Smoke Alarm, DEPOT BUILDINGS Connect New Toilet Block, CLUNE PARK MAINTENANCE Install Weatherproof GPO, CLUNE PARK PUBLIC CONVENIENCES Replace
Flood Light Globe
VARIOUS BUILDINGS ATU Quarterly Service

166

EFT18263

26/06/2019 JR & A HERSEY

DEPOT MAINTENANCE Rags

167

EFT18264

26/06/2019 LANDGATE CUSTOMER ACCOUNT

RATES VALUATION EXPENSES GRV Interim Vals, Rural UV Interim Valuation Shared, Land Enquiry x 46

168

EFT18265

26/06/2019 LIONTRACK

VARIOUS VEHICLES Data & Software Interface Solution July 2019 - June 2021 (WORKS, PARKS)

169

EFT18266

26/06/2019 LOCK, STOCK & FARRELL

FIRE PREVENTION 5 x Keys, Padlocks

$761.89

170

EFT18267

26/06/2019 MAIN ROADS

Rates refund for assessment A1384

$434.19

171

EFT18268

26/06/2019 MINERAL RESOURCES

Rates refund for assessment A7017

$619.27

172

EFT18269

26/06/2019 MUCHEA IRRIGATION & RURAL SUPPLIES

MCKENZIE STREET Steel Rod, 25mm PN9 Pipe, Cap 25mm x 2, Elbows 25mm x 2, WORKS EXPENDABLE TOOLS/CONSUMABLES 5L Pressure Sprayer, Termite Spray 500ml

$110.13

173

EFT18270

26/06/2019 MUCHEA NETBALL CLUB

COMM GRANTS Quiz Night 21/07/18, Uniforms

$1,350.00

174
175

EFT18271
EFT18272

26/06/2019 Merivale Trust t/as Savagely Creative
26/06/2019 NORTHERN VALLEYS NEWS

TOURISM PROMOTION Experience Development Consultation
GOVERNANCE ADVERTISING NV June 2019 Chatter, NV Out Of School Care Survey (June 2019)

$550.00
$1,134.00

176

EFT18273

26/06/2019 RAVI CONCRETE CONTRACTORS

CHITTERING ROAD Concrete For Head Wall Pour

$1,700.00

177

EFT18274

26/06/2019 RBC RURAL

PHOTOCOPIER CHARGES June 2019

$1,659.06

178

EFT18275

26/06/2019 Rusty's Plumbing Gas & Maintenance

VARIOUS BUILDING MAINTENANCE June 2019

179

EFT18276

26/06/2019 STEVE'S KERB REPAIRS

ARCHIBALD STREET Kerbing, MUCHEA EAST ROAD RENEWAL Kerbing, CHITTERING ROAD Site Induction, Kerbing

180

EFT18277

26/06/2019 SYNERGY

SHIRE ELECTRICITY June 2019

181

EFT18278

26/06/2019 TOTALLY WORKWEAR - Joondalup

PLANNING UNIFORMS Boots (GSO)

$161.90

182

EFT18279

26/06/2019 The Pinfold Pty Ltd ATF The Pinfold Trust

EVENT WYW 50 x Hay Bales

$500.00

183

EFT18280

26/06/2019 WALGA

ADMIN TRAINING Economic Development Framework 07/05/19 (EMCS)

$120.00

$135.00
$459.80

$330.00
$12,887.80
$1,764.72
$73.16
$4,543.00

$390.00
$2,000.00
$33.00
$12,650.00
$4,306.50
$10.52
$1,870.00
$154.00
$4,895.00
$286,738.34
$6,027.31

$588.35
$38.50
$236.75
$1,188.00

$2,575.50
$22,744.15
$5,699.20
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184

EFT18281

26/06/2019 WATERTORQUE

CHITTERING VALLEY OVAL Replace Check Valve To Bore Pump

$495.00

185

EFT18282

27/06/2019 CMS LEGAL

Payroll deductions

$100.00

186
187

EFT18283
EFT18284

27/06/2019 LGRCEU
27/06/2019 SHIRE OF CHITTERING

Payroll deductions
Payroll deductions

$41.00
$695.00

188

EFT18285

28/06/2019 AARON KING

MEMBERS PAYMENTS Qtr 4 2018-19

189

EFT18286

28/06/2019 AUSTECH SURVEILLANCE PTY LTD

VARIOUS BUILDING MAINTENANCE Monthly Internet Connection & DDNS Registration July 2019

190

EFT18287

28/06/2019 AVON WASTE

SANITATION WASTE COLLECTION FT2 June 2019

191

EFT18288

28/06/2019 Ausrecord Pty Ltd

ADMIN STATIONERY A4 Files

192

EFT18289

28/06/2019 Avantgarde Technologies Pty Ltd

ADMIN IT 4 x Dell Latitude 5490 Laptop, ADMIN IT Licence Microsoft Project (Building Surveyor)

193

EFT18290

28/06/2019 BINDOON BAKEHAUS & CAFE

ESL BFB REFRESHMENTS Sector Commander Training 15 & 16/06/19, GOVERNANCE REFRESHMENTS Special Meeting Of Electors 17/06/19

194

EFT18291

28/06/2019 BINDOON IGA

VARIOUS REFRESHMENTS Consumables

195

EFT18292

28/06/2019 BOB WADDELL & ASSOCIATES

GOVERNANCE CONSULTANCY Hall Expenditure, 19/20 Annual Budget

196

EFT18293

28/06/2019 BULL-CHITT AUTO ELECTRICS

CH1256 ISUZU WATER TRUCK Locate & Repair Short Circuit (WORKS)

197

EFT18294

28/06/2019 CARMEL ROSS

MEMBERS PAYMENTS Qtr 4 2018-19

198

EFT18295

28/06/2019 CLI Lawyers Pty Ltd t/as Commercial Litigation & Insolvency Lawyers

RATES DEBT COLLECTION Disbursements, Professional Fees

199

EFT18296

28/06/2019 COLOURWEST PAINTING

CLUNE PARK PUBLIC CONVENIENCES Painting

200

EFT18297

28/06/2019 DAIMLER TRUCKS PERTH

CH1254 FUSO TRUCK Lockable Fuel Cap (WORKS)

201

EFT18298

28/06/2019 DON GIBSON

MEMBERS PAYMENTS Qtr 4 2018-19

202

EFT18299

28/06/2019 DOWNER EDI WORKS PTY LTD

FORREST HILLS PARADE Supply & Lay Asphalt, Corrector

203

EFT18300

28/06/2019 Department of Planning, Lands & Heritage

PLANNING APPLICATION FEES Private Recreation Facility Lot 4 (1201) Mooliabeenee Road, Bindoon

$9,411.00

204

EFT18301

28/06/2019 Dynamic Group Communications & Electrical

$3,952.18

205

EFT18302

28/06/2019 ENTIRE FIRE MANAGEMENT

MUCHEA HALL MAINTENANCE Repair Faulty Electrical Circuit, Reposition Switching Gear, BINDOON OVAL MAINTENANCE Fault Find Power Outlets Tripping, MUCHEA
HALL MAINTENANCE Fault Find No Power, WANNAMAL FIRE STATION MAINTENANCE Fault Find Lights & Repair
FIRE PREVENTION Firebreaks & Hazard Reduction Burns UCL, Wannamal

206

EFT18303

28/06/2019 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AUSTRALIA (WA)

HEALTH TRAINING Planning For Success Seminar (EHO)

$100.00

207
208
209

EFT18304
EFT18305
EFT18306

28/06/2019 Enzed Malaga
28/06/2019 FRONTLINE FIRE & RESCUE EQUIPMENT
28/06/2019 Flametree Creative

CH1255 FUSO TRUCK Replace Hydraulic Hose (WORKS)
ESL BFB CLOTHING Fire Boots x 9
TOURISM PRINTING Blackboy Ridge Trail Guide

$603.72
$2,489.85
$528.00

210

EFT18307

28/06/2019 GENTRONICS

SUNDRY PLANT Service Welder

211

EFT18308

28/06/2019 GEORGE TILBURY

MEMBERS PAYMENTS Qtr 4 2018-19

212

EFT18309

28/06/2019 GORDON HOUSTON

MEMBERS PAYMENTS President Qtr 4 2018-19

213

EFT18310

28/06/2019 Guardian Doors

WANNAMAL FIRE STATION Supply & Install 2 x Commercial Roller Door Motors

$2,820.00

214

EFT18311

28/06/2019 HAYDON AGRICULTURAL CONTRACTORS

VARIOUS PARKS & GARDENS Supply Sand

$4,812.50

215

EFT18312

28/06/2019 IT VISION

ADMIN IT Altus Bank Reconciliation Preparation, Implementation & Go-Live Assistance

$3,894.00

216

EFT18313

28/06/2019 JOHN BARLOW

COMMUNITY BUS Courtesy Payment May/June 2019

217

EFT18314

28/06/2019 Jive Media Solutions

TOURISM SIGNAGE Website Development

218

EFT18315

28/06/2019 KLEEN WEST DISTRIBUTORS

VARIOUS BUILDINGS Cleaning Supplies

219

EFT18316

28/06/2019 KOMATSU AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

CH10907 KOMATSU LOADER June Maintenance 28/05/19 - 26/06/19 (WORKS)

220

EFT18317

28/06/2019 LANDGATE CUSTOMER ACCOUNT

RATES VALUATION EXPENSES GRV Gen Vals Ctry & FESA, Mining Tenements x17, Valuation Rolls

$2,945.57
$355.00
$26,924.38
$319.00
$12,346.84
$563.80
$1,691.86
$297.00
$550.00
$3,279.47
$859.26
$2,728.00
$141.93
$3,068.33
$53,475.84

$17,050.00

$178.20
$5,362.16
$15,517.33

$300.00
$1,368.00
$994.79
$144.21
$84,764.90
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221

EFT18318

28/06/2019 Louise Haffenden

Rates refund for assessment A11261

$688.62

222

EFT18319

28/06/2019 MARY ANGUS

MEMBERS PAYMENTS Qtr 4 2018-19

$2,945.57

223

EFT18320

28/06/2019 MELIADOR (WA) PTY LTD T/AS ROSS SQUIRE HOMES

SEPTIC INSPECTION FEES Refund

$236.00

224

EFT18321

28/06/2019 MOBILE MOUSE

ADMIN TRAINING Word & Excel

$6,300.00

225

EFT18322

28/06/2019 MONDELEZ AUSTRALIA

LIBRARY FUNDRAISING Confectionery

226

EFT18323

28/06/2019 ORACLE SURVEYS

GOVERNANCE EXPENSES Survey Lot 9 Binda Place, Bindoon Stage 1, RATES VALUATION EXPENSES Certificate Of Title, Onsite Visit

227

EFT18324

28/06/2019 PETER OSBORN

MEMBERS PAYMENTS Deputy President Qtr 4 2018-19

228

EFT18325

28/06/2019 RAVI CONCRETE CONTRACTORS

229

EFT18326

28/06/2019 ROADSWEST ENGINEERING GROUP PTY LTD

CHITTERING ROAD Labourer To Assist With Concrete Pour, Site Induction x 4, FORREST HILLS PARADE Supply Concrete, Mesh, Mell Joint & Labour To Form & Pour
Footpath
PLANNING CONSULTANTS Urban Water Management Plan Review Lot 809 Great Northern Highway, Muchea

230

EFT18327

28/06/2019 RSEA PTY LTD

EVENT WYW Traffic Light Hire

231
232

EFT18328
EFT18329

28/06/2019 RYLAN PTY LTD
28/06/2019 Reinforced Concrete Pipes Australia (WA) Pty Ltd (RCPA)

MCKENZIE STREET Mountable & Semi- Mountable Kerbing, FORREST HILLS PARADE Kerbing Install
FORREST HILLS PARADE 2x Pits & Lids

233

EFT18330

28/06/2019 Rusty's Plumbing Gas & Maintenance

VARIOUS MAINTENANCE Plumbing Works

234

EFT18331

28/06/2019 SOUTH MIDLANDS PONY CLUB

COMM GRANTS Jumps Equipment

235

EFT18332

28/06/2019 SPENCE INDUSTRIES

$2,341.04

236

EFT18333

28/06/2019 ST JOHN AMBULANCE AUSTRALIA

CH1669 ISUZU 2.4 Pump Repairs (MUCHEA), P6086 HIMAC BRUSH CUTTER Service (WORKS), P1282 PANTHER MOWER Service (WORKS), P1284 HOWARD SLASHER
Service (PARKS), CH1260 BOBCAT Repair Bucket Levers (WORKS)
ADMIN BUILDING First Aid Kit Servicing May 2019

237

EFT18334

28/06/2019 STEWART & HEATON CLOTHING CO P/L

ESL BFB CLOTHING Navy T-shirts, Cargo Pants, Trouser

$1,431.79

238

EFT18335

28/06/2019 STRINGYBARK COTTAGE WINERY, FUNCTION CENTRE & RESTAURANT

GOVERNANCE REFRESHMENTS Christmas Party 30/11/18

239

EFT18336

28/06/2019 SYNERGY

SHIRE ELECTRICITY June 2019

240

EFT18337

28/06/2019 T-QUIP

CH1271 TORO MOWER Repair Spindle & Fit New Belt (WORKS)

241

EFT18338

28/06/2019 TOTALLY WORKWEAR - Joondalup

WORKS PROTECTIVE CLOTHING 3 x L/S Shirts, 2 x Jeans, Broad Brim Hat, Safety Boots, 4 In 1 Jacket

$2,110.92

242

EFT18339

28/06/2019 WA Sign & Print Management Pty Ltd

ADMIN PRINTING Vinyl Wall Graphics, 3D Acrylic Letters

$3,077.80

243

EFT18340

28/06/2019 WATERTORQUE

CLUNE PARK MAINTENANCE Call Out & Reticulation System Check

$594.00

244

EFT18341

28/06/2019 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

ADMIN STATIONERY Label Writer

$123.45

245

EFT18342

28/06/2019 WORKWEAR GROUP - LGCC

ADMIN UNIFORMS Pack C (CSO), BUILDING UNIFORMS Chino Pant, V-Neck Sweater, L/S Zip Neck Jumper (Building Surveyor), WORKS UNIFORMS 2 x Fluted Sleeve
Tops, 1 x Cardigan, 1 x Dress (CSOS)
Total EFT's

$834.51

$397.52
$5,681.50
$4,311.95
$11,955.00
$5,379.00
$2,390.09
$18,823.64
$628.32
$5,765.00
$410.00

$526.95
$217.00
$4,284.61
$807.55

$1,212,908.18

Muni Cheques
246

14348

28/06/2019 SHIRE OF CHITTERING - PLEASE PAY CASH

PETTY CASH June 2019

$350.30
Total Cheque Payments

$350.30
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Direct Debits
247

DD7532.1

12/06/2019 WA SUPER

Payroll deductions

248

DD7532.2

12/06/2019 ANZ SMART CHOICE SUPER

Superannuation contributions

$191.29

249

DD7532.3

12/06/2019 SuperWrap Personal Super Plan

Superannuation contributions

$191.29

250

DD7532.4

12/06/2019 REST SUPERANNUATION

Superannuation contributions

$365.72

251

DD7532.5

12/06/2019 ANZ SMART CHOICE SUPER

Superannuation contributions

$400.09

252

DD7532.6

12/06/2019 AUSTRALIAN SUPER

Superannuation contributions

$1,343.01

253

DD7532.7

12/06/2019 Australian Ethical Retail Superannuation Fund

Superannuation contributions

$278.19

254

DD7532.8

12/06/2019 PRIME SUPER

Superannuation contributions

$152.92

255

DD7532.9

12/06/2019 Colonial First State Rollover & Superannuation Fund

Superannuation contributions

256

DD7543.1

14/06/2019 BENDIGO BANK

CREDIT CARD May 2019

257

DD7580.1

26/06/2019 WA SUPER

Payroll deductions

258

DD7580.2

26/06/2019 ANZ SMART CHOICE SUPER

Superannuation contributions

$191.92

259

DD7580.3

26/06/2019 SuperWrap Personal Super Plan

Superannuation contributions

$191.92

260

DD7580.4

26/06/2019 MLC Super - Plum Super - USI 70732426024150

Superannuation contributions

$476.39

261

DD7580.5

26/06/2019 REST SUPERANNUATION

Superannuation contributions

$365.72

262

DD7580.6

26/06/2019 ANZ SMART CHOICE SUPER

Superannuation contributions

$400.09

263

DD7580.7

26/06/2019 AUSTRALIAN SUPER

Superannuation contributions

$1,350.68

264

DD7580.8

26/06/2019 Australian Ethical Retail Superannuation Fund

Superannuation contributions

$278.19

265

DD7580.9

26/06/2019 PRIME SUPER

Superannuation contributions

$144.50

266

DD7532.10

12/06/2019 AMP FLEXIBLE LIFETIME INSURANCE

Superannuation contributions

$245.07

267

DD7532.11

12/06/2019 CBUS SUPER

Superannuation contributions

$195.30

268

DD7580.10

26/06/2019 Colonial First State Rollover & Superannuation Fund

Superannuation contributions

$616.37

269

DD7580.11

26/06/2019 AMP FLEXIBLE LIFETIME INSURANCE

Superannuation contributions

$1,371.99

270

DD7580.12

26/06/2019 CBUS SUPER

Superannuation contributions

$12,040.43

$173.09
$8,774.30
$13,443.46

$194.73
Total Direct Debits

$43,376.66

Total Municipal Payments

$1,456,725.92

Trust Payments
271

EFT18097

07/06/2019 SOPHIE LEE

3/6194 GNH BOND REFUND JUNE 2019

272

EFT18241

24/06/2019 CONSTRUCTION TRAINING FUND

BCITF LEVY FEE MAY 2019

273

EFT18242

24/06/2019 DEPARTMENT OF MINES, INDUSTRY REGULATION AND SAFETY

BSL LEVY FEE MAY 2019

274

EFT18243

24/06/2019 SHIRE OF CHITTERING

BSL AGENT FEE MAY 2019

$960.00
$484.37
$4,091.46
$113.00
Total Trust Payments

$5,648.83
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MONDAY 17 JUNE 2019
Commenced at 7.09pm
Concluded at 10.03pm
Held at
Bindoon Town Hall
6182 Great Northern Highway
Bindoon WA 6502
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RECORDING OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF ELECTORS

Objective
•
To ensure that there is a process in place to outline access to the recorded proceedings of the
Special Meeting of Electors.

•

To emphasise that the reason for recording the Special Meeting of Electors is to ensure the
accuracy of the minutes and that any reproduction is for the sole purpose of Council business.

Statement
Recording of proceedings
1.
Proceedings for the Special Meeting of Electors shall be recorded by the Shire on sound
recording equipment.
2.
No member of the public is to use any electronic, visual or vocal recording equipment device or
instrument to record the proceedings of the Special Meeting of Electors meeting without the
written permission of the Shire President.
Retention of recordings
3.
Recordings pertaining to the Special Meeting of Electors shall be retained in accordance with
the State Records Act 2000 (General Disposal Authority for Local Government Records). The
current requirements for the retention of recording of proceedings is 30 years.
Disclosure of policy
4.
This policy should be printed within the agenda of the Special Meeting of Electors to advise the
public that the proceedings of the meeting are to be recorded.
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INFORMATION ON HOW THE SPECIAL MEETING OF ELECTORS IS CONDUCTED
Welcome to the Shire of Chittering's Special Meeting of Electors for 17 June 2019.
The purpose of the meeting is to discuss the following topics as they relate to financial
management/contracts, etc.:

•
•
•
•
•

Lower Chittering Sports Complex;
Muchea Sports Complex;
Bindoon Oval;
Bindoon Lifestyle Village; and
Gray Road Recreation Complex.

In accordance with the Local Government (Administration) Regulations 1996, the Shire President is to
preside at a general or special meeting of electors and is to determine the procedure to be followed.
(1)

All present are required to sign the attendance register at the entry to Bindoon Hall, including
name and address.

(2)

Speakers must be Electors of the Shire of Chittering.

(3)

The proceedings will be taped for the purpose of production of the minutes and speakers are
requested to use the microphone(s) each time they speak.

(4)

No other audio or visual recording is to be undertaken without the permission of the Presiding
Member.

(5)

The order of proceedings will firstly make reference to these rules by the Presiding Person,
followed by Attendance, Apologies, Leave of Absence, Declaration of Interest and Special
Business.

(6)

During Special Business, questions or statements may only relate to matters on the agenda and
that affect the local government, and will be accepted at the discretion of the Presiding
Member.

(7)

When asking a question at the meeting, a person is to:
(a) rise and make their way to a static microphone (a mobile microphone is available for
attendees with mobility restrictions);
(b) state your name for recording in the minutes; and
(c)
address the meeting through the person presiding.

(8)

Minutes of this meeting will be available for inspection by members of the public as of
12 July 2019.

Any decisions of this meeting are not binding on the Council, but as required by the Local Government
Act 1995, the reasons for any Council decision of this meeting are to be recorded in the minutes of
the Council meeting.
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MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF ELECTORS
MONDAY 17 JUNE 2019

DECLARATION OF OPENING OF MEETING / ANNOUNCEMENTS OF
VISITORS
The President declared the meeting opened at 7.09PM.

2.

RECORD OF ATTENDANCE / APOLOGIES / APPROVED LEAVE OF
ABSENCE

2.1

Attendance
The following Elected Members attended:
Cr Gordon Houston
President (Presiding Member)
1
Cr Peter Osborn
Deputy President
Cr George Tilbury 2
Cr Carmel Ross
Cr Mary Angus 3
Cr Don Gibson
The following Shire staff attended:
Neil Hartley
Peter Stuart
Jim Garrett
Lisa Kay
Natasha Mossman

Acting Chief Executive Officer
Executive Manager Development Services
Executive Manager Technical Services
Community Development Coordinator
Executive Support Officer (Minute Secretary)

The following residents attended:
Carl Petersen
Ernie Males
Gwyneth Jones
Vicki Smit
Frank Blanchard
Kylie Hughes
Graeme Donaldson
Derek Tabor
Patricia Tabor
Heath Elkington

Bindoon
Mooliabeenee
Mooliabeenee
Muchea
Muchea
Muchea
Bindoon
Mooliabeenee
Mooliabeenee
Lower Chittering

1

Arrived at 7.17pm
at 7.17pm
3 Arrived at 7.17pm
2 Arrived
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Lachlan Chilman
Megan Chapman
Chris Tillyard
Chris Waldie
Lindsay Bennett
Sarah Canman
Maxine Southink
Linda Foldenauer
Vicki Humphry
Phillip Humphry
Megan Black
Kevin Black
Kathy Tunnicliffe
Davind Lines
Larry Dugay
Dawn Kay
Steven Chitty
Trevor Tough
Nathan Hebbard
Colleen Nagel
Clive Griffiths
Phil Martin
Nita Hart
Brian Bingham
Phillip Lefroy
Joy Lefroy
Colin Matting
Frank Schubert
Dennis Boyanich
Jean Kell
Paul Groves
Mark Brunini
Elaine Read
Ross Read
Brendan Hughes
Anne Elliot
Noel Elliot
Lenni Duffield
Judi Tomlinson
Gordon Tomlinson
Keith Bishop
Cheryl Porter
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Muchea
Chittering
Muchea
Bindoon
Bindoon
Chittering
Lower Chittering
Lower Chittering
Upper Chittering
Upper Chittering
Chittering
Chittering
Bindoon
Bindoon
Chittering Springs
Bindoon
Muchea
Muchea
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Muchea
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Muchea
Bindoon
Bindoon
Muchea
Bindoon
Bindoon
Chittering
Muchea
Muchea
Bindoon
Mooliabeenee
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Peter Porter
Jay Chapman
Gavin Fleay
Valerie Fleay
Julie Henderson
Samantha McKay
James McGregor
Lyn Borg
Silvio Borg
Alison Barnard
David Barnard
Dee Pine
Ian Hall
Jenny Hall
Paul Foldenaur
David Deng
Melanie Baker
David Baker
Jodee Maddock
Mike Beltranetti
Josephine Fern
Stan Gaston
Robyn Taylor
David Brisbane
John Barlow
Christine Agnew
John Agnew
Les Parsons
Maxine Parsons
John Nagel
Lee Martin
Laurie Bush
Jane Righton
John Davis
Carolyn Gomersall
Andy Gomersall
Maree Donaldson
Rhonda Walsh
Ed Walsh
Thomas Eastough
Patricia Fletcher
Trident Buttfield
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Mooliabeenee
Chittering
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Chittering
Muchea
Bindoon
Bindoon
Lower Chittering
Lower Chittering
Muchea
Muchea
Muchea
Lower Chittering
Wannamal
Muchea
Muchea
Lower Chittering
Chittering Rise
Bindoon
Bindoon
Chittering Heights
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Lower Chittering
Bindoon
Lower Chittering
Mooliabeenee
Mooliabeenee
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Muchea
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Donna Buttfield
Dave Lucas
Piet Berkers
David John
Betty Rorbye
Judy Chilman
William Grimshaw
Brian Chipchase
Julie Duzevich
Richard Frew
Walter Hoge
Yvonne Garland
Frank Fewster
Margaret Fewster
John Curtis
Raelene Kay
Roslyn Ferrell
Colin Ferrell
Robyn Browne
Gordon Carter
Helen Taylor
Louise Yates
Tom Fern
Judy ????????
Belinda Martin
Neva Harris
Chris Cano
Charmaine Fewster
Neil Fewster
Alan Barnes
Eyal Gringart
Denise Scott
Gary Scott
Tracey Yates
Lindsay Yates
Paul Yacopetti
Louise Andrew
Barni Norton
Kate Winter
Justin Dawson
Robert Taylor
John Kay
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Muchea
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Muchea
Muchea
Muchea
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Muchea
Muchea
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Muchea
Upper Chittering
Chittering
Muchea
Bindoon
Muchea
Bindoon
Bindoon
Chittering
Chittering
Chittering
Bindoon
Chittering
Bindoon
Bindoon
Mooliabeenee
Mooliabeenee
Bindoon
Muchea
Bindoon
Bindoon
Lower Chittering
Mooliabeenee
Bindoon
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Marie Merrifield
Ruth Sprague
Bob Sprague
Yvonne Ong
Phillippa Ong
Richard Lanman
Tobias Zillessen
Greg Carli
Cheryl Martin
Vesna Starcevich
Thomas Connolly
Janet Verran
Stephen Verran
Fiona Newson
Lee Greenberg
Daniel Greenberg
Jack Donser
Roslyn Bentley
Steve Bentley
Bill Ashman
Paul Young
Nelson Palmer
Jill Boerma
Jenny Johnson
Marion Cherry
Sonia. Taylor
Robyn Welsh
Shane Love MLA
Paul Eddy
Kristel Eddy
Daniel Thomas
Fern Thomas
David McSweeney
Ronald H. Armstrong
Nyaree Lake

2.2

Muchea
Chittering
Chittering
Muchea
Muchea
Upper Chittering
Chittering
Chittering
Bindoon
Lower Chittering
Muchea
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Bindoon
Mooliabeenee
Lower Chittering
Lower Chittering
Muchea
Bindoon
Lower Chittering
Mooliabeenee
Lower Chittering
Member for the Agricultural Region
Lower Chittering
Lower Chittering
Chittering
Chittering
Chittering
Chittering
Bindoon

Apologies
Cr Aaron King
Gordon Powell
Shelly Powell
Ruth Gibson
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Heather Boyanich
Maurus Ward

2.3

Approved leave of absence
Nil

3.

SPECIAL BUSINESS

3.1

Lower Chittering Sports Complex
Mr Neil Hartley spoke to the information contained in Attachment 1.

3.2

Muchea Sports Complex
Mr Neil Hartley spoke to the information contained in Attachment 1.

3.3

Bindoon Oval
Mr Neil Hartley spoke to the information contained in Attachment 1.

3.4

Bindoon Lifestyle Village
Mr Neil Hartley spoke to the information contained in Attachment 1.

3.5

Gray Road Recreation Centre
Mr Neil Hartley spoke to the information contained in Attachment 1.
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4.

Public Question Time

4.1

Lee Martin, Bindoon
Question 1: Thanked the Acting CEO for his information, but the information was not what
they were asking. Will the Acting Chief Executive Officer stand aside for the
rest of the meeting, and only the Elected Members answer questions that are
asked by the residents and ratepayers at this meeting?
Answer 1:

The President advised that where the Elected Members are able to provide a
response, then they will do so; however we will seek assistance from the Acting
Chief Executive Officer for answers that require further explanation(s).

Statement: Councillors are elected by the community and you need to listen and the
concerns raised by the community, as your decision is tearing apart this
community. I would like to think as you as Councillors listen to the people
carefully and answer the questions on your own.

4.2

John Davis, Lower Chittering
Question 1: Between 2002-2005 planning permission was granted to build a school and
church at Santa Gertrudis Drive in Lower Chittering. The Immaculate Heart
College now wants to upgrade to a high school/secondary school part of that
development. Has the Shire received an application to build this high school,
and if they have why haven’t the residents and ratepayers in Maryville Downs
been notified of this? Has there been secret discussions behind closed doors
to build a high school?
Answer 1:

The President took this question on notice.

The President advised the meeting, that questions at this meeting as only to relate to the
items on tonight’s agenda, as requested by your ratepayers association.
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Question 2: In October 2015, approval was given for the Structure Plan for Stage 12 was
presented to Council. Five of these residential blocks have a common
boundary with the public open space and future sports facility and resident
centre. Since approval was given in 2015, nothing has happened, why? There
are now rumours that five of these blocks are going to be purchased or have
been purchased by the Church, and I have reliable information that it is the
intention of the Church to build a residential college or university on those
sites, primarily to cater for students to the north of the state. Once again has
Council entered into secret discussions with the church behind closed doors
on this matter?
Answer 2:

The President advised that Council does not go behind closed doors on secretive
matters. If there are issues of public report or notice that they appear on our
agendas and minutes.

Question 3: At a recent meeting with a number of architects organised by the Shire at the
Lower Chittering site, I uninvited attended on behalf of the Ratepayers
Association. The meeting was chaired the CEO and in attendance with the
Shire was Cr Tilbury. Unbeknown to the CEO the meeting was recorded by
myself. During this meeting the CEO informed the architects that the school
would be the main users of the facility. Also another statement was made
that the Council believed that about 50% would be the architects fees for the
design and construction, with the other 50% for the build. It is obvious to me
that the whole purpose of this facility is to include the dream of a resident
college, not for the residents and ratepayers of Chittering. With the loan to
be obtained from Treasury, the ratepayers from Wannamal, Bindoon, Muchea
and Upper and Lower Chittering’s, will be expected to pay for it. You (Cr
Houston) along with Crs Tilbury, Osborn and Ross have shown over the past
few months total contempt for the ratepayers of the Shire that you are
elected to represent. You are not elected to represent the church or the IHC.
The way this project has been handled by the temporary CEO and the four
Councillors involved could amount to possible fraud. I believe that the BBRF
Commission and the State Fraud Squad should be asked to investigate.
Answer 3:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley asked what you would think of someone taping
your conversations without their permission and approval to do so, not
withstanding that I do not recall that the school was a major user, however what
I may have meant was that the school was the user of most importance nor the
user of the most number of hours or days of the week. Mr Hartley welcomed
Mr Davis to go to the Department, or the Crime and Corruption Ombudsman to
pose that I have acted inappropriately in any way.
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Neva Harris, Bindoon
Question 1: I cannot see how this development will do anything for the ratepayers in
Bindoon at all. We need a pool and we are told that we are never ever going
to get one. We are an older demographic and we need a pool that is very easy
accessible. How can Gingin have a pool and we can’t. this project looks like a
whole lot of rubarb to me just to cover the real issue. I do not see any benefit
to what I have seen on the screen for the people of Bindoon.
Answer 1:

4.4

The President advised that there are projects that people would like Council to
do in Bindoon and potentially Wannamal. Council has to do a juggling act with
what it can do, and as there is a significant population to the south of our shire,
Council made a determination in its strategic forecasting and in its strategic
planning that there needed to be a recreation centre; and that the location was
the Lower Chittering area. We understand that there is a significant aging
population, which is why are looking at projects like the retirement village too.

Lenni Duffield, Chittering
Statement: I want to recommend that you change your forms at the door as due process
to have a special meeting is that you record each one of us as your name and
address, and your form has locality; therefore some of us have put our address
down which is due process for a Special General meeting. When you are
developing your forms you may want to ensure that your forms follow the
Act.
Question 1: Is the $1.625m unsecured loan a normal common loan as pointed out by the
Acting CEO in his statement last week?
Answer 1:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that self-supporting loans are very
common for local governments. It would also be universal that there wouldn’t
be security over those loans, as most of those loans are given out to sporting
clubs. The amount that the Shire is looking at ($1.625m) is on the larger side to
most other local governments that are in the region of $10,000-$100,000.

Question 2: It is quite a substantial large loan compared to other local governments in WA.
You have received no complaints to oppose the Lower Chittering Facility, is
that correct?
Answer 2:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley asked people to make contributions about the
proposal; with a dozen or two responses there would have been ¾ - ¼ opposed.
If you call that a complaint then we received no formal complaints. The Shire
has received correspondence from residents and ratepayers in support and
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objecting to the facility. If you call those people who object to the facility as a
‘complaint’, then yes the Shire then of the total received ¼ - ¾ were opposed to
the facility.
Question 3: The Shire had three weeks to develop a slide presentation which should have
contained the correct and up-to-date information. There was significant
funds missing from your LTFP. You had three weeks to develop that
information, on the other slides you put footnotes that were wrong. Why did
you neglect to update the slide and put a footnote to say that you had
forgotten to omit that it did not take into consideration the operational costs
or some of the loan requirement?
Answer 3:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that he could recollect which slide was
being referenced. The slides were designed to be correct and I apologise if the
information contained is not correct. Whilst there has been three weeks to
prepare, there are other duties that staff have to perform. These presentations
take some detailed time to research, and a great deal of effort has gone into
these two presentations. This is whilst staff are doing their other duties as well.
If any errors are noticed, please advise the Shire so that they can be fixed.

Question 4: Knowing that the information was incorrect in the LTFP, what will be the rate
increase required for the Lower Chittering Hall?
Answer 4:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that the LTFP has a rate increase of 3.1%;
however the operating costs are not included in the Long Term Financial Plan.
The slides that have been provided at tonight’s meeting are correct with the
information contained in them. What I didn’t find when looking through the
Long Term Financial Plan was the operational costs of the Lower Chittering
Sports & Recreation Facility. I correctly reported what was in the LTFP. What
Council will need to do before construction of the facility is that they will need
to rework the Long Term Financial Plan so that it includes operational costs and
contribution, which we need to work out what that is until it is built. This will
then reflect a more accurate rate increase once Council has figures for the
operational costs and contribution from the facility.
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Trevor Tough, Muchea
Question 1: The figures in the CEO presentation last week [Information Session, Lower
Chittering Hall on 10 June 2019] it showed the original amount of money that
the loan would cost would be $150,000 a year; and that has been amended to
$228,000 a year. If you take our current pool of rates, 1% of that is either
$54,000 or $57,000 a year; the loan repayments of $228,000 which equates to
4%. How does the CEO state that for the next 20 years we are only going to
have a 3.1% rate increase, where the loan repayments on this $5m is 4% on
its own. Council already has a deficit and you already have a need for 3.1%
increase. How do you explain this misinformation that has been given to is,
as the figures there for anyone to see, you are not telling the truth to us?
Answer 1:

The President advised that the Shire’s Long Term Financial Plan is a lists of what
we would like to do, and a list of all the projects of the next 10 years. The costs
in the Plan are an estimate, and Council sets a required rate amount per year to
cover those projects. We have a recreation centre and part of that analysis is
that we need to spend more, and therefore Council at its next budget round will
need to work through its LTFP and work out what it keeps. Council is currently
working through the 2019/20 Annual Budget, and will be corresponding this
with information in our Long Term Financial Plan; and some things may come
out from the Plan so that we do not have to raise rates. At the start of the
budget deliberations 3.1% was a figure agreed on by Council, which allows the
Shire to fix roads and develop areas for the community. The direction to be
taken by Council is set out in our Long Term Financial Plan, and it all depends on
the vision and commitment of Council. The figures are not rubbery, they are a
planning tool that Council needs to use.

Question 2: the fact is that the ACEO stood there and told us that the 20 years it is stood
at 3.1%, in fact you lied as it is 4%.
Answer 2:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that the Long Term Financial Plan is only
for a period of 10 years – not 20 years. The loan repayments are included in the
LTFP for Stages 1 and 2. In the current LTFP there is provision to meet the loan
repayments of the Shire’s two loans within the 3.1%. Chittering is a growing
shire, with over 100 homes built in the last couple of years. Loan repayments
are in the LTFP and inside the 3.1%. the LTFP also includes a natural growth
allowance of 3% which picks up industrial development and residential
expansion. If you didn’t put up rates, you would get a natural rate of 3% without
doing anything else. The other rate increase on top of that you have the
opportunity to do other things that you wouldn’t normally be able to do.
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Question 3: Are you willing to take a show of hands from people here tonight who want
the facility or a financial burden? If the show of hands is in favour of not
having a financial burden, will Council back down from building the facility?
Answer 3:

4.6

The President advised that he would happily take a show of hands, but drew the
audience to the fact that a lot of the community who are in favour of the facility
are in fact not here tonight. I have received numerous emails from people who
have concerns about it and I have responded to as many as I can. I have also
received feedback from lots of people who are significantly positive about the
facility.

Daniel Thomas, Chittering Rise
Statement: Mr Thomas stated that he is willing to invest in his community, and that he
doesn’t care where the facility is being built as he believes that this a facility
that the whole community needs. There are a lot of families that were unable
to come tonight who are also in favour of this facility who could not make it
tonight.

4.7

Lee Martin, Bindoon
Question 1: At a previous public meeting here, I asked you the question on the $16.7m of
the overall cost of this project I asked you if that was right and you said ‘no,
that last figure is all pie in the sky’ to quote. Then you make an announcement
about a month later at a Council meeting where it is on. How much had been
spent on this project to this stage?
Answer 1:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that it would be between $70,000 $80,000.

Question 2: $70,000 to $80,000 you say, in fact it is up around $300,000 when you look at
how the former CEO divided things up. That is a fact, so why would I trust
you?
Answer 1:

The President that the first part of your question is that the amount in the LTFP
is for the whole cost of the development. Depending on whether we get funding
for Stage 2 will determine the cost to Council, but the figures in the LTFP are for
the entire build, not just Stage 1. As Council does not know who much this entire
project is going to cost, the figure that was given to you previously was from the
LTFP but that it is an unknown cost at this stage. If the project goes ahead and
if we get the funding, this is dependent on whether we get funding to go alone
for the second stage.
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Neil Fewster, Chittering
Question 1: Are the facilities in the Shire are they ‘flat-strapped’ for people wanting to use
them?
Answer 1:

The President advised that all the Shire’s community facilities are being used
with most activities occurring on the weekends or in the evening. During the
week I would say that they remain empty.

Question 2: If the Shire has enough money to spend, why are you not fixing the gravel
roads around the Shire, i.e. Wandena Road; as the traffic and skidding near
the Shire’s refuse site is unsafe?
Answer 2:

4.9

The President advised that Council is not giving money to the College for
nothing, as in fact the College will be contributing to the operational costs and
the repayment of the loan. The Council is not doing it for the school, but the
community as a whole; and that Wandena Road is a road on our network for
ongoing maintenance.

Kathy Tunnicliffe, Bindoon
Question 1: Has Council received Treasury approval for the loan?
Answer 1:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that yes, Treasury have given an
indication that the loan will not be difficult, however there is a process to follow.
Treasury set limits for every local government in Western Australia, and Council
will need to pass it through the 2019/2020 Annual Budget for Treasury to
approve.

Question 2: Considering the amount of junior netball and cricket, why is there only one
rectangular field as part of Stage 1?
Answer 2:

4.9

The President advised that the rectangle field is still under consideration, and
that an oval field will be more useful.

John Curtis, Bindoon
Question 1: Why can’t Council contact the Minister to increase the amount they can
contribute towards the facility as we can’t afford it in [S]hittering?
Answer 1:

The President advised that the amount granted to the Shire has already been
signed off by the Minister. We can certainly ask the question, but it is normally
that the money approved is based on submission.
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Alan Barnes, Bindoon
Question 1: As there is no much opposition to this facility, why can’t Council just put it
aside until after the next election and see if the same four Councillors get
back?
Answer 1:

4.11

The President advised that Council made a decision that we are going to
continue on with the project.

Josephine Fern, Bindoon
Question 1: Has the test drilling for water commenced and what have the results been so
far?
Answer 1:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that there has been two test bores at the
site, with one successful. The lining and finalization of that bore is due to occur
in the coming weeks, which will then allow for the water to be tested for quantity
and quality. The sustainability of the bore will not be known for a few more
weeks. We are also calling for quotes for a hydrologist to give us an indication
of the expected sustainability of that bore, once we plant grass it will need to be
water. That won’t be known for several more weeks yet. There was some work
done in 2006 that the Shire had done, that also was relevant to water supply
which will be passed onto the hydrologist.

Question 2: If there is not enough water or if the water isn’t suitable, will the project go
ahead?
Answer 2:

4.12

The President advised that there will be some challenges, and if there is not
enough water or the quality isn’t good enough, then Council will need to look at
some alternatives.

Ruth Sprague, Chittering
Question 1: With the loan documentation, it says that if the college is disillusioned the full
balance of the loan shall become payable; so if the college becomes
disillusioned who will be responsible for payment of the loan?
Answer 1:

The President advised that at this stage because it is an unsupported loan it is a
challenge but we do not believe that that is going to occur.
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Question 2: With regard to water, what affect (if any) will this have on the aqua-table in
Bindoon?
Answer 2:

The President advised that the aquafer in Lower Chittering is different to the one
in Bindoon. As with any organisation installing a bore, the Shire will also need
to comply with all relevant Department regulations.

Question 3: As Council are looking at increasing rates, will Council consider putting the
brakes on this until the new CEO starts who has a more vested interest in our
Shire and the Councillors get ample opportunity to hear from residents?
Answer 3:

The President advised that at the Ordinary Council meetings there has been an
item that relates to this project, and that Council considers each report when
presented with the information that it contains.

Statement: Apart from emailing all the Shire’s ratepayers, we think you need to find out
what your ratepayers actually want from you, how do we do that?
Response:

The President advised that as a Council, we have received numerous emails in
relation to this project; those expressing concern and those in favour. Council is
in a situation to progress the project, and in accordance with the Federal
Government grant the building needs to be completed by the deadline given to
the Shire.

Statement: If Council contacted the Federal Government for an extension to the deadline,
I am sure that they would give an extension.

4.13

Kylie Hughes, Muchea
Statement: The statistics highlight that $67,000 of funding for the Muchea cricket nets;
this is actually the total cost – one third of that was put in by the cricket club
so that is not a true reflection of what the Shire , where a portion was funded
by the clubs and other funding agents.
Response:

The President advised that as stated by the ACEO the funding as 1/3, 1/3 and
1/3. That was the budget figure for those projects as stated in the LTFP, and
they may have a portion provided by the local clubs and other funding agencies.

Statement: For the netball court resurfacing, you had Muchea plus Bindoon’s figures in
there of $30,000, which is 2/3 of Bindoon’s; Muchea was $40,000, but it
should have in fact been only $10,000 as it should have been done two years
previously under warranty with the clubs putting in $2,500 aside every year
for four years for that to be done, and when it came time to do it two years
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ago the Shire could not find the money, and the warranty expired as it took
two years for us to prove that case that was in the Sport and Recreation Plan.
Also you had a $20,000 for a sign that is actually on the front of the Muchea
Hall and is 60cm x 60cm and has been put next to the existing sign that is still
on the building. It is hard to get costings out of these figures that appear on
the screens.
Response:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that there is no error in the presentations
on those areas that are being referred to. With reference to the $20,000 for the
sign, this is in the LTFP and is accurately recorded in the presentation.

Question 1: Did the Shire actually pay $20,000 for a 60cm x 60cm sign?
Answer 1:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that the Shire would not have paid
$20,000 for that sign, but the amount of $20,000 is in the LTFP that would
include other entry signs. As Council works through the LTFP they may realise
that they do not want to spend $20,000 on a sign, all we want is a $500 sign on
the wall. The annual statements will record the actual expenditure, the LTFP
lists the anticipated, future expenditure. It is impossible to project forward even
10 years and get costs to any degree meaningfully accurate; and will change as
time goes by.

Question 2: The $4.71m Federal Grant is going to be paid in arrears, so the shire is aware
that you will be paying these costs up front and invoicing to receive the
money, i.e. when milestones are reached. The first payment of $293,620 was
due to the Shire on 12 April, has this payment been made?
Answer 2:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised government grants are paid at dedicated
instalment times over the period of the loan, and Council is tasked with
managing the cash flow of the entire project. This is the same way it works as
per every other project everywhere else; it isn’t like this project is a different
situation. You will take out your loans in front of the construction timelines so
that you will have the cash to meet the payments for the builders, etc. And at
the end of the day when the project is finished, it will all balance.

Question 3: There will be another grant payment due in on 19 August, is this still tracking
within this timeframe, or are you still waiting on applications and funding
agreements?
Answer 3:

The President advised that the funding agreement is going to Council on
Wednesday night. With regard to the other key payment procedures we have to
show them that we have met timelines or criteria. I am sure that Shire staff will
send off invoices on a timely manner to make sure that we get funding as and
when it is due.
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Question 4: Are you also aware that in the fine print that it is due by December 2021; and
then has to stay operational and maintained for a period of five years as a
minimum otherwise you forfeit that funding, is it on track for that? To change
from a rectangle oval to a full size senior oval is at least 1.5 times the price of
a rectangle field, and the budget is already just on the cusp and it doesn’t
include GST.
Answer 4:

The President advised that none of the costings have been complete ‘set-instone’ and that there will be a lot of work to work around what they are going
to be. As far as the process is concerned, it will roll along as it has to and we will
have to meet our commitments as we have to. There is no sense that this
building is going to be empty in five years’ time.

Question 5: In signing that agreement with that being conditional shouldn’t more work
have been done regarding the operational costs and revenue generation, to
be able to make statement at that period when it was signed you were going
to fulfil those obligations.
Answer 5:

The President advised that all that can happen at the initial stage of a grant
submission is a best knowledge on what the development is going to cost. The
operating costs are completely unknown; the configuration of the building is
basically known, but other things like a gymnasium and private operator are
unknown at this stage.

Question 6: At these milestones does the Shire need to report back to the funding provider
and give an update on the project, and have you advised them about the
change to the funding arrangements; as in the agreement it says that
Immaculate Heart are contributing $2m?
Answer 6:

The President advised that the Shire as part of the reporting process there will
be a list of requirements that will need to be adhered to and will be reported on
accordingly.
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John Nagel, President Chittering Residents and Ratepayers Association, Bindoon
(the following questions were asked on behalf of Jan Stagbouer)
Question 1: What measures have been taken to obtain security over the $1.6m loan with
the owners of the IHC? Have you contacted the Archbishop to offer for
security?
Statement: These questions were put to Mr Hartley today and I would like Mr Hartley to
comment on these as I know he was with Jan today, and whether he has
forgotten about it or what the situation is. I want a response as Jan is
absolutely disgusted with the whole setup, which she told Neil today. I would
like to hear Neil’s response, and she also rang you today too Gordon and she
told you. I feel like it is like water off a ducks back the two of you. Jan is one
of the recognised people, and we have Lenni Duffield who have figures and
you people are not taking any notice and I would like to go on with a few more
questions that Jan has put through.
Question 2: Given Paul Fox recently purchased two properties across the road from the
school, why are the ratepayers of Chittering being asked to help fund his
interest in the sports and recreation facility? Is this yet another investment
that will be funded by us ratepayers?
Answer 2:

The President advised he has no understanding about his purchase of properties
at all, as they have not been known to him. As far as the arrangements that the
school has in terms of property purchase, arrangements with the Catholic
Church, Council has no knowledge of that because that is an arrangement
between them and the Church.

Statement: Jan presented Neil with a copy of the title today, isn’t that correct?
Response:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that that was not correct. What Jan did
present to me was a report from a real estate agent, it was not a title. The
meeting with Jan was very amicable and I didn’t discern any angst to the level
that you are raising tonight. During our meeting Jan suggested that she would
have preferred a different loan arrangement, and she said that she might
contact the Archbishop (or whoever it is) and ask whether or not the Church
would guarantee the loan. If the Church could, that would be a great outcome.
The land ownership of the school is not relevant to the loan, because the loan is
effectively for a structure that will sit on Shire owned land, not on school owned
land. The Shire will own the land and the facility 100%. The school will not have
any ownership rights over the property. The loan agreement will include, apart
from a requirement to repay the loan, the use rights opportunities and
restrictions, and the operational costs and contributions that the school will
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need to make to the Shire. The loan agreement will be available as a public
document, which arrived to the Shire this afternoon. It is a standard selfsupporting loan agreement that local governments have across the state.
Question 3: It would seem that the rush to get this facility started is somewhat connected
with the Federal grant. Is there a connection that comes with the grant that
is pushing the Council to make unrealistic decisions; if so, what are those
connections?
Answer 3:

The President advised that there wasn’t any unrealistic decisions that are being
made by Council. Council is very aware that this is a very significant process and
significant expenditure and an impost on the community, but Council is being as
careful as we possibly can. The other observation that I would like to make is
that I have spoken with Jan, and she has been touting this development to the
south of the Shire since 2005 whilst she was on Council. This development has
been on the books for a very long time, and all that Council can do is make sure
that we get money back from the facility. There is a huge opportunity that we
may get upwards of $1.8m back, which we would otherwise be paying for
ourselves.

Question 4: Would it be correct in saying then that you have until the 30 June to get this
application through to the Federal Minister for grant funding?
Answer 4:

The President advised that he was not sure of the exact date it has to get
through by.
Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that the grant approval has been
confirmed and it was signed off before the Federal election. The grant is
guaranteed. The project officially starts on 1 July 2019, and needs to be
concluded within two years of that date, i.e. 30 June 2021 is the completion date
in accordance with the grants conditions.

Statement: So that confirms that you have got until the 30 June to get it in place to start
from the 1 July, which is why you are pushing this through. You are trying to
push this through before the next election.
Response:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that the Shire is working as quickly as we
can, at the same pace as we do with any project that Council undertakes. The
tenders for architects go to Council next Wednesday [19 June], and the loan
agreement is being progressed with the College. The water is being
investigated. All of these things are happening. The Shire has a two year
timeline and it will be busy to make sure this this project is completed within
that two years. It will take over a year to build and several months to design.
Council needs to keep on this project as quickly and as reasonably as we can,
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but that does not mean that as the President said, when you make poor
decisions as you progress along that path.
Question 4: It is essential that the Chittering ratepayers are kept fully informed of the
negative impact this proposal will have on the current and future rates. Why
is this development being pushed beyond the capacity of the ratepayers to
afford? Would the CEO and Council accept the services of an experienced
person to review the development of a business and financial plans to have
been so badly constructed? This would give some comfort to our community?
I put that question to you tonight, would you be prepared to get an
independent auditor come up and go through all this before you go any
further?
Answer 4:

The President advised that all Federal Government grants are internally vetted
before approval is given. The Shire would not have received the federal grant if
we did not meet their requirements. Internally, the Shire employs project
managers to audit the entire process. The Shire also has their internal financial
people to manage the incomes and outgoings.

Question 5: The question I asked was ‘are you prepared to get an independent auditor in’?
Figures that are being presented to us are not correct.
Answer 5:

The President advised that the figures that are being talked about are in the
Long Term Financial Plan, and this document is subject to change every year.

Statement: Someone needs to stand up as the community has lost confidence with this
Council and the CEO, your planning of this sports facility has been dreadful
and will see the loss of the Chittering sustainability. The facility may well be
needed but the current proposal is unrealistic. You desperately need help to
establish a more realistic business plan for this project from both practical and
financial viewpoints.
On behalf of Jan Stagbouer.
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John Nagel, Bindoon
Question 1: What are the expected costs of the architects? How many applications have
you received from your advert in the West Australian on the 13 April?
Answer 1:

The President advised that he was not sure.
Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that the Shire received eight or nine
submissions for the tender to provide architectural services for the design of the
facility. These submissions will go to Council on Wednesday [19 June], and one
of those architects will be selected by Council as the company to undertake the
task of designing the facilities. The Shire received good submissions and the
tenders are confidential until they are dealt with by Council until after the
Council meeting when the resolution of Council will be known.
In response to one of the earlier questions, Council’s books are audited every
year by licensed auditors under the control of the Auditor General of the State
Government. They would be testing those figures that you speak of at the
annual audit and at the half yearly audit as well.

Question 2: If I remember rightly the question John Davis asked was said at that meeting
at Lower Chittering was approximately 50% of the cost was going to be under
the architect, so 50% of what?
Answer 2:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that he would like that statement reclarified before giving a response. Mr Hartley asked what he was taped saying.

Statement: I cannot answer that as I have not got the tape, but I am pretty sure that John
is not the kind in telling ‘porkies’. You must have some sort of formula, is it
20%, 30%, 50%?
Response:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that it is on the Shire’s website, and the
total professional fees estimate is 10% of the project cost. This is on the quantity
surveyors list, grant application, website, therefore you can look at all of the
costs for the whole centre broken down as per the quantity surveyor.
The President advised that this includes engineers, and all other services.
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Graeme Donaldson, Bindoon
Statement: Mr Tough previously asked for everyone to give a show of hands of people
who think this is a wonderful idea, a concept of the sports pavilion of the
Roman Catholic Church. Can we have a show of hands?
Response:

The President asked for it to be rephrased as it is not at a Roman Catholic
Church; it is on land in Lower Chittering.

Statement: We know that the Roman Catholic Church is so astute with financial
investment that they can’t lose, the Council can. This could prove (if it goes
ahead) to be a millstone around the Council’s neck, which is the ratepayers –
we are the Council. We don’t want millstones around our neck, and we are
just about to go down the road; can we have a show of hands for the ones
who think this is a wonderful idea; come-on, put your hands up….1…2….3…. I
am not waiting.
Response:

The President asked Mr Donaldson if he had a question as there are other people
who would like to ask questions.

Statement: Can we have a show of hands before I read this out…. Around about 5% of the
meeting tonight want it. Can we have a show of hands from those who think
that this is a bad idea for the council and us…. 95%. That is all, I am too old
now to make bad financial decisions.

4.16

John Davis, Lower Chittering
NOTICE OF MOTION
Proposer John Davis / Seconder Lee Martin
The Ratepayer Electors of this Special meeting of the Shire of Chittering demand that
any agreements regarding the Lower Chittering Sport and Community Facility, made
between the Shire Council and the owners of the Immaculate Heart College, be
presented to the Minister of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries, and to
the Department of Treasury WA for their opinions on the Legality or otherwise on the
proposed agreement, and also furthermore no contracts to be signed off, and the seal
of the Shire of Chittering not applied until after the Local Government Elections, to be
held in October 2019.
This motion is proposed by the Chittering Residents and Ratepayers Association
Incorporated.
Dated: 17 May 2019
CARRIED
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Statement: We expect it to be heard at the next Council meeting, under s5.33 of the Local
Government Act.
As Seconder of the Motion Lee Martin addressed the meeting
I think it is pretty important that this facility be reconsidered, and I would like you to get a
show of hands in support of the motion to show that the meeting support the motion.

4.17

Jodie Chilman, Muchea
Question 1: Concerns with the existing sporting clubs and facilities in the Shire; when the
new facility is fully operational, I would like to know what your expectation is
as a Council on other sporting clubs within the Shire. I would hate to see an
entire facility would be shut-down and forced to relocate to this new facility
because one you are taking away facilities and amenities from one area or
townsite, and taking away history
Answer 1:

The President advised that Council has not had any discussions to remove
facilities, this is in addition to the facilities that we already have in the shire.
Between now and the construction of the new facility, there is a lot of work that
needs to be done. There has been no hint of any consideration on shutting them.
The Shire’s LTFP shows that we intend to spend money.

Statement: It does say about relocating to the new facility.
Response:

The President advised that there will be clubs who would jump at the
opportunity to move to a brand new footy oval if they wish; or add to their
basketball. We hope people move to it, but we can’t see, for example the junior
football club, they probably won’t go and play on a huge oval, and still train at
the Muchea facility. These will be built into our Long Term Financial Plan, there
is no hint that any facilities will be removed, just added to, as we will have
population coming as well.

Statement: Concern that in Council’s agenda for the June Ordinary Meeting of Council it
says in the last paragraph is there potential for an ever better proposal and
the one provided by the Muchea Hall Users Group in time the facility which is
too small geographically be relocated to an alternative larger site, and the
current site be subdivided for housing, with the sale proceeds to be used to
partially fund the new facility.
Response:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley asked the audience who had read the report on
the Shire’s website, and if you had that you would know that one or two
sentences that were read out are at the end of that report under a heading
called “Plan B”, which included a dozen or so questions that were there to
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challenge the Council. The proposal that is being put by the Muchea Hall User
Group would like to apply for a sport and recreation grant in September 2019
for a new facility at the Muchea Hall and Sports Ground, to replace the old
facility. We are putting together a grant application between July, August and
a little of September and getting it through Council and up to State Government.
This is a huge task, and the report put forward to Council to suggest that they
strongly look at that and a whole range of issues about how Council can support
them during this process. Including recommendations like having a master plan
and strategy for the broader area, without deciding on that one facility on its
own. At the end of the report included a whole range of questions, including the
one that was outlined: would it not have been better to relocate to somewhere
bigger that you could fit all of the facilities on that the Muchea people needed
as opposed trying to squeeze them around a restricted site. Encourage everyone
to read the report in full and reach your own conclusions about its quality and
the suggestions made.
{Inaudible question/statement}
In regard to the item that was read out, to the credit of the Muchea Hall User
Group are an incredibly enthusiastic group wanting to push this project along as
quickly as they can. The Shire is reacting to their enthusiasm by putting a report
to Council as soon as we could and encourage everyone to read the report.
In regard to the comment about community consultation; would love more
community consultation. The Community Strategic Plan is advertised for
community contributions, and that forms the basis of the Council’s thinking
which goes into the Corporate Business Plan. Those documents are advertised.
Council then forms that into a Long Term Financial Plan and from that they
create the annual budgets. The community has had the opportunity to
contribute at the highest strategic level. Encourage you to take an interest when
those advertisements appear in the newspapers to play a role in that. This is the
genesis, or the reason, why we are here tonight; because there was not enough
contribution at the time. There was also consultation done as part of the Lower
Chittering Recreation Facility proposal, where the consultants sent out 500
invitations, and they went to clubs and other things. There is a report that is on
the webpage, and encourage everyone to get involved in those when asked for
your input, as what happens and you leave it to the 11th hour, this is the position
you find yourselves in. Your contribution is required at the time and everyone
should take the time to do this.
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Jenny Johnson, Bindoon
Statement: As part of CCPAG this plan was presented a couple of years ago and stated
that this would be financed by natural growth in population. The Corporate
Business Plan says that by 2026 we expect 8,000 people to live in the Shire,
which is a 48% increase on the 2016 census. In the presentation last week and
also the Northern Valleys News it has been realised down to 7,300, which is a
3.4% increase. The latest WA Tomorrow Population Report No 11, which is
our latest and greatest figures, and we are expecting 6,115 based on the CBand, which is the most likely band. This represents an extra 580 people, a
downgrade of 2,000 people on a population that is only about 5,500. In terms
of rates, if a population has to pay 100% of rates, if you have 20% less
population that means that 80% that is left have to pay an extra 25% on their
rates. Based on your own figures of 3.1% it would automatically if we don’t
make up that extra 20% population, it becomes 3.76%. This is based on
population, not on financial figures which is short about $100,000 on what
you have presented.
Response:

4.19

The President advised that when Council considered this development, they also
considered what was not in those reports is the very significant industrial park
to the south of the Shire. And rating from industrial land will bring in significant
rate revenue to the Shire. With the development of this Park, it is likely to bring
approximately 15,000 employees and that will result in people looking for
accommodation/build houses, and we are hopeful that those figures will
increase revenue for the Shire, but will also put pressure on existing facilities.

Dennis Boyanich, Bindoon
Statement: Irrespective of what might happen / what is going to happen there is one big
basic fact that is missing here; you have got to remember that you people
were elected by ratepayers, and put there by the ratepayers and you should
do what they say. You sit up there defiant of what they are telling you and
you get four Councillors who are quite prepared to go along with this, yet
three others are like normal. You four are going to be responsible for
whatever you do to this Shire. With respect to people from Lower Chittering
who want a facility, so they should have a facility. So should Muchea and so
should Bindoon, but the way that you people are going about this is totally
wrong. You need to listen to what the ratepayers are telling you, that is what
you were put there for; and if you are going to do that then please step down
and let someone else do it that is capable of doing it.
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Kylie Hughes, Muchea
Statement: With respect to the point earlier made by the ACEO, I have been involved in
the community strategy, planning workshops, the sport and recreation plan,
reviews, I do enjoy getting into conversations and listening to what the
community is saying. Obviously our netball club is involved heavily in the
sport and recreation plan over that 10years that I have been involved in the
club. In this room now you have life members, someone representing a
patron association, third generation of residents. You are not demonstrating
the respect of people in this community. If this many people are saying that
we don’t have faith in this plan, like the plan that we have put together for
the Muchea Hall, whilst everyone is saying that the facility is too small that
oval is the same size as the SCG. In the Shire there is nowhere for senior
football or senior cricket, yet there are three cricket clubs. All of these
mistakes have been pointed out by me for at least the last two years when
that plan came out. I was on the reference group for the planning of this
facility. When I joined there was two AFL sized ovals; one was a practice and
one was for playing. There was one multicourt. That is the only thing that is
going to make any money of the whole plan, is the indoor facility. Now they
have stretched it out to two. There are so many holes in the plan and so much
disdain for people that you could be utilising from the sporting clubs that have
been in the shire for such a long period of time that they understand why
tennis is no longer popular. There are facilities that are not used just because
the facilities are not good enough, there is no interest in those sports because
they can access that elsewhere. We have spoken about where you haven’t
consulted Netball WA, you haven’t consulted with the WACA, and you haven’t
consulted with Swan Districts Football Association. You don’t know where
the boundaries are. You don’t know if you are going to have a senior club
there because you can’t, because Chittering is a junior club. Bullsbrook and
surrounds send their juniors to Chittering. They get developed up and then
move away. It is what sporting and government bodies are containing the
integrity of their sporting regions because that is constrained. You can’t just
build it and have it, because the Shire said so; or because people think there
housing prices are going to go up in Lower Chittering. There are so many
things that should have been consulted by sporting bodies or with people who
understand sport. I had to force my way onto that reference group and I
applied for this reference group where I was nominated by two different
organisations for that. Aside from my sporting experience and involvement
in all of those plans, I have been a purchasing manager in an organisation that
handles millions of dollars of money of Rupert Murdoch’s money. I do
contracting – I am a contract manager. I have also done facility management.
Who better of the three that were elected is more qualified than that, that I
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was not selected? This is why, is there a conflict of interest within that
Reference Group. I know that at least 30 people have approached me to let
me know that allegedly that one person is actually involved in a romantic
relationship with another person on that reference group. One member on
that reference group is a preferred contractor with the Shire. There are
procurer interest.
Response:

4.21

The President advised that if there is significant issues like that they shouldn’t
be made unless there was substance to them.

Lenni Duffield, Chittering
Statement: Why has the co-contribution been reduced from 50% to 25% from the original
conversation that has happened in the documentation, which I have pointed
out to you several times before with Lucid Economics and Jill Powell reports,
and your subsequent Council reports on numerous occasions are incorrect.
Particularly where you say that the decision was based on the number one
priority that Council wrote in the Council minutes, and you as Councillors
approved that. I would go on the recommendation of Neil Hartley and our
President, and implore you to read all the documents as if you had, you would
have picked up at least 68 mistakes. Some of them have been about the MPV
and the rates that are used; there is a $58,000 difference on one of them to
start with, but that didn’t change with them putting it down in another table
to work out what the figures were going to be, and they are also incorrect.
Also in that report there is a co-contribution or half operating costs from the
IHC, but someone couldn’t do the mathematics on that on either as that one
is out. When you say that the operating costs are $600 and something
thousand, and we are going to expect to get half of that back.
Question 1: Why has it been reduced from 50% to 25%?
Answer 1:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that this has not been reduced from 50%
to 25%.

Statement: In your Council report it does say that in the minutes.
Response:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that as far as he recalls it doesn’t.

Statement: In your last minutes it says a minimum of 25%.
Response:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that what it says is that there will be
contribution split into two, a minimum of 25% based on costs and up to another
25% based on usage. Two 25s equal 50.
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Statement: What is also in there is a statement from the Principal that they have said that
if they were to be actually charged 50% of operational costs they couldn’t
afford it. This is why they have come to the Council to ask for a reduction in
costs of down to 25%. This is a statement from the Principal in those minutes.
Response:

The President advised that there is not a minimum of 25%, there is operating
costs as well. They are obliged as a user to pay.

Question 2: Why was not the original 50%?
Answer 2:

The President advised that it is.
Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that through the grant application said
that the operating costs would be split, there was not a percentage allocated in
the grant application. You assume that a split would mean something close to
50:50. The Shire has been in discussions with Immaculate Heart College, about
that contribution, and it has to form part of the loan agreement. The Council
Resolution was that the contribution be based on a 25% proportion plus up to
another 25% based on usage. The school as part of this process with the
reference group has been discussing how to best describe the use in the loan
agreement, and how to best accommodate the operational part. The school will
have its financial limitations and we have to work with them on how this is all
going to work out on Wednesday at the Council meeting. Council will consider
the loan agreement and the contribution paid by the school. Council has to
make the decision on the loan agreement, and discussions with the school about
their contribution rate and how that forms into the loan agreement. The Council
Resolution is misinterpreted. The Council Resolution is that it be 25% plus up to
25%. The position by Council on a lot of things has changed over the period of
this process, and that will continue to change. It would be good to set a position
on anything today, but views can change tomorrow, or the next day, if you
thought there was a better alternative. Once Council has considered the loan
agreement that will include the configuration of the use rights, which will be
dealt with by Council on Wednesday.

Question 3: So at this stage, Council is only committed to 25% that is what you are saying,
and up to another 25% not the original 50%?
Answer 3:

The President advised that it could be 50%.

Statement: Notwithstanding that, the Principal has stated and it is recorded in the Council
minutes that they cannot afford that.
Response:

The President advised that that would be a discussion and negotiations with the
College.
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Question 4: How are you going to afford it as the goal posts keep changing? All of a sudden
we are up for 75% operating costs so that has not been included in the Long
Term Financial Plan. In fact, we do not know what that 75% operating costs
is going to be. How are we going to afford it when it has also been pointed
out that none of the opportunity costs I asked last week have not been
answered? There is about 50% of opportunity costs that haven’t been
answered and this could be attributed to the 50% that we are already missing
in the budget to maintain assets on facilities right now that will have to be
foregone to go with this project, let alone any other opportunity costs. Other
opportunity costs are, what is the significant impact on our shire in applying
for any other loans whilst we have this loan, because we are reaching our limit
with the Treasury?
Response:

The President advised that these were addressed last week, and to reiterate
what was said last week, these costs are in the Shire’s Long Term Financial Plan
and Corporate Business Plan. Whatever the income from the building is and
whatever the operating costs are, will have to be built into the annual budget.

Question 5: Those figures have been used to establish a ‘go or no go’ in a net present value
of this capital investment on whether we go ahead or not. If they are
unrealistic, then you have not quite figured that out yet, then why where they
used as a hurdle point in an MPV that is already wrong in the Lucid Economics
report?
Answer 5:

The President advised that Council does its best work on the information that
they are provided with. The documents presented may have inaccuracies but
we fall back to the question that regardless on the amounts of money, Council
has made a decision at this point in time, that they are comfortable with what
they are presented with. The Shire’s Strategic Plan will change every year and
it could be in three years’ time we have significant income coming from
somewhere like that and from increase in population. And if we haven’t then
some of the projects that are in that Plan will have to dissipate or put back so
that we can balance our budget. Council will make that decision about whether
it charges 15% (heaven forbid) or it charges 2%, because it can afford to for its
rates. We are talking about a whole heap of improbable that were put onto this
project when the funding was applied for and we will not be able to rationalise
most of those figures until the facility opens its doors.

Statement: My point is then, your $4.71million is only for Stage 1 of this project. You are
reliant on applying for other grants, so wouldn’t we be more concerned and
invest money into upgrading our facilities that are not at full use right now,
that are not at capacity and give the money back and apply for further grants
because you have to anyhow. The argument that we have got the money and
we need to spend it doesn’t fly if there is no guarantee that we can’t do Stage
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2 or 3 without further grant funding. Why not delay it and set up a reserve
fund wait for Muchea to come online, put the money aside and go back and
actually do your community engagement properly and look at this in three
years’ time. We are not going to have the population statistics as predicted,
and maybe during that time we may be able to save some money, not actually
spend more than what we get in, and do this project property.
Question 6: Will the Shire give full support to the Muchea Hall User Group in supporting
them in writing for the grant application?
Answer 6:

4.22

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that he has written a report which is
available on the website and is in the agenda for the June Ordinary Meeting of
Council and the recommendations are there. What Council decides to do is
entirely up to its best judgement and officers will implement whatever the
Council decides.

John Kay, Bindoon
Statement: You keep saying that people can read it on the web, if you look here tonight
there is an aging population that wouldn’t own a computer, they wouldn’t
know how to turn the computer on, let alone read the stuff that you put on
the web. There is thousands of them who don’t get to see it. You can’t keep
saying that it is on the web, because these people will not see it.
Question 1: The very first thing for this thing to happen – where did it start, where did it
come from?
Answer 1:

The President advised in 2002 it was first mentioned, and after talking with Jan
earlier on today she said it was raised in its current location in the mid-2000’s.
It has been on the books for a long, long time in various forms.

Question 2: When did you guys decide that you were going to go ahead with it?
Answer 2:

The President advised that this Council picked up the Long Term Financial Plan
that was around beforehand. We made a decision as a whole Council (all seven
of us) to get the CEO to….

Question 3: What was the vote on that?
Answer 3:

The President advised that it was 7-0 to support the financial plan.

Question 4: What was the vote on the building?
Answer 4:

The President advised that it was 7-0, at the October 2018 meeting. All the
Councillors voted in favour.
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Question 5: You reference that 500 surveys were sent out with regard to this, yet not one
person that I have spoken too received this. Where any of those 500 sent to
Wannamal, Bindoon or anywhere like that? Or were they just sent to
Maryville?
Answer 5:

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that Jill Powell and Associates feasibility
report is available on the Shire’s website; and for those who are not able to
access a computer, they can come into the office and obtain a paper copy. There
was 500 Australia Post submissions sent out, they consulted with 18
clubs/associations. There is 5,000est people in Chittering so there will be a lot
of people who haven’t seen it, and of course there will be some who sore it but
didn’t think about it. Those that chose to respond were relied upon to formulate
the report, with clubs and other people.
The President advised that it was also advertised in the local paper and public
meetings.

4.23

Ian Hall, Muchea
Question 1: Are the other Councillors in attendance tonight willing to address the meeting
to convince the community as to why this is a good thing for the shire?
Cr George Tilbury addressed the meeting at 9.28pm
I have spoken to hundreds of people within the shire who are in support of this project. I
understand that the community is divided and wish that it was not the case as I want us all
to work together. The passion that people have displayed in this community it could be
turned into something positive – we could achieve many great things. Our shire is on the
verge of something really good, in terms of planning, development, opportunities that are
coming our way, because we are on the urban fringe the southern part of our shire is the
strongest growing, particularly within the Wheatbelt. There is a lot of opportunity. We have
already talked about commercial and industrial opportunity and rate basis from those are
significant. We already have BP, which is going through final stages so that is going ahead.
We have major road infrastructure with NorthLink WA finally going through. This is going to
open our area like we have never seen before, and that places demand on the Shire to provide
additional services for our communities. In terms of the Lower Chittering Project we have
had this on the books for many years. When I first got into Council I said that this would be
my first term; with some of you saying that this would be my last. If that is what you want
to do at election time, then that is your choice, but I am here and I have been working hard
for this community to get good things happening. In terms of this complex, I said to Council
that there is a political window that is going to open when the Federal Election comes around
with both sides throwing around a lot of cash, and it was a good opportunity for us as a
Council to get some money for a major project. That major project happened to be the Lower
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Chittering Sport and Recreation Facility. We as Councillor’s have to make an informed
decision after looking at all the facts. My informed decision in relation to capital cost of the
project (Stage 1) there is no commitment to Stage 2. We are not even talking about Stage 2
other than making some provisions, so if it is to be expanded it can be done at the cheapest
possible price. $9.71m, we got $4.71m out of the Federal Government and that is due to the
hard work Council and staff were doing behind the scenes, playing Labour off against Liberal
to get that commitment for a grant. We also have another funding partner with a school
that is going to use this facility during school hours, which is not our community peak demand
period (that is afternoons, evenings and weekends), then that is why we got that grant,
because we are going to maximise the use of that facility. Putting your business hat on and
you have a funding partner prepared to put in, let’s just round of figures- we have a $10m
capital project, we have got $4.71m which is almost half which is significant for any grant
issued by any Government for a project, plus $2m from another partner who is not going to
own any of the facility. The facility will be Shire owned. For a $10m capital project it is
costing the shire $3m – how is this not a good deal? I know the people from Muchea in
relation to their facility needs work down there. When I spoke to my fellow Councillors last
week even people who are opposed on Council to this current project; I asked them the
question: how many of you have been approached from the people of Muchea with this
proposal about this project that has been on the books for years? Not one of them. None of
us knew about this proposal. Yes, it has been discussed with staff and that is what I have
said to the CEO and President that maybe that is a communication issue that needs to be
addressed. As a Council we should be aware of all major projects. The people of Muchea
deserve to have good facilities, and I support that happening. But we need to make sure that
it is a priority and that the money can be evenly spread and we need to work out the order
of those particular priorities. So we need to do a master plan as that has not been done. I
fully support this project, and I know that there is a lot of support out there; and I respect
those opposed to it because we are all entitled to our opinion.
Cr Mary Angus addressed the meeting at 9.34pm
Council is obliged to try and work together but I am here to represent the people. I have
listened over the last few months of what people are saying to me. Yes, in the beginning I
did think it was a great thing that we would have this brand new sports complex, it would be
great for the new population and the young kids coming up. It would be wonderful as the
Government is going to give us nearly $5m. Since then I have realised that this is going to
cost the community a lot of money, because there is no guarantee from College and I am
seriously concerned about that. But as a Council we voted and it passed, and I am obliged to
stand with Council regardless of my thoughts about it. I am here to listen to everybody and
the show of hands here tonight, I think that my fellow Councillors have to see what is going
on will go to bed tonight giving it a lot of thought.
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Cr Carmel Ross addressed the meeting at 9.35pm
I came onto Council about 18months ago, about when the project was underway. The things
that struck me when I stood for Council, I looked at the population across the shire because
anyone who comes onto Council should know who are we dealing with? I live north of
Bindoon so my major point of contact is this township. However, when I looked at the figures
what I said at a meeting a couple of weeks ago, we have reached the point where 37% of the
population, i.e. 2,200 people live in Lower Chittering. About 1,200 live here in Bindoon, over
1,100 in Muchea, about 400 in Wannamal and 500 in Chittering. What has been said here
tonight a number of times is that the population spread, the growth has been at the southern
part of the Shire, and it seems to me that I agree with what has been said about Muchea and
it is most unfortunate that a little more has not gone into keeping that facility going and
looking at what it’s future should be. There is no doubt that there is an urgent need for the
people of Lower Chittering to have a suitable sports facility. I understand the concern that
people have about the cost but I find it difficult to say ‘give it all back’. It is one thing to say
that you don’t want rates that you are paying to increase to support a new facility, but if you
look at the Lower Chittering area and turn it the other way around – the population of Lower
Chittering have been paying their rates to support facilities that they do not have here in
Bindoon, and elsewhere in the Shire. We do have to look at the whole picture and that is our
job. The Shire does not have ‘wards’ and our job is to look at the whole shire and to not bed
down on one location and say that this is where it should be as this is where the support
should be. I don’t believe for a moment that this will be an easy process, but I think it is
important that I am prepared to put a lot of hours in. I am on the reference group that has
been formed and we have already had a meeting. I suspect that all of us will be putting in a
lot of time because we want it to work. If we want it to work we will invest the time; we will
cross the “t’s” and dot the “i's”. We are aware of the errors that were in some of the
preparation paperwork and it is most unfortunate that they were not picked up sooner. To
my view they do not take away the validity of the project, we just have to pay closer attention
to our figures as we go through the preparation stages. I will continue to be in support of it
and I accept your opposition and I appreciate your concern. I have heard a whole lot of people
across the Shire who say that they would like this to go ahead so there are two different
views, and as Councillor Tilbury said, in the long term we need to go back to seeing ourselves
as the people of the Shire of Chittering, not from Wannamal, or Bindoon or Muchea.
Cr Don Gibson addressed the meeting at 9.40pm
I like to thank you for coming tonight and the attendance shows the concern for this project.
As you are aware there are a heap of problems: we’ve got not guarantees, we’ve got a rise
in rates for the next 10-20years, and people can’t afford it. This project could probably work
in 20years time, and that is if and when we ever get more population. And as we have heard,
the population forecast is dropping. Unless people can get on board, then I think it is a nogoer. And it think that it is pretty well demonstrated that the majority are against this, and
there is three Councillors against, and that will remain the case; unfortunately one of them
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is not here tonight. Three is so many problems, that unless we can get some guarantees that
this will be paid then we are all going to be liable for the whole cost of $5m.
Cr Peter Osborn addressed the meeting at 9.41pm
I believe that as a Councillor I am meant to be visual and think of what the future is needed
for this shire. I need to look at today, I need to look at tomorrow and I need to look at the
future. That to me is where this recreation centre sits – it is the future. Populations change,
the cohort that is in Lower Chittering at the moment will age and they will turn around and
move elsewhere and other people move in; and most likely be younger families with children.
There is a facility to be ready and able to support them. I totally concur with Cr Ross about
the population of Lower Chittering, for years they have been paying their rates and have got
nothing for it. It doesn’t say that we have to go and build it down there, and if you do come
to the Council meeting on Wednesday night you will probably hear a dissertation from me
about the process. As late as October 2018, item 9.4.6 which was the acceptance of the
feasibility study which was the basis for the grant application went to Council and passed 70. To me as of October last year there was a dedication from the entire Council that this was
a project that should be put forward. This is where I stand and where we should be going.

4.24

John Nagel, Bindoon
Statement: In relation to Cr Osborn’s comments that that might have been a fair call back
in October 2018, but since then the goal posts have shifted. There was $2m
promised plus $275,000 for the school; now it is $1.75m so in actual fact you
have given them $550,000 gift. The figures have changed which is why the
other three Councillors have got some common sense and realised that the
situation isn’t as it was. That is why they have changed in supporting the
ratepayers. This is where the other four Councillors are not looking at that.
The goal post have changed. You have bent over backwards to appease the
school down there, not to appease the ratepayers.

4.25

Alan Barnes, Bindoon
Statement: I think that about 15mins away in Bullsbrook there is a similar facility and
wouldn’t it be possible for the people down there to go to ‘Bully’ perhaps.
There is a huge population coming in down there. Not a couple of years ago
the whole Council was dissolved over something a lot less than this. I reckon
it would be a good idea for all the Council to resign and we have a new
election.
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Carol Gomersall, Mooliabeenee
Statement: We have had a 23 year association with the Chittering Junior Football Club
with our son playing in the very first team; Muchea desperately needs funds.
We have a girl’s football team that is first year and they do not have anywhere
to change. It is disgraceful that money has not been put into Muchea. You
have to put some money aside for Muchea now with stinking sewerage and
no change rooms for the girls.
Response:

4.27

The President advised that most Councillors have attended the Muchea
Sportsground, and there is a report being presented to June’s Ordinary Meeting
of Council will go some way to resolve the current situation.

Margaret Fewster, Muchea
Statement: This episode is just like what we had 30 years ago with the Tiwest debacle,
where we were lied to right from the start. This is going to split the
community like it did back then.

4.28

Daniel Yukovich, Lower Chittering
Question 1: Can you clarify if the first stage will be completely working and operational at
$9.71m? Is it missing lighting? Is it missing a fully functional kitchen?
Answer 1:

4.29

The President advised that yes, it will be fully operational, however the current
concept plan does not have lighting for the oval; however this is something that
the Reference Group will be addressing and Council will look at available grant
funding to ensure that lights are installed during Stage 1.

John Nagel, Bindoon
Statement: Cr Osborn at one of our Ratepayers meeting, and the question was asked how
much was it going to cost, and he said with bells and whistles that it was going
to be $31m and they trimmed it down to $16m, and lowered it down to $9.6m
for a grant and the wiring was going to be included and all the sewerage and
everything (i.e. plumbing) in the first stage, so when they went to the second
stage it was there. They took the lights out because they needed to get it
under $9.6m. That is why I have been saying all along that when you get your
quotes this is going to be at least 20% out on your actual figures.
Response:

The President advised that you would need to call into the Shire and get hold of
a copy of the grant submission (if you do not have a computer) as that will
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include in there everything that will be for a facility that is working and in
operation.

4.30

Paul Groves, Bindoon
Statement: I came tonight to get a clear picture on what is happening. The last comment
made by Margaret Fewster was that 30yrs ago there was a very divisive issue
in the Shire. I implore Council that, anyway you are going to divide the
community, but if you decide to go ahead with it, people won’t like you; if you
decide to cancel it, the people who want it, won’t like you. I implore you to
give absolute due diligence to whatever you do.

4.31

Unknown
Question 1: What troubles me is the costings. The operational costs that I have heard a
figure of $600,000 per year, even if Immaculate Heart College can come with
up $300,000 that is quite a large figure, and has that been taken into account
in the forward costings?
Answer 1:

The President advised that operational costs are currently not included in the
Shire’s Long Term Financial Plan because it was an unknown so at this stage we
are working on estimates. Operational costs will be considered by Council every
year during the budget process. The Long Term Financial Plan plays an
important decision on what Council is able to do in the next 10 years. The last
thing that Council wants to do is take away facilities from the community.

Statement: Setting out on a plan without knowing what it is going to cost. I ask that you
put back the project and wait for all these industries coming in and Council
should start saving now to build the project without a loan.

4.32

Lee Martin, Bindoon
Statement: There was $2m set aside in the reserve funds during the 2005-2006 for sports
and recreation, and no one has been able to locate what has happened to this
money. Just an observation, that the community is losing confidence in
Council and especially you in running this Council, and I suggest that you stand
down and let someone else run.
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Jenny Johnston, Bindoon
Question 1: With regard to the Bindoon Lifestyle Village and the Gray Road Recreation
Complex and implications for the Bindoon Ag Society. The Ag Society
currently use the space of the proposed lifestyle village for the Rodeo
including camping for participants and spectators. I have heard that the Gray
Road Recreation Complex is not going to happen due to the bypass cutting
through the property that was proposed for the use. What is planned for Ag
Society to be able to use in the future?
Answer 1:

The President advised that Council has not been approached by the Agricultural
Society.
Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that the Agricultural Society have been
asked but I have not been involved in any discussion or what the solution is. The
Ag Society has been in contact with the Shire, we are talking about what ifs.
There is planning underway for the mountain bike track, caravan park and
lifestyle village on this location.
Through the Chair, Cr Ross advised that there will need to be a master plan for
the precinct to abate any conflict with the users.

4.34

John Davis, Lower Chittering
Question 1: What is going on with the Bindoon Lifestyle Village?
Answer 1:

5.

Through the Chair, Mr Hartley advised that Council has undertaken a sewerage
study and is currently working on a feasibility for the mountain bike track. The
land is now available, i.e. owned by Council, and Council is now waiting on the
mountain bike plan to be finalised.

CLOSURE
The Presiding Member thanked everyone for their attendance, and declared the meeting
closed at 10.03pm.
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